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The design of a new Fury version, the NA-194, began in March of 1952. The engine of the NA-194 was to be 
the Wright J65-W-2, a license-built version of the British-designed Annstrong-Siddeley Sapphire turbojet The 
thrust of the J65 was 7800 pounds, as against the 6000 pounds offered by the J47-GE-2 of the FJ-2. The higher 
thrust provided by the J65 offered the Navy the possibility of markedly enhanced performance, and a contract 
for289 examples of the NA-194was given to the Columbus plant on April18, 1952. The designation FJ-3 was 
assigned by the Navy. Serials were BuNos 135774 through 136162. 

In order to serve as a testbed for the FJ-3, the fifth FJ-2 (BuNo 131931) was fitted \vith a J65-W-2 engine. The 
NAA designation NA-196 was assigned to this project, and the modified FJ-2 flew for the fust time on July 3, 
1953. 

The modified FJ-2 (131931) had retained the original nose intake of the stock FJ-2, but it was discovered 
during flight tests that the increased power offered by the J65 required that the nose air intake be made 
somewhat larger. Consequently, the production FJ-3 was provided with a larger nose intake to provide more air. 
However, the slatted wings and the hydraulic power-operated horizontal tail and ailerons of the FJ-2 were 
retained. Four 20-mm cannon were provided, \Vith 648 rounds of ammunitioiL Cockpit armor included a 
52-pound back plate and an 88-pound plate in front of the instrument panel. 

The fust production FJ-3 (BuNo 135774) rolled out of the Columbus factoty and flew for the frrst time on 
December 11, 1953. William Ingram was the pilot The engine was the 7650 Jb.st J65-W-4. 

By July of 1954, twenty-four FJ-3s had been delivered, and the aircraft began its Fleet Introduction Program at 
the Naval Air Testing Center (NATC) at Patwtent, Maty!and. The flavor of the test flying environment at 
Patuxent during the mid-1950s was described vety well by Tom Wolfe in his book The Right Stuff. Most of the 
early Navy jets had Jots of quirks and were often quite dangerous to fly, and there were numerous accidents. I 
lived just across the Chesapeake Bay from Patuxent at that time, and scarcely a month would go by without at 
least one crash of a jet fighter being tested there. However, by the standards ofthS.4iY· the FJ-3 went through 
its test program with relatively few problems being uncovered, although 13578~'afa manage to explode in 
midair and crash because of the ingestion of a foreign object, and the pilot of135786.,got himself lost, ran out of 
fuel, and had to ditch in the Patuxent River. llt3 

Navy Squadron VF-173 based at Jacksonville, Florida was frrst to receive the FJ-3, becoming active with the 
· fighter in September of 1954. The FJ-3 made its frrst carrier landings aboard the USS Bennington (CV A-20) 
on May 8, 1955. On Januaty 4, 1956, an FJ-3 flo'l'<n by Cdr. Ralph L. Werner ofVF-21 became the frrst aircraft 
to land aboard the USS Forrestal, the fust of the new class of post-war giant carriers. 

During the mid 1950s, the US Navy developed a mirror system to replace (at least partially) the paddle-waving 
LSO in guiding a pilot's approach to a carrier landing. The frrst mirror landing was made by Cdr. Robert D. 
Dose on August 22, 1955, when he landed his FJ-3 aboard the USS Bennington. 

On July I, 1955, the Na'vy abandoned the deep blue color scheme that had been used throughout the Korean 
War, and adopted a color scheme in which the upper surfaces were dull gey and the undersurfaces were white. 

The early FJ-3s had wing slats. On later FJ-3s, the wing slats were abandoned in favor of extended wing leading 
edges with a leading edge fence on each wing. The wing area went from 287.9 to 302.3 square feet Space in 
these wing leading edges was used to accommodate 124 gallons of additional fuel, and many earlier FJ-3s were 
retrofitted with this extended wing leading edge. 

09116/2000 8:03 PM 
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Martin XP6M "Seamaster" Flight Test Accidents 

In the early 1950s the US launched a very large program to complement the 
USAF long range bombers. A long range)ligh speed)ow level interdiction 
naval aircraft was envisioned. There were strong disputes between the AF 
and Navy over this program, so the airplane was the center of controversy 
before it ever flew. There is a good amount of info available on this airplane. 

The P6M was an advanced airplane for its day. It was one of the first with all 
hydraulically powered flight controls. It featured an all-flying tail, with 
elevators geared to the horizontal stab. One of the main missions was low 
altitude (read Sea Level) penetration and mine laying at 0.9Mn. The P6M 
was a large (over 150,000lbs) airplane with a +3.8/-l.SG design load factor. 
Using "q times load factor" as a measure of required structural "beefmess" it 
was quite a design challenge. If gross weight is considered a multiplier for 
complexity then the design challenge is even greater. 

Part 1 - The frrst XP6M airplane suffered a catastrophic accident on · 
December 7th, 1955. First flight had occurred in Ju/#ofthat year, with some 
37 flight hours and 42 taxi hours accumulated over some 23 airborne flights 
and 16 "non-airborne" flights:'"Due to the controversial nature of the 
program, an early Navy "preliminary evaluation" was scheduled. Four · 
flights with two Navy pilots were planned. The standard test crew of four 
would be on-board with one Navy pilot, a Martin pilot as PIC with a Martin 
Flight Engineer and Test Conductor completing the crew. Due to low clouds 
the test plan had to broken up into packets. A non-airborne flight with the 
frrst Navy pilot had been conducted the previous day, \vith an airborne flight 
\vith that pilot conducted first on Dec 7th. The subject flight was the first 
\vith the second Navy pilot and the second of the day. A "change-of-pilot" 
turnaround was accomplished. This was the second two-airborne-flight day 
of the program, and possibly the first "quick-turnaround" (ie; no ground 
inspection) airborne-flight day of the program. 

"Weather conditions were not unusual"- report quote. Winds were low, 
cloud cover at l0-12kft, with OAT of36deg F. Takeoff was at 3:05PM with · 
the accident occurring some 13 minutes later. The test plan called for a 
series of static longitudinal stability test points to be accomplished frrst. 
These were planned for low altitude and moderately high speed ( -1 Ok ft and 
0.85Mn- the interim "Vmax"). Observers reported seeing the AC in a 
shallow descent \vith an exhaust trail. A composite of their observations was 



put together. At about 3k to 6k ft a minor explosion or breakup occurred 
accompanied by a puff of white smoke or vapor. The only onboard date 
retrieved was a photorecorder filin frame about two minutes before the · 
breakup. 

.· .. 
The accident report states the exact cause was not determined, but is 
believed to be a runaway stabilizer. Seven possible ·causes of stab movement 
were considered, with three deemed "unlikely". The four most likely causes 

. . 
are: · 
A) Explosion in wing stub or fwd plumbing area; . · 
B) Broken or snagged cable; 
C) Loss of pilot's elevator load feel System; 
D) Loss of one hydraulic system. 

Inflight measurement ofloads/moments had not been accomplished as yet 
due to instrumentation problems and schedule. A longitudinal control 
anomaly was reported on the previous flight that day. This was the first 
flight in the A/C for the Navy pilot. There was no radio following, chase 
A/C, nor TIM. The intercom "wire" recording was found jammed from 
previous landing. Chase coverage had been planned. A Navy chase was 
down for a maintenance probleiiL A USAF chase had run out of fuel, and the 
second Navy chase was not yet serviced for flight. The protocol as to 
whether a chase was required was not mentioned in the report. 

' . 
The Navy "evaluation" was to be within the contractor tested envelope. As ·. 
the full flight envelope had not been cleared the airplane was operating . · 
under a set of"interim" flight restrictions .. The nature and formality of these 
was not spoken to in the report. Rime ice had been noted on the flaps on· '· 
previous flight of day. Ice Protection use was not mentioned anyplace in 
report even though the departure OATwasjust above freezing. 

The airplane was equipped with four ejection seats. The sequence was to be 
FE, FIE, C/P and lastly pilot. The FE & FfE ejected, but did not survive. 
The pilot (Navy) and C/P (Martin) stayed with the A/C. The FfE had not 
attached the automatic opening lanyard of his parachute. The FE had done 
so, and his chute opened. Both he and the FTE wae-may have been rendered 
unconscious during the ejection .. The FE did not have an automatic inflating 
Mae West (none of the crew did), and so drowned. . · · 

. , - : .. ~ 
.. .. 
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A thorough and wide ranging investigation was conducted. I twas hampered · 
by the fact that no onboard recorded dati was retrieved. Digital data ·. 
recording systems were coming into use as was telemetry, but these were not 
in use on this airplane. Most of airplane was salvaged from the water. So the· 
conclusions had to be based on investigation of the recovered 
structure/equipment. . . 

Reconstruction of the nature/timing of the inflight break-up led to 
conclusion that the airplane essentially conducted the first part of an outside 
loop. This in tum led to investigation as to why, and to "highly likely" cause 
of movement of horizontal stabilizer in "leading edge up" direction. At the 
high "q"' condition that existed, analysis yielded a result that two degrees of 
movement were needed to produce the motion needed. Recall that the 
elevator is geared to the stabilizer so that the elevator panels would have also 
produced a nose down moment. The investigation then focused on what .. 
would have produced such motion. This resulted in the seven possible 
causes with the four most likely mentioned previously. 

A good portion of the report speaks to horizontal tail hinge moments. The 
horizontal stabilizer is moved by a hydraulic actuator powered by two 
hydraulic systems which act in tandem (ie; if one system is depressurized 
then the force output of the actuator is reduced). This was done as the 
ability to predict hinge moments during the design phase was admitted to be 
somewhat imprecise. The flight tests to measure/determine them had not 
been done at the time of the accident. The report states that if a hydraulic 
system had failed, the hinge moments Ooad) imposed on the actuator would 
have been reasonably close to its capability. The accident report for the 2'><1 
aircraft also speaks to this subject in detail. It states that an error exist'ed in 
computing the horizontal hinge moments from different wind tunnel tests 
during the design phase, but that the revised levels were not so large as to be 
the cause for this accident on this airplane, except in the case of a failed 
hydraulic system. However the accident report for this airplane does not 
speak to this finding. · 

An airplane level "shaking" had been reported on contractor flights while at 
the higher Mns at lower altitudes. It was also noted on the first Navy 
evaluation flight. 

So; several questions and lessons learned can be raised/gleaned .. 

• 



(1) The installation of ejection seats certainly shows the willingness to . 
provide significant (ie; costly) safety devices for the program. The 2nd 
airplane was not going to have them installed. · . 

(2) Since the ejection seats had been installed and the test program was by 
defmition over water, the lack of self-inflating Mae-Wests can be called 
into question. . . 

(3) The fact that one crewmember had not attached his auto-deploy lanyard 
indicates that a pre-test-point checklist was not used. 

(4) The unnoticed failure of the intercom recording devise on the previous 
flight indicates there was no preflight check of it done or in-place. To be 
fair, this was a "quick turnaround" for pilot change only. . 

e lack of a chase airplane is a subject open to debate. . .. . 
s this was an advanced airplane, one can argue a procedure should have 

been in place requiring every flight to have a chase. However it can be 
argued that since the "Navy Evaluation" was to be within the cleared 
envelope and to be non-hazardous maneuvers, requiring a chase would 
not be warranted. Ed- upon reading the entire report I am struck with 
similarity to own experience in that early flights on a new airplane are 
filled with myriad "anomalies" not related to the test points of the day. 
Leaks, trailing vapor, loose parts, etc are all every.day situations. This 
was the case here. A chase adds an additional means of confmnation that 
an anomaly is serious or not, or even exists. · . 

(7) The fact that the I 51 navy pilot reported a longitudinal control system , . 
anomaly (the column jerked forward -2 inches and then returned to 
neutral) on the first flight of the day, and this did not prompt a ground 
check prior to committing to a next flight might be subject to critique. 
But I suspect many of us have been on "demo" flights where the guest 
pilot reports something not seen by the main test team, and his input is 
given somewhat short shrift. Also without doubt, the desire to get the 
"evaluation" completed was strong. Of note; the anomaly occurred at 
essentially the same flight condition as the accident pitchover 

(8) The lack of periodic radio contact/following could be subject for critique, 
although the flight was only 13 minutes from takeoff. 

(9) Whether the basic criteria that the •'preliminary evaluation" was to be 
conducted within the previously tested contractor envelope was followed 
can be debated. While individual test point variables (GW, CG, 
Speed/Mn) were \vithin previously test points, the combination that 
existed on the subject flight had not been previously tested (Ed 
determination from report). As example; the airplane was loaded to · 
160,000 lbs. at 38% MAC (Aft) CG. These were the maximums flown 



by the contractor on previous flights, but not on the same flight. The 
static long stab tests scheduled had been conducted at the scheduled 
speed and CG, but not as low an altitude as scheduled nor at as heavy a 
weight as scheduled. To be fair, speed and CG are considered the most · 
important variables, and were. kept "not outside" previous tests; The 
intercom transcript of the previous flight (the frrst navy eval flight) . . . 
reveals an inflight discussion, just prior to test point conduct, about the ·· 
amount of aileron control to use for a roll rate test at the interim Vmax of 
0.85Mn. Deliberate and repeated flying into the regime where the 
"shaking~' occurred can also be questioned Again; to be fair, a favorable 
evaluation by the Navy was critical to Martin, and they would certainly 
want to show as much of the airplane's capability as possible.· · , · · 

... 
Part 2 - To be added 
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P6M SeaMaster .. 
. . I. . . 

In its laSt major aircraft design. Martin re~ed to an earlier concept of the flying boat as a bomber. By 
the end.ofthe 1940's the Soviet Union had tested a nuclear bomb, and the Cold War was in full swing. 
The newly created Air Force was busy buying and deploying long-range bombers to deliver nuclear 
weajJons, a monopoly viewed by the Navy as unacceptable. Noting the inherent limitations of its force 
of sh~rt-range ca:ner atta~k and maritime patrol aircraft, the Navy looked at several means of joining 
the Air Force as tn strategic deterrent A super-carrier (the United States) was designed to handle larger 
propeller and jet aircraft then under design. The United States ran afoul of militaiy budget limitations 
and vehement opposition from the Air Force "bomber lobby." The Navy Bureau of Aeronautics then 
developed the concept of a "Seaplane Striking Force" centered around the development of large 
jet-powered seaplanes that could offer performance equal to that ofland-based jets. Capable of 
operating from most of the earth's surface, a small number of these seaplanes could perform mining, 
conventional and nuclear strike, and photo reconnaissance missions that would complement those of the 
new Strategic Air Command. With only a tender or submarine needed for re-arming and re-fueling, the 
SSF promised an economical means of force projection. · 

Requests to industry were let in April 195 1. After a short but fierce design competition with Convair, 
Martin vias awarded contracts for two prototype XP6M-l's, six pre-production service-test YP6M-l's, 
and up to 24 production P6M-2's. Martin named the SSF aircraft the SeaMaster. The Navy was now in 
the bomber business: 

Design sj>ecifications for the SeaMaster were demanding. Required to carry 30,000 pounds of payload 
to a target 1,500 miles away, the plane was also required to be capable of a high-speed dash at .9 Mach 
at low altitude. Its hull had to be stressed for open-ocean operations. Design Engineer George Trimble, 
hydrodynamicist J.D. Pierson, and aerodynamicist J .L. Decker led the design team. Refining work 
already done on the Marlin's hull design, they adopted a new length-to-beam ratio of IS to I as most 
efficient in both air and water. The XPSM-1 airframe was rebuilt to test the new hull, redesignated 
Martin ~ode! 270. Hydro flaps like those on the Marlin were fitted for dlial use as air bralces. 

A compound turbo/ramjet from Curtiss-Wright was initially designated as the SeaMaster powerplant 
After several failures in testing, this engine was dropped in favor of modified Allison J7l's, mounted in 
tandeni overwing nacelles. The P6M had the same variable-incidence "flying" T-tail and spoiler ailerons 
as the XB-51, and its payload was carried in a rotating bomb-bay, pneumatically sealed to be watertight 
Swept wings \vith slight anhedral drooped close enough to the \vater for wingtip tanks to serve as 
stabilizing floats, \vithout the drag of struts. The overall result \vas an airplane with proportions so sleek 
and simple that they could be described as classic. 

The first prototype \vas rolled out in secrecy on December 21, 1954, and after several mo.nths of 
load-verification tests the XP6M-1 finally took to the air on July 14, 1955, flown by Martin chief test 
pilot. George Rodney. Initial tests revealed only one major problem that required a "fix": the design of 
the nacelles allowed the afterburner exhaust to scorch and sonically fatigue the rear fuselage. After 
keeping the plane's development secret, the Navy invited the press for the roll-out in November of the 

-=corid prototype, which was outfitted with a complete set of navigation and bombing equipment 
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All went well with the testing program until December 7, 1955 (two days after the death of Glenn L. 
Martin), when the firstXP6M-l prototype crashed into the Chesapeake Bay during a routine check ride 
for the first Navy pilot All four members of the crew were lost With no onboard data recorders to help, 
the accident-investigation team was unable to find a specific fault Months were lost re-configuring the 
second prototype with test instrumentation and ejection seats for all the crew. It was not until May, 
1956, that flight testing resumed with Ship #2. 

By autumn, solutions were being sought for a frequent airframe buzz that plagued both prototypes. One 
"fix" involved locking the elevators together with the variable-incidence "flying tail." A test flight on 
November 9 verified that improvement in the vibration, however, in recovering from a shallow dive at 
high speed, pilot Bob Turner lost pitch control of the aircraft, which started a violent outside loop. The 
crew ejected safely as the airframe broke up. Information from the flight data recorders indicated that 
the modified tail configuration had been overpowered by dynamic forces at high speed, due to a 

· previously undiscovered mathematical error in calculating loads for the hydraulic control actuators. 

Even at this low point in the program the Navy BuAer still saw promise in the concept and 
optimistically continued funding for the SeaMaster and a number of expensive "options." A beaching 
cradle was designed that allowed SeaMasters to taxi in and out of the \vater on their own power. Two 
old amphibious-\varfare dock ships and two conventional seaplane tenders began shipyard conversions 
as support ships for the SSF. The submarine U.S.S. Guavina, redesignated as an AO(SS) "oiler," was 
equipped to refuel SeaMasters at secret seadromes. There \vere also plans to use an old escort carrier 
equipped with a retractable rear ramp for "beaching" P6M's, which \vere too heavy to be hoisted aboard 
by cranes. Finally, an auxiliary naval air station was refurbished to serve as the SeaMasters' home base; 
it occupied 1,265 acres at NAS Harvey Point, near Elizabeth City, N.C. 

Meanwhile service-test YP's were completed \vith "fixes" for the problems encountered in the 
prototypes. Engine nacelles were canted out five degrees from the fuselage and the intakes moved back 
from the wings' leading edges. Hydraulic control systems were upgraded in the tails. A year after the 
second crash, the first YP6M-1 was rolled out and flight testing resumed in January 1958. Five other 
YP's joined the program during 1958, and tests were carried out at a feverish pace. Mine-laying and 
navigation systems were qualified even though standard Navy mines could not yet \vithstand sea impact 
when dropped at high speed. Conventional and "special-weapon" (nuclear) practice shapes were 
successfully dropped from the rotary bomb-bay. and night and day photo reconnaissance pods \vere 
tested 

Early in 1959 production P6M-2's began to emerge from the Martin plant, and the full potential of the 
design was realized Installation of newly developed Pratt and Whitney 175 engines gave the P6M-2's 
nearly 12,000 more pounds of static thrust This allowed the gross weight to be increased to 195,000 
pounds from 171,000 pounds in the YP's. Increased weight meant a greater draft for the hull, which in 
turn necessitated raising the wing anhedral to zero degrees. Other improvements included full-visibility 
canopies and transistorized Sperry navigation and bombing systems. Production P6M-2's were equipped 
with midair refueling probes, and "buddy-pack" refueling kits were designed to fit inside SeaMaster 
bomb-bays, allo\ving fast conversion into tankers. 

Pilots reported that the planes handled well and were capable of flying Mach .89 "on the deck." This 
was important, as the development of radar-guided surface-to-air missiles had made low-level flying an 
essential part of strategic penetration missions. The SeaMaster's \\ings were especially strong for the 
extra stress of high speeds througli thick air; the aluminum skin at the wing roots was an inch thick. By 
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contrast, the Air Force's B-4 7 could only manage about Mach .58 at low altitude. the newer B-52 only 
.55. 

By the summer of 1959 all-Navy crews had begun flying three P6M-2's completed so far. and it 
appeared that operations could begin by early 1960. Rising costs., however, had led to two cutbacks, 
reducing the number of production items to eighteen. then eight Then the bottom dropped out 
altogether. Citing "unforeseen technical difficulties." the Navy cancelled the entire program on August 
21. 

The decision was and still is highly controversial. More than $400 million had been spent on equipping 
the SSF, but during its long gestation period newer technologies had emerged. The development of the 
Polaris ballistic missile and submarine had finally given the Navy its strategic deterrent Further, the 
atomic powered carrier Enterprise was going into service with long range nuclear capable strike aircraft. 
namely, the A3D Skywarriors and supersonic A3J Vigilantes. 

Stunned, Martin engineers and executives tried to generate interest in an eight-jet transport version of 
the P6M, whimsically dubbed the SeaMistress, a huge nuclear-powered flying boat, and a supersonic 
seaplane somewhat resembling the Air Force Canberra. But there were no takers. Martin Chairman 
George Bunker announced that the company was now in the missile and electronics business. Fifty years 
of aircraft design and production was at an end 

Of the SeaMaster program little remains. The aircraft languished on the D Building ramp at Middle 
River for over a year after the cancellation before being scrapped. The "flying tails" and two rear 
fuselage sections were sent to Navy test facilities. while two sets of wing floats were used by a Martin 
supervisor to build a catamaran. Two tails., one fuselage section. and wing floats now belong to the 
Glenn L. Martin Aviation Museum. 

Complete 1\fodel 
Specifications 

Please remember to aedil1he Glem L Mar1i1 Museum Aviation Museum when quoting or Ulilizi>g arry of 1he Wormation ccn!ai'led herit. 
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c:any a small General Electric reactor, The n:actor wns simply for ra? 
tion Al1d ~ cesa and did not, in fact, operate any o[ the plane's ••· 
tans. The company removed the nose of the plane and rcpuced it wi:r
spcc:W lead-shielded pressurized capsule for a live-man test crew· th 

1 

oa<:l..-pit glass varied from nine to eleven inches thick. The new plan~ 
designued the :r."'I-36H, lim flew in September 19fS, and completed 
about a hundred llighrs before project termination. Convair projeu pilot 
Fred Petty and his test crew spent long hours droning across the Atomic 
:Energy Commission's southwest test sites, avoiding bad wcarhcr and 
being tailed by a C-119 chase plane carrying a load of paramedics to 
5cc:U1C tho crash Pte for radiation Juzards, in the event that the test plane 
cratered itself in the desert. A planned follow-on progr:un, the X-6 
whereby a B-36 would. have had reac:tor-drivcn aircraft systems, did 110~ 
get beyond the planning stage. And so ended actual flight tests of nuclear 
aircraft tcclmology. The project irscU lasted until 1963, when it ~nally 
colla p6Cd, the victim of rising costs, lack of intcu>t, and srowing crid· 
cism. · · 

THE "ULTIMATE" SEAPLANES 

The post-World War II yean wimcssed the decline of the .eaplane 111 
civil and military applications. Long-range "DC-4 gencntion" tranJo 
ports repLaced it on transoceanic service, Atld shore- and carrier-based 
aircraft replaced military Kaplancs for patrol AJld antishipp.ing duties. 
Nevertheless, the Navy retained some intuest in scapl:mt$ during the 
•9SOS. actively pnrsuing d~velopmcnt of both a water-borne seaplane 
f.ghter, the Convair XF•Y·r Sea Out (a twin-jet delta design), and the 
large Martin XP6M·r Seamaster patrol flying boat. Both represented 
promising concepts. Convair test pilot Sam Shannon completed the 5a 
Dan's nuidcn flight at San Diego in April 19H• A more powerful vtr· 
5ion llew the next yeo.r and accomplished a unique ~first'' for sea-~ 
aircraft by exceeding Mach 1 in 11. dive in August 1954, piloted ~Y ~ 
Richbourg. Unfortunately, during a press demonstration, til!' ~ 
broke up from a "diverging" longitudinal pitching at low alnrude ~ 
the speed of sound, killing Richbourg. The umaining ~o Sea ~ 
flew on into 1957 on • variety of tesrs, but the progum died {root 
of funding and genuine operational need. eied 

The XP6M·t Seaffi2sttr, a large, four-engine llying b~•t, was~ 
because it threatened to draw funding away from earner-based of tbC 
projects and seemed overtaken as a strategic concept by the ~rst ~ff 
n,..l .. .;... _. •• : ... .......f I..Au;--: ....... ; •.•• a .. ........ - • ..:-.... •- &...... rhic n10st 1tllP 
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,f:Oltcralt almost certainly shuuld have been proceeded with, for it was, as 
project pilot George Rodney Ius recalled, "· , • truly a Mach 1 air· 
with all tl1e other pcrfornunce cbara<-teristics of comparable land· 

'lfMI"" aircraft."" Testing of the XP6M·J _belaJI in July 19H at Martin's 
·' River, Maryland p!Jmt~contin\red. )lt i"Jtuxent River, Unfor· 

!Doatdy, one major accident <;)!imoo the Jit!.s of four crewmen in De· 
t9SS• and although th~cxact ca~ was never precisely deter

investigators believed a runaway po!Hb-cd control sy~tcm failure 
the plane inro a violent. ~o\·cr duqng testing off St. Mary·~ 

A second accident unccd to cngin«i&g design error caused an· 
prototype to go into 11. Violent loop .... quring testing off Dclowarc. 

~tely, this time pilot llo.l!_' Tumc.r i.n\ll1is test <:rew were able to 
· ..!ely as the plane bcgan;~rcaking u~De.<pite these two accidents, 

the Scamaster proved.Jn excellen~)kcraft, capable of a variety 
~tiona! uses ranging from mine layi~g)o nuclear bombing, and it 

sad day when the Pentagon's defense planners canceled develop
of this promising design. The remaining six puproduction and ten 

jibduction Scamaston completed were evencwlly scrapped. 

CLASSY SPY FROM LOCKHEED 

acute need for reliable intelligence infonnation concerning the 
l{>lbilitics of the Soviet Union led to many uconnaissance llircuft pro

Bell, for tx;unple, undcnook development of the so-called X-16 
Eagle," but tltis twin-engine lung·>pJn aircraft never got otf the 

board, for All even more ambitious design, Kelly Johnson's 
had already tlowo. The U-z represented essentially the 

most relined powered glider. At first, Johnson had envisioned nn 
fuselage joined to a broad-span, high-aspect-ratio, sailplane-like 
The final aircraft, of course, represented a very different <lcsign, 

Lc Vier completed its 6nt flight in August '9SS• 
. presented some unique challenges, ns Tony Le Vier discov· 

00 Its frrst llight. Attcn1pts to land it like a conventional sailplane 
unsuccessful; the U-1 5imply would not quit flying. Johnson, in 
tones, advised Le Vier finally to climb to altirude and nbnndon 

'Prototype. At that point, Le Vier summoned up all his years nf expc· 
~ded to land the plane, which had a unique bicycle-like 

like any "tail dragger." And it come in smoothly and grace
U-• pilots learned to stall the plane just off the ground Lc-

!Ouchdown. otherwise it would coast and crust dnwn the nmwov. 



THE MARTIN P6M SEAMASTER 
 
In the post-World War II period, the US Air Force built up the "Strategic Air Command", a 
nuclear strike force of long-range bombers. The US Navy realized that the strategic nuclear 
mission was now of overwhelming importance, all the more so because defense budgets were 
being cut, and wanted to build up their own nuclear strike capability to prevent them from being 
overshadowed by the Air Force / SAC. Proposals to build a "super carrier", the USS UNITED 
STATES, as a floating base for Navy strategic bombers were shot down in 1949, and so the 
Naval Bureau of Aeronautics came up with another scheme, the "Seaplane Striking Force SSF)". 
The SSF envisioned a fleet of big, jet-powered seaplanes that would not only be capable of long-
range nuclear strike, but would also be useful for conventional bombing, reconnaissance, and 
mining. Laying mines was seen as particularly important, since to reach the open seas the Soviet 
Navy had to pass through a number of "bottlenecks" that could be blocked by mining. The 
seaplanes would be able to operate from advanced areas, supported by a seaplane tender or even 
a submarine. 
  
The Navy issued a request to industry in April 1951. The SSF seaplane was to carry 13,600 
kilograms (30,000 pounds) of war load to a target over 2,400 kilometers (1,500 miles) from the 
seaplane's aquatic "base". The aircraft was to be capable of a Mach 0.9 dash at low altitude.  
Convair and Martin submitted proposals, with Martin winning the competition. On 31 October 
1952, the Navy awarded Martin a contract for two prototypes, with the company designation of 
"Model 275" and the Navy designation of "XP6M-1", plus a static test article. This initial order 
would presently lead to further contracts for six pre-production service evaluation machines, 
with the designation of "YP6M-1", and up to 24 full-production machines, with the designation 
of "P6M-2". Martin gave the aircraft the name "SeaMaster". Apparently, the company had run 
out of names starting with "Mar". The Martin design team was led by George Trimble, an 
aeronautical engineer who as head of the Martin advanced design department; J.D. Pierson, a 
hydrodynamicist; and J.L. Decker, a aerodynamicist. Using the P5M Marlin flying boat as a 
starting point, they developed a revised hull design, with a length-to-beam ratio of 15:1, which 
was felt to offer the best efficiency in both air and water. The XP5M-1 Marlin flying boat 
prototype was rebuilt to test the new hull design, with this test aircraft designated the "Martin 
Model 270".  
 
The original powerplant was supposed to have been a Curtis-Wright turbo-ramjet engine, but the 
engine development program ran into trouble, and so the decision was made to fit the SeaMaster 
with four Allison J71-A-4 turbojet engines with 57.87 kN (5,900 kgp / 13,000 lbf) afterburning 
thrust each, mounted in pairs in nacelles above the wing near the wing roots. The J71 was a 
derivative of the J35 axial-flow turbojet, used on the Republic F-84 Thunderjet, and originally  
developed by General Electric as the TG-180 but passed on to Allison for full production.  
 
The wings featured a sweepback of 40 degrees and ended in wingtip tanks that served as floats. 
The wingtip floats were also fitted with gear to help dock the aircraft. The SeaMaster was to 
have a pressurized cockpit and crew of four, including pilot, copilot, navigator / radio operator, 
and flight engineer. The SeaMaster leveraged off Martin's advanced XB-51 attack bomber 
design, with features such as an "all flying" tee tail and a rotating bomb bay. The bomb bay  



flipped over in flight to expose munitions or camera payloads, and was pneumatically sealed to 
keep it watertight. The sole defensive armament was a remote-controlled tail turret with twin 20-
millimeter cannon. 
 
The first SeaMaster prototype was rolled out in secret on 21 December 1954, and performed its 
first flight on 14 July 1955, with Martin test pilot George Rodney at the controls. The flight test 
program revealed only one serious flaw: the engines scorched the rear fuselage, and so the use of 
afterburner had to be limited. 
 
The Navy publicly announced the SeaMaster in November 1955, inviting the press to witness the 
rollout of the second XP6M-1 prototype. Unlike the first prototype, the second prototype was 
fitted with operational navigation and bombing gear. The test program continued smoothly until 
7 December 1955, two days after the death of Glenn L. Martin. During a routine check flight for 
the first Navy pilot, the initial SeaMaster prototype crashed into Chesapeake Bay, killing all  
four aircrew on board. The post-mortem revealed a control-system fault that caused the aircraft 
to pitch nose down, bending its wings down and ripping them off. The second SeaMaster 
prototype was refitted with new flight instrumentation and ejection seats. Test flights finally 
resumed in May 1956. Unfortunately, the second prototype went out of control on 9 November 
1956 during a flight test of a modified tail configuration. The aircraft broke up, but the crew 
were able to eject safely. The problem was traced down to an error in the design calculations for 
the tail control system.  
 
Despite the loss of both prototypes, the Navy still remained enthusiastic about the SeaMaster. A 
beaching cradle was designed to allow SeaMasters to taxi in and out of the water, and two LSDs 
(landing ship docks), two seaplane tenders, and the submarine USS GUAVINA were sent to 
shipyards to fit them as SeaMaster support vessels. A home base was set up at Naval Air Station 
Harvey Point, near Elizabeth City, North Carolina.  
 
The first pre-production YP6M-1 was rolled out in November 1957, with flight tests resuming in 
January 1958. It featured afterburning Allison J71-A-6 engines, which were visibly "toed out" to 
reduce the effect of exhaust blast on the rear fuselage. The engine inlets were also moved back 
from the leading edge of the wing, presumably to reduce water ingestion. Five more YP6M-1s 
were built in 1958 and participated in an extensive flight test program, performing practice drops 
of conventional and (dummy) nuclear munitions, and evaluating day and night 
photoreconnaissance pallets.  
  
* The first production P6M-2 was rolled out in early 1959. The production SeaMaster featured 
more powerful non-afterburning Pratt & Whitney J75-P-2 turbojet engines with 77.89 kN (7,940 
kgp / 17,500 lbf) max thrust each, providing a total increase of 53.36 kN (5,440 kgp / 12,000 lbf) 
thrust, and permitting a substantial increase in gross weight. The engine installation was visibly 
different: the engine exhausts in the XP6M-1 and YP6M-2 had been staggered, but they were 
parallel in the P6M-2.  
   
  



MARTIN P6M-2 SEAMASTER: 
   _____________________   _________________   _______________________ 
  
   spec                      metric                english 
   _____________________   _________________   _______________________ 
 
   wingspan                  31.37 meters          102 feet 11 inches 
   wing area                 176 sq_meters         1,900 sq_feet 
   length                    40.84 meters          134 feet 
   height                    9.88 meters           32 feet 5 inches 
   empty weight             41,400 kilograms      91,285 pounds 
   max loaded weight        80,000 kilograms      176,400 pounds 
 
   maximum speed            1,010 KPH             630 MPH / 550 KT 
   service ceiling           12,200 meters         40,000 feet 
   range                     3,200 kilometers      2,000 MI / 1,740 NMI 
   _____________________   _________________   _______________________ 
 
The increased gross weight meant the production SeaMasters sat lower in the water, and so the 
wing anhedral was eliminated. The P6M-2 was fitted with a new canopy with large overhead 
panels for improved visibility; solid-state Sperry navigation and bombing systems; and a mid-air 
refueling probe. A probe-and-drogue tanker kit was also developed that could be plugged into 
the SeaMaster's bomb bay, allowing it to be quickly converted into a tanker. The SeaMaster was 
a futuristic aircraft, and its performance demonstrated that it wasn't just a pretty toy. The wings 
were built very strong for low altitude operation, with aluminum 2.5 centimeters (an inch) thick 
at the wing roots, and the SeaMaster was able to attain the Mach 0.9 requirement for "on the 
deck" flight. In contrast, the Boeing B-52 was only capable of Mach 0.55 at low altitude.  
 
Three production P6M-2s had been completed by the summer of 1959, with all-Navy crews 
moving them through operational conversion for service introduction in early 1960. Five more 
were in construction. However, the Navy had been steadily cutting back the number of 
production aircraft, from 24, to 18, and then to 8, and then on 21 August 1959 cancelled the 
SeaMaster program completely.  
 
There were loud protests, since the program had cost about $400 million USD and the machine 
was certainly whizzy, but in truth the SeaMaster was an obsolete concept. The Navy was already 
moving full steam ahead to a much more effective nuclear deterrent capability in the form of the 
Polaris ballistic missile submarine.  
 
Martin tried to promote other seaplane designs, such as an eight-engine airliner version of the 
SeaMaster that was informally called the "SeaMistress", but the writing was on the wall. Martin 
formally abandoned the aircraft business to focus on missiles and defense electronics. The 
SeaMasters that had been built sat idle for over a year and were then scrapped, and sadly only 
bits and pieces of them survive.  
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CONFIDENTIAL 

FOREWORD 

This report summarizes the activities, findings, and recommenda
tions of a special committee charged with investigating the accident 
of the XPSM-1 SeaMaster on December 7, 1955. 

The investigating committee was composed primarily of engineers 
and specialists from the Martin Company. Special assistance was 
provided, however, by Captain R. F. Kane, the Bureau of Aeronautics 
Representative (BAR) in Baltimore, and by other members of his 
office who participated directly in all activities of the committee. 
Representatives of the Allison Engine Company and the Naval Air 
Safety Center also assisted. In addition, valuable consulting services 
were provided by the following agencies: 

United States Air Force Directorate of Flight Safety 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Langley and Lewis 
Laboratories 

Aluminum Company of America, Research Laboratory 

Civil Aeronautics Board 

The accident investigation is recorded in two separate volumes. 
This report (Volume 1: Summary) is limited to a brief account of the 
final solution and of the major factors directly concerned with the 
accident. The second report (Volume II:. Analysis) covers in detail 
the supporting data and the special studies made during the investi
gation. 
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SUMMARY 

During a test flight on December 7, 1955, the first XPBM-1 Sea-· 
Master became disabled in the air, broke up, and plunged into the 
mouth of the Potomac River. An intensive investigation of the accident 
resulted in the following major findings and conclusions: 

1) There was no evidence that excess speed, abnormal aero
dynamic forces, or aeroelastic effects contributed to the 
accident. · · 

2) There was no evidence of powerplant malfunction as an 
initiating cause. 

3) There was no evidence that wing or tail flutter was a contri
buting factor. 

4) Both flight deck crew members ejected successfully, but they 
were killed by sUbsequent injuries. The pilot and copilot 
apparently had insufficient time to eject. 

5) The primary structural failure of the wings occurred in 
negative bending after a severe nose.;;down pitch o! the air
craft. 

6) The stabilizer appears to have failed after the initial wing 
failure. 

7) Most of the fires and explosions reported by witnesses and . 
found as evidence on the wreckage occurred after structural 
break-up. A limited fire or explosion could have existed 
before break-up. 

8) The cause of the severe nose-down pitch which resulted in 
structural break-up was attributed to a malfunction or 
difficulty in the longitudinal ~ontrol system. 

There was insufficient evidence to derive a single, indisputable, 
most probable cause o! the accident. The investigation considered 
and eliminated many possibilities on the basis o! available evidence. 
The following items remained as possible initiating !actors: 

1) A minor explosion tha.t damaged the control system; 

2) A broken or snagged control cable; 

3) A malCunction in the !eel-force system: 
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4) The loss of one hydraulic system in combination with 
possibly excessive stabilizer hinge moments; 

5) A malfunction or improper use of the hydraulic by-pass 
valve for the stabilizer control system; 

6) Possible pilot error in handling the controls. 

These cases could be neither proved nor disproved from the evidence 
at hand. Corrective action has been taken on the second XPGM-1 for 
cases 1) through 5). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

From June 23, 1955, to December 7, 1955, the XP6M-1 SeaMaster 
(Bureau Number 138827) was flight tested in prototype at the Middle 
River facilities of the Martin Company. In satisfying pre-demon
stration requirements, the aircraft accumulated 37.6 airborne hours 
and 42.3 taxi hours during 39 flights. Qualitative flight characteristics 
were established up to Mach 0.945 and a calibrated airspeed of 522 
knots. A preliminary flight test evaluation under the cognizance of 
the Contractor was being conducted by a series of Naval Aviators, 
one on each flight, when the fatal accident occurred on December 7. 

A. FINAL TEST FLIGHT 

On its final flight, the XP6M-1 departed Middle River at 15:05 EST 
for general test and familiarization. The crew, except for the pilot, 
Lieutenant Commander V. Utgoff, consisted of Martin personnel: 
M. B. Bernhard, copilot, J. 0, Hentschel, flight test engineer, and 
H. D. Scudder, flight engineer. Weather conditions were not unusual. 
The wind was ten knots at 090 degrees, and the barometer reading 
was 29.99 inches Hg. The ceiling was 12,000 feet estimated; visibility 
was 12 miles. Outside air tempera~ure at sea level was 36 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

The last photo-panel record (estimated to have been taken 15 
seconds to two minutes before the accident) showed engines at 98 per
cent rpm; an altitude of 8750 feet, a corrected lAS of 490 knots, and 
a corrected Mach Number of 0.853. The conditions of the scheduled 
tests were within the envelope of previous flights. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT 

At approximately 1519, the airplane became disabled or exploded 
in flight east of St. Georges Island, Maryland, and plunged into the 
water near the mouth of the Potomac River adjacent to Buoy Num
ber 6. All four crew members were killed. 

Several Naval aircraft and helicopters were in the vicinity. They 
circled the scene for survivors and directed small boats to pick 
up pieces of the aircraft and the body of the flight test engineer. 
Rescue operations continued until darkness. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 2 

Thirty-seven witnesses to the accident were interviewed and written 
statements were taken. This information was combined into the follow
ing composite eyewitness statement: 

"The aircraft was Cirst seen in relatively level flight at an alti
tude of 7500 to 9000 feet on a southerly heading. An exhaust trail 
from the aircraft was noticed. An apparently controlled and gradual 
descent was observed. ~. 

"At 3000 to 6000 feet the aircraft was seen in the vicinity of 
Webster Field. When the aircraft was east of St. Georges Island, 
a minor explosion or visual break-up accompanied by a puff of white 
smoke or vapor was observed. Minor debris fell from the aircraft. 
Fire followed immediately and the descent steepened. Two explo
sions in rapid sequence were seen and heard and the major break-up 
occurred. Fire increased in intensity as the aircraft, broken into 
two or three major pieces and many smaller components, fell 
rapidly in a steep descent. Secondary explosio'ls were noted in some 
large pieces as they descended. When the largest piece struck the 
water, audible explosion or impact concussion was heard. Fire 
continued on the water for two to seven minutes around a large sec
tion of hull which floated for 10 to 12 minutes. 

"A parachute was observed, fully blossomed, above the falling 
aircraft at an estimated altitude of 500 to 600 feet. This chute sank 
rapidly after entering the water." 

C. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATION 

The accident did not produce a few significant facts or clues 
which quickly revealed its cause. In this case, certain important 
information was missing: 

1) There were no survivors. 

2) There was no chase plane. It had been deemed unnecessary 
because the flight plan included nothing which had not 
been checked in previous flights. 

3) There was no wire recording. The wire was recovered but 
it had become stuck in the recording head during the last 
landing. 

4) There was no radio contact. 
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Information from any of these sources might have narrowed the scope 
·and shortened the time of the investigation. As a further complication, 
most of the wreckage was on the bottom of the Potomac River under 
50 to 70 feet of water. 

By agreement, the United States Navy salvaged the wreckage and 
provided a work and storage area at the Naval Air Test Center, 
Patuxent. The Martin Company accepted responsibility for re
constructing the wreckage, analyzing the evidence, and presenting 
the findings and recommendations. It was necessary, therefore, 
to organize a special project at Martin. Its purpose was to: · 

1) Recover, identify, and reconstruct the wreckage; 

2) Obtain evidence from the wreckage to show sequences·of 
. structural failure, fire and explosion damage, and system · 
and equipment functioning or failure; 

3) Review the structure of each component system !or evi
dence in design, testing, inspection, and service history 
which might lead to a suspicion of possible trouble; . . 

4) Integrate all the seemingly unimportant bits of information 
into a pattern to determine the most probable cause of the 
accident. 

A basic sixteen-man committee, composed of experts from various 
departments, directed the efforts of approximately 100 people (Fig. 1). 

3 

The services of these people were retained as long as they were needed-- · 
in some cases, for two weeks, and in others, for the full investigation 
period of four months. The committee also consulted numerous re-
presentatives from outside agencies. · 
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Fig. 1. Accident Investigating Committee 
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n. BASIC FACTUAL DATA 

During the various studies of the investigation, many theories 
and suppositions were proposed and rejected. Those that remain, 
the most important facts and the strongest deductions, are noted 
in summary in this section. 

A. SOURCES 

Several basic sources of information contribute to the establish
ment of an accident envelope. 

1 •. Witness Statements 

Eyewitness statements are subject to error in detail, and perhaps 
some of the details of the composite statement are not correct. For 
instance, the quoted altitudes, which are highly pertinent to the acci
dent, are subject to variation. One military pilot first observed !ire at 
9000 feet; two others reported it at 4000 feet.· Nevertheless, the im
portant facts are: 

1) A general agreement on the· location of the accident with no 
external indications of trouble except in an area very close 
to the actual salvage area; 

2) Apparently no unusual maneuvers before breakl!!pp, fire, or 
explosion, but simply level flight or a controlled glide. 

2. Salvage Recovery 

The United States Navy had a salvage fleet in operation almost 
continuously from December 7 to March 2 (Fig. 2). Considerable 
difficulty was experienced in obtaining wreckage because of the 
depth of water in the channel (40 to 70 feet) and the silty condition 
of the bottom. Sonar search, underwater television, and diving 
operations were successful in locating major pieces ol wreckage. 
Extreme care was used in plotting the location ol each piece so 
that a fall pattern could be constructed (Fig. 3). During the later . 
period, dragging operations were used to recover smaller pieces. 
It is estimated that about 85 to 90 per cent of the structure and 
equipment was recovered. 

There were three primary areas of wreckage location: 

1) Main area from which hull parts, inner wings, and nacelle 
parts were recovered; 
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2). Forward area (approximately one mile from wreckage cente"r) 
where Engines 1, 2, and 3 were found; 

3) Aft area (approximately one mile from wreckage center) 
where portions of tail surfaces, outer wing fragments, and 
other light structure were found. 

In addition to the areas of successful wreckage recovery, a much 
larger area was thoroughly searched to be sure that there were no parts 
which had fallen off earlier during the flight. Helicopter search of 
shore areas, radio announcements, and local newspaper ads were used 
in an attempt to locate such pieces. None were found outside the sal
vage area. A reasonable assumption is that breakuup occurred rapid
ly and over a relatively short distance. 

3. Fall Pattern Trajectories 

By using the recovery locations of major pieces of wreckage, it 
was possible to compute fall trajectories and to obtain an approxi
mate idea of the altitude and distance from the crash point where 
these items left the airplane (Fig. 4). Trajectory studies also estab
lish a general flight path during the period of break-up and fall-out • 

The many variables of trajectory calculations make it fruitless 
to attempt an exact sequence of break-up part by part. 

All the trajectories show, however, that the .break-up took place 
over a distance of about 3000 feet at an altitude of 3000 to 6000 feet 
within a time period for total break-up of probably five to ten seconds 
or less. 

4. Instruments and Equipment 

The study of equipment recovered from the wreckage gave 
· · some important indications (Fig. 5): 

Photo Panel.- The last reading was taken at 15:18:28. Initial 
explos1on occurred at 15:19. Because of an inconsistency in time 
records, the reading is believed to have been taken no earlier than 
two minutes before major break-up and may have been within 15 
seconds. Other data show the aircraft to be flying at 490 knots·_- ·· 
lAS, Mach Number 0.853, 8750-foot altitude, and a power setting 
of 98 percent rpm. There was no indication of anything abnor=l 
at this time.-
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Stabilizer Variable "Q" Feel Actuator.- This actuator was 
pos1honed at a stroke of 2.92 mch, corresponding to a "q" of 
1020 pounds per square foot (psf) at the time of break-up or power 
interruption. This would indicate that the ship did not reach a 
speed much in excess of that last speed recorded on the photo 
panel. It indicates that the speed before break-up was not in ex
cess of previously tested values. 

5. Medical Autopsy 

Autopsy findings and a complete medical report were submitted 
by Dr. Russell S. Fisher, Chief Medical Examiner for Maryland. 
These findings are summarized in a later section. 

There was no evidence of toxic effects from CO, co2, or fuel 

fumes. The flight engineer and flight test engineer ejected at a 
low altitude after major break-up. The copilot and pilot made no 
attempt to eject. These results appear to be due to the lack of 
time. They indicate a quick onset of trouble with high acceleration 
forces during break-up. 

B. ACCIDENT PROFILE 

In spite of the incompleteness of information, the basic factual 
data can be combined to form a flight profile which envelopes the 
general nature of the accident (Fig. 6). These basic facts and pri- . 

·mary deductions have been useful in eliminating many types of . 
initiating causes, and they have narrowed the field to a few possi.; 
bilities which will be discussed in the technical summaries. 

These are the conditions which must be satisfied by any theory 
of accident cause. 

1. Location 

Eyewitness accounts place the ship in a definitely limited area 
when there was visible evidence of trouble. This is substantiated 
by the fall pattern trajectories. The ship was not breaking up and 
shedding parts· over a considerable span of time and distance. · 

2. Nature of Flight 
•==.....--~- -----------

The ship was engaged in static stabillty-runs, taking check 
points in slight dives and climbs between 7000 and 10,000 feet. 
Th-e·iast phcto- panel:·re::c;.•d was taken 15 seconds .1o 2 minutes 
before break-up. It is considered unlikely that the test was ter
minated or that the ship went to a lower altitude to start a dif
ferent test. 
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3.· Descent from Initial Altitude 

Altitude determination is inexact. Onset of trouble, followed by 
break-up and fire, may have started directly from one of the test 
runs without previous knowledge by the crew. 

If there was an intentional dive from 9000 to 6000 feet, the "q" 
feel actuator indicates that it was probably at high speed. An e~er
gency descent might be caused by knowledge of fuel or hydraulic 
leaks, fumes, or fire. 

Speed reached during the dive was within flight envelopes already 
tested, and there should have been no flutter or stability or control 
difficulties. 

No abrupt maneuvers or gyrations were observed prior to the 
initial· break-up. There was simply a controlled glide, white puffs . 
of smoke, a steeper dive, and an explosion or break:..up with in
creasing dive angle. 

4. Ejection and Lack of Radio Contact 

The sudden onset and rapid development of break-up allowed 
no time for ejection at altitude • 

A knowledge of fuel leaks (with the pilot attempting an emer- · 
gency landing) would have made him avoid operating radio switches· 
because of the ignition hazard. 

5. Fire 

There was a large amount of fire damage on the right side of the . 

8 

hull, and lesser fires in the wings and nacelles. From witness accounts, . 
it appears that most, if not all, of the fire occurred after the initial· 
break-up during the fall to the water. Statements concerning trails_. 
of black smoke are interpreted to mean normal engine· exhaust.- How
ever, there remains the possibility of a limited· fire as the initial fac
tor. 

6. Technical Investigations 

The technical investigation shows, fundamentally, that major 
structural break-up of the wing and center hull resulted from a 
severe nose-down pitch. The center wing failed in negative bending. 
The fire in the Number 4 hull tank area and along the left side of· 
the hull lasted a minimum of 15 to 30 seconds. This presents a · 

· · possibility but·not a certainty that fil·e occurred before structural· 
break-up. · 
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III. SUMMARY ANALYSIS 

Within the flight profile envelope of the accident, pertinent technical 
data from the investigation were used to determine a sequence of events 
and to make an analysis of possible causes. 

A. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

After careful consideration of all available evidence, the investi
gating committee established a sequence or events. The entire se
quence, from the initial pitch-down until impact of the forward hull 
with the water, is estimated to have taken 10 to 15 seconds. 

1. Initial Descent 
. 

The initial action was a descent from 9000 to 6000 feet. The . 
descent may have been an intentional high-speed dive after the pilot 
became aware of some difficulty. The possible difficulties which have 
been considered are: 

1) Limited fire or explosion; 

2) Fuel leak or fumes; 

3) Hydraulic leak or loss of hydraulic pressure. 

It i.s equally possible that the accident sequence may have started 
from level flight or a slight dive in one of the longitudinal stability 
test runs at an altitude of 7000 to 8000 feet. Altitude determination 
from witness statements and fall pattern trajectories is not precise 
enough to preclude either possibility from consideration. 

2. Wing Failure in Negative Bending 

. A severe nose-down pitch caused the wings to fail in negative bend
ing. This event is considered basic to the sequence and is supported 
by uncontestable evidence in the wreckage. There are three types of 
abnormality which could cause an unwanted pitching of the aircraft: 

1) An increase in stabilizer incidence of two degrees or more; 

2) A complete loss of the stabilizer; 

3) A chal!ge in stabUizer. incidence or rig from a partial failure 
or reduction in hull.stiffness.- · 
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These classes of possible initiating causes are discussed in Part B of 
this Chapter. 

3. Structural Break-Up 

The wing stub failed in negative bending. and the wings rotated 
down around the sides of the hull and crushed the bulkheads and upper 
longerons. The engines were thrown from the wings by a combination 
of inertia loads and wing rotational acceleration. After losing wing 
lift. the hull yawed; the stabilizer reached a high angle of attack 
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and developed a large up and aft load. Under the influence of this load. 
the stabilizer separated from the fin and the hull broke into two ·major 
sections. Separation occurred in the minel:iay area just forward of the 
mine-latch frames. -

This estimated sequence of break-up is supported by analysis and · 
interpretation of a multitude of individual fractures. The preponderance 
of evidence indicates the tail was on the aircraft at the time of wing 
failure. 

4. Fires and Explosions 

Most of the extensive fires and explosions noted by observers and 
evident on the wreckage appear to have occurred after break-up and to 

-have continued during the fall to the water. Some limited fire in the 
Number 4 hull tank area may have existed earlier but the evidence in
dicates that it did not. A flash fire. originating in the air lock and 
sweeping forward into the flight deck. lasted about five seconds and 
occurred after break-up. 

5. Crew Ejection 

The flight engineer and flight test engineer ejected after break-up 
and after being burned by the flash fire. After their ejection there 
was insufficient time for the pilot and copilot to eject. 

B. ANAL YSlS OF POSSmLE CAUSES 

Although much wreckage was available for examination and study. 
many of the pieces had suffered severe impact or fire damage and 
many key parts or pieces of structure were missing. This made it 
impossible to derive a single. undisputable. most probable cause of 
the accident. Many possibilities wer.e considared and eliminated on 
the basis of available evidence. The following items,. however, remain 
as possible initiating factors in the accident: 
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1. Increase in Stabilizer Incidence 

An unwanted increase in stabilizer incidence of two degrees or 
more could have originated from several sources. 

Explosion in Win Stub or Forward Plumbing Area.- Only a few 
fragmen s o e s ructure an equ1pmen were recovered from this 
area. The door to the minebay was found open, and this would have 
prevented a normal flow of ventilating air through the wing stub area. 
There are several potential sources of fuel leaks which could have 
produced an explosive concentration of fumes. There are potential 
sources of ignition in electrical, electronic, and instrumentation equip
ment. This assumed explosion, however, was not of sufficient intensity 
to cause significant structural damage. It is conceivable, nevertheless, 
that one of several pieces of equipment may have been propelled in a 
manner to cut or snag control cables or to short to 28 volts positive 
the electrical circuit to the hydraulic by-pass valves. Any of these 
conditions could initiate trouble in the longitudinal control system. An 
explosion in the wing stub or forward plumbing area is considered a 
possible cause of the accident. Possible explosions in other areas of 
the aircraft are not considered likely sources of. trouble. 

. Broken or Snagged Cable System.- Parts of the cable system coUld 
have been broken or snagged by loose brackets or a loose object fouling 
them. Such a difficulty might have been related to the control incident 
reported by Lieutenant Commander E. Horrell, who was pilot on the 
flight immediately preceding the accident. No evidence of this nature 
was found in the wreckage. The possibility cannot be ruled out, how
ever, because the complete cable system and structure were not re
covered • 

Loss of Feel System.- Experiments with the control system mock
up mdicate that a sudden loss of feel force would result in a· sufficient 
movement of the controls by the pilot to fall the wings in the manner 
of the accident. It has been reasoned that one hydraulic system and 
the complete mechanical circuit (from the actuator valve through 
the feel force system and the trim actuator) were operative at the 
time the stabilizer was torn off the aircraft. This reasoning is based" 
on the observation that the actuator cylinder returned to a normal-iriin 

·position after the top end of the cylinder had been broken off in the 
fully extended position. Although this interpretation of one piece of 
evidence is considered valid, there is no other supporting evidence. 
The trim actuator and essential parts of the feel system have not been 
recovered. It may be conceded that there could be a different ex
planation for the final position of the stabilizer actuator. Therefore, 
the los~ of feel force remains as a possible initiating cause. 
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Loss of Ole Hbdraulic System~·- No positive evidence has been 
found to md1catefiat e1tfiernydraulic system was inoperative. It has 
been possible, however, to examine and pressure test only about 40 
per cent of the hydraulic tubing and fittings. If one system was out, 
it is possible that stabilizer hinge moments exceeded the capacity of 
the remaining system. Calculated hinge moments show at least a 
ten •per cent positive margin, but a possible error in rigging the 
elevators might tend to increase the actual hinge moment. A loss of 
portions of the stabilizer bullet fairing could adversely affect the 
hinge moments or tail loads. There is still the possibility that excess 
hinge moments overpowered the stabilizer actuator if one system was 
inoperative. · 

Hydraulic By-Pass Valves.- Examination of switches, one valve, 
and recovered portions of the electrical wiring indicates no mal
function in the system. If the pilot suspected trouble in one system 
he may have attempted to operate the by-pass and inadvertently shut 
off the good system. Such action could initiate the trouble and must · · 
be considered as a possible cause. 

Adverse Pilot Action.- Although the pilots were experienced and 
the feel forces may have been quite normal, this was the first flight 
in the XP6M-l for one pilot. Adverse control manipulation is con
sidered unlikely, but it remains a possibility • 

Malfunction of Stabilizer Control Valve.- The stabilizer control 
valve was recovered m good workmg orcer, and the only mal
function considered in the investigation was high valve-spool· friction 
due to "silting" oil contamination. This silting action on the valve 
could result in a control system movement similar to that reported 
by LCDR Horrell. 

Control mock-up tests have proved that the amount of valve stick
ing attained with a very high contamination would not result in an un
stable or unfiyable airplane. The difficulty is considered quite un
likely as a possible cause of the accident. 

2. Loss of Stabilizer 

A structural analysis of the available wreckage has led to the con
clusion that the tail was still intact at the time of wing failure. If it is 
argued that this sequence of tail break-up is in error, then it is possible 
that the stabilizer could be removed by: 

1) Tail nutter; 

2) .. Impact with some heavy piece; 

3) Rudder or elevator hinge failure with subsequent damage to 
the fin or stabilizer. 

·I t"' I , .. f·.ll II 
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The available structural evidence, however, has been interpreted to 
rule out these factors as possible causes. 

3. Reduction in Hull Stiffness 

A partial failure or reduction in hull stiffness could have produced 
a change in stabilizer incidence or ring. Nevertheless, there is suf
ficient evidence to eliminate these factors as possible causes. Studies 

18 

of recovered wreckage give no indication of early failure in fin attach
ments or bulkheads which might have affected the rig of the stabilizer. · 
REAC investigations indicate that a 60 per cent reduction in hull vertical 
bending stiffness would be required to produce unstable pitch oscillations. 
There is no evidence of such damage prior to break-up. 
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IV. BACKGROUND OF ACCIDENT 

From June 23, 1955, through December 7, 1955, the XPGM-1 
(Bureau Number 138827) was flight tested at the Martin Company. The 
predemonstration requirements had been accomplished: pilot famil
iarization, hydrodynamic investigation, airspeed calibration, bail-out 
chute tests, preliminary CO survey, powerplant installation and pre
liminary vent survey, windshield wiper tests, preliminary mine drop 

, tests, and engine nacelle duct measurements. Instrumentation mal
functions and aircraft unavailability made it impossible to obtain flap 
loads and hinge moment data. 

The airplane had accumulated 37.6 flight hours and 42,3 taxi hours 
during a total of 39 flights. There were actually only 23 airborne 
flights out of 39 official flights because some flights were aborted 
after the aircraft taxied to the take-off area and experienced eqtiip
ment failures. Qualitative flight characteristics had been established 
up to Mach 0.945 and calibrated indicated airspeeds to 522 knots. 

Pilots had expressed satisfaction with the aircraft and with its 
longitudinal and directional control. They reported that lateral con-: 
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trol was oversensitive for small wheel throws, and the system has been 
modified in the second aircraft. A "stick shaker' unit was also in
stalled on the second aircraft to provide adequate stall warning. An 
airframe shake, which the pilots noted in the first aircraft, will be 
thoroughly-investigated if it exists on the second XPGM-1. With the 
possible exception of the shake, none of these items are consideredd:obe !"' 
factors in the accident • 

A, LAST TEST FLIGHT 

During the period in which the final flight was made, the XPGM-1 
airplane was undergoing preliminary evaluation by a team of Navy pilots. 
The tests were being conducted from the Martin Company's facilities. 
The airplane was entirely under the maintenance of the Contractor and 
all crew members except the pilot were Martin personnel. 

Navy representatives, together with Martin personnel from Aero-
. dynamics and Flight Test, had detailed a flight test program commen

surate with previous·tests performed by the contractor and with flight 
test time available before a scheduled change of Engine Number 1. It 
was explicitly understood that the Navy preliminary flight test evaluation 

. would encompass only tests previou-sly performed by the Contractor,- In· · · · ., · 
some instances, the proposed tests did not exactly duplicate the Con-
tractor's tests, but there were few items programmed which had not been 
previously demonstrated to an essential degree. . . . 
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The original program was to be flown by four Navy pilots on two 
flights. The first half of each flight was to consist of tests at high alti
tudes; the airplane would then land, a new Navy pilot would go aboard, and 
the second half of the flight would cover tests at lower altitudes. 

1. Flight 39-1A 

Adverse weather conditions and difficulty with the operation of the 
afterburners made it impossible to adhere to the original program. In
stead, on Flight 38-1, only taxi tests were made; no airborne flight was 
accomplished. The next day, December 7, 1955, a 10,000 to 12,000-foot 
ceiling precluded tests at high altitude, and it was decided that Flight 39-1 .. 
would follow the programs of Flights 11 and IV. Because or the low ceiling, 
it was agreed to eliminate the stall tests. Accordingly, on Flight 39-1A, 
the tests under Flight n were performed with Lieutenant Commander 
E. Horrell as pilot and the s;1me Martin personnel as on Flight 38-1. 
No noticeable discrepancies were reported in the flying qualities of the 
airplane under the conditions tested. LCDR Horrell commented, however, 
that the gage monitoring the utility system hydraulic pressure was 
erratic and reading high. Two infiight inspections by the flight 
engineer established that the gage was in error and that the system 
was functioning properly. ·LCDR Horrell also reported that while fly-
ing at Mach 0.845 indicated at 468 knots (swivel lAS) in a shallow dive 
at 1Q,OOO feet in slightly turbulent air, the control column moved 

_ forward about two inches and then came·:.back to its initial position. 
The action of the column was discounted as being due to rough air and 
the tests were continued with no further incidents. A landing was 
then made to change pilots. After landing, Engines 1, 2, and 3 were 
shut down and Number 4 throttled. 

2. Flight 39-lB 

Lieutenant Commander V. Utgoff went aboard for Flight 39-lB and 
LCDR Horrell disembarked. Recovered film shows the take-off on 
Flight 39-lB, a level flight trim point at·8700 feet with normal rated thrust 
on all engines, and two additional points: one in a climb at Mach 0.742 
and the other in a dive at Mach 0.853. The recorded data on the photo-

- panel film are compatible with the program outlined under Flight IV. 
The program required, in part: 

1) Take-off with 40 percent cg and fixed stick; 

2) Static longitudinal stability tests at 10,000 feet with 40 per 
cent cg (a trim at V for Normal Rated Thrust and then max . 
stabilization at three speeds above and below trim at increments 
of Mach 0.03). -
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The recovered film indicated the following: 

1) Normal take-off and climb; 

2) Level flight trim at 8700 feet, Normal Rated Thrust, Mach 
0.805; 

3) Low speed trim at 10,150 feet, Normal Rated Thrust, Ma·ch 
0.742; 

4) High speed trim at 8750 feet, Normal Rated Thrust, Mach 
0,853. 

. 21 

Approximately 11 minutes after take-off, the film record stops. An 
investigation of many factors leading to the establishment of time has.led 
to the conclusion that the aircraft was airborne for no longer than two 
more minutes. 

3. Other Data 

These records and the statements of witnesses provided the basic 
information. Other sources were not available: · · 

1) There was no chase plane. The FJ-2 was not up. An Air Force 
chase plane which was being used had returned because of low .. · 
fuel, Another Air Force chase plane which was to relieve the 
first was not yet serviced. 

2) The· wire recorder was inoperative. 

3) There were no radio transmissions. Later investigation-re
vealed both radios operative, but only one was turned on. This 
is not normal p_rocedure. · · 

4) There were no survivors. 

Some witnesses were interviewed immediately to pinpoint the wreckage 
area and to develop a general idea of the events of the accident. All 
possible witnesses (37 in all) were interrogated during the next few days. 
In many cases, they were interviewed several more times, and fairly good 
witness coverage was gained. Individual witness statements are not 
generally reliable in detail, but when several are correlated they offer a 
coherent story. An average or composite narrative was prepared from 
these statements. The narrative and the statements of particular wit-

. nesses whose attention was drawn by curiosity to the aircraft prior to any 
difficulty were particularly helpful in describing the events just preceding 
the accident • 
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B. MEDICAL FINDINGS 

Immediately after the accident, the body or the flight test engineer 
who had been in the aft port seat was round floating on the surface 
with his parachute partially streamed. He had been subjected to a 
nash fire (high temperature for a short duration) while still in the 
aircraft. These nash burns correspond to a definite flame pattern •. 
Minor throat injuries were incurred during his subjection to high 
acceleration forces during break-up or high velocity air stream 
during ejection. The injuries correspond to the position of the helmet 
chin strap. At least ten seconds later, he received severe fore and 
aft impact concussion across the back and head which produced his 
immediate death. This was caused by impact with the water. The 
failure of his-parachute to open was undoubtedly due to lack of time 
to pull the ripcord and to his failure to attach the automatic opening 
device. 

The bodies of the pilot and copilot were recovered on December 18, 
1955, in the forward flight deck debris. They had received multiple 
extreme injuries from impact of the forward flight deck with the water. 
Injuries indicate that they were still seated in their respective seats 
with their feet on the-rudder pedals in a normal flight position. It 
appeared that there was no time for an attempt to eject • 

The flight engineer's body, seen in the fully blossomed parachute, 
was recovered March 20, 1956. His death was due to drowning. His 
body also showed evidence of nash burns corresponding to the name 
pattern. His one injury, a fracture of the tail bone, occurred at least 
15 seconds prior to· death. It was undoubtedly due to ejection or high 
acceleration forces during break-up. He was recovered in his para
chute, straps still fastened, and had presumably made no attempt to 
free himself. His Mae West was under his flight jacket and had not 
been inflated. He was probably unconscious upon entering water. It 
can be assumed that unconsciousness was due to severe pain of the 
tail bone fracture or to high-acceleration forces during his subjection 
to the high-velocity airstream. One of the burned straps of his para
chute harness had been rent by air blast. · 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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V. EJECTION 

The ejection seats in the XPGM-1 airplane are standard Navy con
figurations which use the face curtain to start and sequence the opera
tion. The four seat systems in the airplane are completely separate: 
the flight deck systems differ from the pilots only in that there is no 
provision for control column freeing and snatching. Normal face cur
tain ejection is accomplished as follows: 

1) The occupant places his feet in the seat stirrups: 

2) He pulls the face curtain: 

23 

3) The curtain releases the overhead hatch and frees and snatches 
the control column: 

4) The curtain fires the seat catapult about one-sixth of a second 
after hatch release: 

5) A lanyard attached on the hull releases the seat belt two 
seconds after ejection: · 

6) Two seconds later, an automatic (aneroid) release opens the 
parachute. 

Test seats and hatches identical to those used in the airplane were 
thoroughly tested prior to first flight both at the Naval Air Medical 
Center in Philadelphia and at the Martin Company. All tests were suc
cessfully passed. 

The recovered systems were bread-boarded and subjected to detailed 
examination by Martin specialists and then by technicians from Frank
ford Arsenal and Pittman-Dunn Laboratories, the developers of the 
cartridge devices. No evidence of malfunction or failure was found. 

Further investigation of escape activities included studies of the 
recovered hull nose section, examinations and autopsies of bodies, and 
trajectory plots of the hull nose section and the ejected hatches and 
seats. 

A. CONCLUSIONS 

The findings from the ejection studies are summarized: 

1) Both flight deck crew members ejected, and their seat and 
hatch systems functioned in a normal manner: 
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2) Both ejections took place after the separation of the nose 
section and after the subsequent flash fire: 

3) The parachute of the flight test engineer, who was unconscious 
or injured from an aerial collision with debris, did not open 
because he had not attached the auto-release lanyard to his 
seat belt: 

4) The parachute of the flight engineer opened normally; he was 
probably unconscious when he entered the water and had worn 
his life vest under his flight jacket. 

5) The pilots made no attempt to eject, literally flying the nose 
section into the water. 

24 

The procedure for escape in this aircraft follows this crew sequence: 
flight engineer (starboard aft), flight test engineer (port aft) ,copilot 
(starboard forward), and pilot (port forward). It appears th:it the sequence 
was being followed, but there was insufficient time for successful ejection 
because of the quick onset of trouble and the high acceleration forces dur
ing break-up. 

B. RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of the ejection studies, the "following recommendations 
are made: 

1) Provide ejection seats for all crew members:" 

2) Keep both airlock hatch doors closed during flight by crew 
training or by installation of a microswitch and crew warning 
light to prevent the spread of fumes or fire; 

3) Provide rear view mirrors or periscopes for the crew as a 
means to inspect the aft hull and tail in flight for minor fires 
or structural failures: 

4) Provide automatically inflated life vests for crew members; 

5) Provide cold weather survival suits for crew members. 
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VI. AERODYNAMICS 

The purpose of the aerodynamics investigation was to determine 
whether a fault in the flying qualities of the aircraft could have con
tributed to the accident. A thorough review was made of the aerody
namic design, the aircraft's flight history, and particularly its sta
bility and control characteristics. 

A. BASIC AffiCRAFT DESIGN 

The mission requirements of the XP6M-1, an intruder capable of 
600 knots at sea level, exerted a profound influence upon the aircraft 
design. The high-speed dash requirement, part of a normal minelaying 
profile, corresponds to a Mach number of 0.908 and a dynamic pressure 
oif-1200 psf. As a result of these speeds and high dynamic pressures, 
compressibility and elastic deformation have significant effects on 
aircraft stability and air loads. 

A comparison of the P6M design requirements with those of other 
aircraft illustrates the problem. For example, the design dynamic 
pressure of the B-47 is approximately 500 psf. Fighter aircraft such 
as the F-86, having design "q" values approximately that of the XP6M-1, 
are designed for limit load factors of 7 .5g. The design limit load 
factor of the XP6M-1 is 3.8g. The structure of the smaller aircraft, 
therefore, is better adapted for flight at high values of dynamic pres
sure. 

To solve the problem of stability and control created by compres
sibility, aerol2stic effects, and the aircraft's size and speed, the P6M-l 
was designed with an all-movable power-operated stabilizer. The 
elevator is geared to the stabilizer in a fashion that adds to stabilizer 
effectiveness. An elevator is a relatively poor high-speed control for 
an aircraft of this type since its effectiveness is somewhat reduced by 
compressibility and seriously reduced by aeroelastic effects. There
fore, the gearing between the elevator and stabilizer is such that small 
amounts of elevator deflection are used at high speed. Stabilizer con
trol is obtained by a dual hydraulic control system; the cable runs, 
hydraulic pumps, cylinders, and valves are duplicated to form two 
completely independent systems. 

With the powered-operated system, longitudinal control feel must 
be obtained synthetically. The basic element of the synthetic feel 
system of the P6M-1 is conventional. It provides a column force 
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proportional to compressible dynamic pressure and stabilizer inci
dence increment from trim position. In addition, a bobweight supplies 
a stick force of eight pounds per g. One unique feature of the feel 
system adds a force stability which compensates with speed for the 
adverse effects of aeroelasticity and the normal transonic tuck-under. 
This speed compensation is accomplished through a cam which changes 
the mechanical advantage of the pilot over the feel system. 

B. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL 

The aircraft was accomplishing a static longitudinal stability pro
gram at the time of its loss. Because of this, it is relevant to review 
the longitudinal stability and control characteristics of the airplane 

· as they have been obtained from flight tests. Three general areas 
will be considered: 

1) Longitudinal stability in level flight: 

2) · Maneuvering control force characteristics: 

3) Stabilizer hinge moments. 

1. Speed and Dynamic Pressure 

During its last test, the airplane was trimmed at Mach 0.805 with 
a gross weight of 116,000 pounds. The center of gravity was at 40 
per cent MAC. Three points of the test had been obtained and the 
last run on the photo panel record was at Mach 0.853 at an altitude of 
8750 feet. In previous flights the aircraft had exceeded the Mach 

. number and the dynamic pressure which existed in the break-up con
dition. Figure 7 compares the estimated speed at break-up with values 
which were previously obtained during the flight program. It is pos
sible to establish the dynamic pressure at the break-up point from the 
position of the "q"-feel screw jack in the longitudinal control system. 
The screw jack indicated a compressible dynamic pressure of 1020 
psf. The 1020-psf dynamic pressure corresponds to Mach 0.845 at 
6000 feet, which are considered to be the break-up speed and altitude. 
On Flight 30-1 a compressible "q" of 1077 psf was reached at an 
altitude of 3500 feet. The maximum Mach number was obtained during 
Flight 26-1 when Mach 0.949 was reached at 26,500 feet. The most 
aft center of gravity, 40.9 per cent MAC, was obtained on Flight 36-1. 
It is apparent, therefore, that the flight condition at break-up was sig
nificanlty within previously demonstrated limits. . . 
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2. Control Forces 

.. .... 

The static longitudinal stability or the aircraft in level night has 
been investigated at altitudes of 15,000 and 28,000 feet (Fig. 8). These 
runs were trimmed at Mach 0.81 and Mach 0.94. Although slightly.un~ 
stable gradients of stabilizer position versus speed are indicated above 
Mach 0.76, stick forces were stable throughout the speed range for both 
tests. Since pilots fly almost exclusively by force feel in the high speed 
range, the aircraft is considered to possess satisfactory longitudinal · 
stability characteristics in one~g flight. Pilots' comments have been 
quite favorable with regard to these flying qualities. The stable con~ 
trol force characteristics are due to the speed-feel compensation which· 
has been incorporated in the synthetic feel system. Flight test results· 
and the predictions from wirid tunnel data compare very favorably •. 

Some testing had been completed relative to the maneuvering con~ 
trol force characteristics of the aircraft. The maneuvering control 
forces of the XP6M~1 and the P5M are compared in Fig. 9. The column 
force required to achieve limit load factor is plotted against the cg 
position (relative to the design aft cg), Although the XP6M~l control 
forces are lighter than the P5M, they are within specifications. Flight 
results indicate that 67 pounds are required to develop limit factor at 
a cg of 38.5 per cent MAC at 440 knots. This is well above.the spec!~· 
fication minimum or 45 pounds. . 

C. STABILIZER HINGE MOMENTS 

The horizontal tail was designed to limit loads or 75,000 pounds 
down and 50,000 pounds up. The calculated tail load at the time of theo 
acciden.t was 21,700 pounds down. This down load is obtained with a: 
stabilizer incidence of minus 1.4 degrees and an elevator deflectioh 
of minus two degrees. The load was well within the design _capability 
of the horizontal tail. · 

The all~movable horizontal tail is actuated by a hydraulic power 
system which is capable of producing 69,000 foot-pounds of hinge mo~. 
ment to drive the stabilizer leading edge down and 13,000 !oot~pounds 
to drive the leading edge up._ Half of the hinge moments are available 
if one hydraulic system fails. During flight testing of the first air~ 
craft, no hinge data were obtained from flight. Estimates from wind 
tunnel data, however, show a hinge moment of 31,500 foot~pounds for 
the break~up night condition. This is within the capacity of one hy~ 
draulic system, which produces 34,500 pounds of hinge moment. The 
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hinge moment coefficients were obtained from the University of 
Maryland, the Cooperative Wind Tunnel at the California Institute of 
Technology, the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, and the Wright 
Aeronautical Development Center. This information covers the range 
from Mach 0.20 to Mach 0.94. Any inconsistences in the data were 
interpreted to increase the stabilizer hinge moment, and the cal
culations therefore are conservative. Stabilizer hinge moments will 
be determined in flight tests of the second aircraft to make an effective 
check of the calculated results. 

. The comparison of the predicted stabilizer incidence required to 
trim and the actual flight test results is very good. A stabilizer in
cidence of minus 1.4 degrees was predicted for level flight trim at 
the break-up speed; flight test results indicate that a minus 1.6 degrees 
was used. This agreement is considered excellent. 

The calculated elevator deflection at break-up was two degrees up. 
Flight tests showed a deflection of 0.5 degrees up. The hinge moment 
per degree of elevator deflection in the break-up condition is 14,300 
foot-pounds,. whereas the hinge moment per degree of incidence is 
only 300 foot-pounds. Thus,. the elevator contributes more than 90 
percent of the stabilizer hinge moment at Mach 0.845. The difference 
between calculated and flight test elevator deflections represents a 
very large change in the total hinge moment. If the flight test eleva
tor deflection is used, a total hinge moment of 8000 foot-pounds is 
estimated. With the calculated deflection it is 31,500 foot-pounds •. 
Clearly, the calculated hinge moments are much more conservative 
than those predicted directly from flight data. It is concluded, there
fore, that the airplane would have been flyable in the break-up flight 
condition if one of the two boost systems, each capable of delivering 
34,500 foot-pounds~ had failed. 

It is important to consider the consequences of aerodynamic hinge 
moments overpowering the stabilizer cylinder. This condition results 
in one of two types of eventual aircraft structural failure. In either 
case, the stabilizer would assume the position at which the cylinder 
output equalled the aerodynamic hinge moment. The aircraft would 
first undergo a transient disturbance as the adjustment took place. 
If the change in incidence were small, this adjustment would involve 
a small transient disturbance in acceleration followed by an increase 
in aircraft speed because the trim load factor became less than one g. 
The end result would be ultimate structural failure in nutter due to 
excessive aircraft speed. IC the stabilizer hinge moment were suf
ficiently high to create an incidence change of approximately two de-

. grees or more, the transient disturbance in normal acceleration 
associated with the stabilizer motion would produce sufficiently large 
load !actors to fail the wings in negative bending. 
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Pertinent to the accident, the stabilizer hinge moment would have 
had to exceed 48,500 foot pounds in order to develop enourh negative 
g's to fail the wings.(Fig. 9a). However, the stabilizer "q' -feel screw 
jack position indicates that the aircraft probably did not build up exces
sive speed. It may be theorized, therefore, that an overpowering of the 
stabilizer of small magnitude did not occur. In order for the severe 
overpowering of one cylinder to occur, the hinge moments would need 
to be at least 50 percent above the conservative estimates. This is 
not considered to be probable although mis-rigging of the elevator 
could contribute significant hinge moment changes. Unless there was 
a significant mis-rigging, it is unlikely that the loss of one hydraulic 
system was associated with the accident sequenc~. 

D. LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 

Pilots commented upon over-sensitive lateral control during taxi, 
take-off, and landing tests (due to high effectiveness of the Martin 
spoiler in the flaps-down configuration), but they were satisfied with 
the roll rate and control response at higher· speeds. On Flight 26-1 
the spoilers deflected at high Mach numbers (Mach 0.95 at 30,000 
feet)-- an abnormal condition-- but this effect was traced to a leak 
in the pneumatic hold-down system on the right outboard spoiler. 
Significantly, the main indication to the pilot was through his instru-

. · mentation. The airplane still remained-in trim even though there·. 
· was some lag in spoiler response as the wheel was moved to achieve 

a wing level condition. 

Directionally, the airplane was demonstrated to possess positive · · 
stability during steady sideslip tests. High-speed sideslips revealed 
that high pedal forces and restricted actuating cylinder power limited 
the deflections and sideslip angles. These are characteristics of the· 
design to ensure small asymmetrical airloads on the vertical and 
horizontal tails. 

There is conclusive evidence from the reconstructed wreckage that 
the wings failed in negative bending and .that the failure was essentially 
a symmetrical one. Although there is some evidence .of asymmetric 
loads on the empennage, the accident sequence places the tail failure · 
after the wing failure. During failure of the wings, it is likely that 
some rolling and yawing developed to give asymmetric tail loads. 
There was, however, a predominantly longitudinal motion during the 
accident. 
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E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions have been made: 

1) Longitudinal stability and control of the XPGM-1 are satis:
factory and therefore do not appear to be a contributing factor 
in the accident. Flight tests showed that the flying qualities 
of the XPGM-1 were good, and the pilots commented favorably 
upon them. 

2) Stabilizer hinge moments required to trim in the flight con
dition at break-up were estimated to be 10 to 20 per cent 
below the output of one cylinder. It is possible but improbable 
that the horizontal tail could overpower one hydraulic actuating 
system after malfunction of the other system. 

3) Directional and lateral stability and control characteristics 
were not contributing factors in the accident • 

• 
As a result of the accident investigation, two revisions to the air-

craft are recommended: 

1) Change the elevator linkage to reduce by about one degree 
the up-elevator deflections at stabilizer incidences or high- .. 
speed flight; 

2) Increase the power of the stabilizer hydraulic actuating cylinder 
at least 25 per cent to ensure trim in all level flight conditions 
after a failure or one system and to give adequate maneuver-· 
ability over the entire speed, load factor, and altitude range. 
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VII. POWERPLANT 

Allison YJ71-A-4 engines were used on the XP6M-1. The J71 · 
engine program, with a total of 60,000 hours operation and 10,000 
actual flight hours, provides an excellent background for these engines. 
Parts ahead of the rear turbine flange are the same on the J71-A-9 
and J71-A-4 engines except for afterburner and assembly parts. The 
A-9 and the similar A-11 engines are used in the Douglas B-66 and 
RB-66 with a high degree of reliability. Further backup is provided 
by the J71-A-2 engines of the McDonnell F3H which have basically the 
same compressor, burner, and turbine as the A-4 engines. The A-9, 
A-ll, and A-2 engines are qualified for 150 hours and currently operate 
300 hours between overhaul. Having the same rotating parts as these 
engines gives the J71-A-4 inherently more reliability than the 50-hour 
flight rating test that is customary for experimental engines. Outside 
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of a minor afterburner problem during take-orr, the operation of the A-4 
engines in the XP6M-l airplanes was highly successful and required only 
routine attention from the pilot. 

A. ENGINE RECOVERY 

Photo-panel records show that the engines were operating at ap
proximately 98 percent rpm before the accident. Indications are that 
they were throttled back possibly to idle for the controlled descent, and 
between 5000 and 6000 feet they were thrown out by a violent nose-down 
pitch of the aircraft. Some parts of the engines were recovered in the· 
major wreckage area. The engines must have suffered partial break-up 
due to the action of the engine removal doors and to the many hoses 
attached to the gear cases. Three afterburners were found near the 
engines, indicating that they broke orr upon impact with the water. 

A thorough examination or Engines 1, 2, and 3 and their nacelles 
showed no sign of engine failure. These engines surrered severe impact 
damage, the majority of which was caused by collision with the water. · 
Engine Number 4 has not been found, but the Engine 4 nacelle, including 
the complete firewall between Engines 3 and 4, shows no sign or Cire. 
or possible engine or accessory failure. None or the nacelles gives 
evidence of flying objects which may have come from the engines or 
accessories. The arrangement of Engine 3 and 4 nacelles and the 
possible path of dislodged engine rotating parts is diagramed in Fig. 10, 
The rotating accessories of Engine 3 are not adjacent to the hole in the 
side of the hull at the Number 4 fuel tank, The Engine 3 compressor 
was recovered intact·except fer impact damage. 
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B. ENGINE SUPPORT FAILURE 

The three recovered engines and the Engine 4 nacelle show that all 
four engine mounts failed in a similar manner. The engines left the 
aircraft in an upward direction and went through the engine removal doors 
on top of the nacelles. Failures of the fittings are clean, and there is 
no sign of the engines or their components being loose in the nacelles. 
Although only a few nacelle doors were recovered, there is no sign of 
an explosion which could have blown a door off the airplane prior to the 
accident. 

C. FIRE 

When the fire extinguisher system is operated, it shuts off all hy
draulic oil and fuel to the affected nacelle. The hydraulic valves .in 
Engines 1 and 2 and the fuel shut-off valves in Engines 1 and 4 were . 
found in the open position. This indicates that the fire extinguisher sys
tem was not used in any of these nacelles while d-e power was available. 
The XPSM-1 fire extinguisher and detector systems have been completely 
tested and declared satisfactory by CAA Technical Development and 
Evaluation Center in Indianapolis. 

Fires did occur in Engine 2 and 3 nacelles. Examination showed, 
however, that these fires occurred after the engine left. the nacelles. and 
the fires were not large enough to cause the accident. Several small 
pieces of the nacelle removal and access doors were found burned and 
about an equal number were found unburned. The nacelle beam and 
beavertail between the hull and Engine 3 were recovered and showed no 
sign of fire or flying objects which could have caused the fire in the 
Number 4 fuel tank. 

· The Auxiliary Power Unit was not recovered but there was no 
evidence of fire or damage from flying objects in the area where it 
was installed. There is no requiremnt for operating the unit in 
flight except in an emergency when one engine generator does not 
function. Indications are that the unit was not operating at the time 
of the accident and therefore was not a contributing cause in the 
accident. 

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The numerous consulting experts who joined the investigation con
curred with the conclusion that powerplant trouble was extremely re
mote as a possible cause of the accident. 
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As a result of the studies, however, several recommendations not 
entirely relevant to the accident are made: 

1) Adopt a more thorough procedure for engine inspection. 

2) Simplify the fire extinguisher system operation by eliminating 
the nacelle selector switch. This reduces the number of 
operations necessary to fire a bottle and makes the system 
more reliable by eliminating four relays. · 

3) Ground test the fire extinguisher and detector systems by. 
firing bottles and using heat on the detector elements.· 

4) Install improved fire detector system control boxes. 
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VIII. STRUCTURES 

The XP6M-1 aircraft is designed to withstand flight maneuver 
load factors of 3.8g positive and 1.8g negative at a gross weight 
of 140,000 pounds. The airplane was static tested to 110 percent 
of the positive design limit load which was critical for the horizontal 
tail, the art hull, and portions of the wing. Because no ultimate static 
test airplane was available, the flight airplane was restricted to two
thirds of these load factors, or 2.53g positive and 1.2g negative. The 
gross weight of the airplane at the time of the accident was approxi
mately 115,000 pounds, and the load factor during the stability runs, 
according to the flight plan, would be plus lg with variations of not 
more than plus- or- minus 0.2g. 

The sequence of structural break-up, indicated by an investigation 
of the wreckage, is probably the following: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Upward motion of the stabilizer leading edge: 

Violent nose-down pitch of airplane: 

Failure of the wings in negative bending after an original 
stability failure of the lower cover of the hull stub in com-
pression (Fig. 11). 

4) Destruction of the primary tension-carrying materialin.the 
upper hull as. the wings collapsed against the hull side (Fig, 
12): 

I 

· 5) Horizontal tail failure from excessive angle of attack originat
ing at the stabilizer hinge fittings. 

The tail load for the flight condition last noted on the photo panel 
was 21,700 pounds down. A two-degree nose-up movement of the 
stabilizer at this speed would create sufficient load factor (minus 3.9g 
at this weight) to fail the wing in negative bending with a relatively 
small load on the tail. 

The significant structural failures can be best analyzed by concen
trating on the areas of failure origination and eliminating as unimportant 
certain large regions of the airplane. The most significant areas are 
the center hull section from Station 407 to 749, the hull stub from LBL 
56 the RBL 56, and the tail structure. 
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A. ELIMINATED ORIGINS OF FAILURE 

The forward hull from Station 407 forward, the aft hull from Station 
749 aft, and the wings from BL 56 outboard can be eliminated as origins 
of failure. 

1. Forward Hull Section 

40 

The area forward of Station 407 was one of the least probable origins 
of failure: 

1) Practically all damage was caused by water impact. 

2) The damage to Bulkhead 407 and to the mine door drag struts 
was caused by the mine door leaving the airplane. Because the 
struts are critical for a fully loaded door, their failure could 
not be primary. · 

3) Shrapnel damage to Bulkhead 407 occurred prior to the fire 
in the pressure lock. 

4) The wing leading edge failed prior to the fire in the pressure . 
lock. 

5) Both crew hatches show fire damage and give no indication of 
striking other structure •. The fire occurred after break-up. 

2~ Aft Hull Section 

Consistent water damage to the bottom and left side of the hull 
from Station 647 aft indicates this piece to have been together upon 
impact with the water. Damage to hull skin on the right side near 
Station 700 coincides with the position of the flap hinge bracket when 
the wing rotated into the hull (Fig. 13). Since this section is still. 
an integral part of the aft hull, it can be assumed that the aft hull 
was in one piece when the wings failed. 

3. Outboard Wings 

The outboard wings failed in positive bending just outboard or the 
nacelles by inertia forces and by slapping together under the hull. . 
The symmetry of failure of the wing through a section which is not 
a minimum section indicates that the hull side destroyed the lower 
cover along this section. The possibility of an explosion in the wing 
is reinote'becaii:fe' oi·th~'symmetry of failure.· •. 
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B. CENTER HULL SECTION 

The center hull section is an area of significant structural failure. 
The general structure in this area consists of: 

1) Three bulkheads (front and rear spar wirig bulkheads and an 
aft hull tank bulkhead); 

2) An upper and lower longeron; 

3) A crown stringer which becomes integral with a wing rib; 

4) Hull skin; 

5) A torque box which stabilizes the lower longeron; 

6) Fuel tank support structure which carries vertical shear 
and torsion loads only. 

1. Wings 

All of the failures in the center hull section are consistent with a 
negative bending failure of the wing. 

The front-spar bulkhead hammerhead fittings failed from tension 
on the upper chord, and the lower chord failed from compression. 
The rear spar bulkhead and the hull fuel tank ·bulkhead failed in. a 
manner that indicates the wing folded down. Heavy brlnelling marks 
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on the closing rib and the lower chord of the wing rear spar coincide 
with marks on the hammerhead fitting. These marks show that the 
wings hinged about the intersection of the closing rib and the wing 
upper chord. Failure of the bulkhead side and inner chords and damage 
to the mine door indicate that the mine door was in place when the wing 
was destroyed. Failures of the longerons, crown stringers and the 
wing covers in the hull stub are also consistent with a failure of the 
wing in negative bending. The upper cover failed in tension and the 
lower cover failed in compression (Fig. 14). 

2. Hull Side Skin 

The most significant evidence in this area is that pieces of the hull 
side skin and mine latch frames were found inside the center sections 
in both wings. Damage to the lower blanket of the center wings (near 
the front spar between BL 105 and BL 155) coincides with the latch frame 
posi_t~on when the wing is rotated downward. Damage to the hull side 
skin in the torquid)ox area: ·coincides with "the inner nap hinge bracket·. -.· .. - ..... .... 
when the wings fold inward. 
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3. Fire 

The Number 4 fuel tank door shows evidence of failing from an ex
plosive force in the tank cavity between the door and the fuel cell. 
However, lack of fire damage to the mine door indicates that the ex
plosion occurred after break-up. 

The fire in the Number 4 hull tank area and the fire along the right 
side of the hull, which was fed by fuel from the Number 4 cell, occur
red in the air. The burning time was from 15 to 30 seconds in the air 
and from two to three minutes on the water. Fractures in this area 
show that the fire occurred after failure. All other fires occurred 
after break-up either in the air or on the water (Fig. 15). 

C. TAIL 
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fractures were examined in the laboratory for evidence of fatigue, _ 
The other area of significant structural failure is the tail. All J 

and hardness tests were made of all major pieces. In no· case was . 
there evidence of fatigue or material deficiency. . · 

Both the fin and stabilizer are constructed of three main spars 
with honeycomb blankets. The structure of the 'leading edge is con
ventional. The stabilizer is attached to the fin at the rear spar and 
hinges about this point. The stabilizer actuating cylinder is attached 
to the front spar lower chord at the ship centerline to react vertical 
loads. The center of pressure for a down load on the tail occurs aft 
of the hinge point Rnd puts tension loads in the actuating cylinder. 
A scissors fitting attaches to the fin front spar and the stabilizer front 
spar at the upper chord. The scissors fitting reacts side loads only. 
The elevators are slaved to the stabilizer and are actuated through a 
set of push-pull rods and bell cranks. 

1. Stabilizer 

The original failure, resulting from an up and aft load on the 
stabilizer, was in the stabilizer hinge fittings (Fig. 16). There is no 
indication of an unsymmetrical load on these fittings. The elevator 
push-pull fitting, located between the stabilizer center spar and rear 
spar on the ship centerline, failed in tension with evidence of an up
ward and rightward movement of the stabili~er. The actuating 
cylinder failed in tension and bending at two places -- through the 
~ttaching lug·:md'16·inches below the stabilizer attaching point. This. 
fililure occurred when the actuator was fully extended and when it was 
five inches aft of its normal position. The actuator impinged upon the 
fin closing rib at this point from an aft and rightward movement of the 
stabilizer. 
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The scissors fitting failed with compression on the upper left arm 
and with tension on the fin attachment fitting of the upper right arm. 
This is consistent with a side load to the right on the stabilizer. 

The outer third of each stabilizer failed in negative bending. This 
structure, probably weakened by the pulling of the outer hinge bracket 
from the stabilizer by the elevators, failed at water impact. The aft 
stabilizer leading edge was struck by an object while still an integral 
part of the airplane. Indentations and scrape marks on the upper cover 
indicate a direction parallel to the flight path. This object was most 
likely an engine access door. The final disintegration of the taU in
dicates that the failure did not propagate from this impact. 

2. Elevators and Fin 

The damage to the elevator and its hinges shows that the right 
elevator exceeded its travel limits in an upward direction and failed 
from aft and downward loads. Indications are that the outer hinge 
failed first. The left elevator exceeded its travel limits in a down
ward direction and failed from upward and aft loads (Fig. 17). It is 
again evident that the outer hinges failed before the centerline hinge. 
It would be necessary for the stabilizer to leave the airplane before 
the elevator could exceed the limits noted. 

The fin failures occurred after break-up either in the air or at 
·water impact. The force required to separate the stabilizer from the 
fin is such that the fin must· remain an integral part of the airplane to 
react it. All fin failures, therefore, are secondary. 
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IX. DYNAMICS 

Flutter is a self-excited oscillation which occurs if the airplane 
surpasses its critical speed. Below this speed, excitations from 
gusts and other sources die out without damage to the airplane, 
The possibili~y that flutter might have played a part in the accident 
was carefully explored. The following sources of information were 
available: 

1) Past flight records; 

2) Analytical studies and wind tunnel model tests; 

3) Wreckage examination. 

·Analytical and model test investigations do not supply sufficient 
evidence to fix the flutter speed accurately. Although it might have 
been lower than specification requirements, the examination of the 
wreckage and a study of past flight records of higher speeds show 
that flutter did not occur and cannot be considered a contributing cause 
of the accident. 

A. PAST FLIGHT RECORDS 

Test flights were monitored by accelerometers fixed at various 
points on the aircraft, None of the records gave any indication that the 
airplane was in danger of· flutter within its flight limitations (Fig. 18). 

The most significant record was obtained during Flight 30: 1077 
psf dynamic pressure (compared with 1020 psf for the accident), 3420 
feet altitude, Mach 0.835, and 522 knots CAS. This record was taken 
during operation of the rotary minebay door so that the whole aircraft 
was shaken. The oscillograph record properly indicates this shaking 
but gives no indication of low damping for any of the frequencies that 
would be connected with flutter. 

In an examination of the record, the frequency connected with 
antj.symmetric T-tail flutter (about four cps) was of particular interest. 
This frequency was indicated at two or three places in the record with 
a maximum amplitude of about plus-or-minus 0.2 degrees (torsional 
motion of the upper fin closing rib), but each time it was damped out 
within two or three cycles. The following conclusions have to be drawn: 

1) The recording gave a suitable indication of the. required . 
oscillations. 
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2) The behaviour of the airplane, interpreted on the basis of 
test experience, indicated a flight speed substantially below 
the flutter speed. 

3) The parameter "q" (larger for this record than for the 
accident), rather than the parameters V, M and P , is critical 
for this type of flutter. 

In general, the past flight records definitely show that the aircraft, if 
no other damage occurred beforehand, .was substantially below the speed 
for any type of destructive flutter. 

B. ANALYSES AND WIND TUNNEL MODEL TESTS 

The original flutter·investigation of the airplane -was based on ex
tensive analytical investigation and on low-speed wind tunnel tests. 
Doubts still existed regarding the possibility ofT-tail flutter at 
transonic speeds. Flight limitations were set accordingly, and a 
high-speed wind tunnel investigation was well under way at the time of 
the accident. 

In connection with the accident the following conditions were re
viewed: 

1) Wing -- tip floats partially filled with water or ice; 

2) Flap -- a) a loss of pinch-up in the system, 

b) an abnormal amount of ice in the flaps; 

c) a loss of hydraulic actuators; 

3) T-tail flutter; 

4) Elevator -- a) a loss of actuator rods, 

b) water or ice in the trailing edge; 

5) Rudder -- a) a loss or M:!.SS balance, 

b) a loss or the actuator, 

c) a broken top rudder hinge. 

··In cases 2) c) and 4) a), relatively mild flutter was indicated 
in speed ranges below the accident speed. The results of 4) a) may 
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be significant in interpretating the wreckage because the elevators 
would flutter after the stabilizer as a whole had left the airplane. The 
possibility of 5)c) is still being investigated, although a preliminary 
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check does not indicate flutter. Such a failure could be of considerable 
interest in that fracture of the rudder bracket would damage the hydraulic 
lines to the stabilizer actuator. With the exception ofT-tail flutter, all 
remaining cases have been eliminated. 

High speed tests and further analytical investigations of T-tail 
flutter have been completed. The nature of this flutter has been explored: 
it is a violent antisymmetric flutter involving mainly fin torsion with 
stabilizer yawing and rolling motions. 

The critical speed of this flutter is determined by so many para
meters not accurately known (including those of the hull and the wing) 
that analytical and experimental results are subject to various possible 
interpretations. A conservative interpretation yields a small margin 
(about five per cent) above accident speed. A larger margin, however, 
is by no means excluded. Thus, a firm conclusion that T-tail flutter did 
not cause the accident cannot be drawn from analytical and test in
vestigations. On the other hand, this possibility is excluded by past 
flight records and by an examination of the wreckage • 

C. WRECKAGE EXAMINATION 

With regard to antisymmetric T-tail flutter, the wreckage examination 
revealed: 

1) Stabilizer failures were remarkably symmetric; the middle 
two-thirds was recovered in one piece. Both stabilizer trunnion 
fittings show a clean fracture from high vertical tension load 
and show no other damage. Flutter would produce high fore 
and aft loads on these fittings, a different mode of failure. 

2) High antisymmetrical loads would overload the critical con
nection of the stabilizer center section blanket to the rear 
spar. This connection was intact and showed no sign of 
distress. 

3) T-tail flutter would put large torsional loads on the fin. No 
permanent torsional shear wrinkles were found in the fin 
leading edge, nor were permanent shear buckles found in the 
fin blanket panels. 

4) T-tail flutter, either kinematically or inertially, cannot 
cause extension of the stabilizer actuating cylinder (which 
failed in its fully extended position). 
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Other possibilities of flutter were eliminated by an examination 
of the wreckage. 

1) Wing flutter would be antisymmetric. The failure of the 
wing, like that of the tail, was remarkably symmetric. 

2) Flap flutter could be caused by loss of the actuating cylinder 
but it would be evidenced by dama-ge to the top of the flap and 
to the adjacent bottom of the beavertail on the nacelles. No 
such damage was found. 

3) Elevator flutter might be indicated by damage at both up and 
down stops but could not have happened before the actuator 
rods broke; it could have oc:curred after the break-up. 

D. FIN STIFFNESS 
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For the second XPGM-1 and the YPGM's, a new fin is being designed 
to provide an increase of approximately 80 per cent in torsional stiffness 
(Fig. 19). This new design will replace the honeycomb panels with 
relatively heavy aluminum sheet, increase the fin thickness of the upper 
end, and effect a redesign of the bullet fairing. A substantial increase 
in critical T-tail flutter speed is expected from this change. Until the 
new fin is available, flight speeds for the second airplane will be re
stricted to Mach 0.7 at sea level, varying linearly to Mach 0.95 at 
21,500 feet.:':.·Analytical and model test investigations will be continued. 
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X. CONTROLS 

The flight path of the XP6M-l during the accident suggests an 
excessive stabilizer nose-up movement that caused a high-g nose
down pitch of the aircraft and subsequent break-up. There are 
two broad areas of possible cause for this excessive nose-up 
stabilizer movement: 

1) Forces external to the hydraulic or mechanical control 
system; 

2) Forces internal to these systems. 

Although all hydraulic and mechanical control systems have 
been investigated, the nature of the accident -- violent nose-down 
pitching of the airplane with little or no roll or yaw -- indicates 
that major effort should be devoted to an analysis of the pitch 
control system (Fig. 20). 

A. DESIGN HISTORY 

The complete design history of the pitch control system is not 
germane to the accident investigation. Nevertheless, a few of the 
most pertinent facts should be mentioned here: 

1) The aerodynamics of the airplane necessitated full power
control of the stabilizer. 

2) Full po-wer-control of the stabilizer in turn dictated the 
use of some type of synthetic feel system. 

3) The response requirements of the stabilizer control system 
made it necessary to use hydraulic power as the driving 
force. 

4) In the system there are dual mechanical control runs from 
the control column aft to the feel system linkage and from 
this linkage to the stabilizer-valve operating crank. 

5) Two completely independent hydraulic systems are used 
to power the control sufaces. Each of these systems 
is used to power one section of a tandem hydraulic cylin
der that actuates the stabilizer. 

6) A full-scale control system mock-up was used for the 
stability test program. Subsequent to the stability tests, 
a life test of over six million cycles was run on the pitch 
control system. 
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B. mVESTIGATIONS 

Many reports, investigations, tests, and studies were made by 
the electro-mechanical department to determine possible causes 
of the accident. A few of these will be mentioned to indicate the 
types of investigations: 

1) The stability study mock-up was used to ascertain the re
sponse characteristics of the stabilizer under various types 
of hydraulic system failure or malfunction, 

2) Recovered components were examined for possible areas 
of malfunction, · 

3) Failed tubing, pulley brackets, cables, etc., were examined 
to determine what type of failure occurred. 

4) Tests were run to study the effect of valve "silting" on 
valve spool friction. The stability study mock-up was 
used to evaluate the effect of valve friction on over-all 
airplane stability. 

Several significant facts developed as a result of the investi
gation: 

1) There was no evidence of initiating structural failure in 
either the control system or the hydraulic system. 

2) There was no visible evidence of contamination or galling 
in the stabilizer control valves. · 

3) The "q" portion of the feel system was recovered and found 
·to be in a position corresponding to the estimated airplane 
speed at the time of the accident. 

4) The stabilizer cylinder failed in the fully extended (stabilizer 
nose-up) position. The failure was a combination tension and 
bending failure of the upper cylinder barrel (Fig. 21). 

5) After failure of the upper portion of the stabilizer cylinder, 
the lower portion of the cylinder (including the control valves 
and associated linkages) returned to the same trim position 
that was recorded on the last photo-panel exposure. 
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C. POSSIBLE CAUSES 

The hydraulic and mechanical control system could have caused the 
accident through an unwanted signal entering the controls or through 
the loss of a hydraulic system. Although there is some evidence that 
these major possibilities were not the actual cause, they must still be 
considered. The facts of the investigation indicate several possible 
origins of an undesired stabilizer movement. 

1. Unwanted Signal 

An unwanted or undesired signal in the control system may have 
caused the stabilizer to assume an excessive nose-up attitude that 
resulted in structural failure of the wings through negative bending. 

Pilot Error.- The simplest explanation may be that the signal was 
produced by the pilot in error. Although both were experienced avia
tors, this was the first flight in the XP6M-1 for one pilot. 

Jammed or Broken Mechanical Controls .- A jammed or broken 
mechanical control system lS another possible origin of excessive 
stabilizer movement. A jammed cable, a push rod, or a broken cable 
that has snagged on structure might cause the pilot to overcontrol if it 
suddenly broke loose while he was attempting to free the system. It 
is believed, however, that if such a condition did exist, the pilot would 
have reduced speed immediately and attempted to trim the ship with the 
stabilizer trim actuator. The position of the q-feel device and the trim 
of the system indicates that no such action was taken. It may be noted 
that a broken cable could result in some movement in the control system 
similar to that experienced by LCDR Horrell in the previous flight. 

· Loose Object.- A loose object or structural component in certain 
critical areas could overpower the feel system and cause excessive 
stabilizer movement. Due to the nature of the wreckage it is im
possible to say conclusively whether this did or did not occur. 

Loss of Feel.- Sudden loss of feel could prompt an overcorrection 
by the p1lot, but the fact that the stabilizer cylinder .returned to its 
trim position indicates that the feel system was probably intact at the 
time of the accident. Marks on the crank arms attached to the feel 
spring show that the electric trim actuator was attached to the spring 
when the aircraft broke up. 
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2. Hydraulic System Malfunction 

Within the hydraulic system itself--irrespective of external fore es -
there are other possible origins of an excessive stabilizer movement. 

Loss or One System.- The loss or one hydraulic system, coupled with 
stabthzer hmge movements in excess of the load capabilities of the other 
system, would allow the stabilizer to assume a nose-up position. Because 
stabilizer hinge movements were never determined in flight tests, the 
possibility that these loads are above calculated values does exist. The 
loss or a system could result from many !actors, and this retains a 
degree or probability in spite or the record or no failures during previous 
tests and flights. Two Independent systems were specified !or the airplane 
because of the very fact that hydraulic systems can and do fail. Failure 
of one hydraulic system could be caused by: 

1) Leakage of fittings, tubing, or components to allow a loss of 
oil and pressure; 

2) Bypassing of oil through a faulty component to produce a pressure 
loss: 

3) Pump failure; 

4) Malfunction or inadvertent operation of a bypass valve, ac
cessible to the pilot for test purposes, that can dump the 
pressure in one stabilizer hydraulic system (perhaps the wrong 
one). 

Loss of Two Systems.- The loss of two hydraulic systems could result 
from any comb:.nat10n of the causes that might produce failure in one 
system. Nevertheless, the fact that the recovered hall or the stabilizer 
cylinder returi;cd to its proper trim indicates that this system was 
operating at the trim position of break-up. Loss of both systems is 
not considered a probability. 

Stabilizer C ohtrol Valve.- Malfunction of the stabilizer control valve 
could cause excesstve movement of the. stabilizer. The stabilizer con
trol valve was recovered in good working condition, however, and the 
only type of malfunction that can be considered is high valve-spool friction 
due to "silting". High friction will cause hunting of the stabilizer sur
face: the amount of hunting depends upon the setting of the q-feel system 
and the amount of friction. Tests have been made to indicate that the 
maximum "silting" friction from a valve spool is 40 pounds. The time 
required to obtain this friction with no valve motion was two minutes. 
This corresponds to a hysteresis of less than 0.25 degrees of stabilizer. 
movement. These tests indicate that spool friction as high as 90 pounds 
does not produce an unflyable airplane. It should be noted that "silting" 
could result in some control system movement which might be related 
to that experienced by LCDR Horrell in the previous flight. 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of the investigations, changes are being incorporated 
in the second XPGM-1. These and many other changes are being made 
in an attempt to increase the safety and reliability of the aircraft. 

1) A larger stabilizer cylinder, whose capacity is approximately 
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25 per cent greater than that of the present one, is being designed. 

2) The bypass valve on the Number 1 stabilizer hydraulic system 
will be disconnected except on particular test flights that require 
single-system operation. 

3) The bypass valve on Number 2 stabilizer hydraulic system will 
be removed. 

4) The feel system is being strengthened. 
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XI. FUEL SYSTEM 

The XP6M-l carries JP4 fuel in four flexible-cell hull tanks above 
the minebay area and in two integral wing tanks. The hull service 
tanks Numbers 1 and 3, forward and aft on the port side, are self
sealing. The hull auxiliary tanks Numbers 2 and 4, on the starboard 
side, are self-sealing and non-tear. Each of the hull cells has a full 
capacity of more than 5200 pounds, and each of the wing tanks contains 
more than 25,000 pounds. 

A. FUEL MANAGEMENT 

Management of the fuel system is accomplished through two visual
flow fuel control panels: one accessible to the pilot and copilot in the 
cockpit, and an auxiliary panel accessible to the flight engineer at the 
radio operator's station (Fig. 22). In normal management the two out
board Engines 1 and 4 are fed from the forward service tank, and the 
two inboard Engines 2 and 3 are fed from the aft service tank. Control 
of fuel feed to the engines is possible only from the pilot's panel, but 
he can delegate to the auxiliary panel the transfer of auxiliary fuel to 
the service tanks • 

The rotary switches on the pilot's control panel are fairly reliable 
indicators of the switch position in flight. From the recovered panel 
the switch positions are: 

1) Boost pumps on; 

2) Engine fuel feed valves closed; 

3) Auxiliary fuel transfer relegated to the auxiliary control 
panel. 

The auxiliary control panel contains toggle switches for the various 
transfer pumps and fuel valves. These switches do not give a reliable 
indication of their actual position in flight. Therefore, it was necessary 
to inspect the actual fuel valves to establish fuel management. These 
d-e motor-operated, gate-type valves employ a gear train and lever to 
actuate the valve gate, and their recovered position is indicative of the 
infiight setting. Twelve of the fourteen valves were recovered. The 
two missing are the shut-off valves for Engines 2 and 3 fuel feed. 

·.-·The fuel-shut-ocr valves from Engines 1 and 4 were recovered in an 
open position. This indicates that the pilot's movement of the switch 
to a closed position occurred after the loss of d-e power, and that the 
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fire extinguisher had not fired to these engines. The forward and aft 
service tank valves were recovered closed, but this was an automatic 
and temporary position. Glide attitudes of 7-1/2 degrees or more will 
cause an automatic shut-off of the valves if the tanks contain as much 
fuel as indicated on the recovered panel. A sustained negative g would 
also cause automatic shut-off. Another valve, recovered closed, re
vealed that the pressure fueling manifold extending into the airlock did 
not contain fuel under pressure, A test of the recovered valve verified 
that there was no leakage. 

The fact that the Number 1 transfer, Number 2 transfer, cross-feed, 
and cross-fuel valves controlled from the auxiliary fuel panel were re
covered closed indicates that no attempt was made to use emergency 
fuel controls. Therefore, the actual valve positions as recovered con
firm that there was normal fuel management. The auxiliary tank fuel 
levels further substantiate this fact. · ·. 

B. IGNITION SOURCES 

The inleriors of the three recovered hull cells show no evidence 
of burning. The exterior of the Number 4 cell, however, is scorched 
over a large area. Extensive burning on the outside starboard hull 
forward and aft from an opening in Number 4 cell shows that the fire 
in this cavity burned in flight. 

The fire was fed from the Number 4 hull tank, and it is possible 
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that loss of fuel from this tank was the white cloud reported by witnesses. 
Examination of the damaged Number 4 tank door, which was blown loose, 
revealed a type of failure that could be caused by excessive uniform 
pressure, possibly an explosion. Like the opening in the starboard hull, 
loss of this door would have a negligible effect on the longitudinal hull 
stiffness, flight characteristics, and structural strength of the aircraft.· 

A separate plot of all recovered equipment, tubing, and connections, 
which were part of the fuel and vent systems, did not reveal any specific 
area where concentrated burning took place. One 1-1/4-inch diameter 
tube appeared to have an explosive, bursting type of failure, It was 
examined and duplication tests were conducted. The results showed 
that the tube contained fuel which was heated by an external fire. The 
tube subsequently burst under pressure--an effect, not a cause. 

Other scorched areas within the wing tanks were examined and 
found to have been burned after break-up. 

-
Operation of the cabin conditioning system was interrupted prior 

to the flash fire which developed in the airlock after break-up started. 
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The system was operating normally except that it did not provide stub 
wing box ventillation because the doors at each end of the airlock were 
open. 

1. Fuel Leakage 
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Tank, fuel, or vent system leakages are possible sources of com
bustible fuel or vapor. Figure 23 --showing all pressurized and un
pressurized fuel and vent system equipment and connections--was con
structed to establish points of possible leakage and ignition. Points 
where leaks were discovered at some time after the original installation 
in the airplane are circled. 

Repetitive leakage areas were the cross-feed fuel line, pressure 
feeding manifold, and vent system connections. They have been corrected. 
T.he cross-feed fuel line (a metal tube) was replaced with a flexible hose 
prior to the last flight. The pressure fueling manifold has been rede
signed to incorporate a flexible hose with multibolt, flanged connections 
rather than the large nut-type coupling originally used. All of the flexible 
couplings throughout the vent system are being eliminated and replaced 
with standard metal tubes and flexible hoses with standard end fittings. 

2. Ignition Points 

Electrical, electronic, and instrumentation installations are possible 
ignition points for fuel or vapor leakage. The hot air duct, however, re
vealed under test that it is not an ignition source. In the test chamber 
a temperature up to 710 degrees on the duct metal failed to ignite fuel 
vapor or insulation spontaneously, but firing a spark plug within the 
chamber resulted in immediate ignition, assuring an explosive mixture. 
Calculated engine air bleed temperature during flight is 590 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

The electronic, electrical, and instrumentation wires that pass 
through the minebay area are continuous except where they terminate 
at equipment. A physical break or disconnection of the wiring, with 
subsequent short circuiting on the structure, is a possible ignition 
source. Brown recorder stepping switches of the VGTA unit are possible 
instrumentation sources of ignition. 

Electrically operated fuel valves have explosion-proof motors, and 
limit switches such is those on the mine door are hermetically sealed. 
Toggle switches and interphone jack boxes in the minebay area become 
a hazard only when a crew member operates them, or iC a loose wire 
short circuits to structure. 
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The possibility of a static electrical charge resulting from motion 
of the fuel cell against its non-metallic backing board is being in
vestigated as an ignition source. A full-scale tank-slosh test speci
men: is being instrumented to evaluate the problem. It has been con
cluded that the most probable ignition source for fire in the minebay 
area is a broken electrical wire short circuiting on the aircraft 
structure. 

3. Possible Causes 

There are a number of possible fuel and ignition sources in the 
stub wing box area. With the airlock doors open, no positive venting 
of this structure was available, and the possibility of an explosion 
definitely existed. Both sets of stabilizer control cables pass through 
the wing box. An explosion in the area, by propelling instrumentation 
and other units into the lines or cables, could have caused a loss of 
longitudinal control. 

Calculations have shown that an explosion in the pressure box of 
25 psi would have failed the fasteners to. the blankets, resulting in a 
positive bending failure of the wing. Such failure, of course, did not 
occur. The recovered pa.rts of the structure did not show that they 
were subjected to pressure: however, they are of such heavy gages 
that low pressures would not have deformed them permanently. The 
possibility remains that this accident was caused by a loss of longi
tudinal control resulting from a relatively low-pressure explosion 
in the stub wing box. 

4. Eliminated Causes 

Fuel cell failure, usually; .. associated with a swelling sealant or 
splits in the inner liner, has been a serious concern with other air
craft. Nevertheless, the fuel cell liners of Hull Tanks 1, 3, and 4 
gave evidence of no flaws, and there was no trace of sealant rubber 
in the three filters recovered. The XP6M-1 cells had completed 
25-hour slosh-leakage, accelerated-load, and gunfire tests without 
failure. At present, a 100-hour slosh test of a typical self-sealing 
cell (Hull Tank 3) is being made to find if weak areas exist in the 
installation. 

Malfunctions of the fuel quantity and vent systems were also elimi
nated as possible ignition sources. Manufacturer's :-cports show·that· -
instrumentation energy levels in the fuel quantity system were kept 
too low to create an explosion hazard even with open or short-circuited 
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wiring. Furthermore, a vent system malfunction did not cause excessive . 
· tank pressures. Readings of recovered pressure gages from the fatal 

flight agree with those of previous flights. 

Other possible ignition sources were found inapplicable: 

1) A typical, welded, tubular fuel manifold failed under test at 
380 psi. System operating pressure is 60 psi and proof 
pressure is 120 psi. 

2) ·Recovered fuel pumps showed no evidence of overheating, fire, 
or explosion. The hull tank pumps were below the fuel level 
when the accident occurred. 

3) Service tank fuel levels and a closed valve in the transfer line 
rule out the possibility of an overfilled service tank. 

C. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings of the accident investigation have prompted many 
recommendations for improving the fuel system. Corrective measures 
involve items possibly related to the accident and others that concern 
general safety, Of the former items, the following are recommended: 

1) Improve the sealing of hull tank cavities, and conduct water 
tests to ensure liquid tightness in the lower cavity areas, 

2) Eliminate flexible couplings from the vent system and replace· 
them with metal lines and flexible hoses with metal end fittings. 

3) Incorporate a fume-tight enclosure for the hot air duct and all 
wiring in the fuel tank cavities. 

4) Provide positive venting of the stub wing box. 

5) Ensure that all equipment and wiring in non-safe areas is 
explosion-proof and that all switches are hermetically sealed, 

6) Install a continuous hose !or the hull-cavity vent line where 
it passes through the wing tank in place of the original metal 
tubing sections with interconnecting couplings. 
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7) Replace existing fuel valves (standard in industry) with an 
improved type to avoid the possibility of fuel leakage from 
over-torqued flange bolt attachments. 

8) Replace all energized instrumentation units with explosion
proof types. 

The following recommendations involve items for general improve
ment: 
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1) Increase the size of the fuel transfer lines !rom the wing tanks 
(Rib 56) to the service tanks to reduce the time required to 
refill service tanks after use of the afterburners. 

2) Identify all fuel systems control valves with ·readily visible 
decals to facilitate manual operation in the event o! 28-volt 
electrical failure. 

3) Relocate the pressure fueling unit aft of the airlock to 
eliminate possible fuel or vapor leaks in the airlock com
partment • 
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XII. OTHER SYSTEMS 

The electrical power systems and utilization circuits in the 
XPGM-1 airplane were not found to be the initiating factor in the 
accident. The circuitry and wiring, however, may have been a 
contributing factor in that chafing or physical damage to wiring or 
equipment could result in an ignition source. This ignition source, 
in conjunction with the proper mixture of fuel and air, could have 
initiated an explosion or .tire. There was no evidence available to 
verify this premise. 

Photo panel records proved that there was electrical power at 
1518:28 PM. Alternating-current and direct-current power "Wtor~ 
available afterwards to change the position of the stabilizer feel 
actuator and to close the service tank shut-off valves in the fuel 
system. The exact time that electrical power ceased to exist could 
not be determined, but no evidence was found to indicate that power 
was not available until the engines left the aircraft at break-up. 

Other aircraft systems - instrumentation, electronics, and cabin 
conditioning - are discussed in detail in Volume II of the Accident 
Investigation • 
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XIII. REVISIONS TO AIRCRAFT 

When the first XPGM-1 was lost, the second aircraft was in ground 
test status, scheduled to fly about six weeks later. At that time it was 
equipped as a prototype. All normal equipment except the turret and 
navigation system were installed, equipment and powerplant were in
strumented for demonstrations, and provisions for a five-man crew 
were completed. The pilot was provided with an ejection seat, but · 
the remainder of the crew would use an escape chute leading down from 
the flight deck floor. 

It was decided that this aircraft must be removed from ground test 
status and reworked to provide ejection seats for four crew members 
and instrumentation to permit it to accomplish the tests planned for 
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both the first and second aircraft. In general, the added instrumentation 
was for aerodynamic stability and control, performance, and struc
tural loads and vibration data • 

A, SHIP.~.NUMBER 2 CHANGES 

All engineering departments were requested to review the airplane 
design and recommend changes, studies, or tests of systems or com
ponents wherever they appeared hazardous or questionable. Out of 
some 200 recommendations that were considered carefully, approxi
mately 40 changes were selected for incorporation prior to flight. 
These changes fell into four categories from which typical examples 
will be noted:(Fig. 24): 

.. 1) All pending engineering changes: 

Beef-up of hull side skins, 

Revision of engine anti-icing system, 

Beef-up of stabilizer bullet and door, 

Provisions for slat bearing greasing: 

2) Pilot recommendations: 

Relocation and simplification of fire extinguisher: 

• Revision of rudder toe-pedal travel, 

Revision of spoiler control linkage, 

Addition of knee guard over long trim whell: 
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3) Possible flight hazards revealed by the investigation: 

Removal of inflammables from forward beaching gear com
partment or airlock, 

Installation of rear view mirrors, 

Removal of rubber Teck fittings from vent system, 

Increase of fuel transfer rate, wing to service tanks, 

Provision of fumetight enclosure for ducts and wiring in 
tank cavities, . 

Removal of stabilizer shut-off valves, 

Use of latest type flight gear for crew, 

Addition of telemetering for continuous ground monitoring; 

4) Nuisance items: 

Addition of door to stabilizer bullet.:fin junction, 

Beef-up of stabilizer bullet structure, 

Beef-up of hydroflaps, 

Beef-up of APU inlet and exhaust ducts, 

Replac;:ement of all frame-to-longeron gussets in aft hull. 

In addition to these changes, approximately 40 design areas were 
reviewed or inspected on the airplane, 25 studies were made of various 
aspects of the airplane design, and 20 new tests were authorized to 
be made prior to or during the initial flights of the second airplane. 
Two changes, now in progress but not completed, will be made later. 
They are the installation of a new fin and a larger stabilizer cylinder. 

The airplane has been returned to ground test status, and release for 
flight has been requested. It is planned to treat the airplane as a new 
untested prototype. The airplane will be flown at first with severe 
restrictions which will be lifted as flight test data indicate such ex
pansions of the envelope are safe. 
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B. FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS 

A flutter limit of Mach 0.70 at sea level, varying linearly to Ma .... 

1.0 at 21,500 feet and above, will be observed until the new fin is in
stalled on the airplane (Fig. 25). 

To determine stabilizer hinge moments in flight, a placard of Mach 
0,75 at sea level, varying linearly to Mach 0.80 at 10,000 feet and above, 
will be followed initially. Flight test data obtained at speeds up to 
Mach 0,8 will be extrapolated in accordance with stabilizer hinge_ 
moment curves from wind tunnel tests to predict hinge moments 
at higher speeds, Flights at higher speeds will follow a step by 
step procedure to assure a known safe margin of pitch control power. 
A minimum of three flights to test stablllzer hinge moments will 
be necessary before Mach 0.95 is achieved at high altitudes • 

The original flight restrictions for the first aircraft were Mach 
0.85 at sea level, varying linearly to Mach 0.95 at 21,500 feet and 
above. This restriction was imposed primarily because of questionable 
flap and wing trailing edge strength at higher Mach numbers, After 
it is shown that ample pitch control is available to fly to these liipits, 
flap loads in flight will be obtained to determine the adequacy of the 
naps. After flap strength is proven, the airplane will be restricted 
only by the nutter limit. 

Because of questionable longitudinal stability at extreme art cg 
positions at high speed and low altitude, the art cg, (normally 44 per
cent MAC) will be limited to 40 per cent for speeds in excess of 
Mach 0.7 at 5000 feet and Mach 0.92 at 13,000 feet. No limiting speed 
for full art cg is necessary above 13,000 feet, When longitudinal stability 
margins are determined at 40 per cent MAC at high speed and low 
altitude and at 44 per cent MAC outside the placarded region, it is 
expected that this limit will be lifted without modification to the airplane. 
When all of the limits noted above are removed, the airplane will be 
flown without restrictions. 
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XIV. ADDENDA AND ERRATA 

New data still being accumulated will be added to this report if they 
prove to be or critical relevance to the accident or its discussion. 

Pages 1 and 19: 
\ 

Taxi tests of the first XPGM-1 were bet:= on June 23, 1955. The 
first airborne flight was made on July 14, 1955. 
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CONFIDENTIAL iii 

FOREWORD 

This is Volume II or the rindings or the XP6M-1 accident in
vestigation committee. Volume I (Summary) was limited to a brier 
account of the major factors directly concerned with the accident. 
Volume II covers in detail the supporting data and special studies 
made during the investigation. 

Determination or the cause or an accident is often simplified by the 
availability of a few significant facts or clues which quickly lead to the 
solution. In this accident. certain information was missing: 

1) There were no survivors; 

2) There was no chase plane -- it had been deemed unnecessary 
because the flight plan included nothing which had not been 
checked in previous flights; 

3) There was no wire recording -- the wire was recovered but 
it had become stuck {n the recording head·at the time or the .. 
last landing; 

4) There was no radio contact. 

InCormation from any or these sources might have narrowed the scope, . 
and shortened time of the investigation. As a further complication •. ·._, 
most or the wreckage was on the bottom of the Potomac River .under.: •. · . 
fifty to seventy feet or water. · · ·· 

.• Therefore. 'it was necessar;Y to organize a special project to: .. 

1) Recover • .identify and reconstruct the wreckage; . 

2) Obtain evidence from the wreckage to show sequences of struc
tural failure. fire and explosion damage. systems and equip.; 
ment functioning or failure; · 

3) Review the structure and each component system for evide~ces 
in design.· test program. inspection. and service histo'ry which 
might lead to clues of possible troubles; · 

:·-
. 4) Integrate all the seemingly unimportant scraps or information 

into a pattern which permitted determination or the most pos- . 
sible cause. · ·, · .. 

·~ " . . ... 
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iv CONFIDENTIAL 

Organization 

The organization chart indicates the groupings apd key people or the 
accident investigation committee. The best men were picked for the . 
particular job in hand. In some cases, XPGM-1 Group Engineers were 
selected for their intimate knowledge of the airplane. In others, staff 
design engineers and even section heads were detached !rom their 
regular duties in order to provide a wider range of knowledge and ex
perience. A basic sixteen man committee directed the efforts of approxi
mately 100 technical people. These people were retained as long as 
their services were needed -- in some cases, one or two weeks1 and 
in others !or the full period of four months.· In addition there were others 
from Engineering, Manufacturing, Service, etc. not direcUy·assigned . 
but who provided data, services and advice to the committee. 

Method of Operation 

Each committee member organized the efforts of his own group, , 
and manpower was apportioned between Patuxent and Middle River 
as required by the several investigations. To maintain unity o! effort
between the two locations, Martin airplanes were used !or four or five 
weekly trips during the first two months and two trips per week"there-
after. · 

A meeting of the entire committee was held every week where each 
specialist discussed the progress o! his investigations and submitted 
his conclusions and suppositions to the entire committee. This pro
cedure assured dissemination of the !actual information to the entire 
group and prevented digression or compartmented thinking. Most 
important, it subjected each expert to critical and independent ques
tioning or his program, conclusions, and suppositions by all the other 
members. Conscious efforts were made. at all times to maintain an 
independent and objective viewpoint. 

Outside Consultants 

Other means taken to assure the effectiveness or the program and 
the validity or the conclusions included the participation of indepen
dent outside groups and agencies. 

The head or the BAR of!icc and !our or his engineering staff parti
cipated directly in the dally work o! the committee. Officers !rom 
Naval Air Safety Center attended most o! committee meetings. Repre
sentatives from Allison Engine Company also participated as full mem
bers o! the committee. _ ...... .•-

Mr. Sydney D. Berman o! the Air Force Directorate or Flight Safety 
spent two weeks on the job. ms written report is a part of this !ore
word. Dr. Russell S. Fisher has supplied very significant information 
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_, ... 

in his autopsies on the crew members. There have been· several con
ferences, visits and discussi'ons with specialists from the Civil Aero-
nautics Board, NACA Langley ilnd NACA, Cleveland. · . . 

• 
Metallurgical questions were discussed with representatives ot the 

Naval Research Laboratory and the Aluminum Company Research Labo
ratory. Mr. J. Ludwig of Chance Vought came to Baltimore for a 
thorough discussion of control ~ystem problems, Valuable information 
on gasoline explosions was obtained from. U.S. Army Ordnance at 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds. · • · · ·. 

Grateful· acknowledgement is made to these ~ssociated consultants. 
In some cases, their suggestions have stimulated new considerations 
or a shifting of emphasis on work already started. Most important 
is the independent checks which these associates have given. to the 
committee work. 

... " . 
Associated Consultants 

BuAer Representatives · 

Capt. R.F. Kane : 
Mr. J. Neuner 
Mr. H. Chandler 
Mr. P. Sicardi 

Naval Air Safetz Ctr., Norfolk 

Cdr. W,E. Carver 
Lt. Cdr. H.N. Moore 
and other officers 

Allison Eng:ine Co, 

Mr. D. Steeg 
Mr. L.O. Nolan, Jr. 
Mr. R. Meentz 

U.S. Air Force Directorate of 
Flight Safety 

M:-• .S,.Berman -----~ .. ~ .. . . -~ .. 

. ; 

~NTIAI 

. . • 

. Aluminum Research 
Laboratory 

Mr. M.S. Hunter 
(Asst. Chief Metallography) 

and others at New Kensington 

Naval,Research Laborato::z 

Dr. G. Ei-win 
Mr. J.:E •. Kies. 

Civil Aeronautics Board 

Mr. M.V •. Clarke 
(Structures) 
Mr. A.B. Hallman. 
(Propulsion) 

Chief Medical Examiner 
, State of·Ma!:lland 

Dr. Russell.S; Fisher. __ : .. 
0 •• , •• - • - .. 

•. . . 
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CONFIDENTIAL vii 

Associated Consultants (con't) 

NACA, Langley. Virginia 

Mr. H.A. Soule, Asst. Director 
Mr. Melvin Gough, Flight Research 
Mr. D.J. Martin, Vibration and Flutter 
Mr. R.A. Anderson, Structures 
Mr. B.P. Brown, Stability and Control 
and others 

NACA, Lewis Laboratory 

Mr. G.M. Ault, Propulsion 

REPORT OF MR. SYDNEY B. BERMAN 

Chance Vought Aircraft 

Mr. J. Ludwig 

Army Ordnance, Aberdeen 

Mr. H. Rosenberfr 
Mr. Bernier 
Mr. M. Smith 

Frankford Arsenal, 
Philadelphia 

Mr. S. Rolle 
Mr. C. Johnson 
Mr. L. Miller 

Special Aircraft Accident Investigation of Model XPGM-1 

Potomac River, Maryland on December 7, 1955 

The Accident 

Model XPGM-1 manufactured by The Glenn L. Martin Company took 
orr from Patuxent Naval Air Station, Maryland on a general test and 
familiarization filght at 1505 on 7 December 1955. Approximately 14 
minutes later, the aircraft disintegrated in filght. All four crew members 
suffered fatal injuries. 

mstory of Flight 

The aircraft had just completed a filght of approximately 1 hour 30 
minutes duration. It had landed to enable a change of filght test pilot 
personnel. No servicing was accomplished. Approximately 14 minutes 
after take-oft, the concensus or the considered more reliable witnesses 
observed the aircraft to descent rather steeply from approximately · ..... 

. . . ---·.·....,.10;000· f~et. to· approximately 3500 feet. White smoke, ,black smoke, fire····. · • ·.• ~ • ...,..-.. J and structural disintegrations was observed, One parachute was seen 

, ; to blo"om at a ~.~ a!Utudo. 

: ,;, . .. . . 
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viii CONFIDENTIAL 

Investigation and Analysis 

The aircraft had accumulated approximately 50 hours of air and 
water time. The program being flown at the time of the accident was to 
perform static longitudinal stability runs. All other flights were covered 
with a chase plane: however, on this flight the chase plane had returned 
to base for refueling and hence, the fatal flight was not covered. In 
addition, although the aircraft wire recorder was recovered, it unfor
tunately had malfunctioned at the beginning of the flight and hence, could 
not provide any information pertaining to the accident. There were two 
photopanel cameras installed, one of which was recovered. The film 
recorded the time of flight, altitude, airspeed, Mach No. and engine 
R.P.M. 

The wreckage fell in the Potomac River in an area approximately 
3-1/2 nautical miles long and 1/2 mile wide. The general location is 
east of St. Georges Island, Maryland in the vicinity of Buoy No. 6. Sonar 
detection ·equipment was U:sed with remarkable success in locating pieces 
of wreckage. There developed three primary areas of wreckage re
covery. 

a. The main area from which hull parts, minor wing and nacelle 
items were recovered. 

b. Forward area (approximately one mile from center of main 0. 

area) where engines No. 1, 2, and 3 were found. · 

c. Aft area (approximately one mile from center of main area) 
where portions of tail surfaces, outer wing fragments and other light 
structure were found. 

Generally, about 90'}'o of the aircraft structure was recovered. These 
consisted essentially of: the forward hull to bulkhead ·No. 407 (station 
forward of mine door): the aft hull from No. 647 (station forward of 
No. 3 and No. 4 hull tank area) rear.ward to stern: numbers 1, 2, and 
3 engine: parts of No. 4 engine: right and left elevator: outer. forward 
portions of stabilizer: nearly all of the fin: inner and outer portions 
of right and left wing: and parts of outermost portions of right and 
left wing: wing parts in hull area: rear spar hull bulkhead; portions 
of the front spar hull bulkhead and hull structural members between 
front and rear spar bulkheads: and the mine door in two pieces. Es
sential parts still to be recovered are: the central portion of the 
stabilizer, the rudd':r, portions of flaps, several fuel valves, etc. 

On the flight immediately preceding the fatal flight, the pilot on the 
i ·~controls experi1!l'l'Ct!d a "sU~rriorw:a-tt·ltlratcli"InOVement of approximately·, . ~· '• .. · 

2 inches travel. It immediately returned to its original position. No 
noticeable effect on aircraft pitch or trim was apparent. A gust load· : · 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

acting on the stabilizer and slave elevator was not the cause due to the 
irreversibility of the control system. Endeavors are still being made 
to isolate and evaluate the particular item which the pilot experienced. 

A detailed examination of the wreckage by the writer revealed the 
following observations and evaluations_: 

a. The number 4 hull fuel tank door had separated from the 
adjacent hull structure due to forces generated by a fuel air mixture 
explosion. This door is approximately 102 inches long by 64 inches wide. 
The door is attached in the hull such that one end of the long side is 
hinged to the lower side of the hull center beam, and the other end of 
the long side is fixed to the top of the hull lower chine. The variation 
in height of the door attachments is such. that the door supports the fuel 
tank on a 45 degree plane. Parallel to the edge of the short side rUn
ning beamwise across the panel are 16 "Zee" section channels fabri
cated of sheet aluminum alloy. The 820 gallon tank rests on a plastic 
insulating material which in turn rests on the top of these "Zee" 
channels. It was noted that all of these channels had compression 
failures in the upper flange portion of the channels. These failures· 
were of a uniform nature and were approximately equal in distance 
from the ends of the door. The failure of the door il.round the entire 
attachment to the structure was in downward direction. 'l'he entire· 
failure pattern of the stiffness (Zee channels) and of the door attach
ment is indicative of a uniform pre~sure acting perpendicular to the 
inside face of the door. The requirements necessary for an explosion 
are readily available. The fuel is obtained by leakage of the tank or 
its plumbing. The ignition could be one of several sources •. One of 
these probable sources is a bundle of wires in this region that iS con
tinually being ·energized since they feed the fuel transfer pumps. The 
tank contained approximately 2/3 fuel.· The likelihood that excessive 
"g" forces acting on the fuel failed the door as described exists but-is 
improbable. In order for the weight augmented by the forces of ac
celeration to deform and free the door the airplane would have had to 
be rotated through 45" at the moment of application of the load. Any angu
lar variation· within reasonable limits other than 45" would not result 
in the uniform compression buckling of the upper part of the 11Z" chan
nels as occurred. The ·door was recovered approximately one mile · 
back along the flight path from the structure to which it is attached~ 

b. · The interiors of the flight crew compartment (Station 228 
to Station 353) and of the air lock compartment (Station 353 to Station 
407) had been subjected to short duration fire of the flash type variety. 
This fire was more intense in the region of the left rear floor area 
of the air lock compartment. A general burning was also evident in 

. · ... 

the-fire-ret::r..d:rnt ·sound proofing-m:lteTial·nr·each·compa:-tment as :71eU _ .·.: • .--- .. ·. 
as darkening and blistering of paint. The plywood cover on the sea chart 
on the floor. of the crew compartment was charred. The writer's' evalua-
tion is that the fire in these compartments is incidental to something having 
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already been catastrophic to the aircraft. ·observation of bulkhead No. 
407 revealed several holes pun-ctured in the web. The direction of the 
missiles was from the rear piercing the web in a jagged pattern inward 
or forward. The holes averaged from two to four inches wide. The fire 
mentioned earlier in the air lock compartment flared out of these open
ings in the web. This was apparen\ since the rear side of the web arolind 
the holes was smoked. The only inflammable matter that could cause 
the fire damage as described in each, the hell hole and crew compart
ment is JP-4 fuel escaping from the single point fueling line. It was 
determined that under a certain routine in fuel management 6 to 8 
gallons of fuel would be trapped. It is possible that while the airplane 
was undergoing some unorthodox maneuver, the fuel was thrown out 
from the fueling line. When structural disintegration of the hull area 
between the wing spars bulkheads occurred, the web of bulkhead No •. 
407 was pierced, however, before the fire occurred. 

c. The right and left side of the wings failed in a strikingly 
similar nature. The outboard portions failed due to positive accelera
tion. Each of the engines separated from the wing in an upward direc
tion. Each wing at the hull attachment failed in a downward or negative 
direction. · The bottom and top wing cover skins between spars in the · 
area of the hull failed in compression and tension respectively which is 
synonymous with the negative direction of failure of the wings at the 
hull sides. Although fire damage was apparent on both wings, this fire 
again occurred after structural break-up. This conclusion was readily 
apparent by rebuilding parts. of the wing structure and ascertaining . 
the relationship of burned and clean pieces adjacent to each other. 

d. The bomb door extending in the bottom of the hull from bulk- . 
heads No. 407 to 749 had broken into two pieces, the fracture occurring 
just forward of rear spar bulkhead No. 604. Examination of the frac
tures around the bottom and sides of the door revealed that the separation 
was due to a tension load. The retention of the door in the hull is ac
complished by a huge trunnion type of fitting at the aft end, supported 
by bulkhead No. 749. This trunnion is so designed that it can transmit 
only vertical load but no drag load. At the rear spar bulkhead No. 604, 
two large hooks clamp onto two oblong handles attached to the door. 
·These hooks can transmit both drag and vertical loads. The forward 
part of the door is attached to the operating trunnion at bulkhead No. 
407. This trunnion can take drag and vertical loads. In order to re
lease and break the bomb door it is apparent that a large tension load 
had to exist in the lower part of the hull as well as a large load acting 
vertically downward through the wing spar bulkheads. Except for slight 
scorching at the aft right corner of the door, the entire door was clean 
of fire indication. 

0 

'. ·•. :· .... . . . ... ~:-. . __,. ~'-.. ~ .•. -··!, 

e. The rear spar wing hull bulkhead was recovered essentially 
in one piece. The skin adjacent to the _structural box housing the hinge 
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hooks .for the clamping of the bomb door had failed in tension due· to drag 
loads. This entire structural member had no sign whatsoever of having 
been subjected to heat, smoke:· or. fire. · 

f. Only small pieces were recovered of the front spar bulkhead 
as well as of the hull structure between the front and rear bulkheads. 
These pieces again are simUar to the rear spar bulkhead in that they are 
clean without any evidence of smoke or fire damage. . · 

g. The hull from Station No. 647 (forward of the hull rear tank 
area) clear aft to the stern (Station 1443) was recovered more or less 
in one piece. The entire right side was severely burned such that almost 
no side skin remained and in large areas even the ribs were burned out. 
The left side suffered no fire damage but did sustain severe distortion. 
This distortion was in an inward direction as would be the case upon 
hitting the water on the left side. Examination of the right side burned 
area indicated burning both in flight and on the water. This was in
dicated by burned· side skin being blown free by slip stream effect as 
well as driplets and puddles of molten aluminum alloy deposited on ribs 
in a direction perpendicular to the skin. The point the writer wishes 
to emphasize is that no fire occurred in this entire rear hull area while 
the aircraft was a sound body. The reason for this statement is that 
the rear spar bulkhead at Station 604 and adjacent hull skin as already 
mentioned were clean of all fire indications, whereas there exists severe 
fire damage of the immediate adjacent skin and bulkhead No. 647. Hence, 
it is obvious that whUe the airplane was intact, there was no fire; other
wise, the rear spar bulkhead and adjacent skin would also show signs of 
fire. An explanation of the source of the fuel that fed the fire which de
molished the entire right side of the hull aft of bulkhead No. 647 is 
presented. When the structural explosion and disintegration occurred 
in the hull structure between the spar bulkheads, the structural in
tegrity of the hull and the aircraft no longer existed and the aft part 
of the hull was now a free body. Upon separation. the No.2 hull"tank 
located between the wing spars and containing approximately 500: 
gallons of fuel could have been thrown out and impinged tipon the for
ward part of bulkhead No. 647. 

g. Examination of the skin on the right side of the hull directly 
beneath the fin indicate that an abnormal high up load was imposed in 
this region sufficient to create permanent tension field distortions. · 

• This load was imposed prior to the fire as indicated by the fact that · 
the high spots of the distorted skin were attacll.ed by the fire. The heavy 

I 
plate of the fin on the right side had failed in tension due to an up load 
on the right stabilizer, whereas there is indication of a compression 

. !allure or of down load on the left side of the fin. This type of failure 

I
. -·· :. • · --;~4Bdicative"';i:!-either"!101tter .in .the empennage -or of·an.:.m-;u-..ually high·· 

unsymmetrical horizontal taU load creating a rolling moment from 
right to left. Again to be noted is that fire damage on portions of the 
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fin with clean portions of the fin in consonance with fire damage on the 
hull.lStructure beneath the fin indicate that the disintegration of the fin 
occun-ed before the fire. 

h. ·Examination of numbers 1, ·2, and 3 engines indicate they 
were not involved in the accident. Only parts-of number 4 engine were 
recovered. However, the cowling of this engine was recovered which was 
fu f!lir condition. 

i. Since no logical sequence of events could be developed, none 
are presented. • 

Conclusions 

1. There was no fire in flight before structural disintegration. 

2. The number 4 hull tank door was subjected to an explosion which 
freed it from the structure. 

. . 
3. Examination revealed that there are no "g'' limiters in the stablli

. zer control system and that approximately 100 pounds of pilot 
effort if suddenly applied could result in wing structural failure 

4. Information is that limiting flutter speed is marginal and that 
the spread from the-actual flight speeds are not within the regu- • 
lations. 

5. . Since nothing but small pieces of the hull between the spar 
bulkheads were recovered, a possibility exists of a high· 
intensity fuel tank explosion in this area. 

Recommendations 

1. That entire control systems be reevaluated. 

2. That the structural analysis and flutter design be reviewed 
and aircraft be modified if necessary. 

3. That the hull section between spar bulkheads be rebuilt when 
sufficient parts are recovered in order to determine whether 
disintegration was due to release of energy as a result of 
structural loads or fuel explosion. · 

4. That outer tip portions· of the wings be rebuilt since there 
exists diverse opinions as to the direction of load which caused 

. · ··~:.- · ·, ~ · 'failure. This is:in:.por~t·in:e~tab!isdng a seq1:.ence • 

5. That aircraft be studied to re~eal all probable items that 
may be considered as hazards" to flight safety. 

.. . " 
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CONFIDENTIAL I-1 

I. BACKGROUND OF ACCIDENT 

A. FLIGHT HISTORY OF AIRCRAFT 

During the period 23 June through 7 December 1955 the XPSM-1 
(BuNo 138821) was flight tested at the Middle River facilities of the 
Glenn L. Martin Company in accordance with Pre-Part I and Part I 
Demonstration Requirements (Ref. I-1). The pre-demonstration re
quirements (pilot familiarization, hydrodynamic investigation, airspeed 
calibration, bail-out chute tests, preliminary CO survey, powerplant 
installation and preliminary vent survey, flap loads and hinge moment 
tests, windshield wiper tests, preliminary mine drop tests, and engine 
nacelle duct measurements) had all been accomplished except that 
instrumentation malfunctions or unavailability precluded obtaining 
data of flap loads and hinge moments. 

The Part I Demonstration of the XPSM-1 was in progress although 
no single item under investigation had been completely tested as yet. 
The airplane had accumulated 37-2/3 flight hours and 42-1/3 taxi hours 
during a total of 39 flights. A flight is so designated when the airplane 
has been signed off and is taxied to the take-off area. If there are equip
ment failures at this time, the flight is aborted although it is still 
officially recorded as a "flight". Thus there were actually only 23 
airborne flights out of 39 official flights. Table·I-1 presents a log of . 
all the flights with a resume of the purpose or highlight of each flight 
as well ·as a tabulation of the pilots and the take-off gross weights and 
centers of gravity. 

Reference I-2 fully defines all the tests, and presents the data 
collected and their resulting analysis for the flights of the XPSM-1. 
Qualitative flight characteristics of the airplane had been established 
up to Mach 0.949 and calibrated indicated airspeeds up to 522 knots. 
Complete quantitative data was lacking because, while considerable 
testing had been accomplished at mid cg, few tests had been made at 
extreme ranges of cg (28.8 per cent MAC forward and 44 per cent 
MAC aft). 

In general, the pilots had expressed satisfaction with the longitu
dinal and directional control of the airplane. However, the lateral con
trol was over-sensitive for small wheel throws, an intermittent air-

. frame shake was present, and there was no stall warning. None of 
these three items are considered to be factors in the accident, with 
the. possible exception of. the shake •. The. lateral. '!ontrol system has 

· already been modified for the second XPSM-1 by changing the mechanlcal 
linkage between the aileron wheel and the spoilers. This modification 
results in more wheel throw for small spoiler deflections. A "stick 

... ., . ·.:. .· .. 
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shaker" unit was also to be installed on this plane to provide adequate 
stall warning. Also the airframe shake will be thoroughly investigated 
if it exists on the second.XPGM-1. 

...... ~ .• ...... . : .. -~. 

_•;-~ ,; -... 
. ;: ~- .. _ _ :,:.; 

.: . ~-: 

0. 

.._ .._· .. 

B. EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH AND DETAILS OF ··. 
LAST TEST FLIGHT 

During the period in which the final flight was made, the XPGM-1 
airplane was undergoing preliminary evaluation by a team of Navy 
pilots. The tests were being conducted from !!'he Glenn L. Martin 
Company's facilities at Middle River, Maryland. The airplane was ·:;1:-
entirely under the maintenance of the Contractor and all crew members 
excepting the pilot were Martin personnel. 

The Navy representatives, together with Martin personnel from 
Aerodynamics and Flight Test, had detailed a flight test program 
commensurate with previous tests performed by the Contractor and 
with flight test time available before a scheduled change of Engine 1. 
It was explicitly understood that the Navy preliminary flight test 
evaluation would only encompass tests previously performed by the 
Contractor. In some instances, the proposed tests did not duplicate 
exactly the Contractor's tests, but it was clearly evident that there were Q 
few items programmed which had not been previously demonstrated 
to an essential degree. 

The original program, reproduced herein as Table 1-2, was to be 
flown by three Navy pilots on two flights. The first half of each flight 
was to consist of tests at high altitudes; then the airplane would land, 
a new Navy pilot would go aboard, and the. second half of the flight 
would cover tests at lower altitudes. Thus, the first evaluation flight 
would follow the programs listed in Table 1-2 under "Flight I" and 
"Flight II" while the second evaluation flight would adhere to "Flight 
ill" and "Flight IV". 

Adverse weather conditions and difficulty with the operation of the 
afterburners made it impossible to adhere to the original program. 
Instead, on Flight 38-1, only taxi tests were made; no airborne flight 
being accomplished. This flight was made by Cdr. Weart with Martin 
personnel M. Bernhard (copilot), H. Scudder (flight engineer), and 
J. Hentschel (Flight test engineer). The next day, (Dec. 7, 1955), 
a 10,000 to 12,000 foot ceiling precluded tests at high altitude. Con
sequently, it was decided that Flight 39-1 would follow the programs 
g!y~rl_ in Ta~l~,l":'~.u~de.!". "Flight II" and "Flight IV". Be~a~:;-~ ~f _the 
low ceiling,- it was agreed to eliminate 1he stall tests. .. · · . · 

-~.· .. -.. 
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CONFIDENTIAL ;; 1-3 

Accordingly, on Flight 39-1A, the tests under "Flight 1111 were 
performed with LCdr. E. Horrell as pilot and the same Martin personnel 
as on Flight 38-1. The loading !or this flight was Martin loading 16 
(gross weight= 159,789 pounds; cg,. 37.7 per cent MAC). From LCdr. 
Horrell's comments, there were no noticeable discrepancies in the 
flying qualities o! the airplane under the conditions tested. The film 
!rom Photopanel1 was recovered and the tests or Flight 39-1A have 
been plotted. The analysis o! these data is given in Ref. I-3 as 
well as in Ref. 1-2. LCdr. Horrell did comment that the gage monitoring 
the utility system hydraulic pressure was erratic and reading high, 
but two in-flight inspections by the flight engineer established that the 
gage was in error and the system was functioning properly. Also, 
LCdr. Horrell reported that, while flying at Mach 0.853 at 483 knots 
(swivel CIAS) in a shallow dive at 9200 feet in sllghUy turbulent air, 
the control column jerked forward about two inches and then came back 
to its initial position. Mr. Bernhard discounted the action o! the column 

. as merely being caused by rough air and the testing was continued with no 
further incidents, A landing was then made to change pilots. · 

After landing, Engines 1, 2, and 3 were shut down and Engine 4 
throttled. As the speed boat approached with the next Navy pilot, 
the boat crew informed the XPSM-1 crew that smoke was coming !rom 
Engine 2. Mr. Bernhard, noticing the Engine 2 exhaust gas temperature 
read 40o•c quickly motored this engine and the temperature immediately 
dropped to 2oo•c as the smoke disappeared. 

LCdr. V. Utgo!! went aboard !or Flight 39-1B and LCdr, Horrell 
disembarked, The recovered film includes the take-of! on Flight 
39-1B, a level. flight trim point at 8700 feet with normal rated thrust 
on all engines, and two additional points, one in a climb at Mach 
0.742 and the other in a dive at Mach 0.853. The data are included 
as Table I-3 of this report. A stenographic transcript o! the salvaged 
wire recording is presented in the Appendb:: to this chapter. The 
recorded data are compatible with the planned program as outlined 
under "Flight IV" of Table 1-2. . · 

The time history of the take-of!, given in Figure 1-1, shows a 
normal pattern. The airplane was airborne at 15:07:13 (time on 
photopanel No. 1). A climb was then made and, at 8700 feet, the 
airplane was trimmed in level flight in the clean configuration with 
normal rated thrust on all engines at 15:15:12 for the beginning or 
the static longitudinal stability tests. The speed was then reduced 
by the use of. a pull force on the column (engine rpm being held 
constant) and a film record was made at 10,150 feet altitude and at 

- ... - .. Mach 0,742. Then the airplane was nosed over into a shall!)W dive and 
a.rum:.reeard-mad-e--at-l5:18:2S:"::.--t·Mach·O::B53 at 8750 feet. The-film··~·:~·-:-·-.~·-,:. 
is severed on the second frame o! this run. A detailed analysis of the I ,. 

•• 

photopanel film record has been made and may be found in Chapter 

-· ,··-· 

Vlll of this report. 
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I-4 CONFIDENTIAL 

C, CREW 

The crew on the fatal night were Martin personnel except for the 
Navy evaluation pilot. All members or the crew except the Navy pilot 
were the regularly assigned aircraft crew. had. flown in the XP6M-l 
on most of the preceding flights. and had been assigned to the XP6M 
project (night test) since prior to first night. The Navy pilot on this 
flight had not flown in the XP6M before. Brief biographies follow: 

1. Pilot 

Lt. Commander Victor Utgorr. age 40. had approximately 5000 hours 
total flight time of which 1200 were in heavy sea planes. Previously 
he had flown for Naval Air Transport Ferry Squadron during WWII, 
He was a member of VP-47 from May 1947 to August 1949 and was 
assigned to VP-40 from June '1951 through July 1953, . 

2. Copilot 

Maurice B. Bernhard. age 35. was a project test pilot for the 
Martin Company assigned to the XP6M and had been with the Company 
as a test pilot since 1953. Before coming to the Company he had been 
a test pilot for the CAA in New York; a test pilot in the Navy at 
Patuxent River. Maryland; and a Navy pilot during World War ll. 
An engineering graduate; he was copilot on the first flight of the 
XP6M-1. 

3, Flight Test Engineer 

James 0, Hentchel. age 29. was employed by the Martin Company 
in May 1952 and became associated with the Flight Test Department 
in March 1955, He was assigned to the XP6M-1 as Flight Test Engineer •. 
A graduate of Towson State Teachers College he served in the u.s. 
Maritime Service from October 1944 to May 1946. 

4. Flight Engineer 

Herbert D. Scudder. age 41. became a flight engineer copilot with 
Flight Test Department of the Martin Company in July 1950. He. was 
assigned to the XP6M-1 as flight engineer and perfomed this duty on 
the first flight as well as on subsequent flights. He was also a crew 
member on the first flight of the P5M. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 1-5 

D. PROCEDURE AFTER ACCIDENT 

The first indication of the possibility of the XPSM-1 accident was 
a message overheard by the Martin Company tower through their CAA 
phone line that an aircraft had exploded in flight in the vicinity of 
Patuxent River. The tower immediately attempted to contact the XPSM-
1, and when it could not, notified George Rodney, Chief, Experimental 
Flight Test. As information became available and further transmissions 
by the tower failed to raise the XPSM-1, it was assumed-that it was the 
crashed aircraft, although original radio messages from airborne ob
servers indicated that the aircraft in question was an A3D. 

Mr. Rodney and Donald McCuskP.r, another test pilot of the 
company, took off immediately for the area of the crash and at the 
same time, our rescue sea plane was dispatched there also. Succeeding 
communication verified the crashed aircraft as the XPSM-1. Mr. 
Rodney continued to the scene but sent our rescue aircraft back to 
Middle River because Navy aircraft and rescue helicopters were already 
in the area. These Navy craft remained in the area until darkness, 
directing small boats in the search for survivors and salvage of small 
pieces of wreckage • 

Mr. Rodney_ spent the rest of the night at Patuxent interviewing 
witnesses to the accident to determine the exact location or the crash 
area. Liaison was set up. with NAS Patuxent for establishiilg procedures 

. for the impending field investigation, and coordinating efforts for salvage, 
reconstruction, and initial analysis. 

I 
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) :.. Fl~gnt Tax1 Total. ·-< 0 
' m F1igh~ Date Time Time Flight 
·~£: No. Hr:Mit Hr:Min Time 
IS~ Hr:Min 

.M§ l·l 6-23:55 0 0:20 0 

2·1 6-27-55 0 1:46 0 

~ . 
3-1 6-30-55 0 1:20 0 

·4-l 
l 

7-6-55 0 1:15 0 
.. 5-l 7-7-55 0 ·1:41 0 

6-l 7-14-55 1:45 0:55 1:45 

i i 7-l 7-18-55 0 1:0 1:45 
8-l 7-19755 1:23 0:43 3:08 

·~ 5 
~ ., 

·)! ~ 

iE 
9-l 7-21-55 1:50 0:35 4:58 .. 

10-1 7-25~55 2:10 0:25 7:08 

11-1 7-28-55 2:00 0:50 9:08 

12-1 8-11-55 0 1:15 9:08 

13-1 8-15-55 1:37 1:21 10:45 

14-l 8-24-55 1:20 1:15 12:05 

15-l 8-26-55 0 1:37 12:05 

16-l 8-29-55 0 0:50 12:05 

17-1 9-l-55 1:47 0:44 13:52 

(j 

- - • -TABLE I-1 
Fli2ht Number Ind 

:;II 

Total. Take -orr Take-01'1' 
Taxi Gross c.o. 
Time wn~t ~MAC 
Hr:Min 
0:20 133675 34.6 
2:06 133675 34·5 
3:26 133675 34·5 
4:41 133675 34·5 
6:22 133675 34·5 
7:17 133675 34.6 

8:17 133675 34.6 

9:00 134285 34.8 

9:35 139285 }4.5 
10:00 139285 }4·5 

10:50 139285 34·5 

12:05 140178 34.0 

13:26 140178 34.0 

14:41 145178 33·5 

16:18 145178 33·5 
17:08 145178 33·5. 

17:52 145178 32.0 

0 

- - - - -·-r 

Pilot* Remarks 

R Initial taxi investigation 
R Initial taxi investigation 
R Initial taxi investigation 

R Hydrodynamics investigation 

R Hydrodynamics investigation 

R First flight - preliminary flight 
evaluation 

R 
Preliminary aerodynamics - rolls, 
yaws, approach to stall, hydro-
t'lap blow-back 
Rolls, extended dive b~altes 

R Airspeed calibration, steady 
turns, rolls 

R Engine performance stall approach, 
rolls 
Hydryt'lap blowback 
Airspeed calibration, rolls, drag 
deceleration 

B Shake investigation, airspeed 
calibration 

B Afterburner trouble 

B· Afterburner trouble 
.B Rolls, airspeed calibration 

0 
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~~ Flight Taxi Total. 

j:::1~ 
1light Date Time Time Flight 

-~0 
lo·. Hr:Min Hr:Hin Time 

Hr:Min 
8-1 9-7-55 1:55 0:50 15:47 

" \ . :. 19:-1 9-26-55 1:10 1:,5 16:57 

20-l 9-28-55 1:49 1:01 18:46 

•• .' 

21-1 9-29-55 1:,7 0:40 20:2, 

I ~ 22-l 10-,·55 0:05 1:09 20:28 
• a . J .. 

22:48 •i :J 23-l 10-5-55 2:20 0:51 

·e ~ 24-l 10-11-55 1:50 1:30 2~:38 
c 3 I ~ 25-l 10-13~55 0 1:32 24:38 

26-l 10-15~55 2:,5 1:54 27:13 
~ 

' 

27-l 11-l-55 0:24 0:38 27:,7 

28-JA 11-2-55 0:25 0:43 28:22 

28-lB 11-2-55 0 l:o8 28:22 

29-l ll-5-55 0 1:27 28:22 

. 30-l 11-l0-55 0:50 0:48 29:12 

31-1 11-12-55 0:59 0:45 30:11 

32-l 11-17-55 0 1:17 30:ll 

- -_ .. - ·-
TABLE I-1 (CONTINUED) 

Total :rrute -o:rr n: 
Taxi Gross e.G. Pilot* 
Time "'eight ~MAC 
Hr:Min lb) 

18:42 147782 29.8 
20:17 152874 29.4 R 
21:18 152874 ~.4 B 

21:58 155~9 29-2 . B 

2,:07 156265 . ,1., B 

2,:58 ·156265 ,1.3 B 

25:28 155~9 ,1.5 B 

27:00 155~9 32.2 B 

28:54 155~9 ,2.2 ·n 

29:~ 125~9 ,4.6 T, R 

30:15 125~9 ~.6 R 

31:23 125~ ~.6 R 

32:50 16oooo 30·0 B 

,:38 160000 30·0 B 

~:23 l60000 30.0 B 

35:40 i49789 ~.o B 

- - - - .-__ .. 

Remarks 

Airspeed calibration, drag decelerat 
Empty mine door rotation 

Locked throttle climb, static 
longitudinal stab1li ty 1 drag 
deceleration 
Airspeed cal.ibration 
Flight aborted due to tire warning 
light 

Escape chute tests 

Empty mine door rotation, rolls, 
airspeed calibration 

Empty mine door rotations, rolls, 
airspeed calibration, static longi-
tudinal stability, flap hysteresis, 
yavs . 
Pilot familiarization - FTF 
Demonstration flight 
Engine checks on the vater 
Flight aborted due to rough vater 
and afterburner trouble 
Loaded mine door rotations 

Mine drops 
Afterburner trouble 

-

on 

n 
0 z 
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~£: 
IS~ Flight Taxi 1 Total 

~~ rlight Time Time Flight 
l:l Nci. Date Hr:Min Hr:Min Time 

,g .. Hr:Min 
~ 33-1 11-21-55 0 1:40 ,0:11 

• 

. ,)li-1 11-22~55 2:09 0:42 32:20 

I I J z ... 
!!: a 

I ~ 

35-1 11-30-55 0 

36-1 12-1-55 2:32 
.. 
. 

37-1 12-1-55 1:19 

,S-l 12-6-55 0 

39-lA 12-7-55 l:l' 

39-lB 12-7-55 0:21 

* R -Rodney, Q, 

B - Bernhard, M. 
T - Tibbs,: O.E. 

1:40 

0:47 

0:26 

1:26 

N - NNrC Patuxent Pilots 

0 t 

32:20 

34:52 

36:11 

36:11 

,7:24 

,7:45 

- - • -
TABLE I-1 (CONTINUED) 

TABLE 2 (CONTINUED) 

Total Take-Qi'i' Take-Off 
Taxi Gross e.G. 
Time wn~t ~MAC 
Hr:Min 

37:20 149789 36.0 

,S:02 149789 ,G.o 

39:42 149789 ,a.o 

40:29 149789 37·9 

40:55 149789 39.8 

42:21 159789 37 ·7 

159789 

0 

'- - - - - -r 

Pilot* Remarks 

B Afterburner trouble and fire 
warning light 

B Tail tu!t study 1 stalls 1 drag 
deceleration 

B Afterburner trouble - hydroflap 
blowback 

B Climbs, stick force per g, static 
longitudinal stability 1 phugoid, 
stall characteristics, sideslips 

B Stick force per g, dynamic longi-
tudinal stability, sideslips, 
static longitudinal stability 

.N Preliminary Navy evaluation -
Taxi tests 

N Navy evaluation - maximum speed at 
10,000 feet, rolls, static longi-
tudinal stability 

N Aircraft lost in Patomac River near 
Point Lookout, Maryland 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

TABLE 1-2 

Navy Preliminary Evaluation Detailed Flight 
Test Program 

Flight I 

1. Take-Off GW 159,000 lb 38.0o/o cg 

Optimum take-off. 

2. MRT Climb 38.0o/o cg 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Climb to at least 35,000 feet or to 500 fpm ceiling. Climb 
speed as specified on schedule. 

Maximum Speed NR T 35,000 feet 3B.Oo/o cg 

Maximum speed with 97.5 o/o rpm 

Maximum Speed MRT 35,000 feet 38.0o/o cg 

Maximum speed with 100o/o rpm 

Spoiler Roll (VMRT) 35,000 feet 38.0o/o cg 

Determine rate of roll from so• bank with rudder fixed. 
Left and right. Wheel throw at discretion of pilot. 
35,000 feet 3B.Oo/o cg. 

6. Static Longitudinal Stability 35,000 feet 40.0o/o cg 

Trim at V max with MRT in level flight. Stabilize at 3 
speeds (increments of 0.03 Mach number) below trim 
around 35,000 feet. Then stabilize at 3 speeds above 
trim. Do not exceed an indicated Mach number of 0.93. 

7. Maximum Speed MRT 20,000 feet 40.0o/o cg 

Descend from 6 (above) to stabilized maximum speed with 
lOOo/o rpm. 

B. Maximum Speed NRT 20,000 feet 40.0o/o cg 

·-·, ,_ ....... .Sts:J>ilize at. maximum speed with 97 .5o/o rpm. · 

9. Cruise Speed (V cr) 20,000 feet 40.0o/o cg 

Stabilized speed at 93o/o rpm • 

. . . 
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1-10 CONFIDENTIAL 

TABLE 1-2 (continued) 

10. Power-On Stall, Flaps Up 15,000 feet 40.0'/o cg 

Stall using minimum entry rate. Maintain fixed trim, 
Approximately V s = 125 knots on swivel. Trim at V 

0 
" 

230 knots. po 

11. Power-On Stall 

Repeat 10 maintaining zero control forces about three axes. 

12. Land 40'/o cg 

Flight II 
(Flight 39-1A) 

I 1. Take-Off 40'/o cg 

• 
I 
I 

Fixed-sUck take-off, for upper limit at gross weight for 
end of Flight I. Set trim switch at discretion of pilot and 
maintain zero stick force. 

2. Maximum Speed MRT 10,000 feet 40'/o cg 

Maximum speed with 100'/o rpm. 

3. Mine Door Operation 10,000 feet 40'/o cg 

One cycle at 100'/o rpm. 

I 4. Maximum Speed NRT 10,000 feet 40% cg 

I 
I 
I 
I r 
I 

Maximum speed with 97 .5'/o rpm. 

5. Spoiler Roll 10,000 feet 40'/o cg 

Rudder fixed roll from 60° bank, right and left. Wheel 
throw at discretion or pilot. 

6. Static Longitudinal Stability (PA) 10,000 feet 40'/o cg 

Trim at V 0 " 160 knots .<s~_ivel) and ~ow_er !or level night 
at this speed. Stabilize at following observed speeds: 
140K, 120K, llOK, 170K, 180K. 

•· .. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 1-11 

TABLE 1-2 (continued) 

7. Power-On Stall, Flaps Down 15,000 feet 40'7'o cg 

Trim at 160K (swivel) with power for level flight. Main
tain fixed trim and stall using minimum entry rate. 
V = lOOK (swivel). 

spa 
0 

. 8 •. Power-On Stall . . ..1.5,000 feet 36% cg 

Repeat 7 maintaining zero control forces about three axes. 

9. Land 3 6'7'o cg 

Flight In 

1. Take-Off GW 159,000 lb 32'7'o cg 

Fixed-stick take-off for lower limit. Set trim switch at· 
discretion of pilot and maintain zero during take-off run. 

2. NRT Climb Maximum forward cg 

Climb at NRT to 500ft/min ceiling at speed as specified 
by schedule. 

3. Thrust Required 35,000 feet Maximum forward cg. 

Climb to 35,000 feet using MRT. Stabillze in level flight 
at following indicated Mach number: 0.76, 0.78, 0,80, 
0.82, and V max 

4. Lateral Directional Static and Dynamic Stabillty 35,000 feet Aft cg 

Trim at V max for NRT. Perform steady sideslip to right 

using 200 pounds pedal force, maintaining constant heading. 
Release all controls and allow to oscillate for no more than 
five complete cycles. Repeat to left. 

5. Maneuvering Stability 35,000 feet Forward cg 

Wind-up turns holding constant altitude. Trim at V ~ax 
for MRT and stabllize at 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5g. . 

. ;, . ·.:~. , .. 
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I-12 CONFIDENTIAL 

TABLE I-2 (continued) 

6. Maneuvering Stability 35,000 feet Forward cg 

Repeat 5 above maintaining constant indicated Mach number. 

7. Descent at Idle Power Forward cg 

Make maximum descent (minimum descent rate or 7500 rt/min) 
to 15,000 feet. Make air start during descent. 

8. Power-Off Stall, Flaps Up 15,000 feet· Forward cg 

Trim at 170 knots (V 
0 

swivel) with engines idling. Maintain 

fixed trim and stall using minimum entry rate. V s • 
125K {swivel) (approximately). g

0 

9. Power-Off Stall, Flaps Up 15,000 feet Forward cg 

Repeat 8 above maintaining zero control forces about three 
axes • 

10. Landing Forward cg 

Make high trim angle landing to check skipping tendencies. 

1. Take-Off 

Flight IV 
(Flight 39-lB) 

40"/o cg (Approximate 'EO GW • 121,000 lb) 

At gross weight at end of Flight lll, make fixed-stick take
off to check lower llmlt. Set trim at discretion of pilot 
and maintain zero stick force during take-off. 

2. Static Longitudinal Stability (P) 10,000 feet 40'1o cg 

Trim at V max for NRT and then stabilize at three speeds 

below trim (increments of 0.03M) and three speeds above 
(increments of 0.03M). 

3. Spoiler Rolls (PA) 10,000 feet 40"/o cg 

Trim at V 
0 

• 160 knots (swivel) with power for level night. 

Make roll from so• bank with rudder fixed; left and right. 
Wheel throw at discretion of pilot. 

• .. O....,.I{)f:N I ""'' 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

TABLE I-2 (continued) 

4. Spoiler Rolls (PA) 10,000 feet 40"/o cg 

Repeat 3 above with outboard spoillers off. 

5. Spoiler Rolls (PA) 10,000 feet 401o cg 

Repeat 3 above with inboard spoilers off. 

6. Lateral Directional Static and Dynamic Stability (PA) 
· 10,000 feet 40"/o cg 

· I-13 

Trim at 160 knots (V 
0 

swivel) with flaps down and power for 

level flight. Perform steady sideslip to right in increments· 
of 1/3 travel to full pedal travel maintaining constant head
ing. From reduced sideslip angle, release controls and allow 
to oscillate for five full cycles. 

7. Lateral Directional Static and Dynamic Stability 10,000 feet 40'}'o cg · 

Repeat 6_ above to left. 

8. Emergency Longitudinal Control Check 5000 feet 40'}'o cg 

Shut off either primary hydraulic control system and check 
for trim change. 

9. Thrust Required 5000 feet 40% cg 

Stabilize in level flight at V max for MRT and at following 

speeds: 450K, 400K, 350K, and 300K. (V 
0 

swivel). 

10. Power-Off Stall, Flaps Down 15,000 Feet 40"/o cg 

From 9 above, pull up to 15,000 feet for V1 stall. Trim at 

140K, (V 
0 

swivel) with power for level flight. ·with fixed 

trim, stall using minimum entry rate. (approximately 
V = lOOK swivel). 
~0 . 

11. Power-Off Stall, Flaps Down 15,000 feet 40% cg 

Repeat 10 above maintaining zero control forces about three 
axes. 

12. Land 40"/o cg 

~· . 
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CONFIDENTIAL 1-19 

APPENDIX 

Transcript of XP6M-1 Wire Recording, Flight 39-lB 

Maury: I want to say, anything you don't write down, you can read 
it back when you get on the ground. 

Jim: .Just for information on the wire recorder, let's say this 
is Flight 39-1. 

Maury: Flight 39-1, it ist 

Herb: The airspeed is a litUe bit high here--4 or 5 knots. 

Maury: We're still not getting the power out of Number 2 engine 
that we should be. 

Horen: Yea, she is low •. 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Horell: 

Herb: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Horen: 

Jim: 

Herb: 

Maury, is this going to be one of those deals where we 
land· and change pUots? 

Yes. 

O.K. 

If you can, get a spot on this shot on the fuel remaining 
here at the end of the climb. 

O.K. 

Stall held. 

How about some heat, Herb? 

Yea, coming up. 

This crap up here ain't much more than 10,000. 

No, it isn't •. 

__ Herb,. this will be fuel reading Number 1. 

All right, just a minute, Jim, I'll make up a chart. 

. . : .. " .. 
; 
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I-20 CONFIDENTlAL 

Horell: What I'll do Maury, we want V max point at military 
power right after this, so I'll climb to a little above 
10 and then we'll dive down and decelerate instead of 
accelerate. 

Maury: For our own information and for the engine people, want 
to take some engine data when you get to 10,000? 

Horell: O.K., fine. 

Maury: All right, you can knock off your climb now. 

Horell: Yes. 

Maury: Yea, your photopanel at 11,000 is O.K. 

Horell: Climb's off. 

Maury: Herb, fuel remaining? 

Horell: He'll be able to make a note of it for you. 

Maury: O.K., fine. Take a fuel reading. 

Herb: Right. 

Horell: O.K. with a 100 per cent. 

Maury: Cut the heat down a little bit, Herb. 

Herb: Yea, darn this thing, I'm having an awful time with it. 

Horell: Still riding 5000 isn't she--a little over--hydraulics. 

Maury: Yea, it hasn't moved. Just like yesterday it was riding 
1700 •. 

Horell: 0.85 that's the limit isn't it?--10,000? 

Maury: 10,000--0.875 is the limit. 

Horell: 

Jim: 

Horell: 

O.K. 

Do you want a high speed trim shot when you stabilize 
. ·.;,ut up here, Maury? 

Yea, I'm going to level off around about right now. . ; . 

.- .. 
. . 
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Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

CONFIDENTIAL · 

Let's don't point the airplane down to the ground now 
that you're going past your home. 

I'd like to buzz them. 

We've been dying to ourselves. 

1-21 

Horell: 

Maury: 

This is the same buzz, but it's higher frequency, Maury. 

All right. Yea, now when you fly at hi~h altitude you 
don't get this, definitely a function of 'Q". Did you 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

get that fuel reading, Herb? 

Yep. 

Get some engine readings while we're getting stabilized, 
Jim. 

We're pretty close to it right now--at 9600 instead of 
10,000--1 don't think it will make much difference. 

O.K., Maury. 

You just holler when you want a trim shot, Ernie. 

Horell: O.K. Would you record these two on your--right there? 

. Maury: O.K., '\Ve'll get them. 

Horell: O.K. 

Just in case the film doesn't come out, it's 467, 468 on 
speed, indicated swivel. 

Jim: 468 indicated swivel. 

Horell: You can go ahead and take your shot now, too, 

Jim: This will be a trim shot, correct? 

Horell: This is a trim shot--stablllze 10,000 foot engine data 
and speed, 

Maury: He's not going to give you a trim shot--just take your 
shot. 

Horell: Take your shot, 

Jim: O.K., I got it • 

. , ...... . 
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~ 0 
Maury: All right now, take down this engine data. 

I Jim: O.K., shoot. 

Maury: 100 per cent across the board--100 per cent rpm all 

I four engines. 

Jim: O.K. 

I Maury: 600. 

I 
Jim: O.K. 

Maury: 560. 

I Jim: O.K. 

Maury: 600. 

I Jim: O.K. 

It 
Maury: 570. 

Jim: O.K. 0 
Maury: All the fuel fiows are 8000. I 
Jim: All fuel fiows are 8000, right. 

I Maury: All right, I'm going to advance the throttles to the stop--
I'll give the reading. Ready? 

I Jim: Ready. 

Maury: · Number 1--101 plus 

I Jim: O.K. 

I 
Maury: 620. 

Jim: O.K. 

I Maury: 9000. 

Jim: O.K. 

I Maury: Number 2-

r. Jim: O.K. 

() 
·--~--

,:•. 

. . 
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CONFIDENTIAL I-23 ... 

Maury: Means I got to move--pull out to adjust--102 plus 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

All right. 

620. 

Got it. 

9000 plus. 

O.K. 

Number 3-

Go ahead. 

101 plus, 620-

O.K. 

9000, 

All right. 

Number 2--Number 4--Number 4 looks like it's the only 
one that isn't going against the stop--100-1/2, 600, make 
it 101--it's creeping up. 

O.K., 101 for Number 4. 

Yep, 600. 

O.K., 9000? 

Right, yea, 9000 on the fuel fiow 97-1/2 per cent. 

Right. 

all we'll just mope along here. This 
=Will:!T'I...,b""'e~a-=v~e""ry='=ru=ce=-reading. I didn't know what this trip 
was going to be myself. All the tests we've done have 
only been two positions on the throttles--open and 80 
per cent. 

T:llte further note down here on the top, the Mach is indi
. cated 0.85 on this side !or this speed. About--almost 85. 

Yep. 

. . . •· .. 
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0 
Horen: O.K., we'll say 97-1/2 per cent. 

I Maury: Put down 845. 

I 
Horell: O.K.--97-1/2 per cent, right, O.K. 

Maury: Yea, 97-1/2 per cent--this will be normal rated power, 

I 
normal rated thrust, V max --Jim. 

Jim: All right--normal rated thrust, V max• 

I Maury: Roger, stand by to· take the data. 

Horen: Is there fuel remaining on that last run? 

I Maury: I'm going to take a fuel reading after this reading. 

Horell: O.K. 

I Maury: This will be fuel reading Number 2, Herb, when we--
after we get this run. 

II Herb: Right. 

I 
Maury:. You oughtto put down here--fuel reading Number 1 and 

then Number 2. 
0 

Horell: O.K. 

I Maury: We'll know what it is, see, we'll correlate your card with 
his card. You notice what a long time it takes to get 

I stabilized--can't convince the engineers o! that. 

Horell: We're prettY. close to it--now. 

I Maury: You want to take a shot here. 

Horell: Just loused up on our speed on that little--Take your 

I engine data now--1'11 have your speed in a minute. 

Jim: Hey, Herb, you want to take fuel reading Number 2 now, 

I while we're trying to get stabilized on this break? 

Herb: Right. 

I Horell: 442 on the speeds--0.815. 

f Maury: Take a shot. 

Horell: Got it. 0 . -z ·-· . .. 
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Maury: 

Horell: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Maury: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Oh, well, we won't1need this thrust data for ourselves, 
you want this for yc:IUrself. Let me get it down here. 

• 
Yea, get it all down if you will. 

1-25 

Maury, you want to give me the panel--I'lllevel off these 
wings a lltUe bit. 

Got it--what happens is that when we're burning Number 1 
and 4 afterburner only, you burn out more fuel of one wing· 
than the other. I give him the panel manually, and he trans
fers it to level our fuel, that· makes for his fuel readings 
better. Did you get your fuel readings? 

Yea, I got them before that. 

And you got your shot, Jim? 

I got my shot, Maury. 

Normal rated power? 

Jim: I got maximum speed, military rated power, and I got maximum 
speed at normal rated power. 

Horen: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Ma~ry: 

Horen: 

Maury: 

Horen: 

Maury: 

Horen: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

:·;. ... 

Are we getting our engine data temperatures and everything 
down? 

Oh, yea. 

O.K. 

This one up here, I got for myself. 

These are back on the photopanel, too, aren't they? 

·Yep. 

O.K. 

Everything you got here is on the photopanel. 

This run is supposed to be rate of roll, military rated thrust 
10,000. 

Now, you got anything at slow speed?·· 
.. .... . · .. 

Yea, static longitudinal test--you want to do it for next? 

. .. 
·: 
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1-26 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

I'd like to do a litUe of it to give Herb a chance to go 
back and look at this thing. 

O.K., power coming off. 

I'll pull the friction off a little bit. 

That was a rumbling and starts to rumble through and 
starts to rumble through again--that vibrationor whatever 
it is. 

That's what we've been calling a rumble. Herb, we're 
going to slow down here now--I want 10,000 so that's 
where we're going to stay. You better go back and take 
a look at that utility system gauge. 

O.K. I'll put the system back in automatic, and you take it. 

O.K., is it in automatic? 

Yea. 

O.K., I got it. 

This is a PA configuration--longitudinal stabUity--so we 
should be able to check that utility system. This ----

Yea, we got to use it. He'll go and check the pressure 
while you're getting slowed up. And that's it and well, 
fiying it better be good. 

Horell: On this vibation, I think part of your--after this rumble goes 
through part of the shake is due to the nose boom, I think 
it starts this shaking and then it damps out, then it shakes 
and then it damps out. 

Herb: What's the altitude, Maury? 

Maury: 10,000. 

Herb: We'll have to dump this cabin, it takes too long to use the 
air lock. 

Maury: All right, dump it. Hold your ears. 

"Herb: All right, I'm going aft. 

Maury: At high altitude, a guy will freeze in that air lock. 

---.. ,.:_ .··. 
. ; 
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CONFIDENTIAL 1-27 

Horell: They told us at school this thing dumps something like 
190,000 feet per minute. 

Maury: You felt how fast it dumped air, well, it doesn't dump that 
fast. 

Horell: Oh, is that right? Ah; let's see, is that our boat out there? 

Maury: No, that's a liner--we're right over the Bay Bridge. Our 
boats see-'-you see the two _ islands over there? 
The two islands? That's our seaplane area in there, see 
our boats will sit in there until we come home. 

Horell: Oh, O.K. 

Maury: What we'll probably do is to make an approach and left hand 
turn around, come on down the river, and then sashay, touch
down about Bowleys--that is just about where we took off, · 
and go on out towards Miller's Island. I'll show you--go 
up here and start to make a left turn and I'll point out 
some of the sand bars. 

Horell: O.K. 

Maury: Give me your position report--Ah, there it is. 

Jim: Maury, are you transmitting' on th_e air? 

Maury: You don't hear me, is that it? 

Jim: No, I can't hear you. 

Maury: I'm using the oth~r transmitter. Hold on, I'll use this one. 

Herb: I'm back here, Maury, we've got 3000 pounds •. 

Maury: O.K., Herb. 

Horell: Want him to watch it while we put the flaps down back there? 

Maury: Herb? 

Herb: Yea? 

.14au:.-y: · Li-:>ten.-we're . .;;~ing to ease the !laps down here and why 
don't you take a look at it? 

Herb: O.K. 

·r··-~ . ..::.. . -,. -~·. 
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'- 0 I 
I 

Maury: See how it acts. We're nice and slow now, Herb, we're getting 
down to P5M speed. 

Herb: 

I Horen: See what's the flap speed on this. 

I 
Herb: Feels like you're doing something, all right. 

Maury: What did you say? 

I Herb: Feels like you're doing something all right--I ·can't see 
nothing on the hydraulic system will the goddang taU going 
around. 

I Maury: We just hit some rough air. 

Horen: I'm not doing a thing, I'm just as quiet as a mouse. 

Maury: Yea, we just hit some rough air, Herb. We're right below 
the overcast--direcUy below--we're going to drop down 

• a little when we put the naps down • 

0 . Herb: O,K, 

I Maury: You see how long it takes to slow this airplane up? You 
come around for a landing, and.I've flown this airplane, 

I 
now, oh, I don't know, 40 hours I guess---

Herb: Maury, the whole trailing edge is--wait a minute, I'll get 
up forward, . ' 

I Jim: Can you read that, Maury? 

I Horen: I heard that--said something about the trailing edge. 

Maury: Yea, is he up in his seat yet? 

I Jim: No, I haven't seen him come through the door yet--he's 
probably at the aft beaching gear station looking through 
the windows, 

I Maury: Where are you, Herb? 

I 
Horell: How are we doing on the petrol? 

Maury: He'll be up---he has to read it. r -· .. 0 
'1 . 
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CONFIDENTIAL I-29 

Maury: Now all we got to do is see it in the air--that's all I'm 
(or worried about. 

Horell) 

Maury: We haven't come--we haven't used our wings. 

Horell: There's plenty of buffet with those flaps down. 

Jhn: Here comes Herb now. 

Maury: Oh, it'll be more when they're down full. Yea, this is 
flap buffet with the flaps. 

• 
Herb: I'm back forward, Maury. 

Maury: What were you saying, Herb? 
-

Herb: The whole outboard tralllng edge of our right flap has been 
losing water out of it, and it is all frozen along the trailing 
edge, it's dirty as hell out there. · -

Maury: It is, huh? 

Herb: Yea, I'll get in my seat. 

Maury: About how much water's out there? 

Herb: Just a long, just a hunk rime lee like stuck along the trail
ing edge about 1 foot and 1/2, for the last outboard edge 
of it. 

Maury: It doesn't stick back 1 and 1/2 feet? 

Herb: Oh, no. It's just running along, I'd say 1/2 inch thick so. 

Maury: I don't think it ought to hUrt you any. 

Herb: No--it will probably snap off. 

Horell: It will give you a little more buffet. 

Maury: All right, put them down a little more. 

Horell: Right. 

Maury: All right? 

Horell: It's shaking there, boy. Son of a gun, look at that thing 
shake • 

.. ., . . .. . . . , .. 
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I-30 CONFIDENTIAL 

Jim: Just took a stabilizer film shot, Maury. 

Horell: Does this get any less as you get down toward approach 
speed? 

Maury: Yea. 

Horell: I can feel the increase in the lateral sensitiveness right 
away. 

Maury: Yea. 

Horell: I'm pretty close to being stabilized, just a second here. I 
think we can go ahead and s~oot a trim_ shot, here. 

Jim: O.K., trim shot coming up. 

Horell: Zero forces, and we don't have a position, right? up here? 

Maury: No. O.K. we've got the trim shot. 

Horell: O.K., what's the next speed lower than this, Maury? 

Maury: 140. 

Horell:· O.K., I'm slowing up to 140, Carrying about 94 per cent, 
94 to 95 per cent i1' you want to put that down • 

. Jim: All right, I'll write it down. 

Maury: You don't have to write it, We've got it up here. Get your 
trim shot, 

Jim: That 94 or 95 per cent is rpm, correct? 

Maury: Yea. 

Horell: Put H.B. down and I'll tell you what it means later, 

Jim: H.B., roger. 

Maury: H.D.? 

Horell: How Baker, I think(?) I'm going to call it heavy buffet; 

Herb: Maury, you want to give me the panel? I'll level this up 
a litUe bit. 

Maury: You got it 

.. !I: .. 
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Jim: Hal Baker or Mike Baker? 

I Maury: you don't have to worry about taking down any-
thirig except what shots you take. 

I Jim: O.K., Maury, 

I 
Maury: Now your slats are starting to come out now for your 

information. 

Horell: I'm holding no forces--I mean I have just slowed up to 

I 140--you must be neutral.stability. Go ahead and take 
another shot at 140· 

.. 

I Jim: Got it. ., . . 

Horell: What•·s the next one, 120? 

Maury: 120. 

Horell: What• s this thing stall out here, about 100? 

It Mauy: I think around 100 at this weight--maybe a litUe more. 
What's got left in the wing tanks, Herb? 

I Herb: I have about 35 per cent. 

I 
Maury: How much did we start out with? 

Herb: We're around 70 per cent--pretty well about half way 
through that, 

I Maury: What's 35 show on your paper roughly? 
.. 

I Herb: Ah, just a minute, 35 about 10,000 pounds in each wing . 
tank. 

I 
Horell: 10,000, O.K. give me a shot right now. I got about five 

pounds pull at 120, O,K. What do you want to do? Go 
back to about 115, the lowest or what? 

I Maury: 9.K. pull it up to 115. 

Jim: Maury, did we skip 140? I have 160 and 120. . . 

I Horell: We took 140--at least we called for a shot at 140, ,_ Maury: Did you get a shot at 140? 

. ........ ,,. ...... . . . . 
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I-32 CONFIDENTIAL 

Jim: O.K., I got it, O.K. 

Horell: The slats are out now? 

Maury: Yea, we've been marking them where they've been coming 
out on these--let's take it right about here !or the weights 
you're at. 

Horell: O.K. take a shot--every 2 to 3 pounds pull. 

Jim: O.K. I got it; what do you read up there? 

Horell: Control column, that's what I'm reading--power and air
speed. O.K. read it back. It's a roll call I'm reading--It's 
150 at calibrated airspeed, indicated swivel. 115 and--O.K. 
let's make your next one more than that. 

Herb: Take a fuel reading right here? 

Maury: Drop to 170. 

Horell: You're at a very high angle or attack !or. a fuel reading. 

Maury: You ought to take a fuel reading when we level out, Herb. 

Herb: Yea. 

Horell: That• s probably about--let's see--about right now--that time. 

Jim: Herb, this is fuel reading Number 3. 

Herb: Right. 

Jim: We have about a 40 per cent cg right now. 

Horell: O.K. 40 per cent. 

Herb: O.K., Maury, you can have the panel back, I got everything 
leveled here. 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horen: 

Jim: 

O.K. we're still pretty well trimmed out--I'll go on down 
and get 170. 

170 and.lBO. 
-· 

O.K. 

Hey, Herb? 
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CONFIDENTIAL I-33 

Horell: O.K., shoot it. Go out to 3 to 4 pounds push. This thing's 
buffeting so bad I can't read it. 

Jim: You say 3 to 4 pounds push? 

Horell: Push, that's it. 

Maury: 180. 

Horell: This stability in this configuration is so doggone weak it's 
pretty hard to get any data, especially with this buffet the 
way it is. 

Maury: The flaps are going on back at this speed. 

Horell: That could be it. We'll go ahead and take a shot here at 184. 

Jim: O.K. 184 coming up, O.K. 

Horell: Those are about the same--3 to 4 or 5 pounds somewhere 
around there. Let's run a little phugoid--Let's let her go 
right here on the high side. · 

Jim: You want this on record? A continuous record of phugoid? 
Right? Tell me just before you start and I'll start the camera 
rolling. 

Maury: Start it, 

Jim: O.K., it's moving. 

Maury: Put down the same trim as the static long, Keep the 
camera going--start it at 183, 

Horell: Just sit here all day !or one oscillation, 

Maury: 42,000 you will, 

Borell: O.K. she's only touched up to about 165 there--she's pitch
ing down a little bit already so our trim is orr somehow-
maybe the flaps are blowing back or something. 

Maury: They are blowing back 20 per cent • 

Borell:_ • Let.-me.p~luu:.Alp,and !ry..her ln a slo~,speed ra.:-g~ at 
a philgoid. I'll pull her back to about 120 knots. 

Maury: I dumped the flaps the rest ·or the way. 

. , ... 
: 
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I-34 CONFIDENTIAL 

Jim: I still got the camera running, Maury. 

Horell: O.K. turn it off. 

Maury: O.K. shut if off. Cancel that phugoid? 

Horell: Yea, I think so, it's not going to be much. What else 
have we got? 

Maury: Well now--let's try the slow one you were going to do. 

Horell: O.K. we'll cancel that last one. 

Maury: Just abort that last one, the whole thing. 

Jim: O.K. I'll bust it. 

Maury: _This will be phugoid from 130--130 with a Vtrim of 160. 

Horell: All right, O.K. stand by-- O.K. I'm letting it go. 

Maury: Start the camera • 

Horell: It isn't going to 160 this time--its almost neutral--not 
quite--O,K. I think thats enought from that. 

Maury: O.K. knock off your camera. 

Jim: Camera's off. 1 got a trim of 160 knots on that, Maury-
what other information did you give me, Maury? 

Maury: That• s all right, we got it here. 

Jim: O.K. 

Maury: Go ahead--you want to make some notes? 

Borell: You hit it. 

Maury: O.K. 

Horell: You want to bring her back up to MIT? I think we can head 
back and pick up Vic--that about ends me except for a 
stall which 1 was going to leave off--we ran short of time, 

· .... ;tVIaury:-· ·You know what also m·ay be affecting·this?·-Herb, are you 

Herb: 

through with the indicator now--it's going down--going 
back to 2500. 

Yea, yo'.l just can't take no word from that thing. 
••• 0 
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Horell: 

Maury: 

Herbi 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Jim: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Jim: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Jim: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

CONFIDENTIAL ·x-35 

Can you go any higher, the only reason we re-pressurize 
this thing is that it re-pressurizes. 

All right, Ernie. 

O.K. just beats us up that much more. 

Yea, don't bother with any re-pressurizing because we're 
going to make a Vmax run. There it popped up--now it's 
over 6000--ohr it's going around the dial twice. 

Yea, transmitter's falling apart back there. 

Take a look at the utility system--wouldn't scare the hell 
a night a bombing mission and you knew--you had to un
load the mine door. 

How long have we been out? 

Been out almost an hour. 

O.K. let's head back toward the bay so I can get this rate 
of roll on the way back. 

Yea, what time we take of!? 

I have 33, Maury. 

Yea, I got it, Maury. 

This wUl be a roll--a roll at V max• 10,000. 

I don't know whether I want to put full aileron on or not-
have you ever done it? 

No, you'll reach the stops. · 

I mean have you ever put in full control--10,000 at V max?_ 

No, not at 10,000--couple or them--work on it. 

O.K. Tell me what other----- over there, isn't it. 

Tell me when you're going to start your roll. 

O.K. 

Yea, O.K., we'll tell you--we got to get the speed up first. 
Get a fuel reading, Herb • 

. ~ .... -. 
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~ 0 I Herb: O.K. 

I Maury: Is this fuel reading 3? 

Jim: This is fuel reading 4 coming up, Maury. 

I Maury: O.K. • .. 
Horen: This is pretty good for high speed probably a little bit slow -;• . 

I for slow speed, though, I don't know. We'll fly awhile. 
Ohr that old rudder gets stiff at high speed that high "Q". 
I had 200 pounds on the taU and I ·can't see any yaw. This 

I thing doesn't come in very fast untU you get over to 10, 
does it? Maybe about 15 control column movement, doesn't 
it? 

I Maury: Yea. 

Borell: Can you time some of these rolls into degrees per second 

I on your gadget over there? That'll be quite--oh! we have 
a rate of roll indicator don't we? Where is it? 

It Maury: We have a rate of roll indicator, ah---. 
Borell: Yea, O.K., we'll take lt on that, then that measures peak 0 :: 

I 
rate of roll, doesn't it? O,K. ready? 

Maury: Ready. All right now--wait till he gets over in a bank. 

I Horen: First ont: will be relatively smooth and easy. 

Maury: Yea, all right, now start your camera •. 

I Jim: It's running. 

I 
Borell: All right, here we go. 

Maury: Stop it. • 

I Horell: Was I against the stop? 

Maury: You possibly were. 

I Borell: Those are "Q" stops, huh? 

I 
Maury: Yea. 

Horell: Ah, I can do those all day--let me do one to the right. r. I thought I was going to get 90-degree throw and I could 

0 feel myself cork-screwing through the air. O.K. stand 
• . . . .. .by for_ one to the right. ... !I -- .. . 

•• 
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.CONFIDENTIAL I-37 

Maury: All, right start your, camera. ,. 
' .. 

Jim: It's'running. 
' -Maury: Stop your camera. 

~ . . . .. . . : . . . •. . . 
Horell: It's'running about 17 to 18 degrees per second on here. 

This in degrees per second? . . r, :. , :· •• : ; 
\: 1·--'•.J ......... :.. . . •• ·.~- .• . ' 

-:•t{.~, ~·rr-··! 
Maury: - -Yea. 

' . l • . • ., . •• :0 •• 

Horell: _ And that is up against the'.stop. 
. ,.,:.: lf·l· 1~:- . .c:.• ..... ,.. . . • . . 

Maury: 
·. :-rl 

· . That's in degrees per ·second but we'll read the data on., .. · 
1
• th'e;;pl:io'to' panel. . . . : · · 

:. ·. •, S:• ··, • .. . ~· , ,_. • • 

Horell: Let me make a couple more or those on the' way. back. 

Maury: 
• ' ··-" f· ,__ - ._ - . 

O.K. wait a minute~ .let me get some data. 
: ·, ....•. : . . ... ~ 

Horell: 
. ~ 

I! ;,, l·,~f.· • ." 
.O.K. 

' ...... · .•. ···-·· ··•••• -1•" ., •.• ·-.i !.tf., .. 
Maury:· ' Gel a fuel reatUDg now whUe we're in level Cllght • 

Jim: Get Number 5, Herb. 
; 

Herb: All right. 

· Borell: Hey! .You sprung a leak, Maury, or something. .. . .. . . 

Herb: What's that, an air leak? 

Borell: HoV.: abbi.it your overhead hatch? . 

Borell: Slow her down here slowly. 

Maury: Hey, Herb, 'get my pin in here. 

Herb: O.K. 

Horen: For gosh sakes. 

Maury: Come on, Herb. 

Jim: He's coming up now, Maury. I 
I 

.. __. · · · · .. Haren: I think we may as well go on in for a la.Iidfug, Maury-
what do you think about that? Leaking through the hatch, 
I think, but I don't know. 

--·:· ..... ~ .......,...,._~ 

t· 
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Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

--··· ------- ·------ --- . . - -----· 

CONFIDENTIAL 

I think it's my window. It's what, Herb? I think it's my 
window--put you hand over here. 

Yea, I think it's your window, too. 

What could have happend there--just the seal go out? 

Well we were going at high speed and without being 
pressurized to hold her tight that's why __ _ 
blew in a litUe. 

You want to put some pressure on and see what happens? 

Yea, I thought maybe something up along the hatch here-
the latch looks good. I'll ease it on, and you see if it 
quiets down. 

Ease it on and see what happens. 

Herb: Coming on. 

Horell: Letting down, Maury--we're going into land--have Vic 
take over. 

·Herb: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

M11.ury: 

Herb: 

Maury: 

Herb: 

How's it sound, Maury? 

Quite a difference. 

I don't know what it was sounded like a sudden failure--just 
popped right out. · 

Boy I It just h11.ppend ri1ht away take this se11.t out. ---
Maury, what't the altitude? 

7200--we're descending, Don't get much pressure, 

Your hatch wouldn't take your seat. You'd have to pull it. 

Maury: · Yea, well it should be--all right we'll go on in and land 
and then we'll take a look at it. · 

Herb: Yea, O.K. I think if we just grease up that window it'll 
probably be O.K • 

. M!lury: -~..hL. take a.!t•el reading, Herb. 

Herb: Yea, O.K. I'll get in my seat. 

Horell: Now let's see here we'll go into a left around the field • 

- .:.i!..:.. .. : . .. · ... 
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CONFIDENTIAL 1-39 

Maury: This is fuel reading Number what? 

Jim: 5--we have a 40 per cent cg right now. 

Horell: O.K. set. 

Maury: That's Jack Warfield--he's chief Air Force officer--O,K. 
check this. This is the danger area. Got to stay south or 
Poole's Island. · 

Horell: Where's Poole's Island, right here? O.K. I got it. What 
do you do--land right across in there now? Out this way? 

Maury: Yea, land coming out here just the way he's going you can 
start way back there at the first island, see---

Horell: O.K. 

Maury: And go all the way around on nice speed you can go right 
over the airdrome. 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Horell: 

Maury: 

Have you gone out wf:th the PBM, Maury? 

All with the PS. _____ Keep you rpm up around 80 per cent. 

Yea, I'm slowing down now I'm putting her back up and you 
want to start my flaps down a little about 200. 

All right now stand by, I'm going o~ the air. 

. . 
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CONFIDENTIAL II-1 : 

II. WITNESS EXAMINATIONS 

It is felt that witness coverage of this accident was exceptionally 
good when compared to such coverage in other major accidents. How
ever, in spite of this, witness statements as such are generally un
reliable. For that reason, every effort was made to contact all wit
nesses possible and improve by interrogation the reliability of each 
statement: With few exceptions all witnesses were interviewed as soon 
as they were found and in many cases. the witnesses were re-examined 
several times. 

Th~ initial interrogation of as many witnesses as possible was aimed 
to determine the exact location of the crash to facilitate the rescue of 
possible survivors. Also, it was of course necessary to gain that in- · 
formation for proper direction of the salvage operation. For these pur
poses, the statements of witnesses were most beneficial and, although 
there were no survivors, salvage was expedited. 

In all, witness statements were obtained from 30 different locations. 
A chart and accompanying legend, Fig. II-1, sumiiiarizes this information. 
A map showing witness locations may be found in Chapter m. Fig; III-1 • 

For the most part, persons were asked to write in their own words. 
what they had seen. In some cases. because of their unwillingness to 
write, their story was written down as they related it and then signed 
by them. In a few cases, it was necessary for the interviewer to ~ake 
notes and later write a statement from those notes. · · 

As soon as all the statements were available, a composite narrative· 
or average statement was written. It was felt that this composite picture 
might, in the early stages, help direct the investigation. It did aid very . 
materially in finding the areas in the river where wreckage could be 
found. Because the statements were assumed to be unknowledgeable, 
no one statement was given any more weight than another. However, 
where certain aspects were found to have majority agreement, these 
were given more credence. Also, as findings during the saimlge sub
stantiated a given statement. that statement was given more weight. _ 
This original composite narrative, which follows, has held up through
out the investigation with only minor revision. 

"The aircraft was first observed in relatively level flight at an 
altitude of 7500 to 9000 feet on a southerly heading. Black vapor or 
smoke was issuing from the aircraft. An apparently controlled 
gradual descent was observed. 
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11-2 CONFIDENTIAL 

At an altitude of 3000 to 6000 feet the aircraft was seen on a southerly 
heading, in the vicinity of Webster Field. When the aircraft was east 
of St. Georges Island, a minor explosion or visual break-up was ob
served accompanied by a puff of white smoke or vapor. Minor debris 
fell from the aircraft. Fire followed immediately and the descent 
steepened. Two explosions in rapid sequence were seen and heard 
and major break-up occurred. Fire increased in intensity as the air
craft, in two or three major pieces and many smaller components, 
fell rapidly in steep descent. Secondary explosions were noted in some 
of the large pieces as they were descending. When the largest piece 
struck the water, audible explosion or impact concussion was heard. 
Fire continued on the water for 2 to 7 minutes around a large section 
of fuselage which floated for 10 to .12 minutes. 

A parachute was observed, fully blossomed, above the falling air
craft at an estimated altitude or 500-600 feet. This chute sank rapidly 
after entering the· water." 
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Experience: 

LEGEND 
I 
•• 

0 - Complete lack of aviation background or 
familiarity with aircraft. · 

MP - Military Pilot - recently or currently pro-
ficient in military aircraft. : 

Av - General aviation experience - some knowledge 
of aircraft greater than that of average individual, 

F - Professional fisherman - a special category due 
to the particular ability of these people to note 
ranges, bearings, and observe accurately. 

Position: Number corresponding. to that on observers location chart, 

Bearing and distance of observer from estimated position of first minor 
break-up. 

Time of accident: time indicated+ 1500 hour (i,e,, 19 equals 1519) 

Attention: What caused the observer to look at the aircraft. 
C - Visual curiosity - general attention to air.craft with

out any special or particular reason 
Ev
Ea

A -
F 

Explosion on visual - a visual.breakup or~ explosion 
Explosion audible - initially hearing the ·explosion 

.. 
Sound of aircraft engines . 
Flash or flame- initially seeing a flash or streak of; 
fire ' · · .. ~ .\ . . oR 

Vapor: X indicates observer saw the black engine exhaust emission of ~ · · 
black smoke trailing behind aircraft. i ~ 

I 
!; 
ii( 

i 
~ 

. I Ul~ 
Minor explosion or debris: X indicates observer saw a minor explosic111 d- · · 

· or breakup with accompanying minor debris 1 ~ ~· 

White smoke: X indicates observer saw a puff of white "smoke". ;J ~ 1 

. ~ ~ 
Fire: X indicates fire was observed about aircraft while in flight. 

MaJor explos.or ~fth~~~=~tes .o~~~;'lsaw af ~ajo~~rt::· 
•••uu\--- .~:.nz.I"N fiUit~ .. ~~ -
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CONFIDENTIAL m-1 

III. SALVAGE OPERATIONS AND WRECKAGE RECONSTRUCTION 

After the initial search by surface craft and aircraft for noating 
objects at the crash scene, considerable difficulty was experienced 
during salvage operations. Channel depth varied between 40 and 
70 feet, and the bottom was composed of thick sUt. Extreme 
diligence, however, was exercised by the salvage fleet over a 
period of about three months even though bad weather often 
hampered operations. All pieces recovered were carefully lo
cated, numbered, and identified, and the most significant parts 
were reconstructed at NAS Patuxent. 

A. SALVAGE OPERATIONS 

From 15:40 until darkness, on December 7, 1955, salvage work 
was done by local fishermen in their boats, Naval personnel. in a 
crash boat from Webster Field, and Naval pilots in helicopters and 
airplanes • 

Many noating pieces of the aircraft were recovered by boats on 
the scene and were deposited at the Webster Field dock. Two 
elevators and the night helmet of the copilot were picked.up by one. 
of the boats and transferred to a helicopter. 

The body of the flight engineer was taken aboard a fishing boat . 
and delivered to Webster Field. From there, it was transported by 
a Navy helicopter to NAS Patuxent. 

1. Formal Salvage Operations .. 
On December 8, 1955, two Martin Company representatives arrived 

at the crash scene aboard the USS Preserver. Their purpose was to 
identify salvaged parts of the XP6M-1 and coordinate the salvage 
efforts of the Navy and the Martin Company. 

All parts recovered were identified and assigned a number, The 
location of these parts were given in terms of range and bearing from 
Channel Buoy Number 6 in the Potomac River. This information was 
recorded in a log book aboard the USS Preserver and written on a 
tag which was attached to each part prior to being sent ashore. The 
locations of these .. recove;:_ed parts werPr plotted on United States ..... 
Coastal and Geodetic Survey Chart Number 557 aboard the USS : 
Preserver. 

From eyewitness statements and charted locations of the first 
pieces recovered, it was possible to plot the probable cour'se of the 
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III-2 CONFIDENTIAL 

SeaMaster as it crashed at the mouth of the Potomac River. This. 
course enabled salvage ships to concentrate their ef!orts in the most 
likely areas of the wreckage. 

2. First Phase 

The USS Preserver was used as communication center for the 
operation and the efforts of the other ships dispatched from Com
ServLant were coordinated through it. 

The USS Hoist, sister ship of the USS Preserver, and the USS 
Harkness, a sonar ship, joined the operation. The sonar ship was used 
to locate underwater objects and drop dan buoys near them. The 
Preserver or the Hoist would then anchor over these buoys and send 
divers down to investigate. The Solomon's Island diving boat assisted 
for about n week. 

A boat from the Bureau of Ships at Washington, D.C., equipped with 
underwater television gear, worked for about three days. It was · 
hampered by rough water and lack of some means of controlling the 
underwater camera. However, it did succeed in identifying parts 
of an engine and a portion of the aft hull. These pieces _were dived 
for and recovered by the larger ships. If the underwater television 
camera had a larger field or vision (about 100 square feet or more) 
and some positive means or control when scanning the bottom for 
wreckage, it would be a valuable asset in future salvage work. 

NAS Norfolk sent a YTL tug boat with a barge to transport 
salvaged parts from the crash area to the NAS Patuxent dock. 
Smaller parts were sent to the Webster Field dock aboard the crash 
boat. All salvaged material was hauled from the docks to the 
Operations hangar by public works trucks at NAS Patuxent. 

The salvage work, using diving methods exclusively to recover 
the wreckage, continued seven days a week until just before Christmas. 

. The operation was discontinued for a period of one we_ek and the shit;~~Stb· 
from Norfolk returned to base. 

3. Second Phase 

The USS Preserver returned to the crash scene on December 
29, 1955, and continued the search. The USS Gillis came to do the 
sonar work and an LCM boat equipped with a dragging rake also 
arrived from Norfolk. The Preserver did some dragging at this 
time .. but the majority was- done by the LCM boat because of !ts 
greater mobility. Dragging was concentrated around the buoys 
planted by the sonar ships. Parts recovered in this manner were 
plotted as coming from the buoy location, although they may have 
been recovered from an area encompassed by a 150-yard radius 
around the buoy • 
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Interrupted only by bad weather and periodic returns of the 
salvage ships to Norfolk, this method of recovery continued until 
February 23, 1956, 

4. Final Phase 

lll-3 

On February 23, 1956, the USS Preserver, equipped with a larger 
rake,--returned from Norfolk. It was accompanied by two LCM boats 
with rakes. During the final phase, the three salvage vessels were 
lined up abreast and thoroughly dragged the main crash area. They 
were able to locate many small parts and several larger pieces. There 
is no positive location available for these parts.· However, some 
credence can be placed in the location of some of the larger pieces. 

The USS Harkness returned to the crash area on February 29, 1956, 
to make a final sonar search of the crash area. No positive indications. 
were found. 

On March 2, 1956, all salvage vessels ceased operations and left 
the crash scene bound for NAS Norfolk. · 

5. Search Areas 

As shown on the salvage area and witness location chart,.the sonar 
ships searched the entire Area B (Fig. m-1). 

All wreckage of the XP6M-1 was recovered from Area A-1 by 
diving and dragging. Areas A-2, A-3, and A-4 were intensively. 
searched by diving and dragging, but no parts· of the SeaMaster could 
be found. 

All sonar contacts outside of areas A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 have 
been identified by divers. None of these objects were from the · 
XP6M-1. 

6. Later Recovery 

Inhabitants on the shores of the Potomac and St. Mary's Rivers . 
brought in many pieces of wreckage in answer to radio and newspaper 
appeals. The Naval Air Station made periodic helicopter searches of 
the shore line but was unable to find the body of the missing crew 
member or any pieces of the SeaMaster. On March 21, 1956, the 
body or the missing crew member was found by some fishermen near 
Coles Point on the Virginia shore of the Potomac River. 

7. Evaluation of Parts and Locations 

At. the Operat!ons Hangar at NAS Patuxent, all parts were evaluated 
and the significant parts were assigned a number. These numbers 
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were itemized on the attached list along with their corresponding 
azimuth and distance from Potomac River Channel Buoy Number 6. 
These points were plotted in their relative positions on a large map 
(one inch equals 110 yards). See Fig. III-2. 

About 90 per cent of the XPGM-1 wreckage was recovered from 
December 8, 1955, through March 2, 1956. There were a total or 
193 major points identified and plotted. Points one through 30 were 
positive locations recovered exclusively by sonar and diving. . 
Points 31 through 188 were located by confined dragging and diving; 
their locations are accurate within a radius of 150 yards around these 
points. Points 190 and 191 are also located within a radius of 150 
yards about points plotted on the chart. Point 192 is accurate within 
plus or minus 5 degrees and plus or minus 100 yards. Points 189 
and 193, where many parts were recovered by mass dragging of the 
main crash area, have no significance as far as fall-out location · 
is concerned. 

B. WRECKAGE RECONSTRUCTION 

All reconstruction was accomplished in the Operations Hangar 
at NAS Patuxent. 

There were Martin people stationed at Patuxent for about three 
months to accomplish this .work. Their efforts were augmented by 
people flown from the Martin plant for shorter periods of time. 
Many samples of burned structure and structural breaks were taken 
from the wreckage to the .Martin Company engineering laboratory for 
detailed analysis. 

The plan was that no unnecessary reconstruction would be done. 
Therefore, the work was concentrated on certain critical areas. 
These include parts of the hull, wing, taU, and engines. 

1. Hull 

The center hull section was considered the most important area 
and the lower nose section the most insignificant to the investigation. 
In every case, however, all instrument, control, hydraulic, electrical, 
and structural components were analyzed by their respective engineer
ing specialists. 

Forward Hull (Sta!ions 0 to 407).~ .• Thls.portion of the hull was ... 
relahvely mtad above the lhght deck and was placed on scaffolds · 
in its normal attitude. The lower portion of the nose was badly 
damaged from impact. Since the latter was not considered to be 
significant, an attempt at reconstruction was not made. 
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Center Hull (Stations 407 to 749).- Although it was broken into 
many p1eces, a reconstrucbon of thlS portion was accomplished. 
Attached photographs show the reconstruction of the mine bay area 
and the wing stub covers. The mine door broke into two major pieces. 
These two halves were placed in their respective positions. Hull fuel 
cells 1, 3, and 4 and much of their plumbing were recovered. These 
recovered parts were analyzed by the fuel systems engineers. 

Aft Hull (Stations 749 to Stern).- This portion of the hull was 
recovered m several mam porhons. These sections were placed in 
position relative to the forward hull. 

2. Wing 

The left wing was recovered in one major inboard section and many 
small pieces of the outboard wing. The inboard portion was placed on a 
scaffold approximately in relation to the forward and aft hull •. The pieces 
of outer wing, slats, flaps, and spoilers were placed on the hangar floor. 
in their relative positions. The left hand wing tip float was found re
latively intact and it was placed at the end of the wing • 

The right wing, like the left wing, was recovered in one major in
board section and many small pieces of the outboard wing. The 
reconstruction was similar to the. left wing except that outer wing. 
parts were laid on a scaffold built adjacent to the inboard portion 
of the right wing. The right wing tip float was not recovered. There 
were about ten small parts of this float but not enough to warrant 
reconstruction. 

3. Fin 

The fin was reconstructed and analyzed by the structures and dynamics 
engineers. The controls and hydraulic engineers removed the stabilizer 
cylinder and other pertinent parts for closer scrutiny and testing. 

4. Stabilizer and Elevator 

The two elevators were recovered relatively intact and placed in 
position relative to the reconstructed stabilizer and bullet fairing. 
Structure and dynamics engineers analyzed these parts. 

5. Engines 

. Engines 1, 2, and 3 were recovered almost completely but Engine 
4 was only partly recovered. Allison and Martin· powerplant engineers 
analyzed the engines. During their analysis they dismantled Engine 1. 
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6. Engine Nacelles 

The right and left engine nacelles were found to be in about the 
same condition, comparatively intact. Inlet ducts were recovered. 

The engine removal doors were broken into many small pieces and 
no reconstruction was attempted except to identify the engine. 
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IV; MEDICAL FINDINGS 

Dr. Russell Fisher, Chief Medical Examiner of the State of Maryland 
performed the medical examination and autopsy of the Martin personnel. 
Commander Schmoyer, USN performed the same examination of the 
Navy pilot and was aided by Dr; Fisher.· Brief summaries of these 
examinations are enclosed herem. The complete autopsy-reports and · 
accompanying photos are on file at the Martin Company and may be re
viewed if necessary. 

The body of the flight test engineer who had been flying in the aft 
port seat was found immediately after the accident floating on the surf
ace with his parachute partially streamed. He had been subjected to a 
nash fire (high temperature for a short time duration) while still in the 
aircraft. These flash burns correspond to the name pattern discussed 
in Chapter IX. Minor throat injuries were incurred during his subjection 
to high acceleration forces during break out or to a high-velocity air. 
stream during ejection. This latter injury corresponds to the position 
of the helmet chin strap. At a time following, at least ten seconds later, 
he received severe fore and aft impact concussions across the back and 
head which produced his immediate death. Concussion was caused by · 
impact with the water. His parachute failed to open because he had
failed to attach the automatic opening device and there was no time to 
pull the ripcord. 

The pilot and copilot were recovered. on 18 December 1955 with the 
forward flight deck debris. They J:iad received- multiple extreme in
juries which were caused by the impact of the forward flight deck with 
the water. Injuries appear to indicate that they, pilot and copilot, were 
still seated in their respective seats with feet on the rudder pedals and 
in normal flight position when the injuries occurred. It appeared that 
there had not been no time attempt to eject. · - ··-

The flight engineer's body, which had been seen in a parachute, was 
recovered 20 March 1956. His death was caused by drowning. His body 
also showed evidence of flash burns corresponding to the flame pattern. 
He had one injury, a fracture of .the tail bone which occurred at least 
15 seconds prior to death. This injury undoubtedly resulted either from 
high acceleration forces during break-up or ejection forces, -He was 
recovered in his parachute, straps still fastened, and he presumably 
had made no attempt to free himselr of the parachute. His Mae West 
was under his flight jacket and had not been inflated. He was unconscious 
upon ·entering the water and it can be logically assumed that unconscious
ness was due to severe pain of the tail-bone fracture or the high ac
-ctleration fort.es during his subjection -to· high'velocity alrstream.--··One 
of the straps of his parachute harness had been broken after burning, 
by the air blast, 
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The procedure for escape in this aircraft was by use of the face 
curtain and in the following crew sequence: 

Starboard aft seat -- flight engineer 

Port aft seat -- flight test engineer 
.. 

Starboard forward -- copilot or assistant pilot 

Port forward -- pilot. 

It appears that this sequence was being followed. The flight en
gineer ejected and his parachute opened. The flight test engineer 
ejected and his chute only streamed. The copilot and pilot made no 
attempt to eject. There appeared to be a lack of time for successful 
ejection because of the quick onset of trouble and the liigh acceleration 
forces during breakup. 

A. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS IN THE CASE OF JAMES HENTSCHEL 

Certain observations which can be ass\uned to be supported by such 
a high degree of positive evidence that they must be regarded as facts 

·are available, and certain others which are considered likely probabili- . 
ties, but which this analyst can be less certain of, are also to be con- · 
sidered. For the purpose of summary, these should be divided into two 
group13. 

1. Facts 

1. The identification of the deceased as James Hentschel is 
certain. 

2. IDtimate cause of his death is crushing injury of the chest 
and head injury. 

3. This person sustained ex"tensive nash burns with invoivement · 
of the right arm and shoulder and right thigh and leg while 

· only the left hand and left lower leg were involved. The face 
was similarly nash burned and, at the time of the nash, 
Hentschel was wearing a helmet but the oxygen mask was not 
strapped in place. 

· . --· .4.--.. Hentschel sustaine.d. a. violP..r.! impact to. the upper. interior 
· · ·· portion of the neck at an interval of Unie estimated to be in 

. . ------

excess of 10 seconds and probably in excess of 15 seconds 
before he sustained a second series of injuries which were 
immediately fatal. 
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5. Hentschel's body sustained an impact to the back of the head 
with a force directed relatively from left to right. The im
pacting object was extremely firm, i.e., metallic rather than 
water in nature and the helmet was in contact with·it almost 
all the way across the back and distinctly on to the·right side. 
The internal injuries in the head· or the deceased may have been 
sustained as a result of this impact. 

6. The body also sustained a strong impact against the back of 
the right shoulder, again by a !lrm object making a relatively 
narrow pattern of abrasion. This occurred after the body 
has been burned by a nash. 

7. At the time of the flash, t_he body was wearing a parachute 
pack and vest life preserver.· 

8. Observations of the plane indicates that the hatch (cover). 
over Hentschel was off at the time of the flash burning and this, 
in connection with the condition of the seat and the location· of 
the burning of Hentschel's body strongly suggests· that he was 
in the seat at the time of the burns and that the direction of 
travel of the flame was from behind and below with respect to 
the seat. 

· 2. Less Completely Proved Observations 

. ·-- !l. 

1. As indicated above, the interval between the impact to the neck 
and ultimate death is evidenced by the hemorrhages in the 
larynx, is in excess of 10 and probably in excess of 15 seconds. 
This opinion was reached by this observer and confirmed.on 
consultation with Dr. Stahley H. Durlacher, Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dade County (Miami, Florida) and Dr. Alan Moritz, 
Professor of Pathology at Western Reserve University in 
Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. Moritz is a leading American and an 
international expert in the pathology of injury. 

2. Hentschel was in his seat and was ejected with the seat through 
the open hatch. At the time of ejection, his right leg was not in 
the stirrup. 

3. The nash burn preceded his ejection from the plane but the 
interval cannot be determined. 

4. The injuries to the neck were probably sustained as the result 
of the helmet being pulled up and back on the heat and the fact 
"that the fire injury reached as high on the forehead as· is ob
served suggest this may have been part of an explosive passage 
of the name. If this be true, then the flash must have occurred 
10 or more seconds before Hentschel ejected. It is not possible 
to rule out some independent impact to the front of the neck 10 
to IS. seconds before the nash but this seems unlikely • 
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5. There was fracturing of glass presumably the photo panel, at a 
time when Hentschel was near enough that he sustained a cut 

.in the palm of his hand. It" seems extremely unlikely that this 
could have been ·sustained appreciably after the nash since the 
normal position for burned hands ·is with considerable flexion 
which shoUld have protected the areas of the palm where the 
cut was. l suspect the fracturing of" the photo panel and the 
nash might have been simultaneous again indicating a some
what explosive event accompanying the nash. 

6. The crushing injury or the chest with injury or ~e heart and 
avulsion of the aorta caused immediate cessation or the hemor
rhagic processes in the larynx. It is impossible to state 
whether these were sustained at the time the helmet came 
in contact with a portion of the plane or at the time of impact 
on the water, but it seems probable, in view of the impact in 
back of the right shoulder and the back or the helmet, that.all 
were sustained simultaneously. There is little or nothing 
to suggest that Hentschel sustained impacts to the front of the 
body than the neck. 

B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS IN THE CASE OF 
MAURICE BERNHARD 

Certain observations which can be assumed to be supported by such a 
high degree of positive evidence that they must be regarded as facts. 
are available and certain others which are considered likely probabili
ties, but which this analyst can be less certain, are also to be con
sidered. For the purpose of summary, these should be divided into two 
groups. 

1. Facts 

1. The certification or the deceased as Maurice Bernhard is. a 
certainty. .. 

2. 

3. 

- .--~· ·-

The absence of signi!icant alcohol or barbiturate and signifi
cant disease processes detectable by a pathologic examination 
are clear. 

Death was instantaneous at the time or receipt of major in
juries described in the autopsy protocol with either the head 
injury or the chest injury being sufficient to produce cessation 

-·or respiration and cardi!fc-action-withtn two or three· minutes. 
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. 
4. There is no evidence whatsoever to indicate that there was any 

significant time delay between the various injuries sustained 
by Mr. Bernhard. 

5. The carbon monoxide saturation in the blood of the deceased was 
so small as to be negligible and certainly must be assumed to 
indicate that there was very little filling of the anterior cabin 
of the plane with products of combustion during the time of 
descent of the plane. · 

6. The sequence and nature of the injuries indicate that they were 
sustained as a result of an extremely rapid decelleration of the 
plane -- impact with the water rather than some episode while 
the plane was still airborne. 

2.· ·L:!ss Completely Proved Observations 

1. At the time of the impact of the plane on the water, Mr. 
Bernhard's feet were in the rudders. This conclusion is reach
ed because of the nature of the fractures of the lower legs which 
make it appear that the heels were arrested as the body slid 
forward possibly including an actual impact of the seat against 
the upper legs as the feet .were held by the rudders or vice 
versa, with the rudders being displaced backwards. 

2. The direction of force incident to the impact was one pushing 
the body forward with respect to the seat while, at the same 
time, there was a strong component pushing the body against 
the seat. This resulted in extensive avulsion of the skin. over 
the back of the body and, in my opinion, both components of 
force are necessary to produce this lesion. 

3. The body moved forward against the restraining harness with 
extreme force causing the harness actually to· be drawn up 
into the tissues of the perineum and fracturing some of the · 
harness straps. 

. . 
4. Subsequent to this first motion, which probably resulted in the 

fracture of the leg (as the feet were relatively fixed) and the 
displacement of the left femoral head into the pelvis, the body 
pivoted forward about the lower e:xtremeties and the front or 
the chest and race suffered severe impacts with the most 
laceration involving the left side of the face. It is possible 
that a relatively fiat surface was impacted, however, since 

.:;ome .9!-this damage. may have been related to fracturing the 
bones beneath the surface. 
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5. At least one of the structures which the face impacted left 
a definite patterned imprint. This can be seen in the close
up photograph of the face. It may be well that part or all of 
this particular pattern is related to the BX type of covering 
on the release mechanism for the parachute. U this be so, 
it must indicate that this was not an abnormal location at the 
time Mr. Bernhard's face c~me to impact it. 

C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS IN THE CASE 
OF CMDR. VICTOR UTGOFF 

Certain observations which can be assumed to be supported by such 
a high degree of positive evidence that they must be regarded. as facts 
are available and certain others which are considered likely probabili
ties, but which this analyst can. be lEiss certain, are also to be con-

.;. sidered. For the purpose of summary, these should be divided into 
~o groups. 

1. Facts 

1. The identification of Cmdr. Victor Utgoff is certain. 

2. The cause of death is multiple traumatic injuries; those 
capable of causing immediate death· being the crushing of 
the chest and the crushing of the head. 

3. The complete failure to demonstrate any residua of fuel in
dicates that there was no great concentration of fuel vapors 
in the cabin during the period of descent of the plate. 

4. The injuries are of such nature that there is no evidence to 
. indicate·that they were not all sustained at the same time.' 

There is no microscopic evidence of any reaction. 

2. Less Completely Proved Observations 

.l!l .. 

1. A sequence of events in the injuries sustained by Cmdr. Utgoff 
were, in general, similar to those of Mr. Bernhard. The com
pound comminuted fractures of both legs with the major tissue 
destruction on the inside and front of the right leg and the out
side and front of the left leg would seem to indicate that the 
feet were in the.rudders and that the body moved forward and 
somewhat.to..the.le!t with the extreme !orc.e while the feet 
were arrested by the rudders. · 
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2. The body further pivoted forward about the feet causing crush
ing of the chest in the front to back axis and the head impacted 
against its left side and front causing a broad depressed frac
ture of this area. Coupled with the findings in the legs, this 
probably indicates that he was looking relatively straight ahead 
and the body was displaced to the left and forward. This ob
servation is in line with the structural injuries on the forward 
part of the plane. 

3. There were two large lacerated injuries; one in the right but
tock and the other in the left shoulder, both on the back of the 
body. ·The one in the buttock particularly suggests tearing 
by a sharp fragment of torn metal over which the body moved 
from the impact near the inside of the leg toward the left 
with contact being lost in the extreme back portion of the leg. 
The nature of this sharp impacting surface cannot be further · 
defined. 

4. It is unlikely that any respiratory attempt was made once the 
body was immersed in the water. This speaks only of sudden
ness of the death' after the impact. 

D. AUTOPSY REPORT ON HERBERT 0. SCUDDER 

Pathological Diagnoses: 

1) Asphyxia due to drowning 

2) Fracture of the coccyx - comminuted · 

3) Extensive post mortem decomposition. 

Opinion: 

The examination showed no injury suf!icient to cause death other 
than the evidences of immersion. The only significant ante mortem 
injuries are those of the coccyx and muscles of the buttocks where there 
was considerable hemorrhage. It is considered highly probable that 
these injuries are the result of sudden impact against the individual 
during the course of the ejection from the plane. That they were sur
vived many seconds is clear from the amount of hemorrhage into the 
tissues. The other injury of significance would appear to be the one 
in the right leg which fr.om its location. and similarity to that observed 
in the Hentschel case strongly suggests that both are stirrup injuries.· 
The occurrence of burning over the left shoulder posteriorly and over 
the left chest in the region of the hand pull for the parachute and on the 
left pants leg and the medial portion of the right pants leg corroborate 
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the impression that Scudder was in his seat'on the right rear of the 
crew compartment when the flash fire occurred, the effects of which 
have been observed in Hentschel's case passing up the aisle and towards 
the top of the plane. Although·post mortem decomposition had made 
evaluation of skin burns extremely difficult, there is little evidence 
to suggest that Scudder's face·-was burned significantly and the extent 
of burning of his clothing is considered less than that in Hentschel. 
This is interpreted to indicate that the center of the flash progressed 
to the left and upwards somewhat sparing the occupant of the right rear 
seat. Yet, the presence of burns on Scudder completely confirm the 
early hypothesis that both he and Hentschel were in their seats and did 
not eject themselves from the plane until after the flash fire, No effort 
was apparently made to inflate the Mae West nor was Scudder's knife 
removed from the case in his belt leading to the conclusion that he must 
have been unconscious at the time his body entered the water. 

Therllfore the assumption seems valid that his unconsciousness was 
on the basis of concussive forces incident to his ejection from the plane 
and not impact-against any solid portion of the. plane or the water later. 
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VI. STRUCTURE 

The XPGM-1 aircraft is designed to withstand limit flight 
maneuver load factors of 3.Bg positive and 1.Bg negative at a gross 
weight of 140,000 pounds. The airplane was static tested to 110 
per cent of the positive design limit load. The condition tested is 
critical for the horizontal taU, the aft hull, and portions of the wing. 
Because no ulimate static test airlane was provided by the con
tract, the flight airplane was restricted to two-thirds of these load 
factors, or 2.53g positive and 1.2g negative. 

The gross weight of the airplane at the time of the accident was 
approximately 116,000 pounds, and the load factor during the stability 
runs, according to the flight plan, would be plus lg with variations 
of not more than plus or minus 0.2g. 

The examination of the wreckage indicates the sequence of struc-
tural break-up is probably the following: 

1) Upward motion of the stabilizer leading edge: 

2) Violent nose-down pitch of airplane: 

3) Failure of the wings in negative bending after an original 
stability failure of the lower cover of the hull stub in com
pression: 

4) Destruction of the primary tension-carrying material in 
the upper hull as the wings collapsed against the hull side: 

5) Horizontal taU failure from excessive roll and or angle of 
attack: failure originating at the stabilizer hinge fittings. 

The fractures have been examined in great detail in the Martin 
laboratory by Martin metallurgists. Some of the more significant 
fractures have been reviewed by metallurgists from the Aluminum 
Co. of America (Mr. Scott Hunter), from the Naval Research Laboratory 
(Dr, Eirwin and Mr. Joseph Kies) and the Bureau of Aeronautics (Mr. 
Schmidt), No evidence of fatigue exists in any of the examined details, 
All major structural pieces were subjected to hardness tests and no 
material deficiencies were noted. 

The detailed examination of the wreckage was the primary means 
· · · ·-·by which Ute:· breakUp··sequem:e '1\'a:;;--determ"irled.- A knowledge of. the 

tail load variation on this airplane is of key importance to an under
standing of the sequence. At the time of the last photopanel reading 
the indicated flight condition would result in a down tail load of 21,700 
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pounds. A two-degree nose up movement of the stabilizer at the flight 
speed indicated would create sufficient load factor (minus 3.9g) to fall 
the wings in negative bending with a relatively small up load on the taU 
(approximately 5000 pounds). The falling load factor is obtained by 
ratioing the design gross weight to flight gross weight, as follows: 

Ultimate design load factor= - 1.8 x 1.5" - 2.7g 

Design gross weight (flight) 
Wc1gfi£ a£ hme o£ crash 

140,000 
116,000 X- 2.7" - 3.25g 

Critical Design Condiilon* • 1 2 Fhght Condition • 
• 

Failing Load Factor= 1.2 x - 3.25 " - 3.9g 

* Transient Landing Condition 

In addition to the general fracture examination, the.honeycom.b struc
ture was examined in great detail by theStructuresDesignStaff engineer, 
by laboratory experts, and by Quality. Control inspectors. The quality 
of bonds was found to be above the acceptable minimum in all cases. 

The possibility of an early fire or explosion exists. One particular 
area, the No. 4 hull fuel cell region, apparently sustained an explosion 
between the fuel cell and tank door. This explosion detached the tank 
door from its support structure. An analysis was made to determine· 
the resulting loss in aircraft stiffness~ Results of this analysis can be 
found in the Dynamics Chapter of this report (Chapter VII). In addition 
to this study, an analysis was made of the aft hull· structure with the 
assumption that fire had damaged the starboard hull side skin prior 
to aerial breakup. 

A. EXAMINATION OF FORWARD HULL SECTION (Stations 0 to 407) 

The major structural damage suffered by the forward section (Stations 
0 to 407) of the airplane was caused by enormous impact loads at time of 
water entry. The estimated impact force was in the order of magnitude 
of lOOg. The direction of this force was up, and aft, with very little 
lateral·(side)·component-as evidenced by the direction or faHures of ille· 
pilot's and copilot's seats. The pilot's seat failed in a forward, down, 
and outboard direction as did the copilot's, indicating the forward hull 
section contacted the water surface in a nose down, laterally sym
metrical attitude • 
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CONFIDENTIAL VI..;3 

From a window sill art, the crown section o! the forward hull 
(forward of Station 407) is in relatively good condition. All the windows 
in the pilot house were found in place although severely crazed, The 
entire lower section of the forward hull from and including the nose 
section below the window sill aft to Station 407 and between the chine 
longerons was completely disintegrated at impact. 

The entire pilot house floor, seats, personnel (pilot and copilot) 
and flight equipment in the pilot compartment were torn from the 
supporting hull structure, as was a large section of the flight deck 
flooring and crew equipment: all were found at a short distance from 
the forward hull proper. 

1. Fire Damage 

There is no evidence of structural damage attributable to fire in the 
forward hull section, However, a flash fire occurred in the crew and 
pressure lock compartments. By laboratory tests this flash fire has 
been concluded to be in a temperature range as high as lOOO"F and of 
less than 15 seconds duration. The source of this fire has tentatively 
been identified as JP-4 fuel. The areas subjected to the greatest heat 
arid burning were the forward side of Bulkhead 407, the left side hull 
and crown skin and frames between Bulkheads 407 and 353, Bulkhead 
407 door (both sides), Bulkhead 353 door (aft side), the aft and forward 
sides of Bulkhead 353 and the right side of the left crew seat. The other 
sections of these areas were subjected to smoke, soot, and some heat 
of a much lesser degree, The extreme right sides of the crew and 
pressure lock compartments were almost entirely free of smoke. The 
burning in this aft section of the forward hull was completely super
ficial in nature and contributed nothing to subsequent structural failures 
in this area, 

One point of importance to note is the presence of punctures and 
tears in the web of Bulkhead 407 and in the hull crown skin of the left 
side of the pressure lock compartment through which smoke and/ or 
flames passed to scorch and blacken the surfaces of the bulkhead web 
and crown skin around the holes on the side away from the fire. The left 
wing leading edge attaching clips on the crown skin were pulled off · 
before fire in air lock compartment as evidenced by burning and smoke 
around the periphery of rivets holes, It is assumed that this is a clear 
indication of some degree of structural disintegration before the oc
currence of the flash fire. There is no evidence of fire either in the 
pilot or electronic compartments. 

2. Hatches 

All four escape hatches have been recovered. The pilot's escape 
hatch was found in place on the forward hull section. The thruster 
of this hatch was fire~ but the locking hatches were not opened. A 
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5/16 NAS bolt had failed in double shear- at the torque tube to thruster 
bellcrank connection thus preventing undogging of the forward latches. 
The connection of the pull rod to the hatch lifting cam had also failed 
in shear. The copilot's escape hatch was found in good condition and 
had been ejected successfully. The left crew member's hatch was also 
recovered in good condition and had also been successfully ejected. 
Although the crown structure around the opening of the left crew mem
ber's hatch showed signs of burning from the nash fire previously 
mentioned, the hatch itself was free of smoke or burning. The hatch 
trim cover shows evidence of slight overheating on the aft end (tem
peratures of 350" to 400"F) which indicates the hatch was on at the time 
of the nash fire. The right crew member's hatch, also successfully 

. ejected, showed evidence of nash burning, as did the adjoining crown 
structure indicating the hatch was in place at the time of fire. The 
trim cover was also burned. 

A thorough examination of the ejected escape hatches eliminated all 
possibility that these hatches hit any aircraft structure during ejection. 

The door at Bulkhead 353 was found with the main wreckage and was 
severely damaged. This door was extensively burned on the aft side 
with relatively no burning on the forward side indicating this door was 
open at the time of fire since both sides of this bulkhead suffered fire 
damage. The door at Bulkhead 407 was still hinged to the bulkhead 
and there were also indications that it was open at the time of the fire 
because of the presence of extensive burning on both sides of the door, 
whereas Bulkhead 407 was burned o·n the forward side only. 

The ditching hatch and the ie!t beaching gear hatch were secured 
when the forward hull was salvaged and the right beaching gear hatch 
was open. The main entrance hatch was also hinged to the structure 
when found and in generally good condi!ion. 

3. Seats 

. The pilot's and copilot's seats were found in the main lower forward 
hull wreckage and were severely distorted. Both seats were separated 
from their ejection rail structure. The copilot seat safety belt 
failed at the seat connection and the shoulder harness failed in the 
cloth. The pilot's seat had generally similar failures. 

The right crew seat was recovered in excellent condition although 
subjected to effects of nash fire. Minor structural damage to this 
seat was caused by water impact. 

The left crew seat was recovered in excellent structural condition 
except for minor damage resulting from water impact. This seat 
had also been subjected to the effects of the nash fire. The burning 
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CONFIDENTIAL· VII-7 

The over-all decrease in st!fness from Station 647 to the taU is, 
of course, much less. The hull natural frequency in torsion is changed 
only 2.5 per cent: from 194.4 cpm to 189,6 cpm, 

T-tail model tests, completed last December under a Martin Basic 
Studies and New Technology Program, covered one configuration similar 
to the XP6M-1 tail. When comparing a rigid hull to a highly flexible 
hull, a reduction in nutter speed of only 3 per cent with flexibility 1n 
torsion and 6 per cent with flexibility in lateral bending was. obtained, 

This negates the probability of an appreciable change 1n critical 
tail nutter speed with loss of the tank door - the actual change is con
sidered negligible, 

6. Tip Float Shake 

Movib;, were taken of the mine door rotation during six flights of 
the XPBM-1 by n 35 mm camera in the left wing tip float and a 16 
mm camera in the right tip float. Of all the movies taken, four of 
the 35 mm runs and one of the 16 mm runs show door operation, The 
others were either ruined or show no door operations. The one 16 
mm roll of film is from Flight 26. One of the 35 mm rolls is also 
from Flight 26, The 16 mm camera ill the tip float on Flight number 26 
was a Cine Kodak Special J.held down by one bolt at the bottom •. 

It had been reported by the flight crew that an airplane shake occurred 
during the mine door operation, Oscillograph records were taken during 
mine door rotation of accelerometers located at three points in the hull 
on primary structures Stations 80, 228 and 269. These records show that 
a vibration of 22.5 cps was present while the door was opening or closing. 
The magnitude of vibration seemed to depend on the speed at which the 
airplane happened to be flying. A maximum reading of 1.6g was obtained, 

Of the five film runs of the mine door operation mentioned above, only 
the 16 mm film from Flight 26 (and not the 35 mm film from this flight) 
shows any evidence of this 22,5 cps shake, The picture 1n this film moves 
1n a manner that could only be caused by camera motion. A frame by 
frame measurement of the picture motion indicates that the camera was 
moving 1n a motion corresponding to a tip float pitching motion at a 
frequency of about 23 cps and through an amplitude of about ;t 2 degrees. 
The measurement were made on a door opening. The shake started when 
the door was approximately half-way open and had stopped by the time 
the door was about three-quarters open. 

., 

The wing vibratory mode obtained during the ground vibration_l!_urvey,_, .,, .•. -
·. · which is nearest.. the above mentioned 22,5 cps frequency; was a ·19 cp!( · · 

mode of primarily wing outer panel torsion with tip float pitching. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

3) T-taU nutter would put large torsional loads on the fin. 
No permanent torsional shear wrinkles were found in the 
fin leading edge, nor were permanent shear buckles found 
in the f'in blanket panels. · 

VII-9 

4) T-taU flutter cannot, neither kinematically nor inertially; 
cause extension of the stabilizer actuating cylinder (which 
failed in its fully extended position). 

2. Wing Flutter 

Wing flutter again would be antisymmetric. The failure of' the 
wing, as that of the taU, is remarkably symmetric. 

3. Flap Flutter 

Flap nutter could be caused by loss of the actuating cylinder but 
would be evidenced by damage to the top of the nap and the bottom 
of the adjacent beavertail on the nacelles. No such damage was found. 

4. Elevator Flutter 

Elevator flutter might be indicated by damage at both up and down 
stops but could not have happened before the actuator rods broke;. 
it could have occurred after the breakup. 

E. CONCLUSION 

With loss of flap hydraulic actuators and loss of' elevator actuator 
rods relatively mild flutter is indicated in speed ranges below the ac
cident speed. With regard to the loss of the elevator actuator rods 
this result might be-significant in the interpretation of the wreckage in 
that the elevators would flutter after the stabilizer as a whole has left 
the airplane. 

The possibility of a rudder upper hinge failure was investigated 
(this possibility was of considerable interest in that failure of the , 
rudder bracket would damage the hydraulic lines to the stabilizer 
actuator) -- and no flutter speed was found. 

All remaining cases have been eliminated with the exception of 
T-tail flutter. High speed tests and further analytical investigations 
have bee:1 completed. The nature. of this flutter hai'i. been explored: 
it is a violent antisymmetric·flutter involving mainly fin torsion with 
stabilizer yawing and rolling motions • 
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VII-10 CONFIDENTIAL 

It has been established that the critical speed or this nutter is 
determined "by so many parameters which are not accurately known, 
including those of the hull and the wing, that analytical and experi
mental results are subject to various possible interpretations. A 
conservative interpretation yields a small margin of the order of six 
per cent above the accident speed (while a larger margin is by no means 
excluded). Thus, a firm conclusion that T-tail nutter did not cause 
the accident cannot be drawn from analytical and test investigations; 
on the other hand, this possibility would seem remote after a study 

. of the previous flight records at higher speeds and by the examination 
of the failures of the T-tail. 

F. RESULTING ACTION 

For the second XPSM-1 and the YPSM's, a new fin is being designed 
to provide an increase of approximately 80 per cent in torsional stiff
ness(Fig. VII-2). The honeycomb panels will be .replaced with relatively 
heavy aluminum sheet, the fin thickness will be increased at the upper 
end, and the bullet fairing will be redesigned. A substantial increase 
in critical T-tall nutter speed is expected from this change. Until 
the new fin is available, flight speeds for the second airplane will be 
restricted to Mach 0.7 at sea level, varing linearly' to Mach 0.95 . 
at 21,500 feet (Fig. VII-3). Analytical and model tests investigation:; 
will be continued. 
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CONFIDENTIAL IX-1 

IX. FffiE PATTERN AND ANALYSIS 

. 
The area of fire damage as indicated by the structure salvaged is 

shown in Fig. IX-1. Eyewitness reports and early recovery of the 
aft hull section placed special emphasis on fire or explosion as an. 
initiating cause of the accident. It was decided to develop a heat 
pattern throughout the entire airplane in an effort to pinpoint the 
original source or sources of fire. The approach to this problem 
was divided into two basic classifications: metallurgical examination 
of chosen specimens: and analysis of organic finishes. The results 
of these separate studies are included in this report. 

In addition to the studies made by the Martin Company labora
tories regarding fire and heat effect, the following individuals or 
organizations were contacted in an effort to either confirm Martin 
findings, or to obtain data available only at these sources: 

1) Mr. Sidney Berman, Chief Air Force Accident Investigator 

2) NACA, Cleveland Branch 

3) Aluminum Co. of America - Research Laboratories 

4) Esso Standard OU Company 

5) Bureau of Standards 

6) Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Terminal Ballistics Branch 
. . 

7) Naval Research Laboratory 

The information obtained from these sources is incorporated in the 
metallurgical section in general: however, a few pertinent facts are 
presented here: 

1) The name temperature for JP-4 fuel (burning in air with a 
velocity of 500 knots) is in excess of 2000"F. 

2) The propagation of a name front into a 100-knot free air 
stream is not probable. 

3) The name temperature for JP-4 fuel for various conditions 
is as follows: -.· .. 

a) Wick burning-- 1000"F. 

b) Still air (under hood) -- 1300"F. 

c) .Stlll_al.r-ruel on water {under hood) -- 1500•F • 
~ ... ·· ... 
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IX-2 CONFIDENTIAL 

4) The flame temperature for hydraulic fluid (red oil) for 
Condition 3c -- 1250"F. 

5) An internal flame source is required to maintain external 
burning at speeds in excess of 100 knots. 

6) Atomized molten aluminum can be obtained only with high 
pressure and temperatures in excess of llBO"F. 

7) ·Molten aluminum can not be obtained in less than 15 seconds 
considering the skin gages, flame temperatures, type of 
structure, and area of burning. 

8) Explosion phenomena sometimes produce structural disintegra-
tion without evidence of fire or heat. · · 

9) "Feathered" effect on edges of skin fractures is indicative 
· of partial melting and high pressure. 

Detailed examinationoftheburned portion of the salvaged wreckage has 
in practically every instance revealed a fracture line which has burning 
on one edge and has no burning on the mating edge. This is true of the 
float, the slats and wing leading edge, the flap, the spoilers, the wing 
trailing edge, the fin, and, in most cases, the nacelles. The burning 
which took place in the Number 2 nacelle inlet duct was considered 
to be after breakup because the wing upper cover, which forms the 
lower portion of the duct, '!V"aS not burned. 

The internal burning in the crew compartment and in the pressure 
lock is considered to have taken place in the air after breakup. ·The 
following facts lead to this decision: 

1) The flight test engineers were burned by this fire whUe in· 
in their seats; 

2) The flight test engineers ejected from the drplane in the 
~~ . . 

3) Partial structural disintegration had occurred prior to this 
fire as noted in the Chapter VI (Structures). 

The internal burning in the hull between bulkhead Station 604 and 
Station 749 could have partially occurred before breakup. However, 
on the starboard side between Stations 604 and 647 there is a fracture 
line indicating breakup before burning, and on the port side near 
Station•664 on the lower longeron anct1aiTing there is a fracture line 
of fire demarcation. 
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X. AERODYNAMICS 

A. SUMMARY 

In consequence of the accident to the XP6M-1 airplane an extensive 
aerodynamic investigation was made. The flight test history of the air
plane was re-examined in detail; the basic aerodynamic parameters of 
the design were reviewed and re-analyzed; and all possible mechanical 
failures which could jeopardize the controllability or alter the stability 
and response of the aircraft were examined. 

A full-scale working mock-up of the controls system was utilized in 
conjunction with a Reeves Electronic Analogue Computer to simulate 
various control malfunctions and to determine the resulting effects upon 
the airplane. Trajectory studies employing the results of automatic 
digital computers were made in an effort to deduce the flight path and 
sequence of events in the break-up. 

The flight test data were limited, precluding a complete analysis of 
the demonstrated flight characteristics. In the cases of the available 
flight test data which could be compared to the predicted characteristics 
based upon wind tunnel tests, very good agreement was generally found. 
In fact, flight tests of the tuck characteristics revealed no force tuck 
at test altitudes of 15,000 and 28,000 feet, although some force tuck 
had been predicted. Also, in general, the pilot's qualitative comments 
were that the flight characteristics of controllability, stability, and 
response were satisfactory. One general criticism was that the lateral 
control was oversensitive at low speeds With flaps down - a factor which 
is being remedied on the second XP6M-1 and has no bearing on the 
accident. 

Conservative interpretation of the wind tunnel data used as the 
basis for the predicted stabilizer hinge moments still leads to the 
conclusion that, even with only one of the dual systems operative,.the 
stabilizer hydraulic actuator should have had sufficient power to con
trol the airplane at the probable flight conditions of break-up. 

It was established both from analysis and from simulation on the 
controls system mock-up - REAC- pilot combination that many of· . 
the possible malfunctions considered probably would not have induced 
the accident. However, the accident sequence of a pitch-down with 
consequent downward failure of the wings could have resulted from 

.loss ot the feel system. . . . .... 

The trajectory studies served to substantiate the general pattern of 
flight and probable sequence of break-up. However, these studies, being 

. .... .. . 
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Floating pieces.- The surface wind was four knots at 90 degrees 
true while the r1ver current was reported as three knots at 124 degrees 
true. The combined effect of the surface wind and current on floating 
pieces is difficult to evaluate; it depends upon the relative areas pro
jecting above and below the water and the time afloat. Some examples 
will serve to give possible ranges or error: 

1) Practically submerged object so wind effect is negligible: . 
t "' 10 min (witnesses reported pieces floating 10 to 12 min) 
d = 3 x 10 x 101.3 x cos 20° = 2860 !t (downstream from impact 

position) 

2) A floating piece subject to equal effects of wind and current: 
t"' 10 min 
d ,. 10 x 101.3 (3 x cos 20• - 4 cos 54°)"' 477 rt downstream from 

:. impact position 

Sunken wreckage.- Because effects of river currents on sunken 
wrecltage woUld be pure conjecture even if the exact times of salvage 
and a history of the magnitude and direction of river bottom currents 
were known, these effects were not estimated. Several feet or silt 
cover the bottom of the river in this area which would probably tend to 
anchor the wreckage. 

Salvage locations.- The location of the salvaged pieces was deter
miried w1th respect to Buoy Number 6 near the salvage area. The distance 
from Buoy Number 6 was obtained through triangulation using a known 
distance between two points while azimuth was read from a sextant. The 
accuracy of the locations is estimated as a circle of 50-yard radius. 

Salvage methods.- Salvage methods had some effect on the location 
of wreckage. Most of the sunken pieces numbered through 30 (approxi
mately) were located by Navy divers and hauled directly to the surface. 
Other pieces were found by dragging. Some of the dragging operations 
were made along the direction of the flight path. A drag search .would 
start and be continued for as much as 1500 to 2000 yards before the 
drag would be hoisted for examination. Thus, an error in location up 
to as much as 2000 yards could be introduced in the case of small pieces. 
When a large object was dragged, the salvage crew sent a diver to inspect 
the pieces and the location was established at this point. Dragging was 
also done perpendicular to the flight path which, of course, would not 
introduce an error in the flight path trajectory pattern but would affect 
the pattern due to wind drift normal to the flight path. 

2. Aircraft Heading 

Eye witnesses variously described the flight path as "southerly" and, 
in some cases, volunteered estimates of the true heading. In general, 
the aircraft was making a port turn just prior to the accident which, if 
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the witness descriptions of the heading as being southerly (or 160 degrees 
to 170 degrees true) are correct, would result in a southeast heading at 
the time of the accident. Examination of the salvage pattern showed that 
the Engines 1 and 2, the forward and aft hull, and a heavy piece of the 
center wing blanket fell along a common straight line. 1f none of these 
parts had yawing accelerations imparted to them at break-up, this line 
bearing 144 degrees true is a reasonable representation of the heading 
of the aircraft. Most of the parts along this line had high terminal 
velocities so that wind drift would have had small effect. Also, the 
majority of salvaged parts lie east of this fiight path, having greater 
scatter along the path away from the engines. The wind components 
normal to the fiight path account for this scatter; the objects farther 
up the fiight path must have come off at higher altitudes and drifted 
farther from the fiight path due to their passage through the moving 
air mass. This fact further substantiates the 144 degrees true heading 
at the time of the accident. 

3. Basic Variables 

The main variables to be considered in the trajectory analysis 
were the speed, altitude, and attitude of the aircraft at the time a 
part came off; the drag, weight, area, and center of gravity of the 
part; and the winds aloft. The net lift on the pieces was assumed to 
be zero. The salient aspects of the trajectory are: 

1) Separation of the part from the aircraft or from another part; 
.. 

2) The initially rapid deceleration of the horizontal speed com
ponent (which is a function of the initial velocity and angle of 
descent with respect to the horizontal and the drag of the object) 
and the more gradual deceleration which is chiefiy a function 
of the increasing angle of descent; 

3) The increase in value of the vertical speed component due to 
the acceleration of gravity. Here, the drag 

and the weight of the object determine the maximum (terminal) 
velocity. The terminal velocity is based on the condition of the· 
weight equal to the drag and a 90-degree angle of descent. The 
effect of the winds in produciiig horizontal movement of an object 
falling from altitude can be expressed as 

1 h2 
bdwind = V I ·Vv .fa dh 

t hl 
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wing span is attached to the airplane, the maximum allowable shear is 
developed, and a critical bending load is also applied to the wing root. 
Therefore, the bending and shear margins in the structural design are 
approximately identical. When more than 55 per cent of the wing span 
is attached to the hull, the bending rather than shear loads are critical, 
because the airplane limit load factor is only minus l.Bg for the 
design condition. It is.apparent that the more wing span attached to the 
airplane beyond 55 per cent semi-span the less normal force may be 
developed prior to a structural failure. It may be concluded that a 
large portion of the outer wing (for instance, about 50 per cent of the 
wing span) would have to be broken off before airloads could be 
developed to throw the engines off the airplane. 

The 800,000-pound maximum load corresponds to approximately 
minus 7 .Og at the flight weight which is estimated at the time of the 
accident. Tentative estimates are that minus 9.3g are required to pull 
the engines off the aircraft. 

Gyroscopic Loads.- There has been some question of the effect of 
gyroscop1c loads falling the engine mounting attachments. Calculations 
were made of the gyroscopic effects for the idling engines at the pre
sumed flight speeds. Results of these calculations indicate that the 
shear load on the attaching bolts due to gyroscopic moments are ten 
per cent or less of the tension loadwhichcorrespondstothe same normal 
acceleration. The critical gyroscopic loads will definitely occur at 
high engine rpm and at times higher than those present at equivalent 
load factor at the presumed accident flight speed. 

D. PERTINENT FLIGHT TEST ffiSTORIES 

1. Airframe Shake 

Throughout the flight testing of the XP6M-l airplane, the pilots 
reported a "shake" which on most flights had been of a generally 
mild degree apparent over a certain range of speeds. Various 
modifications to the external configuration were made in an attempt 
to eliminate the shake and a program of flight tests to isolate the 
shake was followed. Although a continuing effort was exerted to 
analyze and eliminate the shake, at no time was it decided to tem
porarily shelve the SR-38E-2 flight test demonstration in order to 
devote full flight time to solve the shake problem, nor had the pilots 
expressed a conviction that the shake must be eliminated before the 
demonstration program could be continued. 

Accelerometers were placed at various locations to measure local 
vibrations of equipment mounts and, after several flights, a pick-up 
was placed in the crew compartment. However, the prior claim on the 
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X-18 CONFIDENTIAL 

available oscillograph channels resulted in no quantitative data being 
obtained of the shake. Therefore, the entire chronology is based upon 
the qualitative comments of the pilots and crew. The only flights 
discussed are the airborne flights during which the shake was 
investigated. 

Flight tests.- On Flight 6-1, the first airborne flight, the pilo\ 
reported a shake starting at 200 knots lAS with the flaps up and 
afterburners off. It was of relatively low amplitude and low frequency • 
The shake varied little with q but did seem to diminish above 400 knots 
lAS. The pilot further classed the shake as "acceptable but highly 
undesirable". The afterfiight inspection of the airplane revealed badly 
dented wing flaps at the inboard ends and it was postulated that the 
shake could have been induced by the damaged flaps. 

The wing flaps were repaired and reinforced but the shake was 
still present on the second airborne flight, Flight 8-1. The lower 
spray strips were removed for this flight so it was established that 
neither the lower spray strips nor the dented flaps were the source 
of the shake. The shake was investigated in more detail on this · 
flight and the pilot reported that the shake was present at speeds above 
200 knots lAS, varying intermittently in amplitude and being worse 
from 200 to 300 knots, with considerable reduction in the shake at 
higher speeds. On a high-speed run with 100 per cent rpm at •. 
10,000 feet and a swivel lAS of 428 knots, the shake was quite light. 
When the throttles were retarded to reduce speed, the intensity of 
the shake seemed to increase. 

For Flight 9-1 the spray strips were reinstalled, A possible 
correlation between shake and engine rpm was to be checked, 
However, difficulty with the engines during acceleration tests 
resulted in aborting the program. 

On Flight 10-1 the shake was unaltered at 200 knots when the 
wing flaps were lowered 10 per cent (4,5 degrees), At 20,000 
feet the shake showed no appreciable variation as the engine rpm 
was changed progressively from 100 to 98 to 96 to.94 per cent and 
then to idle rpm at each of the following swivel indicated airspeeds; 
350, 300 and 250 knots, · 

The bow spray strip was completely !aired at the nose of the 
·hull in the region of the base of the swivel boom on Flight 13-1. 
The characteristics of the shake were unaltered, During a de
celeration test at 20,000 feet on this flight, covering a speed range 
from 364 to 17 6 knots (CIAS), the shake. disappeared entirely when 
all four engines were retarded to idle rpm. · 

A triangular fairing was installed in the flap cove at the inboard 
end to reduce the s!ze of opening through which air might be passing. 
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Then, on Flight 14-1, some checks of the variation of shake with 
engine rpm were made at 5000 feet, The pilot reported that, in 
general, the shake was decreased in both amplitude and frequency 
on this flight. The following summarizes the tests performed: 

Test Swivel RPM RPM Description of Shake 
lAS (knots) Engines Engin!;S 

1 and 4 ·2 and 3 
(per cent) (per cent) 

a 344 94 94 Intermittent and not as 
bad as on previous flights 

b 300 90 94 Same as (a) 

c 260 90 90 No shake 

d 380 96 96 Less shake than in (a) both 
· in amplitude and frequency 

e 280 94 94 Shake returned 

From the tabulation, it is evident that no correlation is clearly 
apparent between the shake and the engine rpm (either for all £our . 
engines or two engines in pairs), Instead, the previously established 
generality that the shake decreased with speed is a more evident con
clusion. · 

The inboard section of the flaps were sealed on Flight 17-1 but 
the shake was still present at swivel lAS's below 350 knots. At 447 
knots (swivel lAS) at 5000 feet the airplane was very smooth. 

For Flight 18-1, no configuration changes were made but the 
characteristics of the shake as a function of airspeed and engine 
rpm were determined at 20,000 feet. No shake (or "appreciable 
roughness," as the pilot termed it) was noted at 320 knots lAS 
and 95 per cent rpm nor at 345 knots and 98 per cent rpm. Diffi
culty with the fuel transfer system made it necessary to discontinue 
the tests. The pilot reported that the m.Ud shake was more 
noticeable on Flight 19-1 than on previous flights (Flight 11-1 
having been the last previous flight for.this pilot), For Flight 19-1, 
the number one engine had been replaced, the installation of the 
redesigned flap seals had been completed, the redesigned mine
door dams were installed, and the tolerances had been increased 
on the stablli~.~r bolts and _fittings. 

A static longitudinal stability test during Flight 20-1, in which the 
engine rpm's were held constant and the airspeed was varied by diving 
or climbing, prompted the pilot to stress again that it was his opinion 
that some correlation existed between the engine operation and the shake • 
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On Flight 27-1 the (new) pilot gave his detailed interpretation of the 
shake which was described as "good and solid, persisting as the speed 
increases, and should be eliminated," Some of the nap seal had been 
removed prior to this flight, a new number two engine was installed, 
and the leading edges of the fin and stabilizer had been stiffened. 

Flight 30-1 was made at a take-off' gross weight of 160,000 pounds 
with 30,000 pounds of mines in the mine bay and the revised nap seals 
completely installed. The pilot reported that the airplane was com
pletely smooth at the test altitudes of' 3000 to 4000 feet, there being 
no shake nor rumble at any speed tested (up to 522 knots CIAS). ln 
addition, the buffet normally present with naps down was not notice
able until the last 20 per cent of fiap deflection (from 36 degrees to 
45 degrees). 

Tufts were placed around both sides of the upper end of the vertical 
tail, the lower inboard surface or the horizontal tail, and the area of 
the bullet fairing included between the horizontal and vertical tails for 
Flight 34-1. Runs at various airspeeds were made at 10,000 feet with 
observers in a B-57B chase airplane noting the tufts. The shake was 
present during stabilized speeds of 204, 331, 338, 387 and 429 knots 
CIAS yet the tufts showed a smooth pattern of airflow. On the same 
flight, several short climbs were made from 10,000 to 15,000 feet at 
260 knots CIAS with various power settings from 91 to 100 per cent 
rpm. The shake remained unaltered at the various rpm's but the 
amplitude did diminish as the altitude increased. 

The next two flights, 36-1 and 37-1, included various stability and 
control tests at altitudes up to approximately 40,000 feet. The pilot 
reported in general that the shake abated as the altitude increased. 

The Navy evaluation pilot described the shake experienced during 
Flight 39-1A as being of a sporadic (or periodic) nature. It was 
visible in the swivel boom as the shake built up. The boom stopped 
shaking after the shake developed fully so that the impression was 
that the shake originated aft and progressed towards the nose. The 
shake was present at speeds from 250 to 400 knots, although it was 
not very evident at 400 knots, At speeds higher than 400 knots the 
shake was not evident and at 0,845 indicated Mach number (approximate 
swivel lAS ,. 468 knots) the airplane was quite smooth. The expressed 
opinion was that"fhe shake was not ouUandish, but something should be 
done about it". 

The flutter characteristics of free elevators on the XP6M-1, in
dicated .!r.om.fllltter. analyses and wind. tunn~ll!'...,'}ts .. suggest. the .... 
possibility that the shake is induced by backlash in the elevator linkage 
giving in effect a free elevator within the restricted deflections allowed 
by the linkage backlash. The free elevator nutter occurs at true air
speeds below 390 knots, being absent at higher speeds and the shake 
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CONFIDENTIAL X-21 

has the general characteristic of being present at calibrated indicated 
airspeeds from 200 to 400 knots, practically disappearing at higher 
speeds. It is"recognized that actual night tests of this theory must be 
made on the second XPBM-1 before final verification that the shake 
is due to a limitedfiutter of the elevator. Therefore, it is recommended 
that this possible correlation be investigated when the night tests 
begin. 

Conclusions.- The difficulties attendant to the systematic test program 
(of an agreed low priority) to. isolate and eliminate the shake should be 
evident. Again, it should be emphasized that the nebulous nature of the 
shake (at times quite evident, at other times absent, and occasionally 
giving a short-lived promise of association with some airplane operational 
mode) was such that a systematic program was difficult. Neither was 
there a great emphasis on the part of the flight personnel to eliminate the 
shake before further demonstration tests were made. If the shake is 
present on the second XPBM-1 airplane, a systematic, quantitative pro- . 
gram should be devised and followed. 

2. Demonstrated Flight Envelope 

During the night testing of the XPBM-1, altitudes at 40,000 feet, 
calibrated indicated airspeeds to 522 knots, calibrated Mach numbers 
to 0.949 and load factors to 2.60g were obtained. Table X-3 gives a 
chronicle of flights and the maximum· values of q, ~· CIAS, M, TAS,
EAS, load factor, and altitude attained. 

The flight limit speeds were largely determined from nutter 
analysis; they were 15 per cent less than the predicted speeds at 
which flutter would ensue. These predicted nutter limit speeds were 
Mach 0.90 at sea level, varying linearly to Mach 0.95 at 21,500 feet 
and remaining at Number 0.95 at all higher altitudes. An additional 
limit of Mach 0.85 at sea level in consideration of the predicted tuck 
characteristics was set by the Bureau of Aeronautics. The flight 
limits were then finally interpreted as Mach 0.85 at sea level, in-
creasing linearly to Mach 0.95 at 21,500 feet and remaining at Mach 
0.95 above 21,500 feet. This flight limit line is shown on Fig. X-30 
in the form of Mach number, true airspeed, and calibrated indicated 
airspeed. The highest speeds obtained in 1g flight are also shown on 
Fig. X-30. At 11,120 feet ori Flight 26-1 (Table X-3), a speed was 
attained in excess of the maximum permissible speed. At the time 
of this flight, the airspeed calibration had not been completed and the 
pilot was limiting his speed on the basis of his Machmeter which in-
dicated a value of Mach 0.89. Figure X-31 compares the maximum 
fiight.speeds;-the-design.Cive.speed, and the.sp.eeds corr~sponding to_ ··- . 
qc " 1020 psf. · · · ·· · · · ·· ·· ·· -:-· 
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10. Horizontal Tail Break-Up 

The one unquestioned fact which forms the basis of the investigation 
of the structural failures on the XP6M-l airplane is that the wings 
experienced a negative load factor type of failure. Approximately 
3.9 negative g are required to fail the wings. This failure would result 
from the loss in the ability of the horizontal tail to supply the required 
down load of 21,700 pounds to trim the aircraft in pitch. An abrupt 
change in stabilizer deflection in excess of two degrees trailing edge 
down, or the loss of the horizontal tail because of a phenomenon such as 
nutter. would precipitate the negative load factor failure or the wing. 
However, the present discussion will be limited to the consideration 
of the effects of a change in tail load resulting from a change in 
stabilizer incidence. The flight condition at break-up is deduced as 
Mach 0.845 at an altitude of 6000 feet. These values are based upon the 
position of the q-feel screw jack in the longitudinal control system. 

Symmetrical tail loads.- In order to establish a sequence of failure 
due to symmetrica:I motion in the pitch plane, the tail loads for sym-
metrical flight at the break-up speed and altitude will be considered. . 
These loads are summarized in Table X-4 which presents the appropriate 
values or load factor, stabilizer incidence, horizontal tail load, stabilizer 
hinge moments and stick force. 1n the trim condition the stabilizer· 
incidence is minus 4.5 degrees relative to the wing root chord and the 
tail load is 21,700 pounds down load. An instantaneous full-up deflection 
of the stabilizer to incidence of plus 3 degrees will result in an up 
tail load of 41,000 pounds. If the maximum possible down stabilizer 
deflection is developed by stalling the stabilizer actuator, there is 
a 51,000 pound tail down-load. If we consider the condition at the 
negative ultimate load factor of minus 3.9g the tail load becomes 4800 
pounds with the stabilizer leading edge full up at plus 3 degrees in
cidence. The maximum taU up load occurs at the positive ultimate 
load factor or 6.9g with an incidence or plus 3 degrees. ln this condi
tion, an 86,000-pound up tail load is present. The design tail loads are 
112,500 pounds down load and 75,000 pounds up load.- These ultimate 
values must be distributed 60 per cent on one side and 40 per cent 
on the other side of the stabilizer, so the ultimate design up load in 
the symmetrical plane becomes 90,000 pounds. However, since the 
comparable value of down load is approximately 133,000 pounds, the 
tail should be capable or resisting an up load in excess of 90,000 pounds. 
It is again emphasized that these conditions are for symmetrical tail 
loads. 

Unsymmetrical tail loads.- Since it is extremely unlikely that the 
complete XP6M-1 break-up mvolved motion only in the symmetry plane, 
it-!s lmportan!-;to consider the effects of side· slipping-upcn· the horizontal 
tail loads. Moderate angles of sideslip will not change the horizontal 
tail load in the plane of symmetry in the aircraft. However, there are 
large rolling moment torques developed about the fin tip by the hori
zontal tail in sideslipping flight. These torques must be restrained 
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by the trunnion mounting at the top of the fin. The stabilizer is attached 
to the fin by a lug through which a pin is placed to fasten it to the trunnion 
fitting on the fin. These lugs had failed because of tension loads on the 
aircraft. The rolling moment about the fin tip caused by the horizontal 
tail produces the required tension loads to fail these lugs. Figure X-39 
presents the variation of the tension loads in the lug as a function of 
sideslip angle for various values of horizontal tail load. Each lug will 
support a load of approximately 85,000 pounds prior to its failure. In
spection of Fig. X-39 will show that increasing up tail load reduces the 
sideslip angle at which critical load develops in the lug. In the event 
that the horizontal tail load is zero, a sideslip angle of 5~ degrees is· 
required to fail the lugs in tension. At a 100,000-pound tail load this 
angle of sideslip is reduced to 1.8 degrees, 

Tail brenk-up.- When the wings of the P6M failed in negative bending, 
the angle ol attack of the wing was approximately minus 3 degrees and the 
angle of attack of the hull was approximately minus 6 degrees. The air
frame dynamics, of course, changed very IIl!l!rkedly with the loss of the 
wing, The two main effects which are important as a consequence of 
the lossc.of the wing are first, an almost complete loss of roll damping: 
second, a 75 per cent reduction in rolling moment of inertia. These 
two changes in aircraft parameters result in the remaining hull-tail 
combination being vr:n susceptible to the coupling of the longitudinal 
and lateral motions of the airframe. The inertias in pitch and yaw 
are relatively unaffected: the directional stability is approximateJ'ry 
doubled with the loss of the wings; Because of the very low roll inertia 
and the high yawing and pitching inertia, the hull-tail combination will 
roll about the longitudinal body axis. A rapid roll motion of 90 
degrees will convert the original angle of attack into an approximately 
equal angle of sideslip. Since the rollr."CClode of the hull-tail combination 
doubles amplitude in 0.2 second, it is clear that a great deal of roll 
will be present when the wings leave the aircraft. It is considered 
that this roll coupling is responsible for the loss of the horizontal tail 
during the break-up of the P6M airplane. The horizontal tail was 
rolled off the fin tip because of the rolling moments on the horizontal 
tail resulting from the sideslip angle of the1tail developed by the 
rolling motion after the loss of the wing, 

There was also a failure of the vertical tail at a rib station at 
approximately the location of the lower attachment of the stabilizer 
actuating cylinder. It is expected that the fin wo~d fail in this area 
at approximately 5.8 degrees of sideslip at the brenk-up flight con
dition. Since the design strengths of the stabilizer lug and the fin 
structure are very comparable, it is not unexpected that the failures 
occurred irl".l:loth the fin a!'d lug, · 
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F. CONCLUSIONS 

The aerodynamic investigation or the XPBM-1 accident has revealed 
that there were no evident aerodynamic deficiencies which might have 
precipitated the tragedy. The flight test data as well as the various 
pilots' qualitative comments had not disclosed any marginal conditions 
of stability or control during the prior flight tests. Based on the evidence 
of the salvaged longitudinal q-feel system, and the photo panel record 
(which conformed to the program for the fiight) the conditions or speed, 
load factor, and altitude being fiown had been demonstrated and ex
ceeded on previous fiights. 

The following particular aerodynamic conclusions resulted from the 
investigation: · 

1) The longitudinal stability and control or the XPBM-1 is satis
factory and was, therefore, not a contributing factor in the 
accident. 

2) Stabilizer hinge moments required to trim in the flight con
dition at break-up were estimated to be 10 to 20 per cent less 
than the output of one hydraulic actuator cylinder, based on a 
correcUy rigged elevator. However, an elevator misrigged for 
greater trailing-edge-up defiections could result in excessive 
stabilize:.; hinge moments. 

3) Directional and lateral stability and control characteristics 
were satisfactory and were not contributing factors in the . 
accident. 

4) Loss of the feel system could result in break-up of the air
plane in the same manner as the actural sequence because of 
coupling between the bobweight and the natural freuency of 
the airframe. 

G. RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result or the aerodynamic studies, and as direct corrollaries, 
the following recommendations are submitted: 

1) Change the elevator-stabilizer linkage to decrease by at least 
one.degree .the elevator defiectioo.lfuring high-speed flight 
conditions. This reduced elevator travel will greatly decrease 
the required stabilizer hinge moments at high speed. 
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2) 

3) 

4) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Increase the power of the stabilizer actuating cylinder by at 
least 25 per cent in order to provide larger margins in available 

,;stabilizer hinge moments for the condition of one hydraulic 
system inoperative. 

Obtain early, accurate, fiight-test measurements of stabilizer 
hinge moments with both hydraulic systems operative and with 
only one system operative on the second XPSM-1. 

Systematic quantitative investigation of the airframe shake, 
if it exists, on the second XPSM. 
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The following series of tests were then run to determine the 
limits of satisfactory operating conditions: 

xm-23 

Inlet pressure 1500 psig, cylinder line closed, (Fig. Xill-8). No 
restrictor in the accumulator and line 19 volts DC. When bypassed, 
(i.e., valve energized), so that the return line restriction allowed 
a return pressure or 1200 psig, there was interflow !rom pressure 
to return. When de-energized there was a hesitation, then the valve 
returned to normal when the return line pressure was reduced to 1000 
psig or less and the valve operated normally. 

The one way restrictor (E-120573 Fig. XIU-8) was added, and the 
operating conditions were identical to the previous run. There was no 
change in the pressure situation. Since there was no position indicator 
on the throttling return valve the variation in its position was unknown. 
Operating pressure was increased to 3000 psig·and the valve operated 
normally. The valve in the cylinder line was cracked, allowing a flow of 
less than 1 gpm and the valve operated normally. Once, while restrict
ing return line flow to attain a pressure of 1500 psig, the pressure went 
up to 2000 psig and interflow was initiated, i.e., pressure to return. 
When the valve did not respond to de-energizing, the retumm pressure 
was reduced and the valve returned to normal. This was repeated 
and the result was the same. Waiting was insufficient for the valve 
to correct itself. At return pressure of 1500 psig or less, the valve 
operated properly and did not malfunction. 

By-pass valve (Serial Number 430007) from the actuating mock-up 
(left spoiler) was used to replace the recovered unit (Serial Number 
43000*) in the laboratory test set up. This unit would operate at 18 
volts-De, but otherwise there was. no appreciable difference in operating 
characteristics between it and the salvaged valve. 

2. Test of By-Pass Valve in Mo·ck-Up 

The testing operation was then transferred !rom the Hydraulics 
Laboratory to the actuating mock-up. A complex series of tests were 
·performed, the prime effort being-directed toward by-pass valve mal
function, system operating conditions conducive to malfunction, and 
correlation of actuating mock-up data with flight data. Obviously, the 
scope of these tests is too extensive to be covered in this report; how
ever, the following significant facts were determined: 

1) Without the one-way restrlctor installed between the by-pass 
valve and the accumulator, by-pass valve malfunction i.e., 
interflow pressure to return when energized, could be caused 

' - · -.-•- ··-·at· wil!.•-uu1er-almo.:;t any inlet pressure and flow·condltions •. 
Subsequent investigation revealed that when the valve is 
energized, it produces a return line surge which acts upon an 
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area on the pressure to cylinder poppet, being opposed only 
by atmosphere and a spring. U the return surge is of suffi
cient magnitude to open the pressure poppet causing the valve 
to "hang-up" in a hazardous condition, it cannot recover until 
return pressure is greatly reduced or shut-down i.e., pressure 
differential across the valve increased. 

2) Installation of the one-way restrictor and the subsequent 
running of 50 consecutive cycles produced no malfunction of 
the by-pass valve. A cycle consisted o! energizing the valve 
to dump the accumulator. The maximum return pressure was 
less:than 500 psig. To complete the cycle the valve was de
energized i.e., pressure to cylinder return blocked. ·Response 
was rapid in both directions. 

In conclusion, it is felt that the foregoing tests offer adequate proof 
that modification of the stabilizer circuits i.e., incorporation of the. 
one-way restrictor, E-120573, downstream of the by-pass valve, in
corporated prior to first flight on XP6M-1 ship, would circumvent .. 
by-pass valve malfunction under any predictable condition • 

G. STABILIZER ANALYSIS 

Fortunately the stabilizer actuator, control valve, mechanism and 
hoses were recovered still installed in the large compartment at the 
upper section of the fin. The unit was still operable and could be 
tested functionally except for the upper cylinder barrel which was 
broken off to the right side. The compartment was well preserved 
and bore evidence of considerable stabilizer actuation during the 
accident. From the examination· of this area and the above-mentioned 
parts, it was established that the following events took place in the 
sequence given (See Fig. Xlll-10landXIII-9). 

1. Sequence of Events 

1) The stabilizer hinge failed, allowing the stabilizer to separate · · 
!rom the fin. 

2) The stabilizer actuator eleVa.tor and slave linkage then 
absorbed the stabilizer left load and were pulled upward 
rapidly. 

3) The stabilizer actuator moved 8-3/4 inches upward and 2-
... · · 5/& irlcl:ies toOOUie-right whei'<!'the head lock nut contacted the· 

closing rib 7-5/8 inches aft or the original position (position 
A). Measurements refer to motion at upper attachment to 
front spar stabilizer at the centerline of the ship. 
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4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

The actuator moved aft, rubbing along the side of the upper 
closing rib chord producing a gauge mark to a point 7-5/8 
inches art of the original position. 

The actuator barrel and upper bearing broke, bending to the 
right across the corner of the closing rib as a result ·of the 
tension load of 14,000 to 27,000 pounds and a side load of 1200 
to 3300 pounds. 

The remaining section of the cylinder retracted from the plus 
6 degree stabilizer position to the minus degree stabilizer 
position (position B) (original trim position -- minus 1.6 
degree stabilizer) while the actuator swung forward until the 
valve control rod contacted the center spar web at the forward 
end of the clearance cut-out. This action required hydraulic 
pressure from the accumulator in the No. 2 stabilizer system 
located in the art hull. 

The unit remained in this position for a period of time during 
which at least three lateral accelerations occurred. · 

8) At this point, the upper section of the fin containing the actuator 
and control linkage separated from the lower fin to which the 
hydraulic hoses and control cables were attached. · 

9) The four "stabilizer hoses were subjected to violent tension 
which pulled the actuator forward, shearing a fiange on the 
forward closing rib· cut-out and impacting the valve control rod 
against the center spar at the forward edge of the clearance · · 
cut-out. This action bent and pinched the control rod against 
the valve damper and cylinder head, and bent the lower piston 
rod 1 degree forward. 

10) When the hose fittings tore out of the lower fin structure, the 
sudden release of tension allowed the unit to spring back, causing 
the upper piston and threaded end of the piston rod to impact 
against the lower right hand fiange of the closing rib chord 
which bent the small upper piston rod 0.6 degree forward• 

11) Separation of upper section of the fin pulled apart the control 
cables. The last to break exerted a violent down force on the 
linkage and broke the valve down stop. 

2. Conclusions 

~--.. ,._ .. · The foilo'l'l'ing·.conchuions·resulh«i"from·the stabilizer actuator · .... · 
analysis:_ 
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1) Structural failure of the stabilizer cylinder barrel and upper 
bearing lug was caused by separation of the. stabilizer from 
the fin after the stabilizer hinges broke. 

2) The stabilizer actuator and valve was functionally operable 
at the time of the accident. 

3) It was definitely established that hydraulic pressure was 
available in system No. 2 at the time of accident. 

· 4) Seal blow out and ejection tests indicate that hydraulic pressure 
was probably available in system No. 1. 

5) At the time of stabilizer separation (after wing-forward hull 
separation) the control system was held in a position corres
ponding to minus 0.15 degree stabilizer over a period of time. 

• H. CONTAMINATION OF HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 

Combination of the fluid in hydraulic systems by dirt, silt, metal 
chips, etc., can be very serious, particularly in.surface control sys
tems. These impurities can cause sticking or jamming of closely 
fitted control valve spools in the subsequent chatter (dynamic insta-
bility) nnd posslble loss of control of the airplane. · 

After consultations with Mr. Jack Ludwig or Chance Vought, an 
expert with extensive previous experience regarding control system 
crash investigation and hydraulic system contamination, it was de
cided to determine insofar as possible the degree of contamination 
that existed in the system at the time of the crash and, secondly, to 
determine the system behavior resulting from contamination. A 
description of these investigations and test results follows. 

The fluid used in the hydraulic systems was in accordance with 
Specification MIL-0-5606. Examination of Martin company records 
regarding procurement and stock, indicate that two sources of supply 
are used, Esso and Texaco, both of which are listed on the Government 
QPL as qualified vendors. The fluid is accepted from the vendors · 

·on the basis of certified government inspection. No additional con
tamination tests are run. A check with BuAer revealed that the 
Navy accepts the fluid, which they purchase on the same basis, but 
put it through a blotter press. The system was originally charged from · 
a test truck that had oeen filled from one-gallon Esso cans and had been 
servtc.ed.many. tlmes be!ore•fll . .ght, when--.fue.oil·level"Was low, with 
Esso cans. 
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XVII. CREW EJECTION 

... . . XVII•1 . 

.. 

The hull upper nose section which houses the entire crew was one 
of the earlier salvage items. The flight deck crew had ejected with no 
apparent malfunctions of equipment. The section contained almost all 
parts of the ejection systems that normally remain in the ship after 
an ejection. The wreckage of the lower nose section was also found 
at an early date. It contained the bodies of the pilot and copilot and 
their seats, carriages, and catapults. Only the pilot's headrest and. · 
seat-mounted components were missing and they were subsequently · 
found. The pilot's liatch was still in place on the nose section, a bolt 
having sheared in its removing mechanism. · 

Over the following three months, the remaining parts of the system, 
including removed hatches, ejection seats, and initiator lines, were 
gradually accumulated by the salvage crews until on March 2, 1956,: 
all items of importance to the study had been recovered. 

A. EXAMINATION OF WRECKAGE 

All salvaged items were thoroughly examined at Patuxent, and 
photographs were made when advisable prior to any disassembly or 
removal of parts. The ejection control systems (i.e., lines, initiators, 
and thrusters) were removed to the revetment buildings at·the Martin 
plant where they were "breadboarded" for ease of examination. Figure 
XVII-1 shows a typical display of one of the systems. When perhaps 
7 5 per cent of the ejection system initiators and thrusters had been 
recovered, several specialists from Frankford Arsenal and Pittman-

. Dunn Laboratories were called in to check the findings. They concurred 
with the preliminary conclusion that the initiators and thrusters had 
operated perfectly in each case. The remaining cartridge units in the 
system were subsequently recovered, and checks of these by Martin 
technicians showed no malfunction. 

The pilot and copilot systems showed some initiator and thruster 
!iring. It was known, however, that these men had not been ejected. 
Their systems, therefore, were carefully studied and diagrammed. 
.Figures XVII-2 and XVII-3 show the systems, indicate what components 
were used, and include a brief description of normal operations of the 
system. 

1. Pilot and Copilot Systems 
- ........ . . . . . ... . ···"':· .. .... ~·· .. ·-· ~" ·:~ 

The tee handles in both systems'had been fired. The hatch thrusters 
had been fired. The copilot's hatch was released; the pilot's hatch stayed 
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in place because of failure of the 5/16-inch diameter bolt which attaches 
the thruster striker arm to the trunnion on which it is mounted. Other 
than the latter item, both systems performed identically. 

When recovered, the seats were separated from their carriages and 
the pilot's headrest box had been torn from its carriage. There were also 
two instances of seat-belt mounting failures. In view of the !act that 
the horizontal acceleration at impact is estimated to have been from 75g 
to 125g and that the seats were designed !or 40g, such failures are 
tolerable. 

The recovered portion of the !ailed hatch mechanism bolt was tested 
by the materials laboratory. Hardness readings showed a heat treated 
spectrum which indicated that the bolt was exactly as specified, a 
"high" heat-treated NAS-464 bolt. 

The pilot's hatch was carefully examined while it was installed and 
after it was removed, No-sign or jamming or distortion was found, On 
December 28, the hatch was removed from the ship by utilizing a load. 
measuring device to ascertain the torque required to statically operate· 
the mechanism. The resultant load on the bolt !aces was 2800 pounds, 
which checked exactly with two previous runs of the same test on the 
same hatch and airplane. A test hatch o! the same configuration had been 

,_J 

fired repeatedly (nine times) using the same size bolt during the pre- . \ 
flight program. The bolt showed no sign of incipient failure or brinelling. J 

Figures XVll-2 and XVII-3 show that although the Number 1 
initiators in the headrests were fired, the lines were actuated 
only to the disconnect. Below that point the lines are clean and 
the systems unfired except for the tee handle initiators and lines. 
It is obvious that the Number 1 initiators were !ired with the 
disconnects "broken" in each case. 

The Number 2 initiators were unfired. Because the pilot's hatch 
stayed in the ship, its lanyard kept the Number 2 initiator safetied. 
However, the copilot's hatch was fired off, and the idea or an operator 
pulling a !ace curtaln through only one initiator is unthinkable to those 
who know the system well. To make certain that it was physically 
possible to continue !ace curtain pull through the second initiator, 
a dummy initiator was placed in the copilot's headrest and the curtain 
was pulled. Operation was completely normal with ample overtravel. 
The system was then examined under the theory that impact caused 
actuation. 

Markings were found on the line nozzles at the disconnects which 
· ·-..,:..;:<Heated a•·w:•enchin~r-mode of removal.· The·tee-handl.a. s~ctions -of the · : : .,::.-,--. .. 

consoles were completely demolished; thus, the tee handles would have 
been fired on impact if they were not fired beforehand. The copilot's 
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CONFIDENTIAL XVII-3 

hatch was found at the salvage location of the nose section. The examining 
pathologist gave the opinion that the pilots went into the water with their 
feet on the rudder pedals, not in the seat stirrups. The fact seems 
inescapable that there was no use of the ejection or hatch removal 
controls by the pilots. If the pilots literally flew the nose section into 
the water, all of the evidence is consistent. 

The nose section is estimated to have hit an angle of approximately 
30 degrees with the horizontal and in an approximately upright (not 
rolled) altitude. The whole lower nose section disintegrated on impact. 
Water and debris pushed up through the pilot's floor, and the consoles 
were torn and shattered. The tee handles would have fired the hatch 
thrusters at this time. The hull crown, twisted and deflected, could 
easily have racked the pilot's hatch sufficiently to freeze the linkage 
and provide enough reaction to allow the thruster load to shear the 
bolt attaching the striker arm. The inertia of the pilots' bodies and 
their seats carried them forward and down through the floor. Such 
motion would have first·wrenched the disconnect nozzles out and then 
possibly pulled (or pushed) the face curtains out enough to fire the 
first initiator in each. 

2. Flight Crew Systems 

The flight deck crew systems are similar to the pilot systems except 
that there is no provision for column snatching. Examination of these 
systems showed that all of their cartridge units had been fired, including 
the tee handles. Like the pilot systems, the consoles in which the tee· 
handles were mounted were torn and twisted, and either tee handle would 
certainly have been fired when the nose section crashed if it had not been 
fired previously by a crew member. The flight engineer's head rest box 
revealed evidence which seemed to indicate that the Number 1 initiator 
leaked at its connection to the gas line. A fire could have begun at that 
point. In addition, all parts of the ejection systems in the flight deck were 
studied for the possibility of ignition occurring through their use •. The 
findings were that such ignition was of a very low order of probability. 

B. EJECTION NARRATIVE 

In addition to an examination of system components for mechanical 
evidence, other investigations were pursued to gather a complete story on 
the ejections and the factors affecting them. One approach, for instance, 
was an examination of the fall patterns of the flight deck crew seats and 
hatches. This proved somewhat inconclusive, except that it reinforced 
otht:r e':idence that the ejections to!!!k.place. at,2!l00. to 3000 feet and that. _. .... , 
the flight test engineer probably used his tee handle prior to pulling his 
face curtain.. Another set of facts which demanded inclusion in a· story 
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of the escape was the fire pattern throughout the airlock and flight deck, 
particularly as evidenced on the crew seats, hatches, and bodies. 
(Chapter IX). . · · 

The most coherent method of presenting the ejection story is a 
continuous narrative. Such a narrative will include only those aspects 
of the investigation having a bearing on the ejection of the crew. No 
attempt will be made to document or prove those parts of the narrative 
not directly a product of the ejection system study. . .• 

1. Break-Up and Airlock Fire 

The airplane was flying between 7.500 and 9000 feet at a speed of 
at least 490 knots lAS. The ship nosed over in a descent,· reaching a 
speed of about 505 knots. At an altitude of from 3000 to 5000 feet an 
explosion or structural breakup in the wing box area freed the nose 
section of the hull from the remainder of the hull and the wings. At 
this time, or possibly shortly before, breakup or an earlier explosion 
in the hull crown (Stations 407 to 453) caused some projectiles to be 
fired forward and through Bulkhead 407. Both airlock doors at 
Station 407 and 353 were open • 

Simultaneous with, or immediately following, the freeing of the 
nose section at Station 407, there was a flash fire or low pressure· 
explosion in the flight deck area. It is possible that the projectiles 
ignited this fire. The fire was centered toward the left or flight test 
engineer side of the ship; this was indicated by the burn pattern of the 
interior trim and equipment, including the crew seats. 

During the airlock flash fire, estimated to have lasted from two to 
five seconds, the flight deck occupants apparently· sustained a negative
g condition. This was indicated by the burning on the buttocks region 
of the flight test engineer's body and the burning of the underside of his ' 
seat back cushion consistent with seat belt and shoulder harness slack. 

2. Escape Hatches 

An examination of the flight deck escape hatches showed no evidence 
of burning on the edges of the test engineer's hatch, although charring 
on his hatch coaming was more severe than on the flight engineer's. 
The inside faces of the two hatches, exclusive of the edges, were pro
tected by trim covers. The flight engineer's hatch cover clearly 
showed high-temperature flash burns: the left or flight test engineer's 
trim cover showed evidence of much less heat, only 300"F to 400"F. 

From the··evideilce;· it' was· decided that the left hatch was ejected 
early in the fire sequence, perhaps during a lesser fire which preceded 
the explosion-like·flash fire. ·. · 
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That this hatch was removed by the flight test engineer's tee handle, 
rather than as part of a complete face curtain operation, is substantially 
proved by the fact that this man's body and seat were badly burned, i.e., 
they were in the ship for some time after the hatch had left. Previous 
tests of the system have shown the time between hatch release and 
seat ejection to be only 0.160 second when the face curtain is used. 
This would not have been enough time for the fire to burn the flight 
test engineer's body as it was burned. It is very doubtful that there 
would be less than three seconds between a crew member's use of the 
tee handle and the face curtain. Otherwise, the man would more logically 
use his face curtain Cor the complete operation. The flight test engineer 
probably pulled his tee handle and released his hatch early enough to · 
prevents its inner surfaces from being greatly burned or charred. 

3. Trajectories 

A further clue to the ejection sequence and method is found in a study 
of the Call pattern. The data were derived from studies by the aerodyna
mics department which utilized the salvage locations or recovered parts, 
winds aloft data, and a carefully reasoned estimate of the most probable 
rate and angle of descent for the basic airplane. These factors were 
integrated to produce a flight path for the airplane or nose section and 
a "loci of release points" curve for the falling objects • 

The loci curves for the flight deck crew hatches and seats have been 
superimposed on a nose section flight curve to determine their inter
sections and the release points of the items. The speed of the airplane 
section was 540 knots TAS (which equals 912 feet per second). Because 
the catapult imparts a maximum velocity to the seat relative to the 
hull of only 80 ft/ sec and the vertical component of the hull section speed 
at the release was Sin 55° = 7 50 ft/ sec, the catapult effect was dis
regarded. With the velocity of the hull section known, distances along 
the flight path from one ejection point to another were easily translated· 
into approximate time intervals. The time gap between the flight test 
engineer's hatch and seat release definitely shows tee handle usage. 
On the other hand, the flight engineer's time gap indicates face curtain 
usage; certainly there. is too little time for the separate actions or tee 
handle and face curtain to have taken place. The two hatches appear 
to have come out almost simultaneously, with the flight engineer's being 
first by a. slight margin. However, the tolerances ihvolved here could 
easily change this picture. Because some draggingo!thebottomhas been 
done in il direction parallel to the flight path, the location of some or 
the items could be off by up to 1000 to 1500 yards. 

4. Sequence 

The best conclusion from this evidence is the following. Imme
diately after or possibly before breakup, strong fumes and/or limited 
fire were present in the cabin. Fire damage to the flight test engineer's 
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hatch shows that it came orr first. The night test engineer pulled the 
tee handle, to release his hatch -- probably with the idea of venting 
the compartment of heat and/or fumes. The nash fire took place 
immediately, burning both crew members and causing the flight 
engineer, the more experinced of the two men, to pull his face curtain 
instantly. The night test engineer then pulled his face curtain. If the 
flight test engineer's hatch had been round considerably further up
stream, the foregoing sequence would be amply justified by the pattern. 

C. EXAMINATION OF BODmS 

The flight test engineer was seen·to fall and hit the water without 
his chute blossoming. The flight engineer's chute was seen by observers 
at an estimated altitude of 500 feet. The observers stated that the chute 
may have blossomed earlier, but could have then been obscured from 
their views by smoke. 

1. Flight Test Engineer 

Examination of the flight test engineer's body revealed the following 
points in addition to those previously noted with respect to the burned 
areas: 

1) . The man sustained a heayy blow across the right back, shoulder, 
and head -- possibly due to a collision with an object other than
the water at impact. All attempts to identify the object have 
been fruitless. 

2) The arming cord for the barometric parachute release was 
still with the man's equipment (it should have been secured 
to, and on ejection left with, the seat). 

3) The manual pull ring (11D11 ring) was still stowed. 

Having erred in fastening himself in the seat, the man did not use 
the manual ring of his chute. Possible reasons for this are: 

~· 

1) Already burned badly, he was rendered unconscious or induced 
to shock by the catapult. Further immediate effects would be 
those or wind blast at high speed (540 knots). 

2) The man collided with part of the airplane soon after leaving 
the nose section and was rendered unconscious. 
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2. Flight Engineer 

The one boat at the scene was heading for the expected point of 
impact of the flight engineer when it was redirected by a Navy 
helicopter to the point where the flight test t;ngineer's body had 
entered the water. The boat crew picked up the body as directed 
but subsequently could not find the flight engineer. The observers 
further stated that the body appeared lifeless as it came down. 

When the body of the flight engineer was recovered, it was 
determined that he had drowned. He had worn his life vest under his 
flying suit and was unconscious at the time of drowning. Autopsy 
revealed that he had sustained a painful, but not fatal, ·fracture of the 
taU bone at the base of his spine. Burns on the body were consistent 
with that expected from the examination of his seat: they were less 
severe than those of the flight test engineer. 

The flight engineer did not collide with structure or debris during 
his fall. The skeletal injury which he sustained would not have been 
caused by water impact. At the time of the flash fire, the !Ught test 
engineer's body was certainly pulled up and out of his seat by g forces 
to a degree consistent with seat belt slack. The same forces were 
exerted on the flight engineer and, because of the detail construction 
of the seat, it is reasoned that the flight engineer's injury occurred 
when the g forces reversed, slamming him down into the seat bucket. 
Such an injury,: according to the medical examiner, often causes 
nausea. When this effect is combined with the other effects present, 
it is not surprising that unconsciousness ensued. 

D. IGNITION OF AIRLOCK FIRE 

When the tee handle is pulled an M-3 initiator is fired sending 
gas through a line to the M-1 thruster which undogs the hatch. The 
M-3 initiator is a sealed unit and could not ignite a fuel-air mixture 
at its location. The M-1 thruster is also a sealed unit; it also must 
be discarded as an ignition source. When the hatch leaves, it pulls 
the gas hose free at the quick disconnect (which is mounted on a clip 
in the crown region of Frame 32, the aft boundary of the hatch). Such 
disconnects, when examined after test firings of hatches or seats, have 
shown rather severe burning and might possibly be hot enough momen
tarily to ignite a combustible gas. 

When the face curtain only is used and the hatch is still in place, the 
first pos!!lbillty.oi'·ignit!on.is the hatch disconnect:·-Millisecond::. later, 
the seat ejection would start. Another possibility of ignition is a 
disconnect fitting as the seat leaves, followed (in milliseconds) by the 
M-3 catapult reaching the end of its travel. The M-3 catapult would 
definitely ignite any combustible gas in the area. 
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Anotlier situation develops when the hatch is ejected with the tee 
handle (assuming that there was no ignition at that time) and seat 
ejection is then accomplished with the face curtain. Here, the possi
bility of a hot disconnect igniting the gas is ruled out by the fact that 
the hatch disconnect, probably the hotter of the two, has already been 
fired. The M-3 catapult would then be an ignition source. 

1. Catapult 

IC the fire was actually ignited by the catapult of one crew member, 
the man and all except the lowest sections of his seat would be free of . 
any easily discernible heat effects or burning. His seat would have been 
almost out of the airplane when ignition occurred. The catapults there
fore can be ruled out of this analysis. 

2. Hatch Disconnect - Face Curtain Ejection 

If ignition by a hot disconnect is assumed to be possible, the first 
and hotter fitting ·would be the hatch disconnect in an ejection with the 
face curtain only. Milliseconds after the hatch is released, the seat · 
would be ejected. There would not be enough time to allow burns to 
occur on the flight test engineer's body. 

3. Hatch Disconnect- Tee-Handle Release 

If a hot disconnect fitting could ignite the fire, the following situa
tion might have· occurred. The flight deck crew was surrounded by . 
strong fumes, most probably JP-4 from a leaked tank and/ or the single
point refuel line in the airlock. Doors at Bulkheads 407 and 353 were 
open. The crew mutually agreed, presumably wih the pilot's permis
sion, to open one hatch. The flight test engineer-used his tee handle 
to release his hatch. · 

Negative :Svidence.- If there were strong fumes but no fire and the 
hatch d1sconnecf 1gntted them when the tee handle was pulled, the flight 
test engineer's hatch would have been completely free of fire effects. 
The hatch and its trim cover were recovered and the opinion of_ the 
laboratory is that the trim cover was subjected to 300° to 400°F for 
some seconds. 

There is strong evidence that the fire started in the airlock and 
progressed forward. It would have gone aft in the event of disconnect 
ignition. Also, an examination of the flight test engineer's body shows 
that during the flash flre he had been pulled forward and up in the seat, 
again indicating a forward direction for the fire or blast. 

.. ..... 
No evidence was developed by the medical examiner to indicate 

the presence of strong hydrocarbon fumes. However, the medical 
examiner has stated that the breathing of these fumes might not be 
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CONFIDENTIAL XVII-9 

positively indicated in this case where subsequent breathing of clean 
air can be presumed and an immersion in sea water is known to have 
occurred. 

Alternate ventilation methods.- The question whether there is an 
alternate means to clear the compartment of fumes immediately arises. 
The air conditioning system would ordinarily clear such fumes and, 
in this case, probably prevent their entry (the Bulkhead 407 door was 
open; the Bulkhead 353 door is assumed to be open, otherwise the fumes 
could not have entered the night deck). There is an emergency vent 
control for the system. It is used only when the engine bleed air is 
contaminated and not for fumes from other sources. The unheated 
air introduced in this event has no higher rate of now than the normal 
bleed-air system. However, there is evidence that the entire air 
conditioning system was inoperative at the time of the nash fire, 
probably due to interruption of power. 

The ditching or beaching gear hatches could have been chosen for 
emergency ventilation; they swing into the airplane, whereas the ejection 
hatch leaves the· ship and is in danger or hitting the tail. The best 
reason against a decision to open other than an ejection hatch is that 
a crew member must leave his seat • 

4. Number 1 Initiator 

When the fiight test engineer's seat and equipment were examined, 
it was noted that the fire path on the headrest box seemed to terminate 
at the point where the line from the Number 1 initiator was joined to 
that unit. The conjecture was made that this line may have leaked 
hot gases which then ignited a fuel-air mixture surrounding it. 

The headrest box and initiator line were removed as a unit from the 
seat assembly. Great care was exercised to avoid jarring or twisting 
the gas line. A pressure test was made at the Martin Hydraulics 
Laboratory on the line to the initiator. ·The joint was painted with liquid 
soap and air pressure was applied to the line. A pressure of 4550 psi, 
the maximum available, produced no leakage at either the joint or the 
initiator itself. Although pressures in the line at initiator firing can be 
approximately 7000 psi, any leak which at the higher pressure could cause 
ignition or a fuel-laden atmosphere would at least be apparent when 
checked with soap film at 4550 psi. 

An examination of the booster initiator in the hatch release line 
showed it to have been fired. 11' the line leaked to any considerable 
extent at the first initiator, it is doubtful that enough pressure would 
hav~ b~el?- !r.J!..~Sn~.itte.d.tR.-!!!_e_end.o!..the line to fire the next initiator~ 

The blistered paint which defines the fire path leading to the 
initiator is also apparent, though to a lesser extent, at all other holes 

. , . - ' ..... ~-.· .. ... 
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XVII-10 CONFIDENTIAL 

or apertures in the headrest box, There is no indication of burning 
inside the box. A fume fire developing around the outside of the box 
and burning more hotly in those areas where unburned air (oxygen) 
is being fed to it would explain the pattern found on this structure. 

Again, there is strong evidence that the flight test engineer removed 
his hatch by means of the tee handle. It follows that the firing of 
Number 1 initiator was the first stage in his face curtain pull. Previous 
tests show that the time interval between the start of face curtain pull 
and the start of the seat upward is but twelve-thousandths of a second. 
If the initiator ignited the flash fire, there would not have been enough 
time for the burns on the body and on the seat to have occurred. 

It is concluded that the flight test engineer's Number 1 initiator was 
not a source of ignition. Ejection system ignition of the airlock fire in 
any way is considered to be of a low order of probability. 

. E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The investigation determined the following basic facts regarding the 
c:ew escape systems and their use during the crash. 

1) Both flight deck crew members ejected,. Their hatch and seat 
systems 'operated in a normal manner. 

2) Both ejections took place after the separation of the nose section 
and the subsequent nash fire in. the airlock and flight deck. 

3) The parachute of the flight test engineer did not open because 
he had not attached the automatic release cord to his seat 
belt and he did not use the manual release on the pack. 

4) The flight engineer's chute opened successfully. He was 
unconscious and he drowned upon entering the water •. He 
had worn his l~e vest under his flight jacket. 

5) The pilot and copilot made no attempt to actuate any parts · · 
of their systems. 

6) A bolt in the operating linkage of the pilot's hatch was found 
sheared; the failure proved to be tolerable under conditions 
existing at the time of failure • 

. .. ·. -·--7l...·A number of -initiator&-'l"fere·.fired·.at-.the·time of impact with. 
the water by either water, structural debris, or inertia loads 
on the handles. 
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CONFIDENTIAL XVII-11 

Evidence was developed to show that the following malfunctions or 
possible factors in the accident did not occur: 

1) An ejection hatch or seat colliding with tail to cause failure 
or malfunction of the tail; 

2) Pilot's hatch mechanism failure in flight; 

3) Possible ignition of the airlock and flight deck fire by the 
ejection system. 

The following recommendations are made concerning the escape 
system and crew equipment: 

'•. 0 • 

1) Provide ejection seats for all crew members; 

2) Keep Bulkhead 353 and 407 hatches closed during flight by 
means of crew training and/or the installation of a hatch
open warning horn or blinker light; 

3) Provide rear view mirrors or pe·riscopes for crew as a means 
of inspecting the aft hull and tail in flight; 

4) Provide automatically inflated life vests !or crew members; 

5) Provide cold weather survival suits for the crew. . . 

'-· . 
DECLASSIFIED 

A~t:Jo;ity Nt/0 9y?OJJ) 
By tYp tiARo\ £1''" II /1!'kJ 
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Description of the Accident 

The Uavy• a second prototype XP6!·l-~ Hn:tin SeaHc.ster (Buno ~3!l822), 

wor~d's first nu1ti-jet seaplll!le 1 uas loct on its twenty-fourth test flight 

south of tiiloin~;ton, Del., on 9 l!ovet~ber 1956 at 1536 EST. Al~ four crew 

oembcrs ejected cuccessfully and pnrachuted to the GrOUnd east of Odessa 

~li thou t injury. 

The c.irplnne took off froc. Chcsope:ke B:1y ncar the Martin plnnt 

at !Uddle River, lid,, at ~444 EST. A pass at 1.000 feet l<:l.S node over 

oe>eral :mal~ cocp:1ny boats contoillinc n:1v:ll vioitors \tho ho.d \1itncssed 

the tru;e-off. After doinc acoustical tests at 5,000 feet, the airplo.ne 

climbc;d. to ~2,000 feet uhere t~:o succccoive openincs :1nd c~osinc;s \·:ere 

perforocd uith the hull rot=y cine door. After a clillb to 25,000 feet, 

the chip ~:as put into a slicht dive. At 21,000 feet, ho.vinc tru:en data 

rec.dincs o.t on observed ~o.ch nunbcr of .90, n noro:1l recovery to level 

flir;ht uas bccun. A nocc rlolm pitch m:.o felt by the r-ilot, houcver, o.nd 

the latter exerted on eotillo.tcd ~0-25 pounds of controls colunn force (pull) 

ror correction. 'i'he airplo.ne then be~;an to rco;,ond ::md colur.m force ~1::.s 

cr~duc.lly rele::.:;ed. nut the clicb continued ~d incrco.ocd in rete as the 

!'ilot applied incrc:-.oincly creo.tcr O;?positc control t forll=d co::.ur..n precsurcl. 

~ Thic action continued until the centro~ colu:ln \1:10 :1t fu~l =s reach and 

the pilot's push force u::.c cctin:1tcd to be CO :!?ounds. The airplane ctill 

did not reapond. ::bile cubjccted to oomeuh:1t creator than ni:le tines the 

force of ~rc.vity, it continued to pitch up in a ticht inaide loop. The 

pilot of o llavy jet richter chc:;e :olone, ir..r::crlictely be hint! the PGII, observed 

the pitch up to an o~proxinc.tc vertical ,ooi~ion. Upon ci~;htinc co~e coc.ll 

u!lldentificd parts fc.llinc off behind the Scollaster, he raciio&d thot the plone 

\·:::.::. brcoldnc U:;? t·na for the crc\·t to eject. 1.11 four ncr:1bcrs ejected sue-

cc:::ofullj' <lurinc the loop, after · hich the a.ircr:lft fell :into c. doum:ard 

spiral to :..n osticated altitude of 5 1 000 feet \there on explosion took place, 

follolfed by cooplete brenk-up. The >~rccl:cce fell lll!IODC fields :m,n. Gr:l~l. '7l At 
rr;!'_~ .. !. #. .. • 
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I!1 April• 1951, the Chief or Naval Operations issued an operat.ic:uU 

requiro:nent !or a high performance all-jet seaplane th1lt would live on the 

water:. and be Eupparled primarlljr by tendon. Hartin's sward or the contract~ 

and the subsequent development or the P6M~ was described to Cont;rees on ~ 

June 1956 by- the Deputy Chief of N&val Opera tiona (Air) as i'olloora: 

"The original. contract with the Glenn L.. &.rt.in Ccn~ called .for 
two XP6l~ aircraft, the first of -which made its initial fli[ht in July 1955. · 
'Ibis &irc:raf't was 'fliE;ht-test instrm::ented1 only-in other words., it did not 
have the electronics eq-.Up:nent which will be necessary to carry out the min1Dg 
l!'.ission. Ae the No. 1 XP6H continued with the various phases of flight evalu
ation: fli{'ht te:st dnta shewed equal or superior perfonnance e.s regards the 
design criteria for such an aircraft. 

nAdditional production prototype aircraft were funded for in the 
fiscal year 1956 funds in C!!'der to have a sufficient qw:r.tity or aircraf'l:. 
r.,r evaluation in 1957. A rmr.~ber of production P61~ were placed an the 
fiscal yee.r 1957 procurement list. but it will be a few years before uo havE< 
them in opar~tional quantities.w 

On 7 Dece!llber 1955, after co:npletine over 37 hou.."S or .fllrht tilr.e, 

the tr~ber one ~~ol prototype was lost aver the mouth o.f tho Potomac River 

west of Point Lookout during a test flight f;-cn Baltir.lore. Three Martin crew 

:nemberl! lllld a naval officer lost their lives i.!l this accident. From !! December 

1955 until 2 1·!2.rch 1956, full-nedr,ed !Salvage operations uere conducted by naval 

v~&ssels in the Potcrn:~c River. Approximately EO per cent o.r the s.ircraft in 

thousands or s;nill puts and 193 I!ISjor puts lo.'ae recovered frCil!! depthE' ranr,i:l.g 

!rom 5o-10 feet. The wrecltage ~as set up in the cperation11 he.ngar at the flanl 

Air Station, Patuxent River~ :I'd., end analy-zed thoroughly bJ• Martin engineers 

and experts from t.he N:tvy, Air Force$ Nations! Advisory Canmi.ttee for Aer=uticn~ 

and the Civil .~erom.utics Board. The accident was attributed to a control eyeteme 

lll&:lfunction in flight "~;"hich caused a sudden severe nose dcmn pitch and resu1trutt 

failure or the wings in negative bending., 
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FollowinG is a deocription o! the !ir:::t >:P6M-l. accident as c;iven 

to Concrecs on 1 June 1956 by Roar l.dmirc.l. J:meo s. Ruscell., Chief of the 

Bureau of Aeronautics: 

"Very brieny, the horizontc.l. t!Ul, uhich io completely hydraulic
controlled, went full up, caddenly, and the uirplane broke up by doing the 
becinninc of an outside loop. The enc;ines co.ce· out about nine times the 
force or crc.vity, and ~rent stro.icht ahead. The t:incs bent cocpletely do\-rn, 
and the underside touched tho fuoelc.cc, and t:e thinl: then they broke by 
clnppinc underneath the c.irplane. But it was due to the sudden ouinc upward 
of the horizontal to.il. l:ocethinc \·rent wronc in the hydraulic contol, or 
~omethinc else in the control systeo." 

The possible causes or the control cystem calfunction were listed 

at the tir:le as: a cinor explosio"n in the center uinc stub l·rhich cay have 

do.cnced coiitror cables, hydraulic ·linea, or electrical circuits; n broken 

or snncced control cable; loos of pilot feel-force in the l.onc;itudinnl 

control syctem; loco or one or tuo duplicnte hydraulic systeca, coupled uith 

the overpowerinc or the rccnininc oyctcc; and elimination or hydraulic power 

from the ctnbilizer actuator. /.:;; there \·IllS inou!ficient evidence to label 

any one or tho above no the :::incle, ~dioput~ble, coat probable cause of the 

accident, corrective :-ction una taken to cover each instance prior to first 

flicht or No. 2"Y.P6JI-l. /.nong the revioiono incorporated: the mechanical and 

hydraulic control syotc::m \1ere re-examined ond additional mnrcina of safety 

uere provided beyond the design system; ere\-/ escape !lethods \-rere reviewed and 

provision \ron code for ejection of D.l.1 crew !lecbers. 

The tro. 2 XP6U-l oc.de its first flicht from Cheao.penlte Bay on 18 

11ny 1956. Here than 42 hours of oucccsc!ul flight teste hod been accocpli:::hed 

~th this airplane at the tice of its locs. The cocbined flights or both 

SenMasters had qualitatively establiohed fliGht chnrncteriotics of the airplane 

over n considerable ranee of center-of-gravity locations, altitudes, and 

speeds. The pilots have expreosed unuounl cotiofnction 1rith nirpl:me control 

characteristics. 
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Flir.ht History 

--~ 

The second XP61·:-r sea:laster, like the first, had manifested· 

in-flicht-vibration over scree speed ranr.es, and a continuous effort 

had been made to locate and el.irlinate these vil:rations. On alr.lost 

every nieht of Ship 2: sor.:~ chance in confi.t:Uration, or addition of 

tuftinr, 1-lllB rade and its effect studied. 

On the final nif)lt, the horizontal tail configuration 'WBS 

char.r,ed by lockinc the elP.Vators ln a fixed neutral position, rather 

than leavinr t.her.; ceared to the stabilizer in their nonnal r.;ar.ncr as 

On all preViOUS nirhts. 7nis E!l':pm"iJllental MOdification 'WaS another 

:in the series of steps desirned to elirinate in-night vibration. 

Althour;h the nir.ht was orir,inolly scheduled to record data 

at a msxilllun speed of !'lach .87 at 2CI,oro feet, the flirht 11as authoraed 

to the max.iJnul'l pel"!"..itted observed speed of mach .90 at this altitude. 

This in-flil;ht decision to proceed to thC! higher rate of speed l'as 

based on the Jnarked decrease in vibration reported 'ty the pilot (and 

observed on telemetered data) at the lover.mach .e7 speed. Such a 

decision is considered to be normal procedure. In addition, the 

aircraft had been tested on enrlier n~hts under conditions of mach 

number, dynamic pressure, and center of rravity 1--t.ich eqnallcd or 

CJrceeded the- conditions at the tin' .. of the accident. 
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Investiqation- Part I- Gener@~l i~ .. ··-

The investfcation was plann~ and directed by a eomni.ttee or 

Martin cn{;ineers, each specirically chosen ror a partieular job. These 

included XP6l·i-l group encineers, starr desir;:n e~ineers, c.nd several 

section heads detached fror.: their regular duties. 'i'his cOJilll!ittee directed 

the ~ork or approximately 100 technical people, assfcned to the investiGation 

ror vsryinr, periods. In addition, others rron Fncineerinr,, }lanui"acturinc 

and other divisions or the company, ~·h1le not directly assi{:ned to the 

investication, provided data, services, or advice to tho committee. 

To assure the objectivity or the investication, the committee 

ave1led itself of the eid or representatives or the rollavine: the llureeu 

or Aeronautics, the Neval Aviation Safety Center, llaval Air DeveloJX~~ent 

Center, !laval Research Laboratory, NatiOnal Advisory CoM!IIittee for 

Aeronautics, Civil Aeronautics Board, ~luminum Company or America, 

Frankford Arsenal_. Al11son Division of the General l~otors Corporation, and 

the Martin Col"-pany subsidi2ry1 Research Institute ror Advanced Studies. 

\ 
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Investi§aticn e Part. n - Wreckage 

Appraximate:cy ~ per cent or the wreckage has been recovered. 

ninety per cent or the recovered items, including all. r.njor stru.ctural 

coll;'onents., uere picked up uithin a half-mil.e radius. The remainder of 

the itelll!l uere recovered within an area or approxilnately l5 square mllcs1 

with a linear spread or seven miles from tm art h1lll section to a small 

piece of uing traillng edge. 

Eir'.ht of tb3 ten uing leading ed.ee slats were recovered and 

found beh!cen five and six miles southcoeast of the main loTCCkar,e area. 

The left-band outbcard speller v-..s ~covered in tuo sections_, betueen six 

and seven miles southeast of tre rain l.TSc:kago area. cne small piece or an 

engins access doer ll"'..S also found in the latter area. The cl"eel' ejection 

seats and hatches nere found approrlJnately ~ miles !ron the main wreclmce 

site. 

The fielsis 1 bordered on the west by Uo So Hi{:lnlzcy" Uo. 15. on 

'the south by Van:e Ileck Ros.d_, and extending appro:rlmate:cy li r.Ul.es east 

and north to the :main t."l''ckage area" were strmm uith sr.ml.l pieces or 

,,oreckage from aJJ. parts or tho airplane. The winds were from the nort..m.-est 

and light pieces lrould h:lve drifted to the southeast es the;r i'ell0 
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Investiration - Part III - Crew t Witness Statements 

The statements or the crew and chase plane pilots were taken by 

tape recorder on the evming of 9 November 1956 only a few hours after the 

accident. On the follm!ine day 1 written statements were prepared by each 

:Mn. In each case, the recorded and \.Titten statements basically agree~ and 

cive the follovinr. picture of the acc1dent1 

Vibration tests had been carried out at 20,000 rt and constant 

speed points were recorded up to mach .87. The pilot reported that the 

airfrane vibration Has decidely less, and .the control monitor requested a 

climb to 2$,000 feet with a descent to reach the t:I8XirnDTI speed or previous 

tests. This was done and a final. readin& ':as r.~ade at r.l8ch · o90 at 21,200 

feet altitude. Durinr' this descent the co-pilot was monitorinr: the encine 

instruments and hydraulic system pressures, and reported everythinf" normal. 

The pilot then reduced ~!er to 90:~ RPI' and started a mild pullup 

to el01-1 dovn r.raduaDy. A nose-dawn pitchinl! tendency occurred, m1d the 

pilot applied a pull force of 20 to 2$ lbs. The ship responded to the 

control but continued the clirnbin£. maneuver at an increasinr rate. The 

pilot applied increasinc fon!ard stick force, until the stick was at f'ull 

a:m's reach, and still the airplane did not respond. He e:~timated that he 

'11'89 applyin; 80 lbs of force (Later tests proved the actual force to be 

about lSO lbs). The "g" forces became so heavy that his chin was forced 

down on his chest. He then decided the airplane had failed art, and elected 

to eject. After ejection, the pilot said he observed the airplane to be 

"all in one piece." 

The co-pilot's report, obtained independently, is consistent vith 

that or the pilot. 

----- ;C? 
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Inotrwment Record~ . Investigation - Part IV -

Data collectincr devices ~1hich \iere nboard the n:ircra!t have 

provided ol.l the l:inoic inform~:tion needed to provide the ncce"ssnry ana\"lers 

ns to the cause of the occident. This infor.ontion is considered both 

reliable and consistent as a brisis for the conclusions reached in the 

committee's report. 

The tuo princi:pnl sources of data used in the cro.sh analysis uere 

the foruard oacUl.ocro.ph, on \·l!rl.ch c.eaourements uare beinG recorded for use 

in the vibration elmino.tion '>rocro.m, =d the .telemeter:lnc oyster.~ \·lhich \·1::s . -
used for cround monitor:lnc and bacl~p. 

I\ 

The_tcleceterincr :lnstallat:lon consists of= /~COP ~~I system for 

monitorinG positions, airs:peed 1 altitude, and pitch and roll. The output of 

thio oyatem \1D.S fed into the 70 KC subcarrier osc:lllo.tor of a convent:lonal 

Fit/Fit telec.eterinc cyctea. In addition, oeven other Fit channels ucre used 

for aeo.ourcccnt of nccelera tion do. to. :md for coni tor inc pilot cor.~r.~ents. Hi th 

the exception of the right \·zinc accelero:Jctcr, llhich uao not opero.t:lve durinc 

thio fl:lcht, do.to. uo.s recorded on all the reoaininc channels. 

JUl. data chorine this particular flicht \IO.O recorded on co.cnet:le to.pe 

in the baoe oto.t:lon and \to.o be:lncr presented for visual display on direct-

writinc ::anborn recorders at the Ho.rtin Comi'o.ny A:lr:port. The recorda uere 

beinc monitored at ~he t:lne of the accident by Fli~t Test o.nd other Encineer:ln; 

:personnel. 

The records cocpiled f~cm the telemetcrinc data trute into o.ccount 

the v~iouo non~al corrections, oourccs of error, o.ncl ro.d:lo no:lse. l!orthy of 

particular attention is the fact that those telemeter:lnt; records cont:lnued for 

55 seconds o.fter the nirplane reached the c.ax:lcum pitch accelero.t:lon. There-

after., transmcsion Has loot. Thic indico.to·s that the c.ajor structural 

break-up occurred o.fter the maneuver. iS~~ 
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The chase pilot, o. F. P.:r:'O\m, reported 1.hat he lla& following 

the aircraft at a distance of about 300 yar&. lle observed that the 

ehip pulled up to a level fiirht faster than no:nll!l and clir.lbed rapidly • . . . ' 

continuinl: on over beyond the VP.rtical. ./It thill point he radioed that the 
' 

plane was brealdnt: up and for the ere~~ to eject. '.nlen the ehip passed 

over his ehoulder and he lost it in the sun. lie next observed it 1n a 

descendine spiral aft of his starboard v.1nr. lie saw undefined parte break 

off durinr. the 1n1tia1 pitch-up, but at no tine did he see major coroponents 

break away. He stated: "The m.nr,s, f1n6 stabUizer, wing tip noats, 

fusela~;e and encines all remained intact until the airplane explL>ded and 

burned at an est:lr.lated a1titude of 3000 or LOOO feet." 
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~;veetf¥ation - Part V - Strlctures 

The telel'!etering :i.!'lformati~n, the statements by crew n:e:nbers 

and chase pilots, and the location of \·I!'P.Ckf,ge all indicate that there 'I!Ul 

no failure of major atructural compo~ents until the aircraft had completed 

i'ts il".side loop l"o.neuver. 

Special e:r.;..:.~as:!.s was plzced on :m e:x:QU:i.nation of those ccr.r.ponent.a 

'1-lhich could contribute to a cont~e>l syster.t failure. .ll!non~ the areas 

ccnsiC::ered: the le!'t ha."lli elev~tcr loc!cing device; the stabUizer structure 

eup-:lort:!nr 'the left hand locking devices; the reini'o..-cement doubler just 

i.'1b:;,re-d of.' t.h'! lockinc- device en the stablli.zer; the left hand elevator 

at !nid-sp~n.: the left hand ele\'atcr nt the closmr rib; t!le :r.a.in tru.'lniom: 

cttrch:!.nc: the stablliz~r to the fin; a:u~ a:U. SUllPort:iJ'lr. structure rel:!ting 

One po!sibillty ~:as c:cnsid<!l'ed because of the il!l!lroved vibration 

condUion on the fL'1al fl.ir.h~. Sinc<l lockir.c; the elevators appears to be 

the rea.ecn f.or impro"enent, :!.t was considered that tJ1c vibration enera 'WBS 

beinr. absorbed by the lock:iJ'l[1' deYicen and its mtpportinc atructure. Jj' thi.B 

hod re:;ultec!. in a .t'a.i~ure, i1i >:ould have been a !e.t1.wle t:rpe or relatively 

h~h C"_rcles-lmr :!treEJGo The nerodymruc lcF.ds c>n the ele-~ator for the 

locked ccnd:l.tion are caeentinlly ::ern. ';here lms no evid<mce or fntieue in 

any o: the failed Dtructure. 

Ar· exeJtinaM.on of tJ1e stabnizer bondE,C structure revealed that 

:'eiJ.ul'e occurred !rOI!I very h!.{'h shear streeees E.lone the odges. There 

twe evidence of so!!IB peeling notion tJear the cer.ter of tho p:mels fro~:~ the 

n!'t to forv~ direction, and in scm£, areas, of t'l!!.terilll 1'ailure prior to 

the unbondinr.o There was no evidence of inr;ui'ficient bondin~ etrcnr,th. 
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.12:f'' ·er.r-r:;;iJ~ck 
Investic~tion - Part VI - Hydraulics & Controls 

Both flicht contol hydraulic oyoteoa arc believed to h~ve been 

pressurized and operatinG at the tioe of the aircraft pitch up for the 

followine reo.aons: l) The systec pressures uere coni.torcd b;r the co-pilot 

rr.om 15 to 30 sccondc prior to the accident and he reports that the pressure 

was norDal. 2) The condition or tho stabilizer systems .from their accumulator 

chccl: valves uv to the cylinder indicates that the l.:!.nos o.nd components were 

intact until late in the break-up sequence. 

There lias no evidence round to support the initial. assucption 

that the uncontroiled pitching maneuver had been c'au::;ed by a control system 

onl.function. f. co::~plete ::;urvey of the loncritud:!.nal control oysteo reveal.ed 

all failures to be of. the static tension o.nd bendincr type. The majority of 

the fractures clenrly occurred on LTound impact. The otnbil:!.zer cylinder 

control valve castine h~d an internal failure at the base of the inner valve 

port. l!uch eophnsis woo placed on the nature of thio fracture enrly in the 

inveotication. Houevcr, cicroscopic analysis o.nd functional laboratory tests 

indicated this failure rcoulted froa a ot:tic load at bremt up. These findincs 

\·le•·c confirmed by /U.ucinuc Co!lpD.ny or /.cerica castine specialists, o.s uell 

~s by covernaent experts. 
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I~7cstir;aticn - Pn.rt VI! - Aerod:yn~cs 

The XP6l·!-, :i,g the :f..ixo;:;t_l.:lr~;c._ o.; .,..crlli't. to .. be desi01"d for hi(;h J 
gpcedf! ::d: lm·z aJ.t:l.tucl.e:r.. l:s a result, the XP~~-1 !!!Uflt be ci•ren the o.Hllity 

to ltithsto.n<l airlco.d.:.: tuo c.r tt.r~o tioes o.s hica o.s o.ny existinG o.ircro.ft of 

!lut thcoc fo.ctcro hcve opened o. rco.J.tt of unl:nOlms fer the 

O.(·:·cdync.l'.lic:ist. For tl~o XPG:-~-1 ho.s been conductinG e::r.plorctc:-y develop~~:ento.l 

flir;i1t tt:st::: ::.n o. :!peed rccicn uhcrc 1itt1c io !~Oml o.bout th~ ·aerodyn~ic 

:!"crces involved fer plc.nes of tllis si:=c, ueic;ht, o.nd speed ch=o.cteri:stics, 

:l!"<c1 ~:here oudC.en :md sot~etit;!es U!lex;_Jected force cho.nr;ec c= occur u:itb. 

incrc:::sir.c speed. Further, the o.ircra:tt•s flicht envelope ho.s r.ta.de difficult 

m:y o.ccarate predic·~ion of the r.~acnetude, direction_, end :po.rt:icul= flir;ht 

cr.nd:i.ticns at uhich these force cho.nceo r.o.y occur. 

The e7idence in t;:io investic::-.tion indic::>.teo tho.t the :possibility 

of ~rro::- bctu~cn e:.ercdyll~c cD.lculo.tiono :.~:1<1 ~ctu.:11· f'llc;ht tc~t. resu1tc. i~ 

q_titc crre:o.t in thi::; !"C~J.r.t cf fliaht testi::l.G" Pru:ticulo..rJ.~r i.G t!:i:~ true for 

= oirc::-:.ft ouch ~:a tl:c XP6H-l lthere the co-clll.lcd 11100 per ccn·l; boost" 

central s;rstec :Ul•n:s ror no "fcedba.ck" or forceo to the pilot. The C.ecic;n 

e1:d :_-Jcrfcct:i..;n of :;ucb control. syotcl:ls :i.o a nccecoary foruo.rcl otep in 

.:u·e de:~troyinc one of cur cenoea, n=ely the "feel" of tircro.ft :o:ovema:::.t 

norr.~:.lly experienced l:y the pilot. Leos of t!:io feedbaclt force meo.na an 

ina.bility on the ~art of the pilot to report to deoicners a true indicatiol 

of \·zho.t the aircraft has experienced in flir;ht, end the only substitute is 

i11 the uoe of adequ:.te and continuously monitored instrumentation to measure 

uha.t the pilot uould have sensed in a conventional control oystem. 

Ex=ination of tclccetcred data fol.louinc the accident chol~ that, 

in recoverinc froc the dive to ~c co.xir.tuc observed speed (each o90), the 

sto.bilizer caved to o. full leadinc 



. . . . 
aicyl:;o.ne rapidly tri=in:: u:r: to n nol"':!Ql. loo.d fo.ctor o:~ ::tore tho.n n:i.li:e · til!:~s 

·i;he force cf cravity. As D. result o. conplete rc-exrurln::.tion of ::.11 :rlicht 

end tdnd tunnel :::;tabillzer hi~e !:lc!:lent do.ta tzas initiated, nnd dyn=ic 

anal~ses were bee~. u:::;inc autocatic computinG equipnent (REAC & IEM) in nn 

efi"ort to si.t!ulo.to tho final climbinG manc11ver, o.nd to invcstico.te hinae mo!'lent 

'l':i.riot.iom; unde::- d~c ccndi·~ions. 

Tho co:d"i{>IU'o.tion of tho X1'6H-:t on its la!lt nir;ht ~z:.s not stonda:.·<i 

in that the clcvo.tors ho.d been locked i::1 c. i:i.::od ncut::-cl ;po:::;iticn, el:i.:Ji=t~.ll.S 

c. 2l~der;ree elevator t!cflection. (trailinG edcr: up) 1·1hic:h e:;::i.nto at hizh sped 

tr~ ccnd:i.t:i.ons in the non:~ul. ccn:f':i.curotion uhero the c·lcvators nre ceared ';o 

the nt:o.bi.l~:cr. The pont-c:ccident rcvicu of uL"ld tu::J.ntz·1 h:tnce r:o:tent C.ntn hr.:; 

uncovered on error ubj.ch 1~aa l:ID.de in convo::-tin(; ·i;he ori!;iricl. Coop2roti v-. liin:: 

Tunnel ::md CorneL1. lloronauticcl !.oboro.tcr:r h::nrro-nomenl: d~t.a to occcu1:t for 

tt!c cliffcrcncc betl-tcen the t\!l'lanel oodcl ::.t~bilizcr bince l.inc r or tru2:.!'!i.c~'-

end the octuc~ nirplona str.bi2:tze1• tru:l:liouo Correctic·.n cf this <:'rror h~s 

~.ho\<D thnt there :i.:::: a :::;ub~to.ntiol chan::;e i:l the ot9.bil.:i.zer hince 1:1orne::.t len:l 

ct hicrh i:l::.ch nu'!:lbcrn. '.:ith the elov::.toro locl:ed to tlw _::;tr,bilizcr, tl':.e hin:,<' 

rr~o:'4enta shi:t in -;he co~:preaci.on ~:ircct:lo:t'! c~ to the '·'cc..kcr nide of tbt';' 

e:tabilize::- c;rlinc"'l"• nc'lisee. calculaticnc, or. t!lc bon::.:; C·f the correctc~ 

e::.ta, indicotc that, 1r.ith zero ele•mtor deflection. th( ntr.bil.izcr h.!.::r,e-

rr.oment:; could hn''' o.pproachcd. or e:tcoeded, the T.l::>.Xi!ll\'..':1 cap::tcit:r or t!:c 

stabilizer actuatcr ::.t tile ~::.;:::.'.ll!ll::l cpecdo n\:ttined ot the t::..'":lc of the 

nccidont. 

/mul.yse:::: on the cutor.~atic com:~utinc cquip::~eni; h~Yo chcun th:.t, 

Hith the clev.-.tor:::: locl:ed, the ntab.ilizor mot5.cn 11ill nt:!.ll continue i:r. 

the no::c <1o1m direction after n."l initial C!Jall ovcrpom.rinc of the hycl.rnulic.: 

systen. Hence, tho e\·nluoticn of 1·rind tunnel <lato. o.nd, ir, oddi ticn, the 

corrected cc=uroa ::;tnbilizcr ~cod::;(u:ldcr locl:cd elev::.\.or conditione) indicotc 

the c=o thint:• The hince 1:10r.1ent level \·/113 very cloce to the cor.~prcosion . ·--· c- ·-·· C'.C:t~o':oi . R'i"l 
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c:1t o:L t!:c U·.::~ ..... -"'""' stabi1izer ~ctua~or. 

Re~o.tive to the 1c:c::; of t!H n'.lnbc:: c:::.!.' Y.?5M-l over the Pctomo.c 

int"estic:~t:icn of the .oeccnd ~rpl~:l~ ::nd.icn.·;;~ th=.tt o.t tl:e condit:ionG undezo 

~~----

initi.atincr co.uGc of the curl5.c:r ::.-:eidnnt e ;~...,, cc:.: c-oupled. l·tith other co::pl5.ctl~·:·.nb 

fucto:-s. 

of nny be~:i.c dcficioncicn in tile cerodyn~.::_c clcnir;n llhich cir:;ht redl!ce t1le 

----
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Flight Personnel 

Cre~~ mambere on the second XP6!' ... 1 at the ti.one of the accident. 

vare Robert s. Turner, pilot; Wil.l1.lm! Cun.'linehmr., co-pilot; ThO!IL!ls Kenny,. 

flight test engineer; and WilllB111 Canpton,s fii{:ht engineer. All employees 

of !-rutin, they each ejected sai'el;r and parachuted to the ground without 

injur,y. 

Turner is a nati>e of Scranton, Pa., where he was born on August 

J, 1923o He has been serving as project pilot Qf the XP6M-1 since flight 

teste or the second aircraft were begun fi'tliii Chesapeake D~cy" near Baltimore 

in ~.cy,. 1956. 

In &n earlier contribution to milits.ry aviation and the aercn.;.utical 

eciencas, Turner was at the controls of the first piloted a~ to be 

l.nunehed frOlll a mobile plntrom in exactly the sme r.mr.ner as a tactical 

missile. Kn.cwn as the "zero-length launc..'l" technique, the first launching 

took place at Edwards Air Foree Base, Cal., on Ja:nuu:f 5, 19.54. The llirc:raft 

vas m F..SuG jet fiehter which had been modified to accanodate instAllation 

of a large thrust booster rocket. Subsequent lnunchinge have prave.."1 the 

technique to be one that offers a new tactical concept of diepersine multiple 

launching sitce for present day, or rutura fighter aircraft. 

Turner eerved as a B-17 pilot. w1th the lSth Air Force in Italy 

during World War n and was leter a B-29 pilot with the 20th Air Foree in the 

South Pacifico 
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Findings - ~--r.'\~, .... r- ~ 
tt:tt:;t~.-, .... - .. ...... ... 

1. The ai.rcrnft t-taa lost bcc:mse of o.n uncontrollo.ble nose 

up pitch:i.::C r.~o.neuver llhich occurred durinc o. sho.llou dive o.t a speed 

of Hach .90, and o.t o.n o.ltitude of 2J.,200 feet. 

-2. The horizonto.l tail conficuro.tion had been cho.nGed for 

thi~ flicht cnl~ by lockinG the elevators in a fixed neutral position. 

~his ezperimcnto.l nodifioation elininated ~,proxL~atel~ ~ derrrces of 

ele·-to.tor L.cilection ( trailinc cdce up) \·1h:.ch e:Y.i:sts at hi~h speed trio 

ccnaitiono td.th the nomo.l tail con!ir;uration, in ~1hich the elevators 

arc ceared to the otabilizer. 

3. The !.U.rcra£1; had been l;eotcd en oeveral previous fli~hts 

under co:'llli.tions or 1-!~ch n.t:.I:lbc::- 1 dyna::1ic prcosurct ::..nd ccnt:!:r of cro..vity-: 
. 

H~:"..cb. ~quo.llcd or c~:cccdeci the condition!! :::.t t!'!c ti.::1e of the ccc.ident~ 

r,eo.rcd to stabili~el') 1 ~~d no adverse ~o~trol ch~ro.cteriatics had been 

4. A revie~.- of t-d.nd tunnel do.t:>. ho.s disclosed that on erro!' 

t·:o::; nn.de in convGt"t::.nc the sto.bilizcr hinge oooent datn to account ror 

th:. difference betucen the ttind tunnel no del otab:ilizer hince line, 

or tru.nr.ion, C..."ld tho ::ctuo.l o.:irplane stabilizer trunnion. A correction 

of this error hns sho~~ thnt there is n subotontinl chnnge in stnbili~er 

hince ooment chorncteristics at hi~h Hoch nucbers, nnd thot t·l:i.th the 

elevators locked to the ctnbilizer, theoe binge mocents ohift in the 

co::~prension direction, or to the t·leo.ltcr oide of the ctobilizer cylinder, 

Revised cD.lculntion~;·, on the basis of the corrected dntn, indicate thot 

Hith no c~evator C.e!'lecticn 0 the ct::.bilizer hince ~:~onenta approach, or \. 
- -"'(~ 

cJ:ceed. the cnx:irnur.l cnpncity of the hydr:rulic control syotem ~t. -~ 

as hir.h o.s these attained nt the tine of the cccond XP6l1-JoQ:~;;. 
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5o ft~alyses since the accident on autooatic cocputing 

equi:pment !mve shot-m tlmt, ~dth the elevotors locked, the stnbilizer 

motion t·dll still continue for 11 short time in the nose dot·m direction 

after an initio.l. smo.l.l overpot·rering of the hydioaulic systeo~ 

6 •. There t·:ns 110ple ond conclusive ev:idence provided by 

in-flight recordinrs of data collecting devices, particularly the 

oscilligraph and teleoetering systems. 

7• Evidence that the airplane did not break up unt~ well 

after the pitching maneuver is provided by: l) statements !rom the 

XP6H-1 pilot nnd the pilot of the jet richter chase planer 2) the 

continued teleoetering recordings for 55 seconds after the pitching 

maneuverr 3) the fact that the major portion of t~ecknge ~s recovered 

in a scall area of only a half-mile in rad!usc 

3. There is no evidence of pil~t err~r, structural failure, 
, .. -

or initial malfunction or either the airplane control system ~ the 

flight control hydraulic system. ~· 

9. There i.e no ap)?arent direct connection bett·~een the nccident~ (/" 

of the number one nnd nll!Jber tuo XF6U~l aircraft. The evidence reveals 1 • 
that they uere separate nnd distinct no to cause. ' -

lOq Th~ revision or the wind tunnel hinge cement data in the 

present investigation indicates that, e.t the conditions under tthich the 

first Y.FGH-1 uas lost in December, 19551 tho positive stabilizer hinge 

mocents (tension in cylinder) ~rere not an initiating or contributory cause 

of that earlier accident. 

llo \vithin the flight licits tested to date, no serious 

functional, design, or flying def'iciencies were found ~zhich mght have 

contributed to the accident or uhich might impair the future service 

..... __ ,..,_h.~ e __ ,~ __ -.~T1AL 
utility or the aircraft. ~~-·~~-
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Cause 

The in>~ntiGation co~ttee has ccnclu~~d th~t the 

cnu:~(! of t!'" .. a .accr .. nd XPGj-~-l accident i-:c::; the !n.ct. -:;h::t the o.irpla.nc 

~:n.s !l;rinc ui th nn CAVe:"ioentnl oodi!icction--loc:ted e1evatorn--

••hich ch=::;eC. th2 lo::.d level on the stabili::er actuator. \lhen the 

::.ircr::.ft at-.taine~ l1ir;h spe>ed and cor..r.:enced reco'!ery froc the dive 

~i: 21._000 fe~t .. the hin:;c ocmento n.ctinc on the utab:il:lzcr overpoHe~ed 

t;le ::;tabil:S.::er actuator, \:i th the resul tine un::e>ntrollatlc cli!!lbinr; 

'CONF'lu~TlAL 
--:-:; 
r 
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Rtpublic YF-IOSA Tltmdcrdiitf hllp:mxrnc.allncll-:jbau~llfl OS _l.lmd 

4o!S 

1 z;n/55"" 
The first YF-1 05A rolled out of the factory in the autumn of 1955. It was shipped to 
Edwards AFB for initial trials over the Mojave Desert. The first flight of the YF-1 05A 
(54-0098) took place on October 22, 1955, \\ith Republic test pilot Russell M. Roth at 
the controls. It easily exceeded the speed of sound on its first flight, although, as 
expected, the transonic drag was quite high. It was the largest and hea\iest single-seat 
fighter ever built up to that time. The maximum speed attained was Mach 1.2, even 
though it was powered only by a J57 engine and lacked a fuselage that was area-ruled. 

On December 16, the aircraft was extensively damaged when Russell Brown was forced 
to make an emergency landing at Edwards AFB after the right main landing gear had 
been tom away after having been inadvertently extended during high speed flight. The 
aircraft was returned to the factory because of the damage, but repair costs turned out to 
be too high to justifY returning 54-0098 to flight status. 

The second YF-1 05A flew for the first time on January 28, 1956. It was identical to the 
first YF-105A 

Only two YF-1 05As were built. Follo\\ing their initial flight trials, they were used in 
support of the F-105B program. 

Serials of the YF-105A: 

54-0098/0099 Republic YF-lOSA-1-RE Thunderchief 

Specification of the Republic YF-105A Thunderchief: 

Engine: One Pratt & Whitney J57-P-25 turbojet, rated at 10,200 lb.s.t. dry and 15,000 
lb.s.t. with afterburner. Performance: Maximum speed: 857 mph at 36,000 feet, 778 mph 
at sea level. Stalling speed was 185 mph. An altitude of30,000 feet could be reached in 
17.6 minutes. Combat ceiling was 49,950 feet. Normal range was 1010 miles and 
maximum range with full e:ll.1emal fuel was 2720 miles. Fuel: Fuel capacity was 850 US 
gallons internal fuel. With full e:ll.1emal fuel capacity, a total of2500 US gallons of fuel 
could be carried. Dimensions: wingspan 34 feet 11 inches, length 61 feet 5 inches, height 
17 feet 6 inches, wing area 385 square feet. Weights: 21010 pounds empty, 28,966 
pounds combat, 40,561 pounds ma:"<imum takeoff. Armament Armed with one 20-mm 
M61 rotary cannon. Up to 8000 pounds of ordinance could be carried. 

Sources: 

1. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Aircraft Armament, Bill Gunston, Orion, 1988. 

2. United States Military Aircraft Since 1909, Gordon Swanborough and Peter M. 

08JO.I/2000 5:16PM 
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On lG ~c~::1ber 1955,' at :!.ppro.'=!r.."\tcly 14~~ ho~!: ?'.;h.', YF-la);\, 5/:l )4-009~, 
:pllo~:! !ly Hr. Ih15sell H. Roth o!'" ~epu":lli: A\•i:ttio:l :o:-pornt10!'l, too:: orr 
f'ra: t!le lc.kebe:l. o!" ~ocers DrJ !.:lke' 0:1 a. !'ho.:;c I Stn.bilit:; c.:'ld Co:~trol fli!:;h't, 
.,_~th \':'?. :lc3:a.."'tce. A:1 F -lOJA :lu::e 9.1:-c:-::lf•t, !'lcn-"':1 'bj• C:1pte.i~ ~o~rt !·!. 
l.fhi ~, ;dc!:ed the \7 -105A up :l.!'tcr t:!.kc-orr n::1 ~~e t· .. ~ n::-c:-~!'t. "~=---.: t!i~n 
cli:::be1 !.~ ::1ilitnry ?0'\.'Cr to !ilich'tlj" n.''=ovc 3~, 'Jn !'"cct ·.:hc:-c -the ~!"tc:-
b~c:--s · ... ere lighted nn:! ::1 $!l.:ll:o-o~ t!i\'~ ·.::1.:; =--~c to n !h:!~ n:t:~~tcr o!' 1.13 
n..'"'ld. cc:~!c:-atcd. t~nc n.~:ropl!.~hc~ t:l" tc 4 r.:':-:. A (!cs~!"~~ tt:- 2), JJ-1 !"cct 
'\."D.S -.::1:!e :l.~d rt3..~e~\~:O!.:'l.G fl!&ht ~::t:: · .. -ere )C':0:".,:-:1~=- '=''·e:- :: !·~::-: ::~~c!" 

r3.:1gc a~ 0. 7 to 0.?!•. f<!\""Crnl 3~1n =-.ilc:-m ro:.l tt"~t:- · .. T!"e :-.l::o ~::::cr::pl!::hct'"! 
nt 20,j')J !"cct. be!"orc th~ :!!'t b-:o~~c:- ?U."7'.? -..~!.:-:.t: :i.c;l-:.t ~r.::-,c o:-:. ..:!th '"'l).':\ 
po"..L,1c '1~ ~ucl rcr.t:\L~inc !~ t!:""'.t !.~"'!Y.. ~~. ~(1~.:1 't:~~~ ~-.:!.1c..! t:~c a ... t ..._~~ 

ro~::! 't~"'lk c i:""~--.:1 t b:'"C~i:~=-~ ~t) ?:~·."t";. t ~.1..-c:·:.c n!"t ::. '":. :·:~n·J!-:..! 0 .... ~· --'!"'~ 

develop!.~.:;. Dcc::cnt \o":J.C the:1 ~:!C.l! tC\ j J,~JJ !"cct .... :!e!'"t"" ~-:C"clcr:ltc1 t.·.:.:-:'1 
t ..... ,. .. ,. \,.!!!- ""O~~u .. ~ ... ~ "• .. , • .., ... ,.. .... -·"'""' ... n~ 0 ..,- ·n-,-...:-v, ........ ,.,,,; ~ ......... , ..... ,.. .. ro 

'-..t\o ... -•'- • ... ..1. ··-~ <.Otw .... II' ..... ~·•• olUo•O ... \..o • •Jt 0•! !• ........ _..,, ......... .J.J _..._.) ''" 0 "'\o.,.o 

~:; o!" 2, 3, 4 n.:'1d r; c·:; · .. "'t'rc !':'J."!r!c n:1:! n r.C:"\0.:::-..tc !.:..:!"'::. • .• "::".n cct t;:' : ... ;):· 
a. r..,. ........... Ti1c n'··c--"'#'0 .... pn·••tn~ -t •'r1c 1•11 .. .~ .... .,,..., o·"' •• , ... •··- \. ..... ... 

- Lo .....,.__..,. • 66 "'""'""' •••• ••: •• \o • "'-"'"'"'""-• • ... " ""·~.0. •1 1 ,....,. 

over the ~th cdGC of t~c d:-.r l~;c on n Zcn;thcrlj• h~:1~!nc. ;..c the r. 
load \.-:1::: :1pp'!.ied, the !Jilot cx~ricn~c~ ::o '-L"'l'.tcu.".l. ~on~~ol tl!"o':l:.c::l~ u:1t.!.1 
o.p~rox:!;~:1tely 5. 5 c'c -.."':":-c :-c:-:.ch~::!. i,t t!11c pt'!.!l~ =~·. :\oth c:<?Cr1c~~c1 
'Wh:lt 'to~-:.!.::. :::o·.L..,Jcd. l!kc :::...'"'. cxp~o::;!'Y.l :.-_."'!! ~he :.t;;c:-r..=-t p!t::hc.~ ·.:j) ~o poc1-
t1ve l:l G loodi:1g !'1.!'1d then tn :1 nCc::ti'~ 2.3 t; l~:d~nt: ~·,-l 'b:1.c:: to :x'C!th·c 
6 e'a. F:"rx; this !'JOint the 10!1L)1t'..::l!.;.~l o:;~1!.::t~10!1 \.~:;; !'"C-i\~C"C::i !-::i'i·.!l~· 
c.nd lo::e!t-~la!.n.."\1 cont:anl :--cc:11~c~. : .... ""\te:--~1 ~o~trot :.!·.::-!~c; -the 7"'it::h-·~~ 
vo.c !:--:-~ti-~ b"1.:t the p!~.f')t =."l!:lt~!:t~·! ~"~t:-C': -..-!t!1 =-~=-c-t!.vc nilcr::'l:l x~·.l 

:;;>D1lc:- -:ontrol::;. T::tc- ~~cc ~!!ct, -..·::-:- .,. . ..._::: !"::,·!n:: ~t?Jp:-o:-:j::lntcl:: 2-X~ :·:t:-rl~ 
n.ft o~ t:--.c "!7-10),\, C"b~c~·c·~ the ,it:-~1-·.~:- :-:-~n...··l.-~·J·:c~· ~:1-! ci:~:l• .. a:':.'::'O'J~.l:· ("1'.;
~crvc:! t:-:ct'! ob.:c=l~ ~n.l~ !"rex: t~~c ~-: )':,.·... ':':1c c!:~c~ ~!.lot f:~:'o:-:::c:l ::r-. 
Roth o!" :-:1s obccr'·~tto:t:; t:'-:11 !:-:ncd:tatcl~· ~=,·•c:l !.~t~ ~Jt)!"it!0n !":-"!"'" , c!.ncc 
l:!G:>ectlm v!":i=h rccn!tcrl 1~ the .u~:oYc:-:· t!1~t the c:1t~:·c ·:.7-1)·;.""' :·1r;:1t 
!n!l.l:l $(!~:a \."'-C ~1on1nt;. 

:'l!c YF'-105A vnn nlo\.-cd to 17J !:::ot~. -.:!tcr~ :':;.11 lcr...!inc cdc;c ~.to.~,:: 
\lt:rc extcnJed o.:1<1 SO~. trnili:IG cdce !'lnp~ e:<ten•lerl. One ~ire le o!' t!:c 
lo.ni.l1~e :1.-en \:o.c =<le b:r ~~. !!nth en:!. the chace niroro.!'t, then n lnn~l:!£: 
po.ttern !"or the !lort!l 1~.\:cbed :-u.'l\:n:· ::!3 ~':ln oct uy, vi th tl:e- rcr.:ti:~in;:; 

scar :-et:-nctcd on the ".n··-l~~A. :, \"r.-:-;· ~!1=s.:!.lo\.· 1c::ccnt ·..me !:\ll.ic to t!:c 
ru.'lvn;t c.t 17:> l:!'loto n.'IJ the r.ir~:-o.ft '-'J!l nl=<l t•' l(O ·:nota v1th the .• 
touch-do\111 ccnt:le: vcr;.o ~hartly tl:cr<>'l~t.,r. 'nl<" \'1!:-:trnl fi:~ on the \L':'.Icr· 
aide n! the n!r:!"oft 1lrnc.r:cf\ the t•a:nn:t ~urfn~c '"or '~i'P:"r»:L":l~ltcl;: :!'l l 
feet llC~ore the nocc rl:-op~-1 rnp!~U:: n:1·! the t:\..~!n !'.t:::clnge ntn:ck the 
r\mvn;.· 1:1 ~ lcvr~t ntttttt,lc. Tl·c cn:'lO!':t r.!'l.r.lc o!":' nt ~he point. o"" ::L.'lln 
fu~el~.cc 1M?Ilel •m·J th" "lrcr:~:·t ~~.!·! !" ~ r.trn tc~t r·.h<"r.<l "'E~~on-
trlll '-"CC nn\:~tn\nc•l •In:·!:~:; '..hv :'llljOI' ;>o•rl~I..~~II'.IC/ilJtQf.l ~;.tl 01"'1'~~ 

TO 
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lert. "'inG wnt dom t.'le l:lf:t rev feet or skid. n::d the left 'W'ing c:'ld hO:'i
zoritsl. stabili::er =de contact Vith the rtm\.':1)'. Totnl s;:id dist:l.'lce o,:o.s 
2,000 feet. The 'IT-105A pilot sh'.lt the engi.'l.e dOII'."l upon first cO.'ltact 

. vitb the I'll!'lV:lY a:1d. n11 cvitches \/ere tu."'!'led off prior to dc~L'15 the 
aircr:lft :lfter it c:ce to rest. lfo i.'ld.ico.tiO.'l of !'ire d~i:'..; l.nn:Ur.c \.':l.s 
obcer\'ed. by ·the cbllse aircrort, :'lor by l-!:-. Roth after he C.cpo.r"'...ed t.".e air
cre.rt. The fi..-e equiJDC.'lt n.."Ti\'cd. at the poi.'lt 'lo'hcre t...,e YF -105A ca::~c to 
rest a.'ld. there vas no ncticn requi.-ed. of the fireocn. The rue! o.boc...-d. 
nt t."le tice or la..'ldir.g \.':lS npprcocic:ltely 300 p:rm:ls in the n:.in ta.'lk, 
1,100 pou!l:l.s in the fonrnr.l. tank !lild 90:> pou."lds in the ::.!'t tc.:'ll:. 'i'hc 
latter tw tnnks' cireuit brecl:crs "~~ere still out, tl:t:s the f'.:cl a~":lUn'.lle 
to the engine 'W':ls O.'lly thn t in the =in tn..'ll-:.. 

DIVLSTIGATIO!l J\!:D A!.U.YSIS 

1. 0:1 16 Dccc~bcr 1955, nt n.pprax!-""'l3.tcly 1::35 hoarn ro!', !~. !1~l~~cll 
H.· Roth of Republic A\"ic.tion Corporatio:'l dc:_>nrtcd :::d\:n .. "'<is ,\:""il !:: YF -l·:J5A, 
S/N 54-0098, llild =s o.cccnpnn!cd by a snrcty clune F-lOJA nircr'lft, S/H 
53-1662, piloted by C:!ptain Robert H. 1.'hite. Phc.sc I Sta'.lility :>ml Col'l
trol tests \o'Crc conducted o.t nltitudes of 20,000, ~,00) ~~'l:l. 1·1,??~ ~eet 
durL'l& the 1'1rot th!rty-fh~ ni:'lutcs of fl:lght. At lO,O:J) fc-c~ tl:c YF-:.05.'
:;>ilot \l:l.s o.ttccpti.'lC n 6 g pull-up :>t 520 ::."lots airsrct'd, •~:e:: the r!c:'lt 
r.t:>L"l la..'lding genr extc:'l:led a."ld vo.s to:-n frcn the n i!"cl"!l.ft.. ,\ ln."l:li::c '':os 
I:UldC CXl the Roce:-s D:-y UV~ r .. t!1\1!lY V!th the rc~"linL~c r.cc.:- 1:1 t;·.c :ect:•:tctc:l 
pos1tio::. 'l'ot.."ll. fliGht tine \1:\:l ro:-t~· .. !"i\"c ::t~-.Jte::. 

2. Post !"lig!:.t !:1\"Cctic;c.tion ro:.cl art:-Ll:t:li: \\>::c c:o:1:h:ctc•! Jy 't:oth 
!lc~ublic Avi3t1on Co:-por~tio!l J)C!"C0.'1...,cl X!~\ ..\1:- Fo:-:c pc:-cC'C"'~~cl. '"!'::c rc
Eult:; o!" the 1nvest1e~:t1on cor:-.iuctcci by Rcp-..:bl!c Avi:'.t1on CC'IrrY.."'-;·n.t!on ::a~~ 
be !"o·~"ld. in deto.U in thi!l !"'C?Q!"'t -..:.:1.1c:- ~·J) D. i, ::tl~-.:1tion o!" t::c i!:·:cct!
cntio:l :-ec·.!ltn 1::; c.c follrn;n: 

a. !:Xc.:::l=tion o!: the richt ::~:.1:: lnndi.'lG ce:1r ~·:-o.'lt llploo!: l"e\-.::n.let! 
tho.t the roller on the hook o,:na orr the c::c:-ccr.c•• rclco.Gc en.:: (Gee T:lh F, 
Photoe;ro.ph Ho. 116 RAC). · T'ne C::lerecncy syntel.'l latch =c cncnccd, no tl'.at tl:e 
cr.':l we in poGition. A dil::encion!U. chack o!' thl! UJ:llocl: reVC!nle<! th..'\t the 
e:;lir.dcr vas fully c,.;4..cn.dcd. The O~'l!rce.'lter l1:1.l~cc \.'aD 11/G•" cwcrccntcr, 
or cli;;htly lccc th:ln the 0.18" :uinir.m:n cnlled for. 

b. Dicaooe::bl:,• of the riGht fro.'lt uplocl: ncccmbly revel\lcu ccvcrc 
bending ~~d chear dcfor::~atiO:'l of tl~ hook pivot bolt, cni also tl.1oto~t1on 
or the pin holding· the roller into the upper en:! or the hook. The roller 
ws dlcplace<l co thnt it \11111 ridinG the raditHI at the hc.sc of the cut-out 
in the hook, n."ld. =s bir.dinc 110 that it could not be rotated by lund. 

c. The curfuce or the roller 'W:lD br1!1elled o.lo:'l :1t=.~t 

vith the ca.':l, vith n corrcapon:line =rlt~ID\tho~tr.:a;r:r'n!Q; .P'~~'U"t-r+-
the CQ.":I \l!lC Ill no CCUffcd o • 'I . 

>-~:·. 
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d• · T!:e· ri;;ht reo: uplock asse::bly '1.-:l.S seyerely d.e!'o=ed 1 and the 
hook 'l.'!ls in open pos1tiro nlth~ it '1.-:l.S still e~d. on the ce::t 1 :l..'l! 
the hyd."""l.ulie cylinder 'liaS .in l<Y.:r.ed posi ticn (See T:1b F 1 I"not()(;r!lph r:o. 
116 RAC). !be locki."l!; lizlko.ge 'lo'!lS 38/f}.." OYCrcenter as canpn..-ed to the 
\l,22'' =imu::l specified. The nttnch::lc:1t bolt hole at the upper end. or the 
nr:tuat1.ng cylinder 'l.'nS severely elongnted.1 the head or the cylind.er =s 
cra.cked., o.nd. the entire asse1:i'Jly housing '11:1.& der=a. The ro:""o"Brd ede;e 
or·the hook '-'us severely scui"fed. 

e. The right in.'ler door 'l.':l.S L'l open position, nnd the hinges v.:rc 
tig.'lt and ll:ldm:l!!.gcd, The door ws buckled., 'lo'ith the for'l.""...r:l edt;e bent dO'Ion 
relntive to the rear roller. The rear roller \InS deep~· scored. The fro:1t 
roller v:lS U."1:l.a::l!!.gcd. Doth outer door support belts "w'Cre be:1t n."1d. the hc:J.dc 
\lere scuffed in a direetio:1 corres;>0:1di:te to the a~ter· door !'la\'ing forced 
the in.'ler door to open. 

r. ·Both locks or. the left ~ain gear 'lo'Crt' inspected, prior tore
leasing the gear 1 o.nd. it 'l.'llS obaerYed that on both locke the roller hoo!~ 
vas at the edce or the ca..,, M\'in& al.:::oet pulled pc.et. E!xr..":l!:lation or the 
locks nrter exte:1oion or the ccnr revenled brinelling or the cn:os n.'ld 
rollerc on both locks. !loth hooke 'lo'Cre sloppy on the pivot bette, either 
~ bushing el~tion or bolt defo~tion or both. 

ll• The right ccnr strut !"niled throogh the he:J.d or the strut, 
bending nft o.ml outboord 1 and a;>po.rentl~· shc~ri."lg the bo:ll:. o.tto.chL'lS the 
ctrut to the side brnce. The gear struck nn:l. dn:::.'lgcd the lo-.-cr C:l!'!'ace 
or the vi!:g outboo.:-d or the gcnr attncment :;>aint. 

h. The s!d.e bro.ce 'llnC intact, except !"a:" n :ro.Uure or the !"ittinc 
to the !:13.1n :-etrnc:ting c;.rl!ndcr. The C'nd fi tti:lc; nt 'the ztn:t ~ttc.c:1ncnt. 
'11:15 tvioted1 'lo'ith the bottcn nft1 n.~:i the spherical he:>:"ing \.":lC :·obtcd in 
the ::i3l':'!C directio:1 in the end. !"1tt!nl). '!'he d.!rcctio:l or rot..".tio:-: · .. on:; coo
oistent 'l.'ith tll't ben-linG or the e;er.r t:trut. T'nc <!own lee!: late:: on t!:c 
side brace "-ns not C:l(l.'lgcd. 

1. The ~·!t>ht r.:nin e;enr ret:-o.ct!ng cyltn:ier '.t-:l.S in exte:1:1cd poci
tion. All other hydraultc U."\it:: in the landinc ccar ::)'t:tcrn -.-c!"C in nornnl 
position for the gcnr tiP and locked. 

J. Pressure 'l.'n.G o.pplied to the rir>ht gear dovn~locl': c,·lin-icr n.'l:i 
retract1."18 Cj'linder utili::.inc; n r;rcnm:i ctnn:i vi th r. hn.'l:l. P'tn? hool:et! into 
the cyctern at the vine root. neturn fluid vnn filtered into n cnn. The 
system functioned ncr::~ illy nt 400-500 pc1., n.'ld no forcig~. m:1tte:- =s ob· 
cerved in the return fluid, 

k. The above teet wt: repc:1ted vith t!1e dro.g llrnce being held o.t 
the l~it or itc out\,-nrd motion. It \.uc fou."\:l. tho.t the rorec o.~nlied 
e:1aily vith one l'.:md nnd vno cufficient to l:ccp the dovn-lo<::' y in~ ~ rrcn 
otrokinc, an<l hence to blcx:l: preccure to th:~t.~'?-;.s'iric1{1f.u5' ~'~1"\'F.Lr • ,snr"'emuron:;UI'l~~·· 

• 
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1.. The :ruselo.ge failed in necative bcniing at the splice at 
Stti. 235 (See.TD.b F, Photograph llo. 9098 a:1d Photog:-aph No. 9099). :loth 
upper 1ongeron. splice fittL'"lgs failed, l:ith re::ultin;; :railu:-e o!" all 
structure above the cockpit flcxr.-. The lCNer lcngcrons ""re buckled 
in·ccr:pc-ess1cn art or the splice. It appears that this :failure occurred 
during the· \.'heels up land.ing, as t.'te loc.d factor in flight '\-:l.ried f:-c:c 
ap~~~tely ~10 to -3 to f6 ~ed.iately a:rtcr the lnndin& ge~ extended., 
and had. the failure occurred. at the JlOg it np:;:>enrs probable that the nose 
\o-ould have broken orr cccpletel,y at the cubsc-1uent 6 G· 

c. Heat discolo:-ntion a:ld soot streaks "~re observed on both 
sides o!" the rud.de:- near t.'le 10\l'er end. Upon rc::~ovul or the aN; section, 
extensive locnli:.ed sooting and evi.ience or excessive heat \.-ere :rou.:1d 0:1 

the art fuselage frn.-:te at the splice o.:1d in the forw:u-d fltselar;c frcn the 
splice to the fire \o-nll. The flexible netnl hose in the nfterbu."':'le!' d!'ab 
line, located o.t the bot tan of the !"uselar;c 1 'W':ls wet o..'ld lo':lS ;irippinc 
slightly, n.'ld the !"ucelagc skL'l \o"nS \o-ct bcla.t the 1L'le. 

n. In!!pection of the e:~gine, ch!'oud C..'ld for=rd. fuse lace nfter 
engine recO"I"lll re\-enled evidence or loco.l heat on fucelnsc skin, !"r:l."lec, 
virinc, etc. on the risht side C!ld bottm at't o!" the ::."ire cenl. The out
cide of the shroud \o"ns cooted nnd discolored fror.t heat L'l the s:tr.te a.t-cas. 
The inside of the sh!'ou<i nnd the e:~gL'le 1 lL'len, etc. ''cre heavily cooted 
but no indieationn of excensil"C heat l>'Cre observed, There we no soot or 
evidence of heat forvord of the fire seal on either the encL'le or fucel~. 

o. The flexible hoce ccction of the afterburner c'.raL'l line '1.-:lG 

rc::lO\-ed o..'ld press\!l'C tested, o.nd !"a.md to he len:~L'lt; badly at the a!"t en:! 
fittinc atto.c~ent. 

p. Reviev of the opentL'lg record of the :lircraft reve:~.led that 
the :~.fterburner had been opented 0:1 the thruct sto.nd on 15 ~cet:i'.,er o..-:d. 
it ws l:lter lellr:lcd that no fuel 'W':lS seen disch:~.rging :r ... a:: the :lfterbur:ler 
drain \/hen the o.f'terburner l:O.S ohut dOlo'll, The subject L'lcide:~t occur:-cd 

' . 
on the :rirst flight :lfter this thrust cbnd ru.'l. 

q, ·Soot w.s found th!'our;hout the length o!" the cooling air ductn 
frm the ccr.lprecco:- inlet to both the inside Md out!!ide o!" the shroud. 

r. The extent of fire do..':l!lga ind.icateo a locnli:.ed fire of short 
duro.tion, ouch ac might hllvc occurre:l frm leo.)(ing of the! o.rterbu."'!1e:- d:-o.in 
line, l:hich only dhcho.rceo the fuel L'l the s)•::tcc dO'Jnctrcn:u of the ~::hut
off valve \/hen the afterburne:- io chut-orf. Isnition could ha\'e occurred 
by eonteet vith the hot chrO'J<i or by !'JCl vo.por beint; dro.11:1 inside the 
cl-.roud n.'ld i&niting on the bil pipe. The he:lvy cooting inside! the ch!'~ud 
tends to cupport the l:1tter poccibility. 

.. 
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C.."lli hec.t strenlts ori tha I"\!dder·.inaicatc thil.t a sl.:rlle: !"ire =:r have occtlrl"Cd 
in:the subject flight. Soot deposits nrouna lightening holes inside the 
'\-cnt=l. fin indi'catc tlmt the fire r.ny have ~en d:c.w up throug.'l the fL"l, 
thus ~pinging on the rudder. 

·· · t.·· I=edic.tely follcNm& the extencion of the right r.nin la."ldine; 
gear, the pilot obcerved o. ca:tplete loss of pressure in the P2 p:-•~n-:r 
systcl:!. The resc:-voir of this syste::t '\Ins enpty. The P2 :-cservoir 'll:ts rc
servic:ed, o.na o. e;rou:1d stnnd used to :p:-cssur1::e the Gyst;en. l!o press'.lrl! 
ccul.d be developed, a."l:l hydrc.ulic: fluid 'll:l.s obcc:rved lcnkin& rrcn the l::cnb 
bny. Ac the o.ircrart 'llns ct1ll on the flo.t bed, t.'lc bmb bey doorc could 
not be opened. Therefore the so..trc:e or the lec.kc.cc could not be cl.etcrnincd, 
o.nd is ctill under 1nvc~t1cn.t1on. 

u. An:U.ysis of the '1.1.tness' stnt.enc:nt r.ntl osc:illoc;:":J.ph record:; 
in:Ucntc the pilot tcc:!-.nique use a nt tha t:!.::le of the cc:u- loss m1d c::'!::::c
quent violent longituditul a."l:l lc.tero.l oscillations '1.":\S l::oth ti:::c:l~· :tnd 
:proper n."ld fUrther nircrc.rt dr.:mcc 'll:l.S prevented by t!:is nc:t!on. 

v. The loo.d fc.cto:- en~ountcrcd l::y t!JC pilot d:::-in!: lnnd tnc '\.":!:; 

ectl.::lo.tcd by hi.-:~ to be nore tlmn tviee th .. "tt cnco.mtcrccl du;:-lne; c:jectio."l 
vhich he 1ma expcricnced recently in C.."l nltitt:•le indoctrination cour:::e 
nt ',lilliOr.lG AFD. 

'II. The vheelo up lo.."ldine; ""'s c.cccnr>lichetl nt nor::~r..l lo.."\dinc 
speeds, vhich. produce n high !\lselc.ec a."lsle 'IIi th the l.:l."lt!!::c sU!"fnce 
nnd n rnpid nose dO'I.'Il pitch vhen t!l.c c.rt portioo of !'..1selc.cc nnkes contnct. 

Fnmr.rcs 

1. The pri.=r;· cc.use of the incident =s t!l.e lc.c!: or c.Je:;.uc.tc :;trcngth 
c.."\:1 risidity in the up-lock ncehc.ni::n, thus co.usinc the front up-loci: 
i"ittin~; or the right nc.in l!lnd.ing gcc.r to beccxnc discni?G"d c.s :1 result 
of the hook roller:: be inc; forced po.st the locltL"lG ca.~ \r.cc Tnb F, I'hotogrc.:;>h 
llo. 116 nAC). This occurred c.s the result of dcfomntion of the hook pivot 
bolt nnd the roller pL"l. FollOitiniJ the rclcncC> of the front hook, t!l.e 
inner doc:- bucl-.led · nnd the ccr.~bL"lcd. ef!'C>ct of nir loo.clo o.nd g loods O."l the 
lnndinc ccar defamed the rcnr hook linl'.ngc cufficiently to diccncncc the 
hook nnd relcnse thC> lending ccnr (r.ce Tnb F, I'hotosrc.ph l:o. llB nAC). 

2. A contributing caucc for th!! cxtcnaivc d!:.-:tt1£:C incurred 'llllc the 
1nndequntc strencth in the rusc:lc.cc atructurc nt the cplicc locc.tcd nt 
Gtntion 284. ThiG fnilurc ws e:>ouocd by loc.cl fc.ctor encountered duri."\C 
tim inflight pitch-up a."ld/or Wc:cls up lnnding. 

l 
I'~ \..I,~":' ifl lnei:ltll<l> 

~"----

a1oe: o:~~o;. forw.rtl nncl a.!'t up-locka be rcd!!cignc•l to 
· •ctreneth" ilhd. riaid1 t:r. 

. -o 
• ·~ • 0 

/1' 
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_- _ 2; ~-sel.sge splice fittings nt stntio:l 281~ be redcsic;ned or 
~trength the stren(;'"..h of the .attnehint;.boltt:.. 

. . . . '· 

.~. 
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~A~ 
J.liLBUR!i G. APr 
Co pto.in Ur:J' 
1667B\ 
Im-cstii;:ltin& Officer 
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I Date 1.6 Deo.- 1955 

Or. vt. 30,8501 Elrt. stcree If ODe 

C&ri :r:o. __ m~----

nigbt TU. '' Min. 

c. a. ~.rf, 

'· ~ DL1n cear 1oat in tlipt 4arir.a acc:elerated nDeUTer and air-l"flft. llrUh 
1 •""..S OD lake bee!, 

ParpoM: 

(!o 11t;e I . 

~ vu mde Oil tho lAke be4 with a quarterill& ~-30 knot dOVD•ViDao 'lbll 
a1renft ~ &1.rbonxl c.t approxi.r.llta~ 175 Jmcrtn 1D b<iory turb'.ll.e!It e.1r aA'l 
ec:at coatrol d11'ficult7 vu e:l}lerienaod. 

C1h:ll 'IIU l2lde at .6 lhc:h mmber, ltllitar)' paver to :28,000 f't, Arterburner wu 
tin4 aa4 a Msah Z!~Db!r of 1.18 o'bt31lled in a eb&llow dive. /.t thio ~rpelili 21 
3 aa4 .. 8 turna wre c:a"lpl.eh4 at ~.ooo f't, At ~ s'• 11g4t l:uttat. 1a pnaent. 
A\ 2>1000 ft., at ,g4, .651 ,6 aDI1 .7 lfach ~n l:lllleUY'CriDg &tabllitT YU 

~114 in V1Dil~ t=a. 

3(1:J0 roUe '"'" aeecapl.ilhed at 1/3 aa4 1/2 lateral control dhplaoemeate at 
·9 ltach,JA:llb»r Vith aller:n:a both in aD! out or operation. 

A\ We tiae the ft%'llin6 lipt an the aft ~tar P\1IIP ceme CD altbou&h Boo l.be. 
ot t1aa1 rua1DDd in tbt tulk. '1'o pn•cut ua adorer.. att c. a. cozxU.tica tbe 
tonvl aZl4 tblt att ta:lk cirauit breakero wre ~. :rorw.rd tallk at WetS... 
.e. u.S UOO lbe. at tuol. J""'Ui"'"l• 

n.~ we then lade to 101000 f't, d 21 31 ,. aM 5 1 turns ~ at •9 Maeh • 
..... r, appzCIIt1.-ta~ 52l biota, ac:-~ na lcat CblriDC thie ~r aDI1 
a eeoco! 0111 wa ln4a to o'bt41D 6 &'• at .9 Mach z:aabtr, .u tbe 1 lou.! wu 
II;!P11e4 tbe pil.ot exper1o~ DO u:maua1 ccatrol problaa an! at 5·5 s'e, Wich 
wa the 1ut Dl8ber obacrred b7 tbe pUot, tbl ri&bt •in 6"1' vu torn trca 
the all:pla!w. Prior to Wa nm pu ind1cat1011 aholf81 up eJ:4 locked. At thll 
Ua pllcltopaDal rectlrda al10if a poalt1n 10 & loed.llll aa4 a nepUn 2.3 8 lt*"1nc. 
a1tboa&" tbl Ulldtn~ baa DO recoUect1ca or aiRratt. plteb tudtm1 ==,.. ree11n7 repJ.IIc41113 aome dU'f1W1tT.1IISII . ~-~~~t 

. ~~ '"~"".o··-:-~r;F""t'J-/t ~?4 
'f!ANF¢rr~;g6{(;:~-' c-·· ?-/7t.7 
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Flight No. 2$-l' lTl05A S/ll 54-o96 
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~ w.a al.awed to 170 knots tulllcsd1.Da e~ acd Be~ trailing edge tl.ape 
e:rteD1ed. ~was~ on tbc: lab bed a.t 170 ~ts Tery sh,llcv descent. 
~ ,. ar 5 fee1o c.boTo the lake ~lei the airuc.t't ria ol.oved to l.6o 
li::Data With ~ oecur1%ls "&hartl)- tboreaf'ter. 'l'a.1l tkid drug apprax1.!Dstel)-
100 JV4a cil the lake be4 before tbo Di:lse dloppad into tllo srcnmd. \!hen tho 
DO• 4tOppt4 the c:&llOp7 cm:~~t att the a1rcruft. It b l:slieTd that l.en """"""' 
~ Jirr. occUiTe4 to tho a.1rCi'aft bad a hiGhllr touclldalm fll:Ocd bn%1 made bat 
wa :Pllot ..... ci<acttJJCd Yith thlt alreratt bcnll»ing baCk !lito the a1r •. 'l'be • . 
a1rl:rl;tt 1114 ~t e.Z1d lateral emtrol tlllll m1nta.1ned daring. the Jr:a.Jor portiou 
ot tbe 11Wi&i al14e. 'l'otel. a11cHug. 41~co ns Just OT"er 210CO ft. AU mtebea 
were tiuiAd Ott prior to 4eparttil8 tbe ~rort. 

'1!le lcll&1tn.!'M1 Control CID this fli~t llM tbD prcvicus 3 flights is IClCh 111-
J40tt4~ · The m1.1i object1oas are too high stich forces for llii1DeUYering turu. 
n t. aliO cUft1cUlt to fl)- the airc:ra.!t c::ootlll)- nt 1 g conditiou above .89 
11l41eated ~ lillmber. A1rera.tt ro~ to eontrolii!OT('lDCnt 111 ney slav 1.11. 
wa 1pee4 rinse• 

'1'!111 'bi-eu-oat !:lad been loeeze4 011 the le~toral control s;n:tem prier to th1o fiight 
bat 1t 1a still felt that throlish tho 1'ir:lt frnr decrrees of lnteral control110t1on 
1.D either 41rec:t1cD force gn41ant bllU.d-up 1.o praetic~ non-a1etent. Fe1!d 
back tria the s7et- 1a der1n1te~ proo:Jnt 1n tho nt1ck r.s can bcs seen frm tho 
oec~ reeor4. l"ollaY1nS looing tha ecer this pUot Tery marl)- 41ver&ed 
With lateral cOiztrol. 

At tbe time tbs iear left the a1rera.rt tl:.o pl'iJ::ai7 2 fiiVlt control ~Gte: was ' 
ton. &teter, eTCn though the. eyli~ro on the: right ccsr 1.:ero torn fraa the 
a1raratt UtllitJ pressure 't'U &i1."3)'1l available during the cncl11lle l encBng:. llo 
41ft1CNlt)- YSII axperlc:nced durina this l..eJi11ng vith only tb~ primlr7 1 n~ 
cc:ctrol 1118 ten 1i:i Dper:Lt1on. 

RM!I:pt 

• 
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' .. ' · On Frid·a;, .Decei:i~·r 16, 1955, at 1430 boul-s PST, I took off frca Ed,.,..xds 
.AFD 1n air::rtrl't F-lOO,:S/N 662, to escort the Republic YF-105A, S/ff 54-098. 
:"As per prior briefing the flight vas to pri=l'Uy co:1sist of lo:1git-.1dimu 
accelerated r:mneuvers. Arter takeoff e. military cli::~b 'l."aS !:lll:l.e to approxi-

·me.tely 35,000 feet vhere speed 'll!lS increased e..'ld accelerated point:~ obtained 
at supers0:1ic speed, A descent to 20,000 feet foll01red vhere further points 
vere token in subsonic flight. · Several aileron rolls vere perfcmned at this 
altitude vhile returning to o.n area over Rogers Dry Lllkc. A descent 'lr.\S 

made to 10,000 feet vhere accelerated I:~e.neuvers, up to a lon:l. faetor of 
5.0 "g•s" at 0.9 H.~ch nur.iber, vere e.ccooplished, A leo,-el ru.'l 'll!lS then =de 
at 0.9 ~~ch ~ber 'lihUe heading south directly over the lake. Just after 
passing the Southern boundary of the lake, the YF-105 o,:as banked for a left 
turn in e.'l attempt to obtain 6.0 "g's". At this time I vas about 200 yerda 
behind the YF-105. During the I:~aneuver I observed a rapid, but mild, 
lateral oscillation folloved ~edie.tely by a sharp pitch u,, then an 
~edie.te return to level"night. At the instant the pitch occurred I sav 
three pieces breaking avey frOl'!l the airplane sil:lulte..'leously. I adviGed 
the pilot of structural failure and upon inspection of the aircraft under
side sa.v that the entire right lanHng gear ha.d broken ava.y. A omall 
syphoning 'll!lS evident in the right vheel vell and the pilot of the YF-105 
indicated this to be hydraulic rlu1d. Further inspection revealed no other 
apParent ds=ge, 

'· 
The IT-105 'll!lS then sloved to e.pproxi::~ately 200 knots and lendi.'lg e..'ld 

trailing edge naps wre levered. Duri!IG this period an ecert;enc:r landing 
vas pln.'l.'led on lakebed runv:ly 23. A !inal approach 'l.'llS !:lade vith the re
maining gear retracted. I remained in tl po::1tion about 1::>0 feet to the 
right ot the YF-105 until just prior to touch dovn. I cnlled height above 
the gr~'ld three tines, at 5 feet, 5 feet and 2 feet. L'11t1al ground co!"l
ta.ct occurred ~'1 the ventral fin and the aircraft virtually flev along 
dragging the fi.'l for about 100 ytlrds. The air~raft then settled fully on 
its underside, Bt vhich tine the ce..'lopy left the airplane, e.nd conti.'lued 
to slide straight ahead, ~ left ving cettled to the grou.'ld at just about 
the t~ the aircraft c~.to a stop. I circled the area. once; the pilot 
had inr.lediately left the airplane n.'ld ve.ved as I passed overhead. 

/ / / ,.., 

CONI· !I){. &lUSJ: - ....... 

l 
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~,; 1. On the bo.51s of a stud:t or the pilot's sta~e:nc!'lt and a 
•,... .. 

,, , detail examination or the aircraft, the follow!n;:; findinGS and 
···· conclus1ona a:-c subm+ttcd in re:;ard to thc_inc!dcnt to !?-1051. 

Aircraft 3/N 54-098 at Edwards A.!"3 on 16 Decembc:· 1955. 

''·' 
~ ., 

' • 

• • 
h ,r· 

Investi~ation and ?!ndin=s 

2. Th;; right main landlnr; ::;car extended in !'l!.::;ht dur!nc an 
attempted ct; pull up at 530 knot3 at 10,000 rt. Th!l ~;-:act load 
factor at the time or extens:on -:annot be deter.n!r.·?d; hoaever, the 
last read!nE ob3erved by the pilo: before the a!r~rart pitched up 
violently was 5.5c. 

3. The richt cear strut f:..tlcrl throur,h the heac or the strut, 
bendinG aft and outboard, and apparently shcarln-; the bolt attach
inc; the st::--Jt to the side brace. ?he scar stn:t';.: :mrl carnaced the 
lower surface or the 1Hnc outboar:l or the cear ::lttachncnt point. 

11. ?he side brace was intact, exc-::pt for a !'a!l\:re of the 
fittins to the main retractin~ ql!nder. The end !'1tt!no; at the 
strut attachment was twisted, w!th the bottom art, and the spher
ical bear1n; was rotated ln the same direction !n the ~ni fitt!nr. 
The direct!on or rotation was :ons!stcnt with aft b!ndlns or the 
gear strut. The do1m loclt latch en the side bra?c ;.;:;.s not enear.cd. 

' 5. Th~ r1cht main ~ear retract~ng cylinder wa~ !n ext~ndcd 
po31t1on. All other hydraul1-: t:n:t3 !n the lanJ!nc: c;car :;y.>ter.: 
1·:ere !n no:-r.:al pas i tlon for the :;ear up :md loc:,e:i. 

'· 6. There ~as no failure or the utility hydra~l!c system. 
llornal prc~sure 01' 3000 p5! \•Ia:! annable after the landinr; gear 
failure, and the lcadinc cd;e flap:; Here extended ncrr..all~· before 
landing. The utility reservoir 1~as full after the a!.r=rart landed. 

7. Pressure was applied to the right £ear c!oNn-loc!( cylinder 
and retractin~ cylinder ut111~!n~ a ground stand w!.th a hand pum~ 
hooked into the s:;:;tem at the w!.nr; root. Heturn fluid wa:! filterccl 
into a can. The system functioned norr:~nlly at 1100-500 paL, and no 
rorecin matter wau observed in the return fluid. 

0. The above test was repeated with the dra~ brace be1nc held 
at the limit or its outward mot!on. It was round that the force 
applied ca:l!ly 1·1ith one hand woa :lt:ff1c1cnt to ::ccp the do~m-locl< 
cylinder from strok1nc, and hence to 
ing cylindar • 
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9. Examination of the.~ight oain landinG sear front uplock 
revealed that the roller on the hook was off the emer~ency release 
ca~ •. The e~er~ency system latch was enbaged, so that the cam was 
in position; A dimensional check of the uplock indicated that the 
cylinder was fully extended. The overcenter linkage was 11/64" 
overcenter, or slightly less than '::he 0,18" minimurn called for. 

10, D!sassernbly of the right front uplock assembly revealed 
severe bending and shear deformation of the hook pivot bolt, and 
also distortion or the pin holding the roller into the upper end 
of the hook. The roller was displaced so that it was ridin;:; the 
radius at the base··of the· cut-out in the hook, anj wa;; b!ndin~ so 
that it could not be rotated by hand, 

11. The s~rrace of the roller was brinelled alonG a 
tact with the cam, 1'11th a ccrr·J!lpond!n~ marl< on the can, 
part of the cam was also scuffed, 

lin·~ con
The loNer-

12. The r.l.ght rear uplocl< as:>e1:1bl:; was severely d•Jfor1:1ed, nnd 
the hock was in open position althou!h it was still cn~~re•l on the 
cam, and the hydraulic cylinder was in locked pos!tion, Tha lock
ing linlmc:e was 38/64" overcente::- as col:lpR.red to the \1,?.2" m:lxir.~ul:l 
specified, The attach1:1ent bolt hole nt the upper end or the actua~.
ing cylinder Has oe·;ercly elon;;n ted 1 the head of the c:;,l1nc.!cr wa:J 
cracked, and the entire assembly housing was defamed, Thi! for~<~a::-d 
edse of the hook was severely 3curred, 

13, The rizht inner door was !n open position, and thi! hinges 
1<1ere tight and unda~ao,ed. The door was bueltled, >tJ. th t.hc fon~ard 
edge bent do>m relative to the :-car roller. The r~ar ::-oller 1·1au 
deeply scored. The front !'Cller ""'J!l undamaged. 9oth outer joor 
support bolts were bent and the heads were scuffed in a direction 
corresponding to the outer doc:- ha·;!nc forced the inner door to open, 

14. Doth locks on the left ~ain gear ware inspected, prior to 
re leas in;; the gear, and it was obser•;r!d that on both lock:J the roller 
hook was at the edr,e of the ca::1, h3't1ne almost pulled past, Examina
tion or the locks after i!xtens1cn of the gear revealed br1nell1n~ of 
the earns and roller:! on both locks, Both hooks lierc :~loppy on the 
pivot bolts, either from bushing eloncation or bol u,o .. tion o::-
both. '· r:~·IH.'n; t 

15. All four uplock as::<emblies were foM·mrded- o. the Hcryublic .. 
factor-; for labot•atOI"J exnr.~inat!on, , };?"?J.:. ... /Jf:l'f.,;2tJJ-/_~ !1A 

16. Immediately followin:": the ex'tens1on o.-W,1qtl~ ... .frn~l;f/ 
. 1ng gear, the pilot Cib:lerved a cor.~pletc lo~:l or preSSII!~ \n thu r2 
primary system, The reservoir of th1u system wa:J empt~. 

17. The p.., rc:~urvoir was rcser•ticed 1 and a grourul utand uue<.l tc 
p::-eu:~ur1z<! the :iy;;tem. · No pre:J:~urc could be develop1!•1, :m<.l h:,•draul! · 
fluid Has obuerved leaking from the bomb bay, A3 thu nir~raft wa~ 
:ttlll on the nat bed, the bomb bay door:~ could not ue OjHlnl!d, The:··:-

.rorP. the uour·-:e of thc leskar.;e co•Jld not he detcrm1nc•1, anoJ i:~ :Jt! ll 
und~r t~~c3t!~~~!on, 
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18, The. fuselage failed in negative bend1n;; at the splice 
at Sta. 265. Both upper longP.ron spl1ce fitt~n;s failed, liith 
resulting failure of all structure above the cockpit floor. The 
lower longerons were -buckled in compression aft of the splice, 
It appears that this failure occu-rred durinG the liheel:> up land
ing, as the load factor in flie;ht ·;aried from approximately ~10 
to -3 to ~6 i~mediately after the landinG cear extended, and had 
the failure occurred at the tlOg it•appears probable that the nose 
would ha~e b~ken off completely at the subsequent 5s. 

19. The right land1nt; sear was not reco·;ered. 

20, Heat discoloration and soot st:-ea~s •rere obser ... cd on both 
sides of the I"Jdder near the lolie::- end. Upon :-enc·1a 1 or the a:·:: 
section, extensive localized soot!n6 and evidetlae of exceJsl ... ~ heat 
1·re::-e found on the art fuselar,e f:-ame at the Jpllce an:! in the fo::-
l·rard fuselaGe from the spl1~e to '.:he nrc Hall, Th<: fle:·::blc ::tc'.:al' 
hose ·.!n· the afterburner drain l~:1c, located ~t ~hr; tc~to::: cf the 
fuselncc, 'r:a.:; wet. ant1 \·:a.; dr!p;>!n:-; ::ill::ht;lv, ~n~ the !'"u:.cl:!~--c- :~kin 
\•:a::; \·:ct b!!low the llne. " .... " -

21. ln:lpcctlon of the cnF~lnc, ~hroud anti ~"o!""·::::-t! fu:Jcln::c 
after enGine removal revealed e._.1dencc of local heat en fu~clase 
skin, fra~es, wirin;:;, etc, on the ::-iGht :Jldc and bottc-m nft or the 
fire seal. The outside of the :;hroud 1·:a::; :looted and <1.\scolo:-<Zd 
f:-o~ hen. t i!'l the s:1r:1C ere as. '£h~ 1 n:J !d~ of th~ :J~rcud and the 
enc;1ne, lines, etc. were hc;r;il:; sooted but no inJlcation:;; of 
excc:J:J1Ve heat we::-e observed, There wa3 no 3oot or av!Jcncc or 
heat for-.,ard or the f!re seal on cl thcr the cnr.~:-.e or l"twelao;c. 

22, 
removed 
art end 

The flexlblc ho~e sect!on of the afterbu~te:- drnln llne w~~ 
a!1d prcss11re te2ted, and foun~ to be la~~i~~ b~dly 3& the 
fittin~ attachment, 

23, ne·11ew of the oper"atin1: rccor"d of the u!:·~:·aft re·1cnleil 
that the nfte:-bur"ncr had been operated on the th:-u:;t :~tanrl on ~ 
15 December and 1 t was later learned that no fuel ·~a:z ::een d1:zcha:·:;-
1nG fr"om the afterburner drain lihen the after"btl!"ner" lia:; ohut <1o1m, 
The subject incident occurred on the first fl1r,ht after th!s thrust 
atand run. 

24, Soot ~la3 found throughout the lent;th of the cool inc air 
duct3 from the compressor inlet to both the 1nsl~e and out3idc or 
the shroud, 

25, The extent or fire dama~e indicatco a local1~ed fire of 
short dur"ation, such as might have ocaurrcd from laak1n~ of the 
afterburner d::-ain line, which only d13charges the fuel ln the :syotcr.t 
downstre~m or the shut-orr valve when the afterburner ls jhut-orr. 
Ir.n1t1on could have occurr"cd by -:ontact With the hot sll!'oud Or" by 
ruel vapor bcin~ drawn inside thCI .shroud and 1gniti :.. on the 1l 
pipe, The hca·,y :Jootine; inoide thu Bht•ou&L~r,iilcl .tO!ll~,..,.~c~~ji.li'~.:l' 
po:l~ i b111ty, TO ---_:.:~:-_-r::----·_ 

. 0'1' HIH<MIIT: ?'~PqJ_'l'~.'l 't f):!@Z!3@!2~ J.z7. t/C4t.j-: L j!:-(_{,- ~/ 
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26. 'The e;eneral forward flo\"1 of the soot pattern and the scot 
in the cooling air ducts indicate that a fire or this nature m~y 
have occurred during the thrust stand run, when reverse flow cool
ing exists. The soot and heat streaks on the rudder indicate that 
a similar fire may have occurred in the subject fli:;ht. Soot : 
deposits around lightening holes inside the ventral fin indicate 
that the fire may have been drawn up through the fin, thus lr.;pin;inr; 
on the rudder. 

27. Investigation or the overheat condition !s continuinG and 
the afterburner fuel syster:1 1"1111 bE! pres::mre tested fo:- possible 
leaks. 

Conclusion:;: 

2B. The front uplock fittinG or the r!rht ma!n land:n~ rear 
became dlsenr,a:;ed ::1t 5.5 - '>.o~:: as a rc:lUlt of the hoo:;: r·cllc:-;j 
being forced past the loc%ln~ cam, This occurred as tile r~sul: of 
deformation of the hook p! vot bolt and the roller p'.n • 

• 29. Follol"linG r~least:: or the front hooJ.:, the !nne:· doo:- ~uc~::leJ, 
and the combined effect of air loads and ~ loaJo on :~a l::~ndln~ rear 
deformed the rear hoc:< 11nka:;e :~uf:'lciently .to .1h:en.::a•:c th~ r.ooi~ 
and release the landin5 eea:-, 

30. 
r1~id!ty 

Th~ cause of the fn!lut•e wa5 
in the up-lock rn~chaniac. 

31. Beth uploc\=;1 en tht.· left ::1~!n ;;t?:tl' had bct..'n ~·..-c:.·lo:tr.!'.!(.! en~ 
the hook :--olle!":J h:tU 'been ;J".Jll~..! altl0.3t of:· the ('flt:i:J. 

32. ?he fu3elnGc ntructura faJlcd at th~ ~pl!cc at Jt3. 231; r:.·o~ 
loads experienced during the wheels up landin~, ulthou~h !t ~~ po~s!l>lc 
that !nitial structural dama;;e occurr~d dut•!n•~ the uncont:·ollcd t:l::lncu
ver:l of the airplane follo1"11nt; cxteno!on or the r1c;ht t::a!n l:lndlnc ,:r:a:·. 

33. The heat clar.~a;:;e tn the rear cnr,ine eompa:-tm~nt appaNntl:,· 
rcaul ted fro::: a len I< in the aftcrLurner c1rnin lin·~, pc:'ll11 ttin!; fuel 
to drnin into aft fuselar,e ·~hen the afterburn•~r· ~:aa '•f"'::~. 'l'h!:J . 
condition existed pr!or to the nubjec_\f~i{~\151 e.t:~<lt ·. u•30.'e ~r ::rted-·~o~."' 
the subJect incident. 

! ~ -- ·-·--- - .. - ·-
\( ~-.-- •. r . .,··.· •.• !Jc-f'»F"~ H~ 

Correctt·;e Action: /) ~~ 0 1~ C/ 
···~- ..??v~ __ :::-•:...::1- - ... 

24. Tha ma!n lanjlnc £car uplock~ arc bctnc rav13ed to incor
porate: lrcntcr ctren;th and r1~1dlt:;. l!c•;i:;·~tl lock:.~ li1ll he· !n:.it3ll·~ol 
in aircraft 54-0')9 b•Jfo:·e the flit;ht te:Jt PI'Ot;ram 1s rc3urncu. 
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35. -!I'he fuselae;e splice fittings .at Sta. 254 are bein;; 
reinforced and this will be incorporated on Aircraft 54-099 at 

• 

the earliest possible date. • 

~-~~ W1lliar.1 I. .:;1 
D>!sit;n Safety l::::r 
Republic Av la tion Corp. 

TO ---
.. ,.,~ .. o;z;t. •t• o ... ~;tt'f-I,AL.U( J9/J-

·, /Yl 0'- 1 V":--~/;_:1:.,_·-..=:H::L--. . -· 

. tHNFlRFNIMt} '*' • 
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1. Ventrsl. Fin der:>aliohOO - :ml)' eplieo \:eb Bteylld OQ. e.irernft • 
• 

2. Crack 1n Fwd. Fuaal~ St.,.,. 21l5 m:Ulndi:lg rro:a ecx:Jr:pit mil to l'i'l7 end ITl8 
(beth ddaa or t\laolr.ga crr.eknd). Cockpit lO!l&'Jrt>D splieo tittir.re and dJ. 
~r cli-ps t'l.ilfld, st,.,. 285. LCNer lcngerma buckled, 11...."t or sta. 285. 

)o !1/atr~Jt, taJ.rinp, vheel, Md brnbt lllleP.:tbliiiS lest in night and not f"CJUild 
u or thi11 ti1111J. 

4· 

'· 
6. 

7. 

a. 

9. 

10. 

R/tvd. inner door upl.oek hook pllled past 1t8 stop. 

!1/&tt. inner door hook -pullod de~rn pMt COJ:ter, and outboard nn<! lnbc:<!rd ualla 
ot bouaing IPJ:'I:ll(• 

7117 and 18 n.H. 111 bt-nt a.~ wrpnd out or el:apo in lcvor aren nnd art on:o Joolal 
ripped &lid lc:>t ll1118lllg rrttt dOOI'IIo 

C8llopr gln .. abattand aDl otrUaturo \.'al"'pod !'rat 111pnct. 

L/gnr re~racted but ea~glzvt npC'l'oxil:>nt.t-}7 1/4• Md imor doo:o hocoks taur.d to 
be alipp!ng plllt OMI'ge!IC']" 00:1 (t:\."Cl nnd art) o 

L/ving tip ra~1nc dr:1ted en lCNor o1do l:ut round 1ntact otrnctunllJr. 

L&!\ J:lllrlgn tioc 11 ghtr bro 'km. 
'· llo n'28 dontod DM dilltcrl.ed Ult or Ebflpoo 

12. R/!nner door \'lll'pod 'll en roller 111'01\o M. 1a \"arpod to contOUI· or 1\laeln~·· 

13. Turbine (n~e) oxttndcn pipe buldgod out end vrinklll'l at fcruSJI! Or.nge area. 
lxtelld1 aroun:! lCNer WO th1nle or pipe. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. Ut. aaat.1on hnrd to aeparr.to-.evidenco or remora cr bol t8 bll1ng cut or jir. 

19. l!rldenee or tlre in t.rell ll!'t or r1rvveJl nnd M. or opll.ce - Attc rburner flax 
11ne at t'1revlll raurd to h• J>OI"CWW• 

20. :tfrug ek!n rlpplod a.bon 011tbo4rd v/v t.etveen rorvnrd and e.rt op~n~ 

21. :PUote lellt blnding en ralln \than at.tempting I"CCloml - crane requ1re4 to 11tart 
It&t aut on rez:OTIIl. 

• 
22. 1000"1 tire d•teat.or of' •r.,0\1 rjeotor 4ented and, bent ••. 

;@Gl'inll4E? 1io~at 
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9096 

9097 

9098 

9099 
,· 
9100 

9101 

9102 

9103 

9104 

116 (RAC) 

118 (RAe) 

Richt side of fuselage 

Right front th.-ee-qu~tc~ vicY 

Closeup of fuse lase splice, left: side 

C,Loseup of fu~elage splice, rid1t side 

Left ·side of fuseltLSC, t!Jrcc -1u!l!"tcr vieY 

Closeu!? of' da::~o.gcd risht l:lnin gr.!l!" 

Lef't f'ront t'hrce -quc.rtc~ vicY 

Closeup of' ~=tLSCd right =in gee: 

Up-lock f'ittings 

Fon'lll"d Innerdoor Uplock llool: 
. . 
Ir-"'erdoor Aft Uplock !look 

• 

---------------------------------------
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TAB F 
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. . . . ... llD POT'::l ! "? 3 

Ctater.ent· cf ~~cti~tinc ~1~r 

~ta~cnt or ~i!ot 
Stlt.cr.1ent crf :"ha~e ~ilot 
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Anal]sis Diruion;''Direetorate or Flight· Safety Research, N!ll"ton 

· .. · . .ur force Base, • Cal.i!ornia , · · 
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~:-'i·l·~~~~.--... ~~ : -;. .. _,.~- · .· . .:..:;·.;:-Y.:';~:i".':. :···· /-.: - . . ~-~ · 
~;.,;;-.;.·:,;,_•; ... _.·>_\'~:~·::.:~···: i· ;;1~!'' ARDC • generally,'eoncurs with the ini'cirna. tion in the report in 

->:',l::t.!Jat.'tbe'prL-,ary eause:or .. the'ineident was .failure or landin<; gear up
·;2'·.:.:l-'ek l."lechanis:u to retain ·the gear in the up and locked p<>sition vhen 

·. ·: ;. a.I-Proxl:.ately- 5.5 - 6.0 g 1s wre exerteu on the aircra!t. This failure 
···::···was due·to the lack or adequate strength and rigidity in the up-lock 

mechaniSl:l. · · . 

2 •. Reference paragraph. Jh, o! the state:nent by Willia.• I. 
Stieglitz, which states. "the main landing gear up-locks are being 

. . revised· to incorporate greater. strength and rigidity. Revised locks 
.... ~ ·,: will be installed in.' aircraft S/M Sh-099. before the !light test program 

::t.--;·'<:~.· .'is reslr.led". These.revised ~loeks,.which were tested to 120% 
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TO: C=dcr. 
Hobilc Air lhteri:l.1 Area. 
Droo~~ey· Air Force a~s~ 
Alo.ba.."!n. 

-,-'.-._ ,:,~.:- · 1~-. L"l !lc:c:crd:mce vith :p:u-ngro.ph 41:\ (5), ;;r i1'1(;'.:.lc.tio."l 62-14, 
_ . ·• ·" ··'·-"- dated 3 June 1954, .tr~"ls::~1tted hercvith :u-e Reports of Aircro.ft Inci-

·11-•.t'<'>· ---· dent concerning -YF:105A,: S/li 54-0098, th:lt occur::-ed on 16 December 
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:·I 

1955·. -

2. TI1e undersigned h~n per~on~lly rcvic~d thi: P.~port ~~d 
.. cone~~ 1n the findings nnd reco::-.rnendo.tions or the A1rcr<'ft Inci-

dent. L"lvest1eo.t1ng Oi"ficer. · · 

3. llo i'urther o.ct1on is contern::;>l:l.ted by thi:; Center • 
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TO: . :c: Office of. The. Inspccto~ Cener:U.;· USAF 
. i lforton Air :Force Base:::. ; . · . 

.. ·,- C:U.i:t:ornia ":: · .. • · · 
r. .~' ; - •' ' ' ,• ," • • ~.. -' •-

l . ' 

~-~-. _ ... ,-... ·'· ·:-'"<:, .~ .. ·.-··· .. ·._ 11 

·.:··.·: . . . L In o.ccordnnce vith p::~ro.gr~h 4ln (1), t.:; Rc!;Ulo.tion 112-11~, 
. ::.:. ·. '...dated· 3·June 1954,· tr:mSI:Iitted hercvith is Report o:r !.ircrnrt Inci
.. · ... :· . . dent concerning 'IT-105A,. S/lf 54-0099, th:J.t o::~rcd. on 16 Occc::ibcr 

. . 
. ' 1955 . ....... . . . ... 

. I I ·: . • '· .... : .'· ·, 

2. The u:1dcrsienc<1 h3.s percon:U.ly revic-..-==d. ·thi:: ncport ·1..'1d 
concurs in the findinGs nnd. rcc~end.ntiono or the Aircraft Inci
dent Inveot1gntL'1G Officer. 

'· 3. l<o further action ic conter.!plntcd by this Cc::1tcr. 
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could eject right through the canopy without having to jettison it firsf.

9 jot/ 5"'f 

On January 1, 1957, the YF-107A contract was amended to provide for only three flying 
examples, plus one static test airfrnme. 

The first F-107A (serial number 55-5118) took off on its maiden flight on September 10, 
1956 at Edwards AFB, with NAA test pilot Bob Baker at the controls. It went supersonic · 
on its first flight, although there was some minor damage upon landing \vhen the drng 
chute malfunctioned and the aircraft overran the end of the concrete rummy and ended 
up in a ditch. The aircraft was quickly repaired and flew again three days later. 

55-5118 achieved its first Mach 2.0 flight on November 3, 1956. 

55-5119 flew for the first time on November 28. It was equipped \\ith the armament of 
four 20-mm cannon and was assigned the job of carrying out performance and integrated 
control system testing, and was to check out the separation characteristics of the 
centerline store.· 

55-5120 flew for the first time on December 10. It was the first YF-107 to have the 
fully-automatic variable area inlet duct. Unfortunately, the variable-geometry duct did not 
live up to its expectations. In spite of repeated attempts at steady climbs at subsonic ·or 
supersonic speeds and even zoom climbs from maximum speed at 35,000 feet, 55-5120 
was never able to get above 51,000 feet. This was blamed on problems with the 
variable-geometry intake duct and with the J75 engine, both of which were relatively new 
at the time. In addition, there was an annoying "buzz" in the variable air intake at high 
speeds, which was traced to instability of the airflow at the inlet. 

55-5118 was asssigned the taks of exploring the zoom climb characteristics. Test pilot AI 
White \Vas able to start off at 39,000 feet at Mach 2.1, and was able to reach a maximum 
height of69,000 feet. 

55-5119 was assigned the job of evaluating the weapons delivery system. It was the only 
one of the three F-107 prototypes to be fitted with the four 20-mm M39 cannon. Wind 
tunnel tests had suggested that there might be problems with the release of weapons from 
the streamlined centerline container at supersonic speeds. After some initial problems, on 
February 25, 1957, test pilot AI White finally successfully delivered the weapon store 
while fl}ing at Mach 1.87 over the Naval test range at China Lake. 

The F-107A found itselfin direct competition with the Republic F-105 Thunderchieffor 
production orders. In March 1957, the USAF decided to go with the F-105, and the 
F-107 was relegated to aerodynamic testing duties. The first and third F-107As were 
turned over to NACA for high speed flight testing work. 

OS'04n000 5:06PM 



Nol1h Amcricanf-IOOB/F-107 

The first F-107A (55-5118) reached NACAat Dryden on November 6, 1957.1t was 
given the NACA number of207 _ However, it was so mechanically unreliable that it was 
grounded by NACA after only four flights and was scavenged for spare parts to keep the 
other one flying. 

The third F-107A (55-5120) reached NACAat Dryden on February 10, 1958. The flight 
testing of the variable geometry intake of the aircraft was cut short because of its 
mechanical problems. Eventually, NACA gave up on the F-1 07 A's variable-geometry inlet 
altogether and it was bolted fixed in position, limiting top speed to Mach 12. This 
aircraft also experienced buffeting problems at high angles of attack. 55-5120 completed 
some forty test flights for NACAINASA during 1958-59. On the basis of F-107 flight 
testing, North American refined the design of the side-stick planned for the X-15. 
55-5120 was damaged on September 1, 1959 when test pilot Scott Crossfield was forced 
to abort a takeoff because of control problems. Both tires blew and the left brake burst 
into flames. Crossfield was uninjured, but the resulting damage to the F-1 07 A was 
deemed to be too severe for economical repair, and NASA decided to scrap the aircraft. It 
was cut up and its fuselage shipped to Sheppard AFB in Texas where it was used for as a 
fire fighting training aid. 

The other t\vo F-1 07 As still survive. After being retired by NASA, F-1 07 A number 
55-5118 was turned over to the Pima Air Museum in Tucson, Arizona, where it is now on 
display. F107A number 55-5119 is in the Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson AFB in 
Ohio. 

Serials of North American YF-107A: 

55-5118/5126 North American YF-107A 
5121/5126 cancelled. 

Specification of the YF-107A: 

Engine: One Pratt & Whitney YJ75-P-9, 17,200 lb.s.t. dry and 24,500 lb.s.t. v.ith 
afterbuming. Performance: Maximum speed: 890 mph at sea level, 1295 mph at 36,000 
feet. Initial climb rate: 39,900 feet per minute. Service ceiling 53,200 feet. Norntal range 
788 miles, maximum range 2428 miles. Dimensions: wingspan 36 feet 7 inches, length 
61 feet 10 inches, height 19 feet 8 inches, v .. ing area 376 square feet. Weights: 22,696 
pounds empty, 39,755 pounds gross,A1,537 pounds maximum takeoff. Total internal 
fuel capacity was 1260 US gallons, carried in fuselage tanks and in t\vo wing cells. 
Additional fuel could could be carried in a recessed centerline el\.1ernal tank, as \veil as in 
drop tanks carried undereneath undeming hardpoints. Armament consisted of four 
20-mm cannon M39 cannon with 200 rounds per gun (fitted only to 55-5119). A 
centerline position was provided for a recessed store. Six undeming pylons could be 
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N
' ~arly a half.eentlliy ago, a hybrid • contronable deSCent and ham landing. .. bmplex.. Basing his assessment on his, 

. aircraft with a stubby nose, trun- A second prototype, significantly mod- ·experience with the XV-3 in its final 
cated wings, and propeller rotors ified, stepped in to replace il) years of flight testing, Wernicke says, · · 

· becametheaeronauticalheadlin- Initially, Bell designated the con- "Thetilt-rotorwastheonlyfeasibleway · 
: er at the Bell Helicopter Compa- \'t'rtible aircraft the model200. As a joint to go." Bell Helicopter Textron exper- · 

·· • • ny. Work on a combination helicopter Army and Air Force project, its given imented with the twin-engine proof-of-
. and fixed-wing aircraft had begun in name-its military designation-was concl'pt XV-15 tilt-rotor in the 1970s, 
·the late 1940s, when the industry ac- XII~ (experimental helicopter), which and in the 1980s teamed with BOeing to · 

· cepted tha1 the helicopter's usefulness e\'l'ntually became XV-3 (experimental produce the V-22 Osprey. Today, the di-
was limited by its comparatively low vertical) to better denote its capabili- rect descendant of the XV -3 is in test 

· · speed. The XV-3 was unveiled at Bell's ties. Like a helicopter, its lift came from and e\'3luation at U.S. Navy and II Iarine · 
· Hurst, Texas facility on February 10, rotor blades, but wilike most helicop- Corps bases in Maryland, North Car-

1955, and six months later, on August ters, it had two sets of rotors, one at olina, and California. 
· .. 11, it was fio"n in hover mode for the each wingtip. The masts supporting the After the wind tunnel tests, XV-3 no. 

first time by Bell's chief test pilot, F1oyd rotors were rotated by electric motors 2 was turned over to the U.S. Air Force 
Carlson. On December 18, 1958, in the from \'eftical to horizontal to transition Museum at Wright-PattersonAir Force 

• hands of test pilot Bill Quinlan. it be- the craft from helicopter mode to fixed- Base in Ohio, then was placed in out-
' · • came the first tilt-rotor aircraft to tran- \\ing.airplane mode. door storage at Davis-1\fonthan Air Force 

sition from vertical to horizontal flight Retired Bell engineer Ken Wernicke Base in Arizona. Several years later it · · 
and back again. Over the next eight was a key player in the company's post- was moved to the Army A\iation 1\fu-
years the tilt-rotor underwent exten- XV-3 tilt-rotorde\'elopmenl "ln 19&1, I seum at Fort Rucker, Alabama, cos-
sive flight testing, the last segments in went to work for Bob Lichten, and we metically restored, and sent back out-
1\fily 1966atthe40-bySO-footfull-scale lookedatallsorts of ways to combine · side for display, where it slowly 

• , wind tunnel at NASA's Ames Research the helicopter and the ftxed-wing air- deteriorated. 
. , · , Center in California. The XV-31ogged craft," he recalls. "We looked at slowed Last fall, a photo of the XV-3 in the 
' . 270 flights and tutored 11 Army, Air rotors, stopped rotors, and folding ro- Hurst office of Bell Helicopter's new 

• : ~ . ,. Force, NASA, and Bell pilots. {The first!. tors. To my mind, they were all garbage. 
XV-3 was lost in October 1956 when a ~ We also looked at the variable-diame

'-~tor Instability problem led to an un-. _;'ter rotor, which turned out to be too 
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The first of two BellXV-3s rolll'd • • ·· 
out of the llurst, Texas plant in · ; · 
1955 (left). An electric motor 
mot•ed the rotors from t>erlil"al to 
horizontal in 20 seconds (abore). 
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Computer screens in Dannslt.ult, 
Gennany will get Uwjirst ~'iews 
from lluygens of Titan's surface. 

Space exploration has always been 
an odd blend ofmillermial vision and 
mil-ser.ice bureaucracy, and Cassi

ni-Huygens has seen extremes of both 
dwing its quarter-centilly geslalion. The 
visionaries who got it started were in
spired, in thein-ariou.S countries, by Voy
ager, which opened the outer solar sys.. , 
tern in the early 1980s and convinced 
space aficionados that urunarmed mis
sions could be as much of a rush as Apol
lo. "I remember investigators fighting 
for a seat at the terminals atJPLso they 
couldlookatVoyagerimagesonclosed 
circuit, • recalls the University of Ari· 
zona's Jonathan Lunine. Titan, ob\iously 
reachable yet still unseen, struck this 
throng of scientific imaginations as a 
natural focus followup. 

The idea of Europe going to Saturn, 
David Southwood recalls, was at the 
time "seen as laughable" to anyone out
side the visionary circle and many with
in. ESA had been formed only seven 
years before--in 1973, when John Glenn 
was already a U.S. senator and Yuri 
Gagarin was long dead-and its mis
sion, beyond building a rocket with a 
French name, was unclear. Then Daniel 
Gautier found a resourceful ally in Wmg 
lp, an astronomer who lobbied for a Ti
tan probe while at Germany's Max Planck 
Institute in the early 1980s and now 
works at Taiwan's National Central Uni
versity. V.'hen in 1982 ESA put out an 
all-points-bulletin for mission propos
als, lp set to work on a Titan plan. "ESA 
was very flexible just then, • lp notes. 
"It was a chance that didn't happen of
ten and might not happen again. • 

Not that lp-who was born in Macau, 
earned his doctorate at U1e University 

of California at San 
Diego, and then fol
lowed his thesis ad
viser to Max Planck
immediately found 
common language with 
Gautier, a Parisian who 
in the Voyager period 
was working at NASA's 
Goddard center. 
"Danie~ being FrenCh, 
thought he owned Ti
tan and no one should 

interfere with his plans," lp remem
bers. "But eventually he agreed to talk 
tome.• 

Upstart ESA was raising the level of 
its game elsewhere too. In 1985, it 
showed up NASA by sending the Giot
to probe to Halley's Comet, cooperat
ing with the Smiets and Japanese, who 
also sent spacecraft. The United States 
alone sat out the mission to Halley. 

Besides the independent streak in 
U.S. space policy, NASA's bureaucratic 
customs differ from those of ESA, most 
markedly in budgetary practices. The 
15 nations that kick in funds to Eu
rope's space agency make up their col
lective mind slowly. The Huygens team 
worked for five years before its first 
presentation to the ESA board, and fi
nal project approval came only in 1988. 
But once a project is okayed, funding 
is locked in until the mission is fin
ished, and that rigidity proved a life
saver for Cassini-lluygens during 
decades of shifts in the U.S. Congress' 
moods. ESA's firm resolution stayed 
Congress' hand in 1993-'94, when bud
get hawks had Cassini in their sights, 
Toby Owen recalls. "\\'hen we were 
hanging by a thread, the director gen
eral of ESA wrote to Newt Gingrich 
telling hinl Europe wouldn't support 
the International Space Station if the 
U.S. didn't back Cassini, • Owen relates. 
"Without ESA, we wouldn't be here." 

"Here," for the little disk of hope and 
dreams called Huygens, is two billion 
miles away and approaching Saturn, 
its computers to be awakened for one 
final diagnostic before Cluistmas, when 
it cuts its Cassini umbilical cord and 
hurtles into black space. For space vet
erans like Toby Owen and Daniel Gau
tier, "here" tends to be a restless orbit 
around the globe, anywhere there are 
ideas to be shared and plans to be laid 

---. .. =~- · ... 
. itt. 

. 
Titon looks orange for Uw same 
reason skies over Los Angeles do: 
hydrocarl!ons in UU! atnwsphere. 

for the next grand scheme-a lander 

. .. 

,. 

•' ... , 

for Jmian moons Europa and Ganymede, • · ~-
a Titan orbiter accompanied by bal- • ·· 
loons that could float and photograph • ¥ 

just above the surface. Requests for in
terviews for this story found Huygens 
scientists pelJletUalJy somewhere else-
the Arizonans in Grenoble or London, 
the Parisians at Goddard and JPL. 

For Lebreton and the cadre of sci
entists who have coddled Cassini-lluy
gens through the years, "here" means 
approaching one of the watersheds of . 
their lives, and some disquiet can be 
expected. Fran'>ois Raulin, a Univer
sity of Paris professor who is Huygens' 
senior chemist, speaks for the group . 
when he is asked what happens if the: 
mission flops. "I don't want to think 
about that," he answers flatly. \\'hat 
they can do from here on to avoid spec-
tacular (if noble) failure or assure spec
tacular success is exactly nothing. 

Charting the trajectory of a path
breaking space mission like Cassini
Huygens reveals a \i~id paradox: Those 
who push the edges of mankind's en-
velope must live by old-fashioned-. 
certainly pre-Baby Boomer-princi-

., 

ples of patience and dedication, 
soldiering on for decades in the face . • . 
of technical and political obstacles, • , •' 
and living always with the significant 
chance that it won't work-that all you 
will have for the best years of your life 
is a good, honorable try. Offsetting this 
insecurity, space scientists live with 
an old-fashioned faith: that they are 
part of a great ~·enture whose ultimate 
success is inevitable, whether now or 
a generation hence. ~ ' 
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chief executive officer, Mike RP<Ien
baugh, triggered a discussion. Retired 
Bell executive Dick Spivey noted the 
XV-3's importance to the company's 
uniqile tilt-rotor history, and lamented 
that "the aircraft is deteriorating and 
it's only a matter of time before restora-

: lion efforts could prove futile. • Bell em-
. ployees were aware of the aircraft's 
• condition, he told Redenbaugh, "but 
· earlier attempts to save it received \ir
tually no company support at a corpo
rate level • 

Controls included a helicopter 
eolleetit'l! that phased out as the 
_XV-3 ront'f'11ed to airplane mode. 

... In weeks, Spivey and 1\lajor General 
Charles 1\letcal( director of the Air Foree 
1\luseum, met in Fort Rucker, where it 
was agrePd the XV-3 would be turned 
over to Bell for restoration. The air
craft's wings, horizontal tail surfaces, 
and upper vrrtical tail panel were un-. 
boltP<I and packP<I alongside the fuse
lage in a flatbed truck. At Bell's Plant G 

• 

....-n Arlington, Texas, the \-arious sub-as- . 
......_mblies were delicately ofT-loaded by 

forklilt and moved into a hangar that 
was originally built to acC<Jmmodate 
prototyp<>s of the V-22. Bell plans a four-

' -. . 
J•••IJ•Ir 1114 Air &: Spac~· 
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year refurbishment by a team of em· 
ployees and retirt'es, then \\ill deliver 
the gmnde dame of tilt-rotors to the Air 

. Force 1\luseum. 
Originally concerned about corro

sion, particularly of hard-to-replace 
parts, Bell has found little, and the com
pany rnn buy or fabricate \irtually e\'{'1')'
thing necessary to reconstitute the air- -
craft back to near-criginal appearance. 
Areas of greatest C<Jncern, like the in
stnunent pane~ were essentially intact. · 
Only two instnunents were mi<;sing, but 
a check of old photos suggested they 

. . 
-... 

. 
... '1-~ . 

·- "l; - ., 
An early V-22 Osprcy 
( abot'e) bears little 
resemblance to its 
XV-3 predecessor 
(left), but the lineage 
is direct. 

had never been installed. 
The XV-3's mid-fuse

lage-mounted, 450-horse
power Pratt & Whitney 
R-985 radial engine had 
been sufficiently pre
served-the spark plugs 
had been replaced with 
desiccant-filled inserts to · 
pre\'t'flt moisture from' ac-

cumulating In the cylinders. But the 
· multi-piece canopy was declared un
restorable. The restoration team plans 
to han !kraft replacements for the bro-

. ken or crackE'd panels. 
The restoration l'fiorts "ill be shep

herded by Charles Davis, one of the orig: 
inal XV -3 engineers. "Looking at it to
day, 1 realize just how basic it really 
was, • he says. "But the XV -3 was able 
to do what it was designed for: Prove 
tilt-rotors could work. The V-22 and 
[chilian) model609 are the result." · 

-Jay },filler 
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ground controllers to "fly" the aircraft during the final approach to the target. A Tactical 
Situation Display (TSD) between the pilot's feet showed a mm,ing map of the route across 
the ground during the intercept. 

The first F-I06A (56-0451) was finally available by the end of 1956. The first flight was 
made by Convair test pilot Richard L. Johnson at Edwards AFB on December 26, 1956. 
He was the same pilot who had made the maiden flight of the F-102. The flight was not 
entirely glitch-free-it had to be aborted early due to air turbine motor frequency 
fluctuations, and the speed brakes opened but would not close. Consequently, the aircraft 
did not go supersonic on its first flight. The second aircraft (56-0452) followed on 
February 26, 1957. They were both powered by the YJ75-P-1 engine. The first two 
aircraft were not equipped with the MA-l system, carrying nose ballast to compensate for 
the missing weight. 

0 
The test and development work on the F-~6 was divided into six phases. Phase I was 
conducted by the contractor, and Phase II was conducted by the Air Force. Phase II tests 
wee carried out between May and June of 1957. The first 12 aircraft off the production 
line were devoted to tests at Edwards AFB in California. They differed from the 
prototypes in ha-.ing J75-P-9 engines. Early testing reached a speed of Mach 1.9 and an 
altitude of 57,000 feet, but this was still well below expectations. In addition, the 
F-1 06A's acceleration was significantly below Convair's estimates, and it took almost 4 
112 minutes to accelerate from Mach I to Mach 1.7 and another 2 1/2 minutes to 
accelerate to Mach 1.8. With such poor acceleration, it was felt that Mach numbers above 
1.7 would not be tactically usable. 

The poor speed and acceleration was cured by altering the aircraft's air intake cowling 
and charging ejectors. The capture area of the intake ducts was enlarged and the duct lips 
were thinned donn. There were also problems with the reliability of the 175-P-9 engine. 
Eventually, the more powerful 175-P-17 engine was substituted, which was rated at 
17,200 lb.s.t. dry and 24,500 lb.s.t. with afterburner. There were further problems with 
the MA-l fire control system and with the cockpit layout. Originally, the control column 
had occupied the traditional center location, but was later moved to the side at USAF 
insistence in order to ensure an unrestricted \iew of the Horizontal Situation Indicator. 
This armngement turned out not to be \iable, and the control column was later moved 
back to the center and provided with a h\'<rhanded grip for both radar and aircraft 
control. The right-hand grip was used for control of the aircraft and the left-hand grip 
was used for operation of the radar. A button in the middle oftl1e yoke gave the pilot 
control of the radar antenna, and another button on the left grip enabled the pilot to put 
the pipper on the target by following directions on the radar scope. The pilot selected the 
missiles to be fired by using a S\\itch on the left console, with the trigger that was used to 
launch the missiles being on the right hand grip. 
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Aircnft accidat dtsaiption 31.01.1957 DouglasDC-m 

I ofl 
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Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 
C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 

31.01.1J.SZ._ 
Dcug!a~--

Douglas Aircraft Company 
NS210H 
45192/764 
1957 
4 fatalities I 4 on board 
0 fatalities I 0 on board 
4 fatalities I 4 on board 
Sunland; 6,5 km NW (USA) 
Cruise 
Test 

Flight: Santa Monica, CA - Santa Monica, CA (Aightnumber 
) 

Remarks: 
Douglas DC-7B NS210H took off from Santa Monica at 10.15h for a 
local functional test flight. At 10.50h a Northrop F-891 Scorpion took 
off from Palmdale, also on a functional test flight following overhaul. 
Purpose of the flight was to check the radar fire control systems of 
both all-weather interceptors. Both aircraft were performing their 
tests at an altitude of 25000ft, over a published local flying zone 
(bounded by San Diego, Santa Barbara, Bakersfield and B Centro). 
An almost head-on mid-air collision occurred and part of the DC-7's 
left wing was sheared off. The F-89 crashed in flames in the 
mountains; one of the two crew ejected safely. The DC-7 ~ed 
onto a schoolyard. At the time of the collision the t{C-7 was fl\iirig at 
FL250 and at about 330kts true airspeed to check t:!!f'!)urett'Or 
operation at maximi,II'TI ~ruis~ j:)ower. The F-S'} was turning left from 
a 135deg headinOm~deg heading using a 30deg bank for a 
simulated intercept. PROBABLE CAUSE: "The high rate of near 
head-on closure at high altitude, which together with physiological 
limitations, resulted in a minimum avoidance opportunity during 
which the pilots didn't see each other's aircraft." 

Source: 
ICAO Aircraft Accident No.9 (Circular 56-AN/51), p. 38-44 

Copyright '0 1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 4 January 2000 
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•• • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • Accldont DoscrlpUon 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 
Cln: 

10.03.1958 
Dcug!as OC-7B 

Accident description 

Douglas Aircraft Company 
N846D 
454521967 

Year built: 1958 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: 
Remarks: 

Source: 

fatalities I on board 
fatalities I on board 
fatalities I on board 
?() 

- (Aightnumber ) 

Copyright© 1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 4 January 2000 
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SA-323 File No, 2-~0 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT 
Adopted: NO'Y9lllber 22, 1957 Releued: November 26, 1957 

D<lJCILAS AIRCRAFT, INC,, OOJCI..AS DC-71, N 821.CI!, AND U. S. A, F., 
NORTHROP F-89J, 5~1870\., NEAR SJNLAND, CALIFORNIA, 

,l'ANIJIIRY 31., l9S7 

The Accident 

At appro:JdJDately lllS,lf January 3l, 195?, a Douglas awned and operated 
DC-?B, N S2l.CII, and a u,.~.A.r. Clll!l8d and Northrop operated F-89J, 52-1870\, 
collided at 25,000 feeW owr the San Qabriel. Mountains about three miles 
northwest of &nland, Califon'lia, The DC-? crashed on the playgrCJUlld of the 
Paooima Junior High School, Pacoima, California, killing three students and 
injuring 70 others. The four crew !ll8lllbers, sole occupe,nts of the aircraft, 
nre killed, The F-89 crashed in the Verdugo M011ntaine sautheast of the 
collision position, killing the pilot. The radar operator of ths F-89, thongh 
sewrely burned, pa.raohllted to safety, Both aircraft were deatroysd, 

History of the Flighte 

The 00-?B, On January Jl, at lCB.51 N 821.Cli took .off from Nmmy- 3 of the 
Santa Monica, Califomia, Airport. The aircraft wu a llll1I' DC-7B being fl.Ollll 
for the first time for the pirpose of f'unctionelly checld.ng the aircraft and 
its components in flight following p,:-oduction. The flight crew were Douglas 
Aircraft employees consiating of Pilot William O, Carr; Copilot Archie R. 
Twitchell; Flight Eng!.neer Waldo B. AdamsJ and Radio Operator Roy Nakazawa. 

The aircraft had been aubject to IIWl7 regular inspectione during its 
ma1111facture and numerous inepeotiona which nre required after p,:-oduction 
preceding the first £Light. Accordingly, it was presumed the DC-7B 11'88 in 
airworth;v condition, 

Preparations :for the flight by its crew 1'81'9 rrutine, Departure was on a 
local VF1l flight plan filed 'Iii th the operatiom office of the c-pany, The 
pl.an shOlllld six houn of fuel aboard and that the £Light durati011 was estimated 
as 2 hmn 15 minutu. It also showed the groH takeoff 11eigbt of N 821.CII was 
881 000 pmnds, 1l'llll under the maximum llllonble. The load was properly distri
buted with respect to center of gravity lllllitationa, 

V All ti.mes herein are Pacific standard and based 011 the 21,-hour cloak, 
V Al ti tud.ea herein are mean sea level (m. e. 1, ) • 
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According to rcutine procedure the flight switched to the Douglas 
canpany radio frequency after takeoff and made periodic progress reports. 
At 1.030 the crew reported over the Catalina intersection, 9,000 feet, rou.
tine, and thereafter, at U06, over Ontario, 25,000 feet, routine. 

The F-89.J. At 1050 that morning, the Northrop operated F-89.J, 52-lB?OA., 
took off fran l'Ul]'ffay 25 of the Palllldale, California, Airport, accompanied by
another F~, 53-25l6A.. The flight of 52-lS?OA. was one of a series of func
tional flight checks fo1lowing the cC111pletion of IRAN (inspecticn and repair 
as necessaey), an overhaul project performed under contract by Northrop Air
craft for the United states Air Force. The specific flight was in accordance 
with provisions of the contract and its pirpose was to check the radar fire 
control systems of both of the all.-weather interceptors. The two-member 
flight crew of 52-1.8'70A consisted of Pilot Roland E. Onen and Radar Operator 
Curtiss A. Adams, both employees of Northrop. 

Preparations for the operation were routine and departure was in accord
ance with a 1.ocal VFR flight plan filed llith the flight department of the 
company. The plan indicated the estimated duration of the operation as one 
hour with sufficient fuel aboard for approximately 1. hour and 45 minutes, 
considering afterburner ti:ne, altitude, and power settings for the lllission. 

The F-89 1s took off individually, using afterburners, with a separation 
interval of 20 seconds. In a wide starboard orbit the pilots utilized radar 
in a "snake climb" to 251 000 feet. At that altitude, a predetermined scissol'
ing flight pattern was utilized llhich positioned the F-89 •s, llithout ground 
radar control., for s:l.mu1ated all-weather interceptor attacks on each other, 
during llbich the operation of airborne radar equipnent could be checked. Radio 
transmissions, on company frequency, were recorded by ground facilities. These 
were routine canmands between the pilots as they executed the radar check pat
tern and intercepts. 

At lll8 activity in the Dwgl.as radio l'OQll was interrupted by an emergency 
transmission from N 82100. The voices were recognized by radio personnel. fami
liar 111th the crew members, Pilot Carr first transmitted, "Uncontrollable." 
Copilot Twitchell. then said, "We •re a midair collision - midair collision, 
10 How (aircraft identification using phonetic How for H) we are going in -
uncontrollabl.e - uncontrollable - we are • • • we •ve had it boy - poor jet too -
talQ you we should take chutes - say goodbye to everybody. n J!adio Operator 
Nak&zawa•s voice .was recognized and he concluded the tragic message with, "We 
are spinning in the va.11.ey.• This final transmission fran the flight is pre
sented because it cootained important information relative to the accident invet
tigation. It not only establ.ishes the midair collision but also indicates the 
DC-7 was l'l!ndered uncontrollable. It further indicates that Mr. Twitchell at 
least recognized the aircraft with which they co1lided as a jet. Further the 
Dr-7 spun dnring its descent to the ground. ' 

, Weather conditicru, in the ~a at the time of the accident 11ere reported 
by the Weather Bnreau as clear, visibility 50 miles. Winds al.oft at 25 000 
were apJIC'OXimatel.y 30 knots f'l'CIIII 320 degrees. • "' 
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Investigation 

A camnittee, headed by Board investigators, was designated to obtain all 
pertinent information available fran. eyewitnesses to the collision, Among 
others, the most important objectives of the grou.p were to obtain the place 
and altitude of the collision, the headings and movements of the aircraft prior 
to collision, the portions of the aircraf'I; involved in the in.flight impact, and 
the manner in -which the aircra~ descended to the grOWld, Pursuant to these 
objectives it was learned that more than 140 persons had seen scme phase of the 
accident, most, however, only that portion llllich followed the impact, About ll5 
of the known witnesses were personally interviewed and 106 formal statements 
were obtained fran the total , Fran the inte:rv:l.ewa and statements several repre
sentati ve witnesses were selected t~ testify concerning their observations at 
the Board •s p.iblic hearing, The selectiona were made considering the aeronautical 
experience and background of the persons, the positions from which their obser
vations were made, and how nmch of the accident they saw, Only a few saw the im
portant phase prior to impact, All stated that clear weather conditions prevailed. 

Of the ll'itnesses who saw the aircraft; before inflight impact a few were 
oriented or, by the nature of their work, 11'8re fully cognizant of directions. 
The preponderance of these witnesses stated that the DC-7 was on a heading of 
nearly due west and the F-89 was on a heading of nearly due east a few seconds 
before impact. They stated that the DC-? eeaned to be flying in a straight and 
level attitude, The F-89 was also described by most aa flying straight and level; 
however, a few thought it was turning lef't. None described any movements indi
cating either aircraft made evasive maneuvers to avoid the collision. Thay, hOIF
ever, stated that because of the altitudes, w.riOllSly est:iJDated above 20.000 feet., 
it would have been difficult, if not impossible, to see any so.ch movemente. Nei
ther aircra~ was Jll8king a contrail wh:i.ch would have marked its flight path. 

Nearly al.l witnesses stated a smoke cloud appeared in evidence of the 
in.flight impact and this was followed by a sound, resembling a clap of thunder, 
These were the factors directing the attention of most witnesses to the accident. 

Eyewitnesses said that the DC-7 continued on a westerly heading for a short 
interval., then rolled to its lefi. As this occurred a plan view was afforded 
and several people noted that a portiao of the le~ -.!.ng •s sheared off. Th91 
also saw a shower of metal pieces near the smoke cl.ond ref'.Lecting the sun, The 
roll continued and the DC-7 entered an increasingly steep descent. Several wit
nesses thought that the plane turned about its longitudinsl axis during the de
scent and said that metal pieces conti.Jmed to break off in the area of the 1l'iDg 
fracture, Numerous persons stated there was no fire bit that llhi.te-gray smoke 
trailed from the 1ling fracture, Witnesses cl.oae to the crash site noted a gen
eral breakup of the aircraft before it stl'llck the gromd. 

Witnesses stated that the F-89 emerged .frall. the smoke eland on an easterly 
heading. It burst into !Lames which enveloped the aircrafi :f'roJII its midsection 
reanrard. While most witnesses said the aircraft did not spin a fmr thO!lght 
that it did, !lost stated that the visible porticm of the F-89 seened intact, 
in that the wings and tip tank-rocket pods 11&re in place, The fall of the F-89 
was described as a consistently steep trajectory-. Althongh the preponderance 
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o.f witnesses who saw the F-89 be.fore collision said it was headed easterly, 
ma.ny who saw it .fall stated the trajectory was southeast. It was estimated. 
that Yr. c. A. Adams, the radar operator, ejected from the aircraft about h8.lf
way down the descending arc of the jet. 

'l'he pilot o.f the F-89 that accompanied 52-1870l stated that the radar 
check flight had been entirely routine until the accident occurred. He stated 
that he and Mr. Owen had completed several sirmtl.ated intercepts and that just 
before the accident each aircraft was being positioned for another. He stated 
that Mr. OIVen 1s aircraft was to attack and his was to be the target. At this 
time, according to the pattern, the interceptors were 15-20 miles apart with 
Owen 1s aircraft on a heading of 135 degrees and his own on a heading of 45 de
grees. He explained that according to the procedure Mr. Owen would next issue 
a radio command at 1ih:i.ch ti.'lle both pilots would execute standard bank 90--degree 
turns. In the case of Mr. Owen a left tum to a heading o.f 45 degrees, and in 
his own case a right turn to a heading of 135 degrees. In this manner, a.t the 
completian o.f the turns, the aircraft woold be positioned so that Mr, owen 
could proceed 90 degrees to the flight path of the target aircraft, commonly 
called the "attack vector." As the flights converged the radar operator of 
Mr. frnen •s aircraft would locate the target plane on his radar scope and direct 
his pilot toward the target in a manner which would enable the pilot to simulate 
a firing pass. The procedure r;;quired both aircraft to maintain _380 knots true 
airspeed. He stated that the p.1rpose of this type interceptor was to seek out 
an enemy aircraft by use of radar and destroy it in a weather situation which 
precluded positioning by visual reference. The 'Witness explained that no fea
ture of the radar ever flaw the aircraft or took control from the pilot, it 
being designed to provide information to the pilot to enable him to maneuver 
into firing position, He explained the 1'lockon11 phase was not a reference to 
control of the aircraft; but meant that the I'§qal' was being directed to one spe
cific target to the exclusion of all others • .J/ He added that during this phase, 
target information was presented directly to the pilot on a small radar scope in 
h:ia cockpit. 

The pilot testi.fied that Mr. Owen had given the signal for each pilot to 
begin his 90-degree turn. Thia, he recalled, was, "start ma!dng your ninety, 
now, Jim.• He said that he immediately began bis turn and would assume, accord
ing to regular practice, that Mr. Owen did too. The pilot added that it l'ISS 

standard practice for the attacking pilot to transmit, •steady on," indicati.ng 
when the turn 'l!lls canpl.ete. He said that this transmission was not received and 
subsequent calls to Owen were not answered. The Witness said that he could not 
see the other F-89 at a:rry time during this period and did not know the collision 
had occurred until notified by ground radio, which had intercepted the message 
from N 82100. This occurred approximately one minute after the witness had fin
ished his 90-degree turn. Then, aware of a colli.aion, he could only suspect 
that 52-1 e?OA. was in'101 ved. 

Tl,e radar operator who surv.hed the collision stated that when it occu.rred 
he was ,:becking a navigational. feature of the radar equipnent. The nature of 
the check required the radar search feature to be off, He said that he was not 
looking oot bnt was looking at the equipment with his head lowered into a shield, 
"muff, 11 mu.ch excluded most of the outside light. He testified that he did not-J 

J.I An electronic device coupled to the pilot, radar scope of F-89, 52-lr.70I., 
for the pirpose of recording lockons, showed that 52-lB?OA. had completed three, 
It showed no incompleted passes. 
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recall hearing the carunand to make the turns and to his best recollection 
the F-ll9 was on a heading of 135 degrees, its true airspeed was 380 knots, 
and its altitude was 25,000 feet lihen the impact occurred. The radar operator 
said the turn could have been started without his !mdlrledge while he was con
centrating on receiving the interrogator beacon signal in checking the naviga
tional device. Also, because he was looking into the hood, w.i. th out outside 
reference, a tum might not have been noticed. He estimated that he was occu
pied with the check about 45 seconds. He described the impact as being extremely 
severe but did not know whether it was a collision or an explosion. He said his 
cockpit was quickly enveloped in flames and his sole thought was to eject. Thts 
he accomplished quickly and with no recollection of the specific details. The 
witness stated there was no fault with the aircraft operation prior to the 
accident. 

A part of the accident investigation was devoted to deterndning as accu
rately as possible the geograpl">.ic location over which the collision occurred. 
While eyewitness 1 statez:ients were being obtained, it was learned that a movie 
crew, on location, had accidently photographed the explosion cl.oud lihile shoot
ing a western movie scene, To facilitate retakes, and for other :P-II'PCSes, a 
feature of the camera used permitted pitting exposed f'.J.m in the camera and 
aligning it precisely with features on the film. Thus it was possible to insert 
a frame of film bearing the explosion cloud in the can.era, place the ~anera in 
its original. position, and align the topographic details on the film with the 
same details on the lens image. After determining the elevation of the terrain 
(750 feet), the height of the camera, and other details, sightings were made 
using a surveyor 1s transit. Assuming the collision occurred at approximately 
25,000 feet, it was calculated the accident occurred 5,000 feet northeast of the 
Hansen Dam Spillway located between Pacoima and Sunland, California, Because 
the distance between the camera and the accident was over 30 miles the film, 
even when blown up to its maximum, did not show either aircraft or any detail 
of the collision. 

Durin!l this phase of the investigation it was also learned that a surveycr, 
at ll'Ork, had seen the collision. The witness stated that the next day he re
positioned his transit and made bearings on the position of the ex:plosicc: cloud 
position as he recalled it, Again assuming the collision was at .25,000 feet, 
results showed the accident took place over a position about 12,500 feet north
east of the Hansen Dam Spillway, 

From the reaul ts of both of these investigatory actions• together with 
considerable eyew:ttness testimony, it was determined that the accident occurred 
over an area northeast of the Hansen Dam Spilll'!ay •. which is sparsely populated. 

Following the mi.lair collision, the 'OC-7 continned on a wiosterly heading 
for approximately four miles where it crashed on the grounds of the Pacoima 
Junior High Schocil and an adjoining chl.lrch. 

Wreckage distribution and the manner in which various components struck 
the ground made it clearly evident that the DC-? sustained structural failure 
of its basic airframe during descent, A oonsiderabl.e number of major pieces 
from the tail surfaces and aft fuselage were recovered along a two-mile path 
ending just ea.st of the principtl wreckage area. For the most pa.rt pieces of 
the aft fuselage were closer to the principa1 area, showing this portion of the 
aircraft, failed after the tail section. Portions o:f fuselage forward of the 
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'lling and just aft of the wing were located on the church property, indicating 
disintegration in this area prior to the initial growid impact. 

The major portiw of the DC-7 f'ell on the school property and on impact 
it broke up into numerous pieces, many of which were additionally damaged. or 
destroyed by intense ground fires. Distinct cratere were made by each of the 
.four powerpl.ants and the main wing center fuselage unit. The wide separation 
between the craters compared to the nonnal. distance between the components as 
installed on the aircraft showed these um.ts had also separated f'l"Om their aui:
porting structure before ground impact. Characteristics of the craters, and 
the way debris tra.s thrown out of them, shc,wed clearly the units which made them 
-we1>e tn0ving westerly. 

Fall.owing the inflight impact the F-89 fell southeastward for nearly 
2-1/2 miles where it crashed on a narroir ridge in the rugged terrain of the 
Verdugo !,fountains. Evidence showed the aircraft struck the ground relati ve: .. y 
flat with a higb sink velocity but little fonrard motion. The iml)<'.ct a.td au 
acco:i:;panying explosion caused extensive disintegration of' the aircraft. An 
:intense ground fire also completely or i:ert,ia11y consumed many of the \1!l'eck
age pieces. 

fur:Lng the stroctural investigation every effort was expended to det;er-
11!:ine, independent of eyewitness information, if there had been !l.ll infligLt 
collision between the aircraft and, if so, the manner in which it ocoorred. 
After the ma.DY scattered w:reckage pieces were found, identified, and their 
locations documented, they were transported to one location. There, the p:ro~ 
lems were approached by mockup, reconstruction, layout, and isolation cf' pieces 
bearing collision ev.idence. This work disclosed and isolated areas of' damage 
r.,ich, by their nature, cpnclus.ively prove that a midair collision did occur. 
P.esul. ts of this 110rk also provided the material for determining the physical. 
relationship of the aircraf't to each other at the instant of impact. 

One of the most significant areas involved in the inflight cont-act was 
the left 111ing of the DC-7, between stations 530 and 61.J. This !ll'ea had been 
severely fragll18Ilted by impact forcefJ with the largest llingl.e piece found about 
18 by 12 inches in size. This piece and lll8ZIY others £rem the wing area were 
ee-.erely -torn, crushed, and curled. They also bore scratches and smudges asso
ciated with the collision contact. Some of these pi.sees were recovered frail 
ground JcQsi tiO!lB below the previc;usly described collision area considering the 
cL.-i.f't effect frcm winds aloft. 

OJtboard of station 613 to the wing tip, a span of ab011t S-1/2 feet, the 
wing pqnel was recovered in one piece. This component was recovered in the 
Snnla.'ld area and ns in a relatively undamaged condition. At the fractured 
inboard end of this piece the st.ringers and spar sections were crushed and de
formed rearward. On the bottom surface skin in the fracture area, scratches 
ronning aft and inboard were noted. others were evident adjacent to the frac
ture with a f€!1r light smndges and scratches on the upper leading edge skin. 
C,orresoonding scratches were noted near the inboard end of a portion of ail.er® 
normally positioned on the wing in this area. 

The average !Ulgle of the fracture, measured at the inboard end of this 
severed wi.ng panel, was three degrees fran a perpendicular to the centerline 
of the center wing spar. The aft end of the separation plane was farther 
inboard than its leading edge. 
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At station 530 the l.eading edge wing skin 11'88 deformed rearward. There, 
additional scratches and bl.ack-gray Bllllldges were noted, Betwe8Il station 530 
a.nd the lfing root there was no evidence of collision except minor deformation 
and a few grayish SI1D1dges at station m on the upper leading edge m.ng sur
face. SpectograJX].ic and microehenrl.cal. tests identified these gray- mnears as 
paint, identical with samples taken from the F-89 horizontal stabilizer, 

. With respect to the F-89, it was learned it had fallen to the ground 
intact except for components llhich separated because of the inflight collision 
damage, This damage was obviously- so extensive that continued control wa.s im
possible, further, characteristics of fire damage showed the aircraft wa.s 
afire during its descent to the ground, 

Of equal importance to the structural. objectives was the F-89 fuselage 
nose section rearward to about station 125, This area had BUstained severe 
inflight strike damage causing much of it to separ!lte in flight as two l:srge 
pieces and many fragments. One large section consisted of the upy:er panel 
structure abow the nose section side doors from station 12,688 rearward to 
station 105, Below this panel structure an area the length of the pane.1 and 
about 15 inches wide was gouged out. This area measured four degrees to the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft with the aft end higher than the forward end. 
A portion of the front nose circular ring iias still in pl.ace at station 12 on 
the large nose piece. The ring 1188 f'ractu;re<i 22-1/2 inches f1"0ll1 the top centel:'
line on the right side and 10 inches from the top centerline on the left side. 
Measurements were made over the peripheral distance, 

The second large piece from the nose section was from the area below the 
nose section aide door between stations 12.688 and l.05, or roughly the st:roc
ture below the bottom edge of the gonged-out area. Similar to the upper nose 
section piece, this component bore inflight impact e'\li.dence, had been torn off 
in flight, and 11as recovered away f'ran the main wreckage area of' the F-89. The 
bottom portion of the fractured circul.ar nose section ring at station 12 was 
attached to this large lower panel section. A line joining the edges of the 
fractures of this ring on the lower section made an angle of about 29 degrees 
with a waterline plane, the right side being lower t},.an the lef't. 

From the damage dascrlbed and mockup reconstruction it was clearly evident 
that an object, about 15 inches deep, had passed thro.1gh the F-89 nose compa..~
ment fran front to rear at an approximate angle of 29 degrees. The object passed 
through the fibreglass rs.dome, the nose f"rame at station 12, and through all 
intermediate frames and bulkheads, re&rllllrd to and including station 105. 

The F-89 rs.dome was recovered in two l.arge pieces. The separation line 
on these two pieces corresponded approximately to the .fractures in the circular 
nose section ring. The l.arger radOl'lle piece bore scratches in its black e:rler-
ior paint and it llllS evident that they 11ere me.de by a rivot line on the object 
which penetrated the entire nose section. 

During the structural. investigation considerable other inflight impact 
and collision sequence evidence was found. Vost, however• was cumulative in 
the principal areas already- described or it was so inconsistent l'lith the clearly 
established pattern thst the damage "ll'aS considered seconda..7. 
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It was also possible during the layouts, the reconstruction, and 
isolation 'll'Ork: to e.icamine the individual pieces of wreckage which were not 
involved in the innight impact but llhich separated from the DC-7 before the 
ground impact. The characteristics of the various fractures clearly showed 
that the general. breakup of the DC-7 before ground impact was the result of 
airloads beyond the design or required strength of the airframe. Such loads 
were undoubtedly imposed during unusual attitudes of the airplane in its fall. 
This general disintegration, according to wreckage distribution, occurred 
shortly before ground impact and started with the empennage of the aircra.rt. 

An equally exhaustive effort ms expended in examining the engines of 
both aircraft and, in the case of the DC-?, its engines and propellers. The 
objective was to deternd.ne whether or not any infiight failure or operating 
difficulties of these components contributed in any wa:y to the cause of the 
midair collision. 

As indicated, the four DC-? powerplants separated from the aircraf't 
before ground impact as a result of excessive airloads. The units were se\'!:Te
ly damaged by this impact and were principally reco-rered .from th'l w.1.daly si:,para
ted craters in the schoolyard. In each case the propeller assemblies, ncs~, 
supercharger, and rear accessory cases were broken f,:om their res~ctive power 
sections. All cylinders were broken loose fl'Olll their power section. Num.e:rous 
components from these assemblies were scattered forward of the craters for 
distances as great as 250 feet. There was no evidence on the engines of in
flight contacts. 

Following a preliminary e.xlllllination at the wreckage site, the power-
plants were ranoved to suitable facilities for disassembly and detailed exa..rn
ination. This showed the various gear trains, bearings, and shaf'ting of the 
engines had been no:rmally lubricated prior to impact and that there 118.S no 
evidence of failure or operational distress. Boroscop:!.c examination of the 
cylinders revealed no indication of combustion irregularities. The articulat
ing assemblies of the engine sho,red no evidence of operating distress and the 
oil pmlps and screens were free of foreign material. Whi.1e all of the engine 
accessories were recovered, ground impact da.nBge precluded them from. being 
functionally checked. 

The DC-7 propellers remained tight on their shafts; however, each assembly, 
as indicated, was broken from its engine. The propeller blades exhibited var
ious degrees of camber and face-side bending. Careful examination of the pro
peller blades, especial.ly of the Nos. 1 and 2 engines, showed clearly they were 
not involved in the inflight collision. 

Examination of the propeller pitch-changiJ:lg mechanisms disclosed the stop 
rings properly inde:xad for a blade range of 94-1/2 degrees positive, full 
feathering, and minus 14 degrees, reverse. Impact markings on the spider shlms 
and shim plates revealed a propeller blade angle at ground impact averaging 
58,5 degrees. Because of the infiight disintegration of the aircraft and sena.
ration of the powerplants, as well as possible throttle manipulation during the 
descent, little significance can be attached to this evidence with respect to , 
power or airspeed at the instant of collision. 

The turbo-jet engines of the F-89 were recovered in the main wreckage of 
the aircraft, Both were heavily damaged by ground impact and fire after impact, 
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Some portions of the engines were lmrled 4,000-5,000 feet from the crash 
site. The inlet and accessory sections of both engines were broken off and 
consumed by fire. The first three stages of the left engine compressor and 
the first stage of the right engine compressor were broken away. Variable 
bending and lack of damage to some blades in the same stages were indications 
that the damage was the result of impact with the ground. The combustion 
cans, although deformed, shm~ed no indication of overheat. Crossover tubes 
were normal. Both turbine assemblies were intact but displaced rearward. The 
a.ft, sides of the turbine wheels were freshly scored, indicating rotation when 
the wheels were forced rearward. 

From the investigation of the powerplants of the DC--? and the engines of 
the F-89 there was no evidence found to indicate that a malfunction or failure 
of any of these units was a factor in the accident. 

Because of some misunderstanding during the accident investigation, the 
Board believes it is in the public interest to explain the status of the DC-?, 
the nature of its first flight, and the requirements and restriction::: associated 
with the operation. These subjects were fully explored during the i:ublic inquiry 
through witnesses representing the Douglas Company and the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration (CAA). 

From inception of an ai~carrier-type aircraft to co!lllllercial production 
of the model ina!ly months, or years, of design, evaluation, and tests are re
quired. During this period afier the model is produced it is an experimental 
aircraft and may be fl.own only under an experiaientaJ. certificate issued in 
accordance with Civil Air rtegulations by the CAA. This strictly limits opera
tion of the aircraft, in the interest of safety, During this period the model 
must exhibit, through every manner and type of test, its strength, safety, per
fonnance, and quality, and meet or exceed the standards required by appropriate 
Civil Air Regulations. On completion of this work, if the airworthiness is 
proved the model is awarded a type certificate and may be duplicated in exact 
kind and quality for cormnercial sale. N 821.0H was such a duplicate, one of over 
JOO already manufactured and in use in canmercial aviation. 

The manufacture of such aircraft under type certification is closely 
supervised by CAA persoru1el. This is a fonn of quaJ.i ty control and accomplished 
by inspection and tests performed regularly and .frequently throughout manufac
ture. When production is complete n1.ll1lerous additional checks are accomplished 
by the manufacturer, and in the case of N 8210H nearly 15 hours ground time 
were accwnulated on the powerplants during this work. 

Before a fonnal airworthiness certificate is issued for the individual. 
aircraft, Civil Air Regulations require that a functional infl.ight check be 
accomplished, This is principally a flight to gather infomation from which, 
if necessary, final. and minor adjustments on the aircraft and its co:nponents 
can be made. Accordingly, N 821.0H was being fl= for this p.irpose when the 
subject accident occurred. 

The functional check flight is made under a special flight authorization 
c~rtificate issued by the CAA and it also is restrictive. Among other limita
tions, the aircraft must be fioffll in visual flight rule weather conditions, 
liithout passengers and, except for landing and takeoff, the oueration must be 
over sparsely populated areas. · 
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The F-89 was produced in a similar manner; however, the standards and 
specifications of a military plane are governed by the military establishment 
and not by Civil Air Regulations. 

The IRAN project, in the case of the F-89, was principally a complete 
overhaul of the aircraft. This in no manner changed the basic proven airworthi
ness of the aircraft; however, such projects may modernize some of its com
ponents, especially those relating to its weapons syster:is, 

Northrop records showed that after the overhaul work ..ms completed wi. th 
respect to 52-1870A, the aircraft l'\ad been flown six times for various checks 
of the work perfonned. The subject flight was to be a final check by the 
Northrop Company before turning the aircraft back to the U .S.A.F. It was for 
the purpose of checking the radar portion of the weapons systems of the aircral't' 
and thus was a functional check flight. 

In accordance with Air Force regulations pertaining to the Air Force 
flying activity at Palmdale, which were mutually agreec. upon and part of the 
Northrop operating procedures, the F-89 flights were not to be r,-,30-e over con
gested areas except during landings and takeoffs. Also, the fL:i_ghts were to 
be conducted within an area generally bounded by San Diego, northwest to S2.nta 
Barbara, northeast to Bakersfield, and southeast to EJ. Cen·tro. As a standard 
Air Force requirement this area was designated and p,.blished as a local fl.,:y:'..:,g 
area; however, such did not set it apart for the exclusive use of·t.he compBny, 
As a matter of fact, the saT.e area is used in the flying operations of the 
numerous aircraf't manufacturers located in the Los Angeles vicinity. WitnessGs 
stated the joint use of this airspace was common knowledge, They also said it 
was heavily used by the aircraft of the manufacturers, the military, and com
mercial traffic serving the large metropolitan area. Further, the space was 
li.'lli.ted by restricted areas bordering the aforementioned local flying airspace 
on the east and west sides. The accident occurred Within this local flying area, 

It will be recalled that both flights were operated under local VFR flight 
plans. Accordingly, the avoidance of other aircraft was a direct responsibility 
of the pilots of beth aircraft. Civil Air Regulations, Part 60, Section 60.l2 
(c ), clearly place this responsibility on all pilots, regardless of the type 
aircraft. Rules for avoidance and right-of-way are also spelled out in these 
regulations, Section 60,14 (a) through (c) and Section 60.15. 

Because of this pi-2ot responsibility it was considered important to 
determine what, if any, effect the operational nature of the i'.1.ights had on 
the ability of the pilots to carry it out, Specifically, it was important to 
learn whether or not the operational nature of the flights required an unusual 
amount of pilot cockpit preoccupation. Witnesses, well qualified through act
ual experience in performance of the flights, were questioned with respect to 
this subject. 

A Douglas representative described the production :flight check from its 
beginning to end, stating that each was very similar and followed a definite 
pattern. He stated the pirpose was a thorough operational check of the air
craft, its pawerplants, and its equipnent involving flight at various power 
settings, aircraft configurations,- all at various altitudes. The witness tes
tified that flight check sheets are carried aboard the flights and the items 
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are accomplished in the sequence of their arrangement on the sheets, He also 
said that as the flight proEressed and the items were accomplished the results 
were recorded, This duty, he said, was exclusively a responsibility of the 
flight engineer. He also said the manip.,lation and setting of controls, except 
flight controls, was p_rincipally done by the flic:ht engineer. He concluded thRt 
there was no greater pilot cockpit preoccur.ation in this type of operation than 
in any other. 

During the investigation these flight check sheets were recovered from the 
wreckage of N 821.0H. It was noted that many of the items had been completed and 
in sequence. The end of the canpleted items indicated that when the collision 
occurred the aircraft was being flown at 25,000 feet and at about 330 knots true 
airspeed, for the pirpose of checking carburetor operation at maximum cruise 
power. A study of the writing showed clearly it was in the handwriting of Mr. W. 
B, Adams, the flight engineer. 

Witnesses experienced in the F-89 radar check flight operation stated it 
required precision flying and that accuracy of he2dings and altitudes was re
quired within narrow tolerances. Because of this the simulated intercepts were 
usually flown using autopilot. Witnesses fa,rJliar with Mr. Owen •s technique 
believed he would have been using it continuously during the radar pattern and 
simulated intercepts which -would include the turn preceding the attack vector. 
The radar operator could not tell from his cockpit. The witnesses testified 
that using the autopilot provided the precision necessary and greatly reduced 
the pilot 1s concentration within the cockpit. Testimony indicated that during 
the turn preceding the attack vector the pilot had only to monitor the tum. 
During this time there was nothing connected with the radar equiµnent to occupy 
his attention. Greatest cockpit concentration on the pilot's part would be later 
during the lockon phase of the intercept which fallmm completion of the turn k 
the attack vector and after the search phase has been accomplished. Witnesses 
concluded that during the positioning turn Mr. Owen would be free to look out for 
other aircraft. As previously stated, the responsibility to look out for other 
aircraft. was in no manner reduced by the designation of a local. flying area, 

.Analysis 

The several areas of primary collision damage and markings furnished the 
foundation for a successful analytical. study of hem the inflight collision se
quence occurred and the relative attitudes of the aircraft at impact. 

Initial. contact occurred when the leading edge of the left wing of the 
DC-7 between stations 530 and 613 made contact with the fibreglass radome of 
the F-89. As the two aircraft passed, the left wing of the IX:-7 and nose sec
tion of the F-89 progressively penetrated one another until the left wing out,.. 
board of station 530 was sheared off and the nose section rearward to station 
125 was destroyed, Impact markings made during this sequence showed clearly 
that the aircraft 10ere rolled 36 degrees to· the left with respect to each other. 

As the split second sequence contim1ed the left horizontal. stabilizer of 
the F-89 brushed across the upper surface of the DC-? left lling at station 397 
leaving paint smudges in that area. The relative angle in the roll. plane be
tween the aircraft and location of the stabilizer brush marks showed the F-89 
would clear the No. 1 propeller. arc of the DC-7, thus accounting for the absence 
of propeller cuts and blade damage. The aircraft then passed one another and 
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fran all the available evidence there were no other primary contacts between 
ther.1. Damage received by the F-89 clearly showed it would have been rendered 
uncontrollabl.e. In the case of the DC-7 it is doubtful. that effective control 
would have existed, the latter substantiated by the final transmission fr001 
its crew, "Uncontrollable." 

The relative angle between the aircraft in the pitch plane must be 
deduced from the impact markings and the existing angles of attack of the ai1"
craft when the marks were made. Impact damage was all predominately reanmrd 
and slightJ.y inboard on the IY'-7 with little or no upward or downward j_ndica
tions. On the F-89 the damage was rearward with a fou~degree vpward angle. 
With respect to airspeeds, a principal consideration in determining angles of 
attack, ample evidence indicates that the true airspeed of the F-89 was 380 
knots and, though less conclusive, it is quite probable that the true airspeed 
of the DC-7 was 330 knots. Considering this evidence, it is very reasonable 
to conclude that both aircraft, relatively, were levtl in the nitch plana .. 

The impact angle in the yaw plane is perhaps the most important factoi~ 
of the collision orientation because it is most indicative of th,; converging 
flight paths before impact. This angle is based on considerations of airspeeds 
and the fracture angle of the cut on the left wing of the DC-7, which was mef...S-· 
ured as three degrees inboard from front to rear. Accepting the airsp3eds 
mentioned and the angle of the cut, the resultant angle of convergence was 
about five degrees from head-on. 

As previously indicated, the correlation of physical damP:ge, collision 
marks, and impact angles relate one aircraft to the other but not with respe::t 
to the ground. It is therefore necessary to deduce the orientation w-i.th respict 
to the ground through other means, While direction of flight at is1pact may 
often be indicated by the direction of wreckage scatter, in the subject accide 0r,t 
this was not definitive, Tlrus, orientation of the aircraft with respect to the 
ground and the direction of flight of the aircraft at impact are necessarily 
based on the observations of eyewitnesses and sane circumstantial evidence. 

The preponderance of eyewitnesses, sane aeronautically qualified and 
cognizant of direction, believed that the DC-7 was heading about due west and 
the F-89 was heading approximately due east men they collided, While it is 
possible that some error may exist in these collision headings because of the 
difficulty of such estimates from ground positions, it is noteworthy that only 
substantial errors would have an appreciable effect on the remtl ts based on 
ther,i, Recalling it was Pilot Oiven 1s intention to turn left from 135 degrees to 
45 degrees using a JO-degree bank, and accepting the collision headings as sub
stantially correct, it is entirely reasonable to conclude that the F-89 was 
banked to its left about JO degrees with respect to the ground when the illlpact 
occurred. This conclusion would thus place the DC-7 flying straight and level, 
or nearly so, when the two aircraft collided. 

In SUJJ1IOary, based on all the available evidence, it is the judgment of 
the Board that this collision occurred nearly head-on while the DC-7 was flying 
straight and level, or nearly so, on an approximate westerly heading. It is 
believed that it occurred while Pilot Or.en was executing a level left turn fro,, 
135 degrees toward an anticipated heading of 45 degrees and that his aircraft 
was banked approximately JO degrees. It is also clearly evident that the acci
dent took place in clear weather conditions at 25,000 feet over a noncongested 
area between one and two miles northeast of the Hansen r;9.m Spillway. 
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The small difference between the standard bank of 30 degrees and the 
36-degree impact angle in the roll axis cannot be positively explained. It 
is possible, however, that this six-degree difference is indicative of the 
start of an evasive maneuver, From the transmission by Mr. Twitchell, "Poor 
jet too," it is known that he saw the F-89, Because the collision sequence 
occurred in about 1/100 of a second he could not have recognized the aircraf't 
as a jet at that time and must have done so before impact. It is possible, 
therefore, he saw the jet in time to react and start a left bank which had 
progressed six degrees but which was insufficient to avoid the collision, 

In order to evaluate the all-important question of whether or not the 
crews could have seen and avoided the collision, an analytical study of the 
opportunities was made, The aforementioned collision factors were applied, 
with others, such as closure speed, visual range, and anguJ.ar position of the 
conflicting aircra~ on the other •s windshield. It 1m1st be realized that some 
of these latter factors are the products of numerous tangible and intar.gible 
considerations. 

The maximum distance that an aircraft can be seen depends upon its 
angular presentation, its color contrast with the existing background as 
affected by the degree of illumination, and the atmospheric conditions of 
visibility including altitude effect. These factors are highly variable and 
different in each actual situation, and small amounts less than optimum in the 
conditions result in an appreciable reduction of the mrudmum distance that an 
aircraft can be seen. Also, it is knOffll that the head-on or near head-on 
flight paths are the most unfavorable situations for sighting other aircraft 
because of the relatively small frontal profile presented during such closure. 

Realizing the intangible nature of the maximum sighting distance, the 
Board carefully considered each factor, together with published material on 
the subject, and selected 3.5 miles as its best estimate in the subject situa
tion. 

Accepting this distance and applying it to the :!light path portion of 
the analytical study, the F-89 would enter visual range about five degrees to 
the right of zero reference on the 00...7 windshield. Movement during closure 
would be slowly from right to left until just before impact. At visual range 
the DC-7 would be positioned 22 degrees to the left of zero reference on the 
F-89 windshield. Considering the banked attitude of the F-89, this initial 
position would be on the canopy glass off the a:nnorglass windshield. Move
ment of the DC-7 during closure would be slowly diagonally dowmrard from left 
to right until just before impact. 

Considering the probable flight path of each aircraft to collision, the 
visual range, and the true airspeeds of the aircraft, compitations shDVf the 
closure speed between them was about 700 knots. The calculated time frail 
visual range to collision was about 15 seconds. 

While a conflicting aircraf't is within visual range it must first be 
detected by the pilot, then an avoidance decision must be made and, finally, 
the aircraft must respond to and carry out the avoidance maneuver. Each of 
these factors requires an element of time, the total of which !IDlSt be Sllffi
cient for a success.fill collision avoidance. 
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Detection of another aircraft is probably the greatest time-consuming 
factor, being restricted by physiological limitations of the human eye. The 
eye will best detect an object when it is within the focal field of vision,' 
sane 2-J degrees wide. With sufficient motion the object may be detected 
within the peripheral field, a few degrees outside the focal area. To com
pensate for these restrictions the pilot !llllst employ scanning to search the 
broad areas of potential collision to datect other aircraft, Thus a reason
able opportunity to avoid collis~on JIIUSt include a reasonable time for 
detection. 

Following detection, the pilot !lDlSt then evaluate the situation and 
detennine if collision courses exist and, if so, decide on the proper evasive 
maneuver, The time required for such decision may vary considerably, accord
ing to the situation. For example, it may be hard to determine whether or not 
a conflicting aircraft is approaching or moving away. It may also be difficult 
to decide which way a turning aircraft is progressing and where its prcjecte,1 
flight path will take it from its sighted position, This is especially diffi
cult when the conflicting aircraft and the aircraft from which it is viewed a."'8 
being flown at high speed, 

Aircraft response, especially for the large transport type, is less than 
immediate. Although with boosted controls the attitude of the aircraft may be 
altered rapidly, several seconds are required before the direction of flight is 
sufficiently changed to avoid collision, 

Considering these collision avoidance elements and all the available 
evidence, it appears that only the minimum time opportunity existed for th.i 
pilots to have carried out the basic elements of collision avoidance. It :is 
clear that only if the pilots sighted the other 1s conflicting aircraft early 
in the period when it was visible and took immediate evasive action could the 
collision have been avoided. Thus, it is the considered opinion of the Board 
that, while visual separation could have been effected in the time available, 
because of the near head-on closure and the high rate of closure at high alti
tude the pilots were confronted with UJJ11sually great problems of visuaJ. separa,
tion. 

The accident, which appears to have occurred under almost the most adverse 
conditions insofar as the time opportunity for the pilots to see and avoid is 
concerned, raises the question whether the long established •see and be seen" 
philosophy applicable to VFR flight is adequate in uncontrolled operations •. It 
is clear that, under certain conditions of speed and angle of convergence, very 
little time opportunity exists for pilots to observe the other aircraft and take 
avoidance action. As aircraft speeds and traffic density increase, this proble 
will be aggravated. While this problem is serious, and growing more so, it is 
not sufficient cause to discard the see and be seen rule. AJ.tematives to this 
:fundamental. nile in VFR operations either do not exist as yet or are so extreme 
that they would penalize the expeditious flow of traffic to the point where air
craft operations in general would be stifled, For instance, the practical con
sequences of immediate :illlplementation of full positive control for such opera
tions regardless of weather would be the grounding of a large percentage 0£ 
current aircraft operations, Therefore, until technological. advances are made 
which will insure separation of aircraft without reliance on tile vigilance of 
the pilot, the Board will continue to rely on the see and be seen policy w:ith 
whatever refinements circumstances and the state of the art permit. In this 
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connection, the Board calls attention to certain regulatory amendments 
already adopted and others in preparation which serve to refine the see and 
be seen rule in the light o:f high-speed, high-performance aircraft operations. 
In this group are the pilot vigilance and restrictions on flight testing rules; 
the VFR minimums within control zones for flights with traffic c].earance, and 
speed control and canmunication rules in high density air traffic zones; the 
high altitude quadra.ntal rules; and the rules establishing the continental 
control area. 

In view of the foregoing, the Board must call to the attention of all per
sons engaged in the operation of high speed aircraft that the closure rates of 
such aircraft in normal operations impose obligations for vigilance on the part 
of operating crews which are of extreme urgency. We are faced w.l. th no immediate 
alternative but to seek the redoubling of effort on the part of management and 
operating crews to prevent a:p.y avoidable diversion or preoccupation which would 
tend .to compromise the ability of pilots to see and avoid other aircraft. It 
has not been possible in this instance to determine specifically what had pr&
vented the creilll o.f either aircraft fran tak~ timely action; however, we con
clude that the avoidance of collision by visual means was not beyond the physical 
capabilities of the pilots involwd provided full attention was given to collision 
avoidance. Accordingly, reliance must continue to be placed upon pilots of ail'
craft engaged in similar operations to provide for separation under visual flight 
rules. To this end, however, the Board will continue to review inflight proced
ures, cockpit design including instrument and equipn.ent layoot, aircraft crew 
complements, and the training and indoctrination o.f flight crews to insure that 
the possibility o.f recurrence of such a collision is minimized. 

Findings 

On the basis of all available evidence the Board finds thatt 

l. The aircraft and the crews were properly certificated according to 
the status of the aircraft and nature o:f the operations. 

2. Preparations for the flights were CO!llplete and routine. 

3. The flights were operated in clear weather conditions and in accord
ance with the provisions of local VFR flight plans. 

4. Under VFR weather conditions and VFR flight plans collision avoidance 
rested in visual separation, a pilot responsibility. 

5. The DC-7 and F-89 collided in flight an approximately west and east 
headings, respectively. They- were at 251 000 feet over a noncongested area 
between one and two miles northeast of the Hansen Dam Spillway. 

6. At impact the F-89 was rolled about 30 degrees left, both aircraf't 
were about level in the pitch plane, and the convergence angle was about five 
degrees .from. head-on • 

7 • Both aircraft fell out of' control and the DC-7 crashed in a popll.ated 
area, 
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s. From v.i.sual. range, estimated at .'.3-5 miles, the closure speed 
betffllen the two aircraft was 700 knots and over the probable flight paths 
the time to callisi0111 fran Visual range was about 15 seconds. 

9. The nature and pirpose of the £Lights did not prevent all pilots 
fran maintaining a lookout for other aircraft. 

10. There was no ev.Ldence found to indicate that any mal:t'u.nction or 
failure of the aircraft or their components was a factor in the aocident. 

Probable Cause 

The Board determines that the J)l'0bable cause of this midair collision 
was the high rate of near head-on closure at high altitude which, together 
with physiological limitations, resulted in a minillDlm avoidance opportunity 
during which the pilots did not see the other's aircraft. 

BY THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOA.RD: 

/s/ JAMES R, IlORFEE 

/s/ CHAN <JJRNEY 

/s/ HAm!A.R D, Dl!NNY 

/s/ G, JOSEPH MINETTI 

/s/ LCJJIS J, Hl!XlTOR 



SUPPLEMENTAL DATA ------------ ----
Investigation an~ Hearing 

The Civil Aerona,i.tice Board wae notified of this accident through its 
Santa Monica o!'fic• a tn mimites after it occurred• Investigators were 
promptly dispatched to the scene and an investigation was initiated and con
ducted in aocordanoe with the Pl'Ovi8ia'ls of Secti«i '702 (a) (2) or the Civil 
Aeronautics Act of 1938; ae amended. A pib1ic hearing was ordered by the 
Board and held in the Holl,wood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Cali!'omia, on 
March 2~21, 1957. 

Canpilnies 

The Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc,, a Delawari, corporation, ha8 its 
principal offices :Ln Santa Monica, Califomia. The ocmJ)!lll1 is Jrl,ncipally 
engaged in the manufacture of aircraft. 

Northrop Aircraft, Inc., a California corporation, bu its principal 
offices in Beverly Hills, CaJ.ifomia, The o®tpEll'IY 18 principally engaged 
in the manufacture or aircraft. 

flight Personnel 

1. Douglas. Pilot William G, Carr, age 36~ was 9l'llployed by the company 
on January 14, 1952, He held a valid aiman oertit.ieate with an airline trans
port rating and reting for the subject aircra:t't. He also held nwnerous other 
type ratings as well as ratings on air!'rames and powerplants, Pilot Carr had 
11,757 total flying hours, of 'lfflich 598 were in t.he DC-7 type. His laat med
ical exa.,dnation was accomplished Nowmber 27, 1956, without nivere, 

• Copilot Archie R. Twitchell, age 50, was employed by Drugla11 since 
February 2, 1955, He held a valid ainnan certificate with airline transport 
and DC-7 ratings. The pilot had accuraulated 7,U5 .flying hours, of which 
2ff7 were in the DC-7, His last medical e:xarnination was accomplished,withmt 
waivers, on February 9• 1956, 

Flight Engineer Wal.do B. Ada11'B 1 age 43, we.s. employed by" IlcNglas, January 4, 
19.37, He held a valid ainn8l'l certificate with flight engineer, airframe, engine, 
and camnercial pilot ratings. Compacy records shOIJ8d he had accumulated 2,"1ll 
flying hours a11 a flight engineer, of 'iibich 278 \lf81'8 in the DC-7 type aircraft. 
He had taken his last physical examination on February 22, 1956, and it was 
accanplished w.l.thrut waivers. 

Flight Radio Operator Roy Nakazna, age 29, · was employed by the company 
Ma;y 26, 1952, and held the position or a flight line technician (electronics). 
\!r, Nakazawa held a sacond,.,class radiophone license issued by the Federal 
Communicati0118 Camnillsion on December ll, 1953, 

2. Nor!l}µyp. Pilot Roland E. Owen, age 36, -a El!llployad by the company 
on October 15, 1951. He 11'&8 the Chief of Producticn Teat at the time of the 
accident. He held a valid airman certificate '111th CO!llllttroitl. and insti,iment 
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ratings. He also held a fo:nnal. certificate of authority .f.'rOOl the United 
states Air Force to 11y the F-89. Pilot Owen had accumulated 2,754 11ying 
hours, of which 1,320 were in jet aircraft and 1,249 were in the F-89 type 
jet. His last ~sical e:xamination was accomplished in May 1956, without 
11Bivers. His last high-altitude indoctrination was accomplished llay 31, 1955., 
(-valid for three years). 

Radar Operator Curtiss A. Adams, age 27, was employed October 10, 1951, 
as an electronic check011t man. His last plvBical and high-altitude indootri
nations were received in IIIQ" 19~6 and September 1956, respeotiftly. 

The Aircraft 

The 00.7B, N 821CII, had a total of li03 11ying time sinoe its manu
facture. It was equipped with Wright engines, 111odel -972TCllIDA-4, and 
Hamilton standard propellers, m.odal 34E60-363, blade m.odel 6921.A.-8. The 
engines and propellers had accumulated abOllt 14 hours of ground i,mning 
time since nft'. 

The F-89 bore manufacturer's serial Jllllllber 4447 and U. s. A. F. desig
nation 52-l!nOA.. The aircraft had been fi.0'11!1 261 hours since manufacture and 
6 hours since IRAN. The F-89 engines were Allison, model. J-35A-35. The left 
and right engine11 had acaumulated 258 h011%'S end 200 hours, reepeotiwly, since 
new. 
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"HIS'I'ORY 111" TLIGF.T• 

Onll JulT 1957, at 081LO PST, IF-~, .t..- S..ril\1 Ro. ~J-7:S61 departed 

Air Force Plant 42, Pabu!ale, Calitonda, to aet aa a wei' drcratt tor .., 

P-lOU, Sarinl llo. 55-2957, \ddch w.a on an .,.,.zmace dJ!Wt1cs engilleer1n£ 

ten night. Thh aircraft vas balled t.o tockbr od .l.irer..rt. Cof"?Or.ttlca to 

be med as a cllaae airara!t MIS tor pUot clleckon and prot1clrDCJ• '!be 

a1rcra!t VIlli oa .. local tut rur.&t and """ proporJ.7 cleared 01> .. Lockheed 

Urorat't Corporation Cloarat\C10 l'cmo lfoo ].?.6(-l", "Jill 67.1 gallona or fuel 

abovd, en<mgh tor e.pproxillateJ.7 one hour or tllr,ht. T!Je pUot had been 

briated oa the mbaioa ~ the tllght eng1nee:o iuclnd 1n the ••P"m>a&e . 
d1Jimd1!s progr1111 aD4 had dbcuseed the teat vith Mr. Robert Mqote the pUot 

or F-lOU, lfo. 55-2957. 

The tir:rt point to be obtairled vas Ml.aiH~ pouer oa the F-lOLJ, 

lloo 55-2957. Gild VIlli n0111l at 12, ~ r~et at 3Ubecm10 ~·· After thh 

...., caapletecl 1"-lO.U, no. 55-2957, under teat, acceJ.enW to Jo<ach l.OS 

aD4 begon his second tea\. At this time, pUot Park ia the XF-J.Ol vaa 

11ttbeon!o and dropping bo.ck. He ~ported coati'Ql ti"'OIble aD4 abortl7 

thereatt.er tho.t he 'IIOI!ld hue to lraft the airpl!!De. l!r. Park experieneed 

cl1tt1cult)' 1n ejectioa, bat nent'Gill:r madt' a ouccead'al ejection viti! no 

iajurf.rs. Bo landed ~alt .Ue IIOUth out cr the impft<-t point ot the 

a1rcrert. aD4 vas picked up eJ.Jooe:t imnecliatt-lT ~ a cirtlion ia a track \lho 

bad een: h1A land. He rode to the •~ne or the cnab \lhore a California 
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Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 
C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: 
Remarks: 

06.11.1957 
Bristol 175 Britannia 301 

Ministry of Supply 
G-ANCA 

12917 
1956 
4 fatalities I 4 on board 
11 fatalities /11 on board 
15 fatalities /15 on board 
Downend (UK) 
Final Approach 
Training 
Filton - Filton (Aightnumber ) 

The Bristol175 had just completed a testflight of 1h and 40 
minutes. Tests included a strain-gauge measurements on the 
non-standard propeller of the no.2 engine, and high speed upset 
manoeuvre recovery tests in connection with the US certification. 
Returning to Filton, the aircraft entered a circuit and partial gear 
extensions occurred for unknown reasons. Attempts may have been 
made to complete undercarriage free fall tests as these had failed 
the previous day; such test were not on the programme however. 
At 1500ft a left tum to base leg was initiated. The right wing 
suddenly dropped and the aircraft went into a very steeply banked 
right hand tum. The Britannia briefly recovered but banked steeply 
again and struck the ground in a wood near a residential area. 
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was the result of the aircraft 
developing a very steep descending tum to the right which the pilot 
was unable to control. The reason for this could not be determined, 
but the possibility that it occurred as the result of malfunctioning of 
the autopilot cannot be dismissed." 

Source: 
ICAO Accident Digest Circular 62-AN/57 (19-22) 

Copyright ~ 1996·2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Saf•tv Network; updated 4 January 2000 
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Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 
Cln: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
flight: 
Remarks: 

Source: 

09.05.1958 
Fairch;ld F-27 

Fairchild 
N1027 

01 
1958 

Accident description 

0 fatalities I on board 
0 fatalities I on board 
0 fatalities I on board 
7 (USA) 

Ground 

- (Rightnumber ) 

Copyright.!:) 1996-2000 Harre Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 4 January 2000 
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IItcrcep!or Rcx<BR.>Thc A \TO CF-1 OS Arrow 

SofS 

attack aircraft, optimized to fly at low altitudes, ere on the drawing boards, the · e seemed to be the 
tor for nuclear weapons an as air defence system. In 1957 th ritish aviation industJy 

was dealt a s blow when Duncan San s cancelled an aircraft projects, ept the English Electric 
lightning, hich was considered in a t advanced development stage to cancelled. lf anyone had 
announ d then that the Tu-95 'Beat. ·ould still be in sef\.ice in 1995 e would probably have been put 
in a s ightjacket immediately. 

eanwhile, the IM-99B Bo B smface-to-air missile had en ordered to reinforce the air ence. 
onurc B was more an u anned interceptor aircraft missile in common sense: It w 13.3 meter 

long, weighed 7260kg, d had a range of 71 Okm. Alth Bomarc could ostensibly no eplace the 
to the feeling that the Arrow as really unneccessary. 

The prototypes 

For the CF-105, a similar production plan was adopted as the.Cook-Craigie plan adopted by the USAF 
for the F-102. The prototypes were built on production jigs. The fli"St CF-105 l\lk.1 was rolled out on 4 
October 1957, four years after the definition of the RCAF requirement. This was certainly a notable 
achievement. The 1\finister of Defence, George R. Pearkes, announced with some pride a new age in 
Canadian :1\-Ution. The Chief of Air Staff used the opportunity to hint at a possible purchase of the Arrow 
by the USAF, and to point out that American subcontractors had contn"buted significantly to the Arrow. 
Probably this could ha\--e 53\--ed the Arrow from its fin:ll fate, but it was nC\-er much more than a faint 
possibility. 

In preparation. for the first flight, the design parameters of the CF-105 w-ere fed to 3 computer- still ''ety 
limited, in 1958!- to predict the beha\-iour of the aircraft in the air. The usefulness of this was probably 
small, because the computer predicted that the Arrow was imstable and would crash 13 seconds after 
take-off. · 

This did not deter the chief test pilot for the CF-105, Jan Zurakmvski. He w:ls born in Poland and flew 
combat missions in 1939, before he escaped to Britain. There he joined the RAF, and later became 3 test 
pilot for Gloster. He joined Auo Canada in 1952. The second test pilot was Spud Potocki, and for the 
RCAF Lt. Jack Woodritan would test the CF-105. · 

During ta.-d tests an four mainwheel tires e:-..-ploded, and the brakes had to be modified. On 25 March 1958 
Zurakowsl:i took the CF-105, number 25201 (coded RL-201) into air for the ftrst time. Apart from a 
landing gear warning light, the flight was without problem. Zurakowski declared that the Arrow was easier 
to fly than the F-1 02 or the Gloster Javelin, two other delta-winged ftghters. This would later be 
confumed by other test pilots, who praised the handling of the CF-105 highly. Zurakoski complained . 
about the high workload in the cocl.-pit, despite the sophisticated AFCS (Automatic Flight Control 
System), but on the other hand the reliability of the electronic systems was better than expected. 

On its third flight, the CF-105 reached Mach 1.1, at an altitude near 13000rn. Mach 1.52 was reached on 
the SC\-enth flight But on its 11th flight, on 11 June, the left landing gear leg failed during landing, 
because it had not aligned itself properly with the axis of the aircraft. The landing gear broke off 
completely, and 201 skidded of the runway on its beUy. Damage was not extensi"\-e, and on 5 October the 
aircraft flew again. Meanwhile, on 1 August, the 202 had joined the flight test program. But in Nm-ember 
the landing gear of 202 failed when the brakes blocked. 

0811 01:!000 8:00 PM 
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Ainnft attidm desaiption 30.08.1958 Handley Poge HPR-7 Hcnld 100 lttp:/ /aviation-safety .nct/dalabase/195 815 80830..0 .mn 

1 of I 

CJg/Jo/58 

AviationSafetyNetwork 
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•• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • Accident Description e 
Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 

30.08.1958 
Handley Page HPR-7 Hera'd 100 
Handley Page Ud 

Registration: G-AODE 

Cln: 147 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 

0 fatalities I 2 on board 
0 fatalities I 7 on board 
0 fatalities I 9 on board 
Milford (UK) 

Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: - Famborough (Rightnumber ) 
Remarks: 
The Herald had taken off from Woodey to take part in the 
Famborough air display. Half an hour into the flight an intense and 
uncontrollable fire broke out in the no.2 engine nacelle. A rapid 
descend was carried out and a crash landing was made in a field. 
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused by an intense fire 
which became uncontrollable and necessitated an immediate crash 
landing. The fire resulted from a major mechanical failure of the 
starboard engine and the disruption of the fuel system." 

Source: 

Copyright •1:)1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 4 January 2000 

07123/2000 8:02 PM 
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w~ 
· hen Gennanysurrenderedin 19-IS,Joachim Foell-

. _ bach was a young engineer with the Siebel aircraft 
· factory. Although Siebel's main contribution to the 

war effort had been the licensed manufacture of 
JunkersJu 88 bombers, at war's end Foellbach was working 
on advanced experimental projects that would prove very in
teresting to the Soviet forces that came to occupy Halle. As 
a result, Foellbach would experience personally the capri
cious policies with which the Soviet Union managed its zone 
of occupation. 

like the other Allied victors, the Soviets co-opted Gennan 
designers and engineers for the development of their own 
aerospace industry. But the Soviets alternately starved and 
rewarded the Germans, first imprisoning them in the Rus
sian hinterlands, then returning them to their own country 
to build what was intended to be a new, world-class com
mercial airliner. 

Under the inconstant 
patronage of the Soviet 
Union, the warplane 
builders of the Third 
Reich reached for their 
former glory. 

by Fred Stahl 

Color photographs by },/ark Sinwn 

52 
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"It was the biggest madness imaginable; Foellbach told 
me not long ago. • (The East German communist leadership I 
wanted this small country, so wretched and shabby after the 
war, to be just like before, with a magnificent aircraft in
dustry." I spoke to Foellbach in Munich in 1993, almost half 
a century after the events he described took place. He de
rided the postwar political folly, but he was speaking with 
the benefit of hindsight. In the 1950s, when he and thou
sands of other workers came to a factory outside Dresden, \ 
they were caught up in the dream. Working with a single
minded intensity reminiscent of war production, the East 
Gennans built a four-engine jet airliner, the Model152, and 
flew it in 1959,less than five years after they had begun work. 
Their goal had been to produce an airliner that could com- , 
pete with the new jet aircraft just beginning to fly in theW est. · , 
Had the Soviets been steadier patrons-<>r had the Germans ; · 
won control of their designs a few years earlier-they might 1 

'irllil® I 
Iffiii~® ~lfilrn'l h~l i 
WJiflllill® 
~cm$R liDml~lllii1mffil 
imiiiT©IT ~(ffi 
HmudiU!l~R~w 
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I 
have pulled it off. Few in theW est know how close they came. 
For three decades, the epic rise and fall of the East German 
aircraft industry lay under a cloak of silence. 

'lllhile the United States was organizing the Marshall Plan 
VV to nurse western Germany back to health, the Soviets, 
who had lost 18 million lives to Gennan aggression, exact· 
ed staggering war reparations from the east. Moscow took 
a quarter of the eastern zone's annual economic output and 
picked the country clean of everything of value, even the 
rails from the railroads. Perhaps the most valuable com· 

The gate that once guarded a Nazi airfield (opposite) 
became the monumental entrance to a new aircraft industry. 
The East German state intended to prove the superiority of 
socialism with a single airliner-the Model152 (below). 

Air&Space February/March 1996 

modity the Soviets took was German technical know-how. 
They had access to some of the most impressive aviation 
minds of the period, for Heinkel, Arado, Siebel, and Junkers 
all had factories in the east 

In Dessau the Soviet occupation force established a com
pany headed by a Red Army lieutenant colonel to rebuild the 
Junkers aircraft factory and muster German engineers and 
mechanics for military research and development. A similar 
operation was put in place at Stassfurt for jet engines. 

The German specialists in Dessau were ordered to write 
down everything they knew about the design, construction, 
and testing of aircraft and jet engines. They prepared 2,000 
reports and shipped them to the Soviet Union. The Junkers 
engineers picked up where they had left off in developing 
medium-range jet bombers, and other aviation specialists 
were put to work at Siebel dismantling and packing up ex
perimental aircraft, like the Model346, a small rocket-pow· 

COl'llnSY G0NlltEI9o'EGENEI 
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ered aircraft that had been designed to fly at Mach 2. 
Foellbach remembered that in the beginning the workers 

were not paid; instead, the Soviet minister for aviation sent 
shipments of food. But in the first of many abrupt reversals, 
the engineers began receiving good wages in April1946. It 
looked as though their lives would return to something close 
to normal; at least they would have predictable incomes. 
Foellbach recalled signing a contract that said he might have 
to work in another city, but the Soviets assured everyone in 
Halle and Dessau they would remain in Germany. 

Then, at 3 a.m. on October 22, 1946, Soviet soldiers with 
machine guns appeared simultaneously at the homes of se
lected aircraft specialists while trucks with more troops wait
ed in the streefs. "We were abducted by the Russians; said 
Foellbach. "We had four hours to gather up our belongings." 

For two weeks they traveled across Eastern Europe on a 
train with no other passengers except Red Army guards-
530 engineers, scientists, mechanics, and metal workers, 
bound for Podberez'ye, a small village 75 miles north of 
Moscow at the confluence of the Volga and Dubna rivers. 
Some men were allowed to take their families. Others were 
not Some could take nothing; others could take furniture 
and anything else they might want The lucky ones took food. 
Foellbach took only his personal possessions. His wife, chil
dren, and mother-in-law followed six months later with their 
furniture: 

At Podberez'ye, in abandoned buildings the Soviets had 
filled with machinery scavenged from German aircraft man
ufacturers, the transplanted engineers continued to work on 
aircraft they had been developing when the war ended. In
side the factories, at least, it must have seemed like home. 

Siebel's supersonic rocket plane was put through a test 
flight program, but the Junkers designs were the most in-

54 

~ ~ fluential Toward the end of the 
··~ wartheJunkersengineershad 
~ been experimenting with wings 
5 swept both forward and aft to 
~ improve aerodynamic perfor

. 8 mance near Mach 1. They built 
the Ju 287, a multi-engine jet 
that flew in 1944, and a more 
sophisticated research aircraft, 
the EF (J!:rprobungsjlugzeug, ex
perimental aircraft) 131. With 
six jet engines in two clusters 
slung under its forward-swept 
wings, the EF 131 was to be a 
50,()()().pound bomber with a 
flight radius of 1,425 miles. 

In Podberez'ye the Germans 
lived under the poorest condi
tions. Some fumilies were lodged 
in unheated barracks adjacent 
to a German prisoner of war 
camp; others were put up in an 
unused school When the Ger
mans arrived in the village in 
November 1946, the ice on a 
nearby lake was already three 

feet thick. That winter, temperatures went down to -40 de
grees Fahrenheit at night To warm their families, the men 
surreptitiously made small stoves in the aircraft factory and 
smuggled them home piece by piece-a dangerous busi
ness. One man got caught stealing 12 feet of wire to electri
fy his daughter's doll house and was sent to a camp in Kaza
khstan. He was released after a year, but it took him another 
12 months to make his way back to his family at Podberez'ye. 

From 1946 through 1948, Soviet authorities sporadically 

f 

,. 

Almost 80 when he talked about his erile in Russia, Joachim 
Foe//bach remembered the shabbiness of Podberez'ye. The 
Germans transplanted there were et•entua//y allowed to 
retriet•e furniture and other possessions from home (top). 

Air&Space February/Man:h 1996 
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gave cartons of food to the German families, but there were 
always shortages. Again, resourcefulness eased deprivation. 
Men made iron bars at the factory to break fishing holes in 
the ice. Eventually the Germans were paid salaries, with 
which they could purchase food at neighboring towns. 

There was no fence to keep them in, but most Germans 
did not even think about escape. To the north were impass
able swamps. To the west was a great artificial lake created 
by the Volga dam. To the south was the Volga itself with 
guards patrolling its banks. 

Although the Germans were always confined by these 
boundaries, Podberez'ye became more comfortable for them 
as the years went by. Photos from the time show boat ex· 
cursions on the Volga, outings in the forest, and numerous 
theatrical productions. The Germans could go to larger towns 
to shop and to Moscow for theater and concerts. although 
never without a Soviet escort. 

Joachim Foellbach was almost 80 when I spoke to him, 
and when he talked about Podberez'ye, he seemed to focus 
his eyes on that distant time. "The hard part was the uncer· 
tainty," he said. "What was to be our future? Were we going 
home? When?" 

If any of the German expatriates could have inJ!uenced 
the answers to those questions, it was Bruno if Baade. A land
ing gear designer, though apparently not a very good one, 
Baade had a gift for leadership. He received rigorous tech
nical training from the Berlin Institute ofTechnology, which 
also instilled in him Berlin pragmatism. He was an excellent 

The seven?tory office building that the East German 
government built for Brunol/ Baade still stands outside 
Dresden. Baade and his airliner were so important to the 
country's economy they made the cover of a We-like 
magazine in 1958. 

Air&Space February/March 1996 

Grrmany'• E'lnt 
Conamerdal.ld 

like other bomber· 
derived jet airliners of its 
day,the Model152 had 
swept wings. but they 
were mounted higher on 
its fuselage than those 
on Boeing's 707 or 
Tupolev's-104. The 152 
was designed to carry 58 
passengers over routes 
as long as 1,800 miles at 
a cruise speed of almost 
500 mph. With a 
wingspan of 88 feet and 
a length of 103 feet, it 
was slightly smaller than 
theTu-134, which 
eventually filled the role 
of medium-range jet for 
East Germany after the 
152 was canceled. 

speaker and actor, his associates from junkers recall. "He 
could charm people," says one engineer. 

After the war, the Soviets appointed Baade to rebuild the 
1 unkers factory at Dessau and eventually to act as chief of 
the German aircraft and engine development effort in the 
Soviet Union. His relationship with Moscow officials must 
have been cozy; unlike the other interned Germans, Baade 
was allowed to travel freely. He and his family were pennit· 
ted to take unescorted vacations at Crimean resorts on the 
Black Sea while his countrymen shivered north of Moscow. 

r----·- -··--- ---·- ---
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With Baade in charge, the 
Germans continued to deveJ.. 
op the swept-wing jet bombers 
they had been building at the 
Dessau factory. By 1951 they 
were testing an aircraft that 
had a range close to a thou
sand miles and could carry 
13,000 pounds ofbombs. With 
a Soviet designation but a 
Junkers model number, the 
two-jet-engine Samolyot ("Air
craft") 150 was a successful 
design, but it was abandoned 
in 1952 as the requirements 
of the Soviet air force shifted 
to longer-range bombers. Still, 
the Samolyot 150 had given 
the German team experience 
with large (90,000pound) muJ.. 
ti-engine jet aircraft, and Baade 
saw it as their technology tick
ethome.Asearlyas 1951, he 
began to peddle the idea, in 
both Moscow and Berlin, of 
building in what was by then East Germany a brand-new 
commercial aircraft industry around the expertise of his en
gineers sequestered at Podberez'ye. But although small num
bers of Germans and their families had been released by 
1951, the Soviets continued to regard German invention as 
Soviet property. 

While the Soviets stalled, Baade lost his moment Anoth
er multi-engine jet bomber entered service in 1951. Boeing's 
B-47-which began with straight wings until German wind
tunnel data recovered in the war persuaded engineers to 
sweep them-gave the Seattle manufacturer the experience 
that would eventually produce one of the most successful 
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The 152s were essentially hand-lluilt. IVhtlhtr assembling 
wings (abor•e) or drilling holts/or fasten en (opposite), 
workers felt a personal commitment to the job, says Erhard 
Voss (below, holding a piece of a 152 he helped build). 

commercial airliners in history, the Boeing 707. And just one 
year after the B-4 7 entered service, the Soviets began flying 
a twin-engine bomber, the Tupolev Tu-16, which quickly 
evolved until in 1956 it became the first jet airliner to begin 
sustained, commercial service: the Tu-104. Many years lat
er, some of the Germans wondered if the Soviets' own plans 
for the Tu-16 had caused Moscow to hold Baade back. But 
in the early 1950s the dream still seemed possible. 

In 1953, after persistent food shortages and worsening eco
nomic conditions, workers throughout East Germany re

volted over an increase in Soviet-imposed production quo
tas. Although Soviet forces crushed the insurrection, the 
revolt finally marked a change in the political relationship 
between the two countries. When Stalin died that same year, 
the Soviets stopped treating East Germany as an occupied 
enemy. 

With politicians in Moscow and Berlin now looking for 
fresh ways to improve the East German economy, Brunolf 
Baade's sales pitch was beginning to have an effect At the 
time he was fond of saying that a kilogram of aircraft-grade 
aluminum sold for five West German marks on the world 
market; manufactured into an aircraft, it sold for 200. In De
cember 1953 Baade received permission from Moscow to 
tum his team's full energies to developing from the Samoly
ot 150 bomber a large jet airliner, the Model152. By the 
time the last Germans left Russia in June 1954, they had the 
plans and calculations for the 152 and its engines in their 
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a! tags marked 7240. He then 
went to a storeroom where 
a monitor distributed hand 
tools in exchange for tags 
and hung the tags on a board 
in place of the tool On Fri
day the monitor reconciled 
tools and tags. Any tags still 
hanging on the board re
vealed a problem: maybe a 
tool in an aircraft. The penal. 
ty for substituting another 
tool for one's own was in· 
stant dismissal. 

The Soviets supported the 
new industry with technical 
assistance and, more im
portantly, orders for and kits 
to assemble five copies of 
the Ilyushin 11-14, a short-range, twin-engine airliner, which 
the Germans continued to produce until1959. Baade orga
nized his industry into two teams: One team of manufactur
ing and flight test people honed their airplane production 
skills with the twin-engine Ilyushin. Chief designer Fritz 
Freytag took charge of the other team, which polished the 
designs and put together prototypes of the real prize, the 
four-jet Model152. 

Baade's Soviet connections continued to serve him well 
In the years after 1954, the Soviets sent trainloads of ma
chines and equipment to outfit the East Germans' factories. 

Giinther Wegener revisits a scene from his past. When he 
investigated the crash of the 152, he interviewed witnesses 
who had seen the airplane while they were working on the 
church's steeple. (Right) Pilot Willi Lehmann, center, and 
copilot Kurt Bemme, right, were among the/our men kiUed. 
The entire city mourned. The Dresden Symphony Orchestra 
played at the service in afadory haU (above). Later, the 
/adory ereded a monument to the lost airmen (opposite). 

'\ben various shortages held 
up production, Baade would 
simply pick up the telephone 
and call a ministry acquain· 
tance in Moscow. The need
ed material would be dis· 
patched immediately. 

Baade was no less effec· 
live with his engineers. GUn
ther Wegener, a flight test 
engineer for the Model152, 

: says that Baade could see 
quickly to the heart of a prob
lem and then get his people 
working on it "He was to us 
a beloved god," says We
genes's wife lngebord, Baade's 
chief of staff for many years. 
Baade cut an impressive fig-

ure: He was a tall, powerful man with a big head framed by 
silver hair. His work habits brought him to his office rela
tively late, about eight or nine o'clock, but he would typically 
work late into the evening. "It was the Junkers style," recalls 
Inge Wegener. The Junkers engineers liked the peace and 
quiet of the evening to think and to work undisturbed. 

Despite Baade's inspirational leadership, the dedication 
of his workforce, and the full support of the communist state, 
the Model152 suffered from the two problems that habitu
ally plague aircraft development programs: missed sched
ules and high costs. Although Baade held weekly staff meet
ings-Red Meetings, he called them-to assess problems 
and progress, he became impatient with progress on the 152. 
He had barely managed the rollout of a prototype to impress 
Communist Party bosses in April1958. He knew that he 
could not buy much more time in Berlin with his charm and 
socialist vision. "Kiddies," he chided his chiefs, "we have got 
to fly. Otherwise-no more money from Berlin. • 

But the teams were working hard already. As they strug
gled to complete a prototype, the plant was running 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. Erhard Voss remembers that for 
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suitcases. The only thing they lacked 
was the infrastructure to build it. 

At a Luftwaffe airfield in Klotzsche 
on the outskirts of Dresden, Baade set 
up headquarters for an entire industry, 
Having been given the highest priority 
for resources from the East German 
economy, the R1J3triated engineers built 
a seven-story engineering office, test 
rigs and wind tunnels, and massive con
struction halls-the largest in Europe 
at the time-for airframes, jefengines, 
and electrical and hydraulic equipment. 

Baade immediately became a mem
ber of the East German Central Com
mittee, even though he had to wait the 
obligatol)' three-year period for his Com
munist Party membership. In this po
sition he was able to influence state pJan. 
ning and make clear that the fill specialists 
who had come back from Russia would be too few for the 
colossal industry he and the German communists envisioned. 
Orders came from East Berlin for trade schools and insti
tutes to recruit and train production workers, engineers, and 
technicians. 

An airliner industry needs an airline to buy its aircraft. 
Even before Baade and his engineers got off the train from 
Moscow, the East German airline Deutsche Lufthansa Oat· 
er Interflug) was being organized. An airliner industry also 
needs a national aviation authority to certify airworthiness. 
East Berlin created one. 

The second prototype of the Model152j/ew twice-in August 
and September 1960. By then the engines designed for it, four 
Pirna 014 turbines, were ready, but Boeing and Tupolev had 
already captured the jet airliner market. 

" 

.... 
The Central Committee opened new 

facilities and commandeered old ones 
in Dresden and beyond to support the 
fledgling industry: a bureau at Pima, 
an ancient city just upriver from Dres
den, to design aircraft engines and a 
factory not far south of Berlin to as
semble them; factories southwest of 
Dresden to manufacture precision hy
draulics, electrical equipment, and pis
ton engines; plants near Leipzig to make 
wing flaps, horizontal and vertical sta
bilizers, and other parts. To design the 
thousands of smaller components need
ed, specialists were harnessed into the 
new industry from all over East Ger
many: Brandenburg, Halle, Dessau, Ro
stock, Oranienburg. Eventually 25,000 
East Germans would be committed to 
the project. 

Erhard Voss's father was one of the hundreds of workers 
who moved his family to Dresden to get in on the potential 
prosperity. At 15, Voss entered an apprentice metal worker 
program at the factory, and his memories of his work there 
create a picture of committed, disciplined laborers working 
to build something they could be proud of. One foreman still 
has a special place in Voss' memory. The mechanics called 
him "Rivets" Krause. "He would wipe a ball of cotton over a 
line of rivets, • says Voss. • Any tufts caught on rivets or burrs 
earned his special attention." (The apprentices probably en
joyed the double meaning of Krause's nickname: The Ger
man word for "rivets" -niete- is also slang for "loser.") 

Voss also remembers exquisitely authoritarian measures 
to keep tools and small aircraft parts from disappearing into 
the craft under construction and becoming a hazard later. 
Each worker was assigned a number; Voss still remembers 
his: 7240. Every Monday morning he received a dozen met-
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a couple of years, management had lunch delivered to work
ers at tables in the factory cafeteria to avoid losing precious 
minutes queuing up for food. Women in traditional black and 
white waitress uniforms served food selected by the work
ers from rolling carts. To Voss, these measures instilled the 
right philosophy in the workers-to value time and strive 
for quality. 

GUnther Wegener recalls working every night until nine 
or ten. They were all emotionally committed to building the 
152. According to Wegener and some of the other engineers, 
the East German people wanted to prove themselves to the 
world. 1f they could create an industrial miracle out of the 
ruins pillaged by the Soviets, they would no longer be per
ceived as the poor relations of the Westerners. 

The strength of the engineers' belief in their abilities was 
apparent when they returned from Russia. They had the 
choice to go west or remain in East Germany to help build 
a new aircraft industry. Twenty left. Hundreds stayed to fol
low Baade's vision. 

Of course by that time, Berlin was also offering premium 
wages to attract the best workers. All aircraft workers and 
engineers in Dresden and elsewhere earned a good bit more 
than their counterparts in other East German industrial sec
tors. The technicians and builders who had spent time in 
Russia were paid an additional allowance on top of that. 

The people of Dresden also got caught up in the dream. 
They turned out to cheer the rollout of the prototype on April 
30,1958. And at its first flight almost seven months later, on 
December 4, even the women who swept the floors in the 
factories stood by the runway and wept. 

They didn't know, of course, and neither did Communist 
Party secretary Walter Ulbricht, that it flew with Soviet RD-
9B engines, used in the MiG-19. Development of an engine 
for the Model152 was far behind schedule. 

Willi Lehmann, a flight test engineer and fighter pilot who 
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had been at Podberez'ye with his wife and son, landed the 
aircraft at Klotzsche without incident 25 minutes after take
off. Lehmann had earned the nickname "Stogram • in Pod
berez'ye, Russian for "one hundred grams," the capacity of 
a standard Russian drinking glass. The German engineers 
hung the nickname on Lehmann when he proved that he 
could swill vodka with the toughest Soviet drinkers. Lehmann 
would fly the prototype on its second and last flight the fol
lowing March. 

l!!larly March was always important for the East German 
&ilcommunists.lt was the time of the big trade fair at Leipzig, 
a tradition originating in the Middle Ages. After the second 
world war, the spectacle was used to show off the glories of 
socialism. The 1959 event was of special significance because 
Nikita Kluushchev and many other Communist Party and 
eastern government dignitaries were going to attend. 

The political leadership in East Berlin ordered the one fly
ing prototype of the 152 to make a slow,low-level pass over 
the Leipzig fair. Baade agreed, but he must have known bet
ter. low-level flight is a dangerous regime for a new aircraft 
design. There Is no room to recover from difficulties. Baade 

• must also have known that he lacked the political capital to 
contest the order and still keep the money flowing from East 
Berlin. 

At 3:00p.m. on Wednesday, March 4, 1959, Khrushchev 
and 100,000 spectators waited at Leipzig. The 152 never 
showed up. The symbol of the East German economic mir
acle had crashed an hour and nine minutes earlier while re
hearsing a low-level pass near Klotzsche. 

GUnther Wegener's memory of the crash has never fad
ed. "I can remember precisely that morning after breakfast 
standing with Georg Eismann," he says. "He said to me: 'Boy, 
GUnther, I have the funniest feeling today.I don't know what 
will happen if I fly today-this funny feeling.' 
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l · · · ~ - , ~ used to test the Modell 52 fltft.foreground) and R-14s.. 

"I said, 'One always has fear with a test flight But look, if 
you're reaDy afraid or have a funny feeling, stay on the ground 
and let Bemme, the copilot, switch on the airborne instru
mentation to record the flight parameters we need.' 

"But he said, 'Naw. If I fly then we11 make more progress_ 
If I am on board, I can record more things than automatic 
equipment can.' • 

Eismann made his decision in order to help speed the pace 
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I of the program. He and the other four men in the airplane 
died in the crash. To this day, no one is sure what caused it 
There was no telemetry data and no crashi>roof black box. 
An official board of inquiry concluded flaccidly that the ac
cident was caused by an "unfortunate combination of unfa
vorable circumstances. • 

The evidence points to a fuel supply problem. Later tests 
revealed fuel system problems inherent in the design of the 
152. The Dresden engineers found inadequate ventilation of 
the fuel bladders in the wings. In ground tests replicating 
the nose-down attitude of an aircraft on a glidepath into 
Klotzsche, the fuel bladders of another prototype 152 were 
tom apart by pressure differences. 

The fuel system had not been tested on a tilt table, as is 
customary before the first flight of a new modeL Later, when 
engineers ran tilt table tests with clear acrylic fuel lines, they 
saw air bubbles in the fuel when the shallow glide profile 
was simulated. 

The orders that came from East Berlin after the inquiry 
were no surprise: information about the crash was to be kept 
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secreL The wreckage was to be buried; the report was clas
sified. But when factory officials organized the funeral in 
Building 285, one of the large of the assembly halls, thou
sands of Dresdeners turned ouL The Dresden Symphony 
Orchestra canceled its tour to China to play at the evenL 

Fritz Freytag, the chief designer of the 152,led the memo
rial service. His contemporaries say today that Freytag felt 
personally responsible for the tragedy. At graveside, how
ever, he repeated the official line about a combination of un
fortunate circumstances. 

The crash was a watershed event for the East German in
dustry. Some of the engineers left Klotzsche, Foellbach 
among them. "I knew it wasn't going to come to anything," 
he said many years later. Wegener recalls that he and his 
colleagues were at first stunned by the crash, but they quick
ly recovered. They knew that other jet airliners had had their 
share of crashes at first. 
They knew of the British 
Oxretdisaslfrs. A crash 
w.IS nalur.ll. They turned 
again to the tasks at 
hand. The Dresden 
team concentrated on 
getting a fixed proto
type into the air. They 
designed and installed 
remedies for the de
fects in the fuel system, 
and the next prototype 
flew without incident 
on August 26, 1960, 
more than a year after 
the crash. 

,. ' 

building airliners. "Then how about building a Soviet jet un
der license at Klotzsche?" the East Germans asked. The So
viets took it under advisement but never bothered to respond 

In East Berlin on February 28, 1961, the Politburo decid
ed to dissolve the East German aircraft industry. At a Plenum 
of the East German Central Committee onApril5, 1961, par
ty leaders announced that aircraft construction in East Ger
many would be terminated inunediately. All aircraft, com
plete or under construction, were to be destroyed. The tens 
of thousands of aircraft workers and specialists were to be 
dispersed to other industries. 

The factory doors were locked. Inside, men with axes 
broke up the airframes of the 26 Model152s under con
struction. Wegener says the hard aircraft aluminum alloys 
shattered under the blades. Steel parts were cut up with 
torches. 

Their dream broken. 
some of the aircraft en
gineers made their way 
to East Berlin and to 
the West through the 
last gap in the Iron Cur
tain. Fritz Freytag, 
Baade's chief design
er, was among them. 
Foormonths later, En:h 
Honnecker walled off 
East Berlin. The files 
on the 152 were locked 
and sent to Moscow. 

. No one saw much of 
Baade right after the 
crash. Curiously, he 
did not show up for the 
funeral. It was a cou-

When the 152s were broken up for scrap, the East German air force took 
two fuselages to use for storage. One survives, having spent years in this 
field at a former fighter base near Poland. 

The central com
mittee's action left an 
industrial vestige, the 
Dresden Aircraft De
pot, which continued 
to operate for three 
decades, mainly to re-

ple of weeks before he resumed his Red Meetings. 
Baade must have known that while crashes of test aircraft 

are not surprising, this crash could be fatal to his program. 
Delays putting the 152 into production must have been dam
aging. By june 1960, Baade had to announce that the deliv
ery of the first 152 would be postponed to 1962. 

He knew that East Berlin had dumped more than two bil
lion marks into the industry, a massive subsidy for a small 
country trying to rebuild its economy. Now it was becoming 
painfully obvious that there would be no return on the in
vestmenL Western jets on the market, such as the Comet, 
the French Caravelle, and the Boeing 707, were more ad
vanced. Beyond selling a dozen 152s to the state-owned air
line, the Germans could not compete. Baade admitted in 
1960 that they "would always be limping along behind." 

As in the past, East Berlin turned to the Soviets for help, 
but this time in vain. In October and November, when a del
egation to Moscow seeking general support of the flagging 

• East German economy brought up the question of buying 
152s from Dresden. the party bosses in Moscow declined 

. The Soviet Union already had all the capacity it needed for 
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pair, overhaul and re
assemble Soviet-built MiGs and helicopters. In 1991, the year 
after Germany reunified, Deutsche Aerospace purchased 
the depot, and today machinists are again working on big 
airliners in the great aircraft assembly halls at Dresden. Their 
new assignments include outfitting Airbus fuselages, build
ing aft fuselage sections for Fokker 70s and 100s, and over
hauling Boeing 737s. 

In the midst of this work, the Dresdeners also completed 
a task that reflects the newer political turnabouts in their 
part of the world As signatories to the 1990 conventional
arms reduction treaty between NATO and the countries of 
the Warsaw Pact, both West and East Germany were re
quired to destroy fighter aircraft When the time came to dis
pose of the airplanes, however, the Warsaw Pact had dis
solved, the two Germanys had united, and one government 
owned both sets of fighters. Rather than try to refit the old
er aircraft from the East to fly in theW est, the Germans de
cided to destroy them anyway. And in 1993-in what seemed 
like an eerie restaging of the destruction of the Model152s
the Dresden workers broke apart 140 MiG-21s that the ma
chinists had serviced as East German citizens. -
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MOtS. DC-'3, No. :iOOlSD 

Flltllt :lo. 56 

CO!l)IE!f'l'S Bit R. !1. J!l1.1,1JU:.S: 

I wu sitt.inl; in tba !l1ght teat 41llgi.n~~er•e lliat 'llh~ I tw:nttd thll test inat.rl::lent&tion 

on abova the over nm. Att.ar chocldng the =era:~ aod oacillogra~ to 111111 that t.hq 

wen world.ng, I looked out. the ld.ndow to obaerY"s what appeared to bs a nor.lD.l. approach, 

1in1lar to the tw preYioua FAA lAnd1:lg !l!Dlta I hlml see:1. I looked back at tho 

pilot. L"ld. noticed hb holding tull a!t al.ovut.or, a::~d ~t tho zsm:u1 &e heard & c:ament 

in the co~t. I don't lalOif vha.t. it vu1 ba.t it sl.ol.med co. 1 turned the .in:ltrt=n

tation to ~ apced, ani ro~ ground cont&ct turned on tba ldleal ca.::ler:l.ll. 

Upon contact, there vu a 1111Yere ,lalt. 'Hh1cb caused llelld seu IWi loo:so cquitDOnt to 

.t:Ung rorward. A!'ter '=''"3 to a. Bt.op I vent. back ll.".d threw out tho t'Ope !Mdcr 

through t.'1e front cabb door and cll:::lbed out or the Urpl..nno. 
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Aircraft a~cidctt description 19.10.1959 Boeing 707-227 http://a\iation-safety .nct/database/19591591 019~.h!m 

I ofl 

Date: 

Type: 

19.10.1959 
Boeing 707-227 

Operator. · Boeing 

Registration: N7071 

Cln: 17691/45 

Year built 1959 

Crew: 4 fatalities /8 on board 

Passengers: 0 fatalities I 0 on board 

Total: 4 fatalities I a' on board 

Location: Arlington, WA (USA) 

Phase: Cruise 

Nature: Training 

Flight - (Fiightnumber) 

Remarks: . . 
The Boeing 707 N7071 was operating on a customer guarantee and 
acceptance training flight prior to delivery of the plane to Braniff. The plane 
was being flown by a Braniff captain and a Boeing testpilot as instructor. 
Other Braniff and Boeing personnel were on board as crew members and 
observers. A series of Dutch Rolls were performed; one of the rolls was 
executed beyond the maximum bank restrictions. Control was lost, but the 
aircraft recovered. During the 'recovery however, the no. 1, 2 and 4 engines 
were tom off. An intense fire burned away pcrtions of the jet control near the 
no.2 engine attachment area. An emergency descent was carried out and the 
plane crash landed along river. PROBABLE CAUSE: 'The structural failure 
induced during an improper recovery attempt from a Dutch Roll which 
exceeded the angle-of-bank limits prescribed by the company.• 

Source: (also th•ck o~ sources used for evory accldm) 
ICAO Accident Digest, Circular 62-AN/57 (190-194) 

Copyrighl 0 199e-~ Harro Ranier I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Ne!wo<k; updated 22 Octob<!r 2000 

pegenda] [disclaimer]. 

untnooo 7:16PM 



VISION 

1?" It WZI recorded in Washington. The $100,000 final P2Y· 
ot checlc wu handed to Be2ll. Phones cliclced. Beall looked 
ond at worried faces. 
'What the heU have we done here?"asked the Astoria b:znker. 
lc's aU right," nid Gledhill. Then he turned sternly to llea!I. 
:all, yoo happen to be the most valuable guy in the world at 
moment." He grabbed lkall by the baclc of hi1 coat collar. 

:t's go get that damn piece of paper." 
C2ll's feet sank ankle deep in the mud bank. What ii the cer
-ate wasn't there? What if the rowboat overtUrned in the 
ppy Wllter? What if ••• They got out to the ship. The cer
ate wu there. The screwdriver shook in Beall's hand as he 
it off the wall He give it to Gledhill and sat down. Limp. 
)y. -
You need a =r~" said Gledhill. "Better come. along-on 
:naiden Bight to Hong Kong." :.~ · 
tn American WllJ planning to start operation first on the 
fie, then the Atlantic. On February u, the Cipper Ship
aber T~ out over &n Francisco's Golden Gate 
ge. Aboard, Wellwood Beall thought of the time he had 
:ed out this WliY before, five and a hal( years ago. He wished 
nie could be with hin1 now. Hawaii, Midway, Wake, wcsr-
1 in the slcy. Beall thought of the people at the Cathay, his 
is of wisdom: "Just a stunt .••• " Those people would know 
:r now. They'd know thu he knew better. 
n:r the blue upanse between Honolulu and Wake lsund 
passed above the sailing clipper Trlllt Whul. Captain W. A. 
1e circled a salute. - ' 
ith stops en route, the trip lasted three weeks. On March t4 
stepped onto the Pan Amerian dock at San Frmcisco. The 
boys on the dock were shouting something. News of their 
:? He could har a little better now: ''Nazi troops in Ctecho
kia." 

Washington, an apprehensive Congress was comidering 
:vdt's proposal for a half billion dollar defense program, 

~ • C'~t.y~.,.!z~~\ Tr"!"~~"~\ ... •· c ll' '._~: 
~.::-~~· ;,i,i/h .,~0 ;;~~-.;,, .-. :,.:,t_:

.: .•• -~l:l'i' ,., 

" . ' . '• .•... f ~"£''"'"!'·•·. 
.:" 'o ·:-~ l ', > JPt• I'.' 
~. · . , - .~.~ r 

... 1 < 1 / 1 ; --:. l ~·~~·'· 
:. ::;;~:: l\ •:i; -. ·~;:: . 
;-,:-:t:·r.\::·,i ·;.J~~--~J~ ~~._: · THE JN'IPIRATION IJ7 
-;·.~-~~~-~-:~:~;.:r:~ ofj'.- .. · • • • • 
,'-.< ~ ::.f· r>~.~. of If lor auplanc procurement. Oaire Egtvedt, with 
::<;: ·\''iYiF~~ Rr· ; the company's vice president and eastern rep~-s..·'i- --~l"'·- ·-~--- ·.•) • • 
); .. '}? ;':F ''N . . holdmg close to Washington and Dayton. ~ey 
'· '· -· · ' -· · · Air r~ I b---·" ~ -'· about Boemg' 

·>:: .. ,;<.r;' 1;.0':··= -·r· peope nnauy <nn~< s 
:''"; <:c1 '::;•;. . oa arc good at design. but poor on production. You 

"\':.}'j'i.~)\::::'1 t_ . . d 1 lingle B-17B." Egtvedt felt no one rt2liud ,.. ..·. , .. ·"I the had ·m turb _.._ doth __ ., 

.
·.'· ..... ·;.';_ ... :, ·,, \:. '. '.·· .. '. ·.·-.·'' .. _ y WI o-supen:nargers an er muw
k::• '' !;~.:: :•: ~ ,~had 1-o no opportUnity ro work on 1 produc-

[:_;-<} ):: -<i i. 1Bni: the record didn'tlook good. . 
. 'i.''"l'' ·: .•• ' •• ,,i.. ::'. ;.; ' .•<t . that the B-17 would be in the defense proconm, 
l ,. ·r·- ,., •· , -"--
;~;\~<}! f, d~·, \ · maybe its production would go to one of the 

H. n~ ~ i c; ;: \ [: ;·.~ !:Pbnts. The schedule now ailed for deliVCJY of the 
\.:\ ;," 1 F/~:?.;7, )f,&" in May. Fred Laudan nid it WZI going ro be 
/;;:·~,. ;)~ 'l·'·:•~J~ke that. "We've got to," said Egtvedt. Laudaa hired 

. ;:/:;i:;g \:·(~'~gh he knew that new hands couldn't get them 

.1:_:_~--,:r~.}·_~ .t .1:;; ~:~1; -
·.· '• <.: ; :' ',': r Fred Collins and his new II!Sisttnt, Ben Peuson, 
-;.: .~! ·7 !.·: < ! i, ·· ~~ard ro get more orden for the Stntoliner trans-

.. ~ ... , .·., ,.·.·~- h d "-'-bed h' f th initial' • • f :..•;;~ . .'··>:•• .. ,;;,~ n a 'WI> JSparto e testmgo 

..... ····.,.~The b' dn be 'ed' h • ~;··. ::: < : ': .i'h.:-:-:· pressure ca m ha 't en tn tn t e all' 
-;~';:~~.' {\'; )l·J~khad ~pumped foil of~ in the.plantand given 
~_:.: ,.,-:•:; ~ ~i;ffituhdown With soapsuds to see tf the 111r would bubble 

:: ·~ ; 2 i .; ; · -~·~ .le:uns, It didn't. . 
("".'•; ·~··". ''/1~!11{- • 

-;J;::r.•:;;; 1 :·t~·,'Weekend of BeaU'• rcram from the Oipper Bight 
·. • .• 1 • • .. · · · · ~1!.;o, • E th Dutch -'-''- KLM • '_S+.--~~--·:-- C:;::_: -~_;;Ou;:·~o represen~ttves o .c. auuue,. • m 

.. (,1 ; : ·:' ; •. II ·~ m the Stntoliner. The VISitors weren't so mte.Iested 
.,,. ·' ,,.,- . .. • • th I bl f ~ . · .. ,.,,,,_,_,·.;·.~~· um econtro pro emso arour-engme 
,:;'j,' ! i·. ::·1~:,: , ha~•," asked Albert voriBaumhauer, the engi-

\ 1 • ·!I.-·... r-r ..... -
··p:i•/. ;-~ . .:; !·' . two, "if you have twO engines out on one side and 

• ·I -:h . ~ l · ~ : j" dear over for a mn1mmn aagle of yaw"-that would 
·•1' ~.:·,,I :).';. • :.:.•,',. Wf~lane cnbbing sideways-"and 'then' you put it in a 
·r,:-:~A}(_~~~'-·-:.~ ~:~~~:-: . . . 

II ::: ]~,.'Y·.'·;·· ,,',E. looked at Ralph Crant. "You have no reason to 
.r.:r··~·i!;I .·~a big ship like this," said Cnm. Still, vonBaum; 
' ' ' ... , \' ' . -' . kn had d f . ' >'· · , : :, , .:r;, to ow. He made 1 stu y o this. It was 
. : ·f ;:>J.:~ they would tty out varioos angles of yaw at lo'! 

;·:~J;·j'>:·.:.:-;'··~- .:\·~~_.: . . 
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INVES11GA110NS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 1934-1965 

DOCKET# -347 

FILE# 2 

DATE ADOPTED 0611311960 . 

DATE RELEASED 0612011960 

ACCIDENT DATE 10119/1959 

CARRIER BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 

LOCATION NEAR ARLINGTOIV, WASHINGTON 

m link to POFV~ 

SA-347 File No. 2-1754 

CIVU.. AERONAUTICS BOARD 

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT 

• 
ADOPTED. June 13,1960 RELEASED June 20, _1960 , . 

"· 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY, BOEING 707-227, N 7071, NEAR ARLINGTON, 

WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 19, 1959 

SYNOPSIS 

·• 
On October 19,. 1959, a\ 1620 P s t., a Boeing 707-227, N 7071, crashed and burned in 1he 
Stillaguamish River about 10 miles northeast of Arlington, Washington. Four of1he eight occupants 
aboard received serious injuries., 

A Boeing Airplane Company test pilot was acting as an instructor-pilot on a demonstration and 
acceptance flight prior to the aircraft being delivered to the customer. The company was also utilizing 
this flight time for flight instruction purposes in qualifying airline personnel in 1he aircraft. 

The instructor-pilot demonstrated several maneuvers, including Dutch Rolls, to a pilot-trainee, an 
airline captain who was making his first training flight training flight prior to checkout on the Boeing. 
707 

The instructor-pilot initiated a Dutch Roll in which the roll-park angle of the aircraft reached 40 to 60 
degrees. This bank angle is in excess of limitation set by the company for demonstration of his 
maneuver. The pilot-trainee, who was to make the recovery, rolled full right aileron control while the 
right rank was still increasing. The instructor-pilot immediately rolled in full opposite aileron. The · 
airplane stopped its right roll at a point well past a vertical bank and then rolled to the left even more 
\iolently. Several gyrations followed and after control of the aircraft was regained, it was determined 
that three of the four engines bad separated from the aircraft and it was on fire. The fire rapidly· 
reduced controllability of the aircraft and an emergency landing was attempted, however, the aircraft 

http:l/dotlibrary2.specialcollection.net/scripts/ws.dll7browse&m=697" 
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struck trees and crashed short of the intended landing area because power on the engine remaining 
had to be shut down to keep the aircraft wings level: · : -. · 

Subsequent to this accident the Boeing Airplane Comp'any flight training syllabus was revised to ._ · · 
reemphasize the maximuin roll-bank angles permissible for the Dutch Roll maneuver. In 8ddition, 

________ demonstration of ihe Dutch Poll has been put off until a later time in the CUrriculum-so the pilot-
trainees will have more flight experience before practicing the maneuver.----_______ _ 

-lnvestigstion · 

~~- N 7071 was a;;.;; rn<xid-offu~ B-;;.;,g 707 series airaaft on which FAA type certification flish.t tests • I 

i had just been_ completed. Final certification was awaiting' verification of llieseie5treSiilt5 aiid 'the--::-" , • 
"-aircraft meanwhile was being operated on an experimental certificate of airworthiness. The flight of · 

October 19, 1959, was one of a series of tlights to demonstrate to the purchaser that the airaaft met . -- _ · -· 
the performance qualities guaranteed by the manufacturer, and to train the Brainy pilots_ 

• - • I 

The crew for this flight, which consisted of R. H_ Baum, BAC (Boeing Airplane Company). 
instructor-pilot, Captains J A Berke and M F. Staley, BNF (Braniff ~rways),_~lots, and G_ ·c. 
Hagan, BAC, flight engineer, all received fatal injuries when the airaaft struck the ground. The 
following personnel who were listed as passengers on the flight plan received minor to serious injuries 
at ground impact A G. Krause, BNF flight engineer, F. W. Symmank, BNF technical instructor, W J. 
Allsopp, BAC pilot; and W H Huebner, FAA Air Carrier Operation, inspector 

1\.!r. Baum, as pilot in command. conducted a preflight briefing of the crew. Takeoff data and takeoff 
procedures were discussed along with the maneuvers which were to be performed An IFR (Instrument 
flight rules) flight plan was filed for an estimated depanure at 1330 P. s t I The airaaft was serviced 
with sufficient fuel for five hours. Its gross weight was 208,000 pounds and the center of gravity 
located at 26.5 percent 1\.tAC (mean aerodynamic chord) .. 

Shortly before depanure the IFR flight plan was canceled and the flight proceeded according to VFR 
(visual flight rules) for an estimated 4-bour and IS-minute flight. Captain Berke, who was making his 
first flight in the aircraft, occupied the left seat and Mr. Baum the right Mr Krause was performing the 
duties of flight engineer · · ' •-· ·' · ' · · 

. I, - • 

After takeoff the flight proceeded normally through a series of maneuvers which were ftrSt 
demonstrated by Mr. Baum and then executed by Captain Berke Several Dutch Rolls 2 in a clean 
configuration were initiated and the proper recovery was demonstrated by Baum. Captain Berke then 
made several recoveries from Dutch Rolls in this configuration. . ... 

I ' ~ 

'·.' .. 

Following this, the aircraft was slowed to 155 knots and 40 degrees of flaps were lowered Captain 
Berke then made recoveries from a series of Dutch Rolls in this configuration which were initiated by 

.. -.... 

Mr Baurn. During these rolls, angles of bank greater ban 25 degrees were pennitted to develop. 3 Mr. . ·· 
Allsopp stated that be leaned over to 1\.tr. Baum and reminded him of the bank-angle restriction. He ·: . 
said Baum indicated that he was aware of the restriction • . · • . 

As all of Berke's recoveries up to this time bad been made from the left (nose-left position), Baum 
suggested that a recovery be made from the right (nose-right) Baum then initiated another Dutch Roll . 
in which the angle of bank was quite large. Survivors estimated the aircraft rolled 40 to 60 degrees. 
Before attempting recovery, Berke allowed the airaaft to complete several oscillations in each of 
which the roll-bank angle reached 40to 60, degrees. 

The survivors stated that Berke initiated recovery while the right bank was still inaeasing. They said 
he applied full right aileron control while the nght wing was still moving downward. The airplane , ' 
immediately yawed heavily to the right and rolled rapidly to the right, well beyond a 90-degree bank .. 
Immediately after Berke bad applied right aileron and early in the yaw-roll movement of the aircraft, . . - - ' 

. .. 
I 
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Baurn Look the controls and applied full left aileron. At this time the aircraft was rolling to the right 
The roll stopped after the wings had passed the vertical and then rolled back to the left even more 
mpidly and violently than to the right The sun.ivors stated during these two rotations sounds were 
heard which could have been the engines separating from the aircraft. They also stated that during 
these rolls the thrust levers were seen to snap and the cables go slack 

The movements of the airplane which followed were described as "spins" or "snap rolls.• Although 
the exact number of rotations could not be determined. the survivors were in agreement that the 
aircraft rotated to the left and that the rate of roll finally slowed almost to a stop with the aircraft in an 
invened nosedown attitude. The left roll was continued and the recovery was made to an upright 
position with the aircraft in a medium dive. 

A normal pullout was made from the dive, dwing which it was noted that the engine insttuments 
indicated complete absence of thrust on engines Nos. I, 2, and 4. In addition, the thrust levers and 
start levers for engines Nos. I, 2, and 4 ware completely slack. Flight Engineer Kmuse also reported a 
complete loss of electrical power. 

During most of the flight and throughout the uncontrolled gyrations of the aircraft, all eight occupants 
were on the flight deck. Immediately after control was gained, Mr Huebner went aft to determine 
what, if any, damage had been sustained He stated that No. 1 and No. 4 engines were gone and there 
were small fires in the areas w-here the engines had been. He said No. 2 engine was also on fire and it 
appeared that the forward mount had failed and the engine was hanging down at an angle with the 
tailpipe pointed into the flap. 

Huebner went back to the flight deck and informed the pilots of his observations. Shortly after this Mr 
Allsopp stated that he saw a very large fire burning the area of the No. 2 engine and that that engine, 
as well as Nos. 1 and 4, vas gone. The aircraft by this time had descended through the overcast and he 
suggested that an immediate ditching be made in Lake Cavenaugh, which was very close. Baum, who 
had taken over the controls at the first upset, was apparently looking for a more suitable landing area 
or attempting to reach an airfield nearoy and continued his circle east of the lake 4 

During this time Mr Hagan took over the flight engineer's station. the four survivors-Krause, 
Symmank, Allsopp, and Hueoncr-then took ditching positions in the rear of the aircraft. The fire 
emanating from the area ot'No 2 engine continued to burn fiercely. It was seen to burn a hole in the 
flaps and to consume most of the left inboard aileron. It also burned through the top "'ing surface and 
the survivors stated that they could see the structure in the interior of the wing. 

Weather was not a factor in this accident although a thin broken to overcast cloud coverage existed 
over the entire area with ceilings reported as about 4,000 feel A number of ground witnesses saw the 
aircraft after it bad emerged from this overcast in its descent. The probable flight path of N 7071, 
depicted in Attachment "B" to this report, is based on evaluation of the sightings of these witnesses. 

Several witnesses located west of the final crash site described hearing the aircraft on an easterly 
heading in or above the clouds. They reported hearing an unusual sound similar to that of an aircraft 
breaking the sound barrier Shortly after bearing this sound they s.aw three objects fall out of the 
overcast. These objects were located and proved to be engines Nos. I, 2, and 4. The sound of a jet 
engine continued and the aircraft was seen to emerge from the base of the clouds on a northeasterly 
heading. It was on fire and descending. Other witnesses, located several miles farther east, saw the 
burning aircraft, still descending, make a sweeping left tum, passing near the east end of Lake 
Cavenaugh and straightening out on a southeasterly heading of about II 0 degrees. They said that 
dwing this turn they beard an explosion-like noise and the jet engine sound then ceased The only 
sound which could be heard after this was a loud whistling noise. Several of these witnesses who were 
familiar with the Boeing 707 stated that there was only one engine on the aircraft and that a severe fire 
was burning in the area where the No. 2 engine had been. One witness said that the fire had burned 
away a large portion of the trailing edge of the wing in the area of the No.2 engine. 

The aircraft continued on its southeasterly heading down Deer Creek and then made a gmdual right 
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operated on en expcrll!lental certrl'1.cate or al.rllorthiness. Tl:.e fllght of 
October 19, 1959, was one or a ser1.es of fl1ghts to demonstrate to the purchaser 
that the al.rcraft met the perfo:mance quaU.tles guaranteed by the =ufacturer, 
and to tral.l'\ the Branrl'f" pl.lots. 

Tne crew for tlu.s fl1ght, whl.ch ccns1.sted of R. H. Baum, BAG (Boeli!g A:lrplane 
Company/, mstructor-pl.lot, Captams J A Berke and M F. Staley, BNF (Branl.ff' 
Al.l"Wqs), cop1.lots, and G. C. Hagan, BA.C, fllght engmeer, all rece1.ved fatal :L"l
Jun.es when the urcraft struck tne ground. The follO\Il.Ug personnel who were 
ll.sted as passengers en the fl1ght plan rece1.ved ml.Dor to ser1.ous l.UJurles at 
ground :unpact A. C. Krause, BNF f11ght engmeer, F. V. Syxmnank, BNF techn1.cal. 
l.Ustructor, 1i J. Allsopp, BAC pilot; and Y H Huebner, FAA Al.r Carner Opera
tl.ons l.Dspectcr 

l'.r. Baum, as p1.lot m COI!IIIlalld, conducted a prefl1ght br1.efmg of the crew. 
Takeoff data and takeoff procedures were d1.scussed along w1.th the maneuvers vh1.ch 
vera to be performed An IFR (1.nstrument fllght rules) .t"ll.ght plan vas f1.led far 
an est:unated departure at 1330 P. s t 1/ The a1.rcraft Yas Bervl.ced w1.th suffl.Cl.
ent fuel for f1.ve hours. Its gross ve~ght was 208,000 pounds and the center of 
grav1ty located at 26.5 percent YAC (mean aerod~c chord). 

Shortly before departure the IFR n1.ght plan was canceled and the fllght pro
ceeded accordmg to VFR (vuual fll.ght rulesj for an est:uneted 4-hour and 15-=nute 
fll.ght. Captam Berke, Yho \las l:lalung h1s f1.rst fU.ght m the a1.rcraft, occup1.ed 
the left seat. and Hr. Ba\ll:l the r1ght Mr Krause was perfOI'IIllllg the duhes of 
fl1ght engmeer 

After takeoff the fll.ght proceeded norma.lly through a ser1.ea of maneuver:~ 
wh1ch were rust de~gnstrated by Hr. Baum and then executed by Captam Berke 
Several Dutch RollsY lD a clean confJ.guratl.cn were m1.t1.ated and the proper re
covery was de:nonstrated by Baum. Captam Berke then made several recover1.es fro:n 
Dutch Rolls m thl.s confJ.guratJ.on. 

Follow1.ng thLs, tho a1rcraft was slowed to 155 knots and 40 degrees of flaps 
\lere lowered Captam Berke then made recoverJ.es from a ser1es of Dutch Rolls in 
this !:.onf1.gurat1on \lhJ.::h Yere mJ.tl.ated by Jl.r Baum. Dur:t;!& these rolls, angles 
of bank grear.er than 25 degrees were permitted to develop.l/ v~. Allsopp stated 
that be leaned 07er to J<r Baum and remli!ded h:un of the bank-angle restnct1.on. 
He sa1d .Baum md1.::ated that he was aliare of the restr1ctl.on 

.as ill of Berke's re~overies up to tbJ.s tme bad been made from the left 
(nose-left posJ.uon), 3aun suggested that a recovery be :made from the r1ght (nose-
right; Baum then m1tl.ated another Dutch Roll ::tn whl.ch the angle of bank was 
ql.Ute large Survivors est:una.ted the a1rcrart rolled IJJ to f:O degrees. Before 
attBl!IJltmg recovery, Berke allowed the al.rcraft to complete several oscl.llatl.DilS 
m each of wh::.ch the roll-bank angle rea::hed 40 to 60 degrees. 

!he <>.ll"Vl.Vors stated that Berke m1t~ated recovery wh1.le the r1ght bank 'lias 
stl.ll mcreasmg They saLd he apphed full r1.ght aileron control whl.le tho 

1/ All t:tr.es hereli! are Pacaf1.c standard based on the 24-hour clock 
21 See Atta::nment "A n 
1/ The BJ.C 107 t=g manll31 restr1.cts the Dutch Roll maneuver r.o a danrod 

Mxmlll'l roll-oanJt angle of 15 degrees and an absolute lllaXl.lllum of 25 degrees. 
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r:1ght 'Wlllg was st1ll :nov:mg dO'oiilward The .urplana =edut.ely yawed heavlly to 
the r1ght and rolled rap1dly to the nght, 'Well beyond a 90-degree ba."lk 

I=ed111te1y after Berke had appl1ed r1ght all.eron and early lil the yaw-roll 
:oove~r.ent of the a:J.rcraft, Baum took the controls and apphed full left a:lleron 
At tllls tl:lle the a:J.rcraft 'Was rolllng to the rlghl;. The roll stopped after the 
YlllgS bad passed the vertlcal and then rolled back to the left even more rap1dly 
IUld nolently than to the r:tght The survivors stated durJ.D.g these t11o rotat1cns 
so'.ll\dS 'Were heard vh1ch could have been the engmes separatmg from the aJ:tcrai't 
T.l:q also Btated that durmg 'theBe rolls the thrust levers 'Were seen t.o snap and 
the cables go slack 

The movements of the a1rplane 1o1h1ch followed 'Were descr1bcl as •spms• or 
r snap rolls." Although the exact number of' rotat1ons could not be deterllllD.ed, 
the survnors were m agreement that the nrcraft rotated to the lef"t and that. 
tl:e rate or roll fmally slowed almost to a stop wJ.th the al.rcraft Jl1 an lll
verted nosedawn att1tude The lert roll 'lolas contmued and the recovery "Was made 
to an upr1ght pos1t1on 'Wlth the a:J.rcraft m a :med1um dJ.Ve 

A normal pullout was made from the d1ve, durmg 11lu.ch 1t 10as noted that the 
engme lllstrulllents md1catod complete absence of thrust on engnes Uos. 1, 2, and 
4. In addlt1on, the thrUst levers and start levers for engmes Nos. 1, 2, and 4 
were completely slack. Fll.ght Engmcer Krause also reported a COI!tplete loss or 
electr1cal power. 

Dur:1ng 111ost or the n1ght and throughout the uncontrolled gyrat1ons of the 
w.rcraf"t, all e1ght occupants vere on the n1ght deck. lcnedlately after control 
was gamed, Mr Huebner vent aft to detennne vhat, J.f BIJ.1, da:nage had been sus
tamed He stated that No. 1 and No. 4 engwes 11ere gone and there were s::Jall 
i"ues 1ll the areas vhere the engmes had been. He sa1d No. 2 engme 'Was also en 
i"ue and 1t appeared that the forvard :nount had falled and the engme 'liaS hang1ng 
dcwn at an angle 'Wlth the taupJ.pe pomted mto the flap. 

· Huebner 'oolent back to the n1ght deck and mfor:ted the pucts or hJ.S observa
tlons. Shortly after th1s Mr Allsopp stated that he sav a very large f1.re burn
:ing the area of the No. 2 eng:1ne dlld that that engwe, as 'Jell as Nos. J. and 4, 
vas gone The a:1rcraft by thls tlllle had descended through the overcast and he 
suggested that an =edute d1tchmg be lnade m Lal!e Cavenaugh, 10h1ch 11as very 
close. Baum., 'Jho had taken over the controls at the f:1rst upset, 'Was apparently 
lcobng for a more su1table landmg area o; 1attcmpt1Dg to reach an au-f:l.eld nearby 
and contmued h1s c1rcle east of' the hle !ZI 

Du:mg thl.s t:me Mr iJagan took over the fhght eng:llleer' s stauon. rne 
four surv1vors -Krause, SyJml:ank, Allsopp, and Hueoner - then took dl.tchlllg posl.
nons m the re:u- or the aucraft. The fn-e e:nanatmg fro111 the area of No 2 
engmo contmued to burn f1ercely. It "Was seen to burn a hole m tne flaps and 
to consume :most of the lert :lllboard a1leron It also burned through the top 
wmg surface and the surv1vors stated that they could see the struct u-e in "the 
mter1or of the "Wlng. 

~See Attachment "B." 
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1le.1ther vas not a factor = th:ts acc:Ldent although a thm broken to overcast 
cloud coverage ex:tsted over the ent:Lre area \nth celiJ.ngs reported as about 4,000 
feet. A number cf ground VJ.tnesses saw the a:Lrcraft after :Lt had emerged frcm 
tms overcast m :tts descent The probable n1.ght path of N 7071, dcp:tcted m 
Attachtnent "B" to thJ.s reporl., 1s based on evaluatl.on of the s:tghtmgs of these 
v1tnesses. 

Several v:ttnesses located vest of the fJ.nal crash s:tte descrJ.bed hear:tng the 
aucraft on an easterl;y head:Lng m or above tho clouds. The;y reported hearmg an 
unusual sound Sll!!Jlar to that of an a:Lrcraft brealnng the sound barner Shortly 
after hear:tng tb:ts sound they sav three obJects fall out of the overcast. These 
obJects vere located and proved to be engmes Nos. 1, 2, and 4 The sound of a. 
JOt engme ccntmued and the aucraft was seen to emerge from the base of the 
clouds on a northeasterly headmg It was on rue and descendmg. Other wit
nesses, located several m1les farther east, sav the burning a1rcraft, stl.ll de
scendmg, make a sweepmg left turn, passmg near the east end of' Lake Cavenaugh 
and straJ.ghtenmg out on a southeasterly' hcadmg of about llO degrees. Th07 said 
that durmg thJ.S turn they heard an explos1on-h.ke no1.se and the Jet engme sound 
then ceased The only sound vhl.ch could be beard after thl.s vas a loud vh1stl1ng 
noJ.se Several of these w1.tnesses who were f!IIIUlJ.ar VJ.th the Boemg 707 stated 
that tnere vas only one engme on the urcraft and that a severe fJ.re vas burnl.llg 
m the area vhere the No. 2 eng:tne had been One v:ttness stud that the fJ.re had 
burned avay a large portJ.on of the tra1hng edge of the vmg m the area of the 
No. 2 engme. 

The a:Lrcraft contmued on 1ts southeasterly h'eadJ.ng down Deer Creek and 
then J:ade a gradual rJ.ght turn to a headJ.ng of 230 degrees. By thJ.S tme 1t had 
descended all!lost to treetop level. The a1rcraft contl.llued on the headmg of 230 
degrees for about one llll.l.e, durmg vhl.ch 1t descended unt1l J.t contacted treetops 
and crashed m the St1lla~sh R1ver bed approx~tely one-half nale short or a 
large open held vhJ.ch had undoubtedly been selected by Ba~ for the crash landJ.ng. 

The f:trST. contact with treetops 110 feet h1gb vas on the north sJ.de of the 
r1ver and nearl7 1,400 feet fram the pomt at whJ.ch the fuselage struck the 
ground Four hund:-ed feet fr= thJ.s fJ.rst contact the a=craft struck another 
rev of trees along the north oank of the r1ver, at a he1ght of about 90 feet. 
The S"Oath cut through these trees, vhJ.ch var1e:i m dJ.allleter from 7 to 13 J.nches • 
vas apprc-xll!llltely the v1dth of the wmg span and shoved that the aJ.rcraft vas 1n 

a 11mgs-level att1tude A sect1on of the left vmg t1p, 16 feet long, vas sev
ered by contact v1th trese trees. As the aJ.rcraft contmued across the r1ver 
the left 'Wmg, vh1ch was droppmg rap:Ldly, cut a path mclmed at an angle of 
1.5 to 50 degrees t.brot.gh more trees on the south bank. Toward the end of thJ.s 
::ut through the trees, the left 1.1mg contacted the ground gougmg several long 
dJ.tches m the sandy sou As the aJ.rcraft cal'ltmued 1ts forward travel, the 
left vmg broke up progressJ.Vely untJ.l fJ.nally the fuselage struck the ground. 

The forward port1.on of the 1'uselage (station 9&J forward) vas ahost com
pletely destroyed by the npact and mtense ground rue 'Wh1ch followed The 
~ fuselage, where the surv1vors wero located, broke orr JUSt to the rear of 
!.he 1:rulmg edge of the 'WlDg; and skJ.dded out :tnto the lllddle of tl:e nver 
Although :Lt vas badly damaged by mfhght fJ.re and ground ll!lp8.Ct, 1t uas mtact 
and 1.as not subJected to the gro.md rue vh ... cb consumed most of' the other vreckage. 
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The sect~on or the left w1ng t~p, severed by contact w~th the "rees on the 
n~..h swe of the rl.ver, came to rest across tho r1.ver apprOXllllately 50 feet 
before the f1.rs" of the gO'.lges wh1.ch o~ere dug 1n the ground by the rem1nmg w1ng 
structure The wmg, fram the pomt at wh1.ch the t~p was severed mboard to the 
l.end1ng gear beaver tall. strap, was broken up and sectl.cns were scattered along 
the ground path llost of these p1.eces rec8l.ved damage from ground 1'1.re and large 
axeas were consumed ca:npletely Inboard of the beaver tau the box sect1.on was 
nearly 1ntact but part1.ally cons1med by ground fJ.re, as was the center box sect~on 
and :mbcard J0 feet of the rl.ght wwg. The r~mamder of th1.s w:mg Yas broken mto 
t.llo :~ajar pl.eces wh~ch \lara partl.ally consumed 1n gr01md ftte. 

There was extens1.ve l.D.f'l1.ght 1'1re damage to the left w1.ng 1n the area of the 
Yo. 2 eng:me, to the entJ.re left sl.de of the aft fuselage, and to the left Sl.de 
o! the empennage. 

The vmg upper skm from the area of the aft end of the over vmg pylon 
strap was 1.dent~1.ed Tlu.s slun was badly wrJ.Dkl.ed by heat over each fuel vent 
~hannel and the sk1n over one was ruptured for a length of three feet The edges 
o! the rupture were curled outward, vera very f~brous, and were heavily sooted, 
indl.catlng that an explos1.on had occurred. In add1.t1.on, r1.vets m the area wh1.ch 
attached the skm to the vent were faued m tens~on. 

From the rear spar aft 1 the wmg tral.lmg edge and fhght controls were 
severely burned. The left mboard al.leron and the entlre tra11l.ng edge str.1cture 
nearby were consutled except for small fragments The mboard half of the l'lo. 2 
Slld the outboard half or the No J spol.lers were partly conslll:led The outboard 
·:;110 .feet or the No. 2 flap cove l1.p door "Was heanly sooted and a few :mall noles 
-were burned m the skm. The mternal. structure 1.n thl.s area vas consumed. The 
lower tralimg edge JUst forward of the door was bUtted through and blackened. 

The outer clos1ng r1.b on the No. 2 flap 11as heat wrmkled. The flap lower 
slU'face -was ll.ghtly sooted and the upper surface was heavuy sooted The 1.nboard 
~orner or t.he No. ~ flap was badly burned and three feet or 1ts upper surface \oas 
::cnsUllled. It \las determ:med that the flaps were extended apJlroxm.ately 28 degrees 
aT. mpact. The left mboard spol.ler valve fell fro:n the aJ.rcraft about one !lll.le 
f'rcm the crash SJ.te It had large depos1ts of •ronback" {soll.dl.fl.ed.~ alumlnu::t on 
:its lower SJ.de The al.leron trJlll Eecnan~sm and the aJ.leron bellcranks also had 
"t.hese runoack depos1.ts on them. All control co:nponents m the area and even "ne 
rear v1.ng spnr web vertl.cal stl.ffeners were oadly bt.rned by l.nfhght i'J.re. 

The left s1.de of the aft fuselage vas heavJ.ly soot.ed and all or t~e \lmdows 
;.~e::-e heat checked In add~tl.on, palnt on the rear loadmg door and on the 
.fuselage aft t-o the stabJ.11.zer was bhstered Just for..ard o!' the verhcal .fm, 
l1ght sootl.ng angled across the fuselage top centerlme and back along tt:e upper 
rlght s~de of the ta1.l cone and lower tlu.rd of the r1.ght s1.de of the vert1.:al fm 

The lower half of the left sl.de o: the vertl.cal fm was l1.ghtly sooted and 
pa1nt was bl1.stered and scorched The lower balance panel covers 'Ioera neat 
-:.rlnkled The lower half of the r.1dder was severely heat "lll':uilt!ed Tl:e le!t 
Slde or the tab was also heat ~o~rJ.Dkl.ed and heanly sooted. The rlgh~ s1de c~ 
the rudder tab was hghtly sooted from smoke "llhl.ch \las dra\on thro.1gh the tab 
h!Ilge, 1nd1catmg r1ght rudder trm durmg the f1.re 
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The left horJ.Zontal stabl.l1zer and elevator were sooted a!td heat "Wrmlcled 
en the upper and l<To~er surfaces. In addlt1on, the severe f1re f'rom the left 
lll.ng burned through the upper slun bet.veen the l.llternal stli'fene.·s 

Three of the four p011erplants, v1th a maJor part of the1r pylons attached, 
separated from the a1rcraft l.ll fi1ght. They were round one to one and one-hal.r 
=les northwest of the ma.J.n wreckage. The Ncs. l and 4 engl.lles, 'Wlth tbeJ.r 
nacelles, broke f'rom the urplane l.ll the outboard dlrectlans The No. 2 en~e, 
Wlth 1ts nacelle, broke partJ.ally outboard but appeared to have rotated do\lD\lard 
and re!U"\Iard durlllg 1ts separat1on from the a1rcra!t. The No J engme reLl!Ulled 
attached to the a1rcraft unt1l mpact. It vas found at the mal.ll ~o~reckage s1te. 
Invest1gation reveale:i that there vere httle or no 1ndlcat~ons of lDfl~ght fJ.re 
damage to engmes Nos. 1, 3, and 4. HO\Iever, the cwll.llg wh1ch fell v~tb the 
No. 2 engme shO\led evl.den~e ot heavy Bl!loke and soct1ng pr~or to I.mpact 

The damage found an all four engmes \laS the result of ll!l.pact or lDl.llOr ground 
hre. No ev1dence of operatlonal dl.stress or malfunct1on pr1or to 1.mpact 'lllth the 
ground was found. In add1tlon, l.lld1cat1ons vere round on all four engmes that 
they Yere rotat1ng very sl011ly, 1i' at all, at mpact. 

Dur1ng the pubhe heanng a Boeing VJ.tness tost:li'J.e:i that pl.lots ~o~ho have 
had an engmeermg background or test-pllot expenence l.ll the Armed Forces are 
selected as test p1lots for Boemg Ihese pllots are then g1ven extens1ve 
ground scnool tra1nmg and fllght exper1ence under the superv1s~on of :mstructor
pll.ots He s:ud before a pllot could be released as an mstructor he had to have 
a chec'lc r1de and approval by the Ch1ef of Fhg.'lt Test or h1s des1gnee He further 
stated that B3.um bad met all of these reqmrEllllents and \IllS cons1dered fully 
qualli'1ed to conduct th1s partJ.cular fllght 

The 1.11tness then descnbed the cc.mp!Uly checkout and tra1nmg program. for 
airhne personnel He s1ud the a1rline p1lots vould have had the 707 tra=mg 
s,rllabus for a cons1derable length of t~e pr1or to the beg,nn,ng of fl1ght 
tramwg ani 'WOilld also have COI!lpleted the ground school courses. A br1ef1ng 
vould be condu::ted pr1or to rl~ht whl.ch \las a general rev1ew of the ent1re 
tramwg syllabu.,. Il:lllledl.litely before each fllght an add1t~cnal br1efmg would 
be held to :over 1tem by ncm the caneuvers to be accompl1shed 

The v1tness stated that the Dutch Roll characterJ.stlc l.S present. 1!1 all 
lar~e aJ.rcraft. but lS !!lore pra.-1ounced m those 1o11th S\lept-back 'WlDgs ll.ke the 
7J7 It l.S most llkely to be en\:ountered dur1ng approach to land:m~ 'When the 
a1rcraft 1s at slew speed v1th a h1gh cceff~c1ent of l:li't and lD rough or turbu
lent a1r. He sa1d the characterustJ.c ccnst1tuted a m1nor annoyance to pllots 
and sll~ht d1scomfort to passen~ers and 1t Y!lS therefore des1rable to gJ.Ve m
str-.1ct1ons m recO'I"ery tecbn1que. .All 3oel.llg 01ght personnel bnd been lDfor:ned 
that the desJ.red l!l!1XliilUlll roll-bank angle m th1s maneuver 'Was 15 degrees and 
'that. tte absolute == lollS 25 degrees These restr~ct1ons Yere not lll:j)Osed. 
because of a structural l=tatl.on on the aJ.rcraft, but because the maneuver 
an1 J.ts recovery :ould be sat1sfactcrlly demonstrate:i 1oo1th these conservatJ.Ve 
lll:ll.tahons Subseq .... ent to the acc1dent Boel.llg re~phasJ.Zed tho roll-bank 
a.'lgle hm.tatlcns and deleted deitonstrauon of the l!laneuver v1th flaps down be
cause recovery can. be de:nonstrated equally as vell lD the clean confl.~atlon 
In addlt~cn, the :::>utch :iloll traml.llg has oeen moved back lD the tra=mg pr~m. 
sa t!lat the tra1nee \/ill be :c:.ore faE.liar 'W~th the characterJ.stJ.cs of the a.J.r
plane 'llhen the caneuver lS de:tcnstrated. 
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A n~~ht recorder vas =stalled m the aucrai't but vas not m operat:um dur
~~ thl.s n~'?;ht C~v:ll All' Regulat~ons reqUJ.re the fh3ht recorder to be li1 use 
dlll"Ulg scheduled passenger operat~ons only 

AnalySI.s 

There ~s lJ.ttle quest~on that the v~olent gyrat~ans or N 7071 \lll1Ch !allOYed 
the ll!Ipro:per Dutch Roll recovery attempt resulted m the separat1cn oi' the three 
engllles and the =!11ght fJ.re. A safet:r factor ~s deSlgned J.nto the nacelle sup
port:mg structure so that, li1 the event of abnormal lcad:mg, ~t w:lll fa1l before 
destructlve loads are tranmn1tted to the axrcraft Vlng. Separat1an of e~es 
!"ra::t the aJ.rcra.ft 1s therefore expected vhen the aucraft lS subJected to h1gh 
abnor.nal loadli1_5s such as occurred li1 tms case. 

It J.s equally clear that the Dutch Rolls bemg perfcrt~ed reached anJles of 
ballk far li1 excess of the l=tat~ons estabhshed by the canpany Respons~bl.l
it:y fer the safety of thJ.s aucraft rested solely on the mstructor-p:tlot. The 
3oard can fmd no vall.d reason for Mr. Bal.ml :uuhatliig the fJ.nal. Dutch Roll so 
vJ.olently No trammg advanta~e could be gaJ.ned by conducting these ~euvers 
at the extreme !lllgles of bank reached Baum certaJ.nly should have been aware of 
thJ.s and he vas ad!nJ..ttedly a11are of the cccpany 1s restr~ct~ons In addJ.tJ.on, ~t 
was surely le:.s than prudent to per:nt a pl.lot Wlth no prevJ.ous exper1ence m 
the ll.ll'plane to attempt a recovery from thJ.s extreme maneuver. 

The seventy of the gyrat1ons to 'Wh1ch the urcraft was subJected developed 
loads greater than the des1gn strength of the nacelle pJlon structure After the 
T.bree engmes vera lost and "Whue the flaps ve::-e still extended 40 degrees, the 
a:1.rplane 11as CO!I!Illl.tted to land The flaps may have been raJ.sed to the 28-degree 
posJ.tJ.on mtentlonally so that i'ull outboard a:lleron effectJ.veness 'Would be 
availible dunng the lan~g. !t J.s poss1ble that m th1s ~onfJ.guratJ.on 1 \IJ.th 
pO'o~er avulable from the No. J engl.lle, the a1rplane could have ficn.m at least 
long enough to reach a sUJ.table aJ.rpor't. for a crash landmg H011ever, the l!l
tense fll'e wh~ch J.s behaved to have ccme from a ruptured fuel lme, 'Was threat
enmg the left vmg !llld made an =edl.ate landmg m.ndatory 

Lateral control \11th flaps d011I1 at least 28 degrees 1s prOVJ.ded by the fol
lCTili1J: Outboard a:llerons, 40 percent, o11t.board spol.lers, 30 pereent, mooard 
allerons, 15 percent, and =board spoilers, 15 percent Tne o~tboard a~lerons 
are moved by means of a cable bus arrange:ment actuated b7 movement of tne m
boa.rd ailerons. As the fJ.re gradually destrosed the mbcard left ru.leron and 
the fb.~ht control components m that area, the cutboard al.lerons \lere lost 
Loss of olectncal p011er cut out the auXlhary bydraulJ.c ay:ste:n vhJ.ch operates 
the lllboard spol.lers and the rudder boost \Jhen the lefl; mboar:i a:lleron o1as 
consumed the only lateral control re:nammg to keep the heav1ly dama~e:i left. 
'Wln~ up eame from the rJ.ght J.nboard aJ.leran (7-1/2 percent~ and possibly the 
r1ght outboard spol.lers (30 percent.). Ll.ft on the left vJ.ng vas eer~ously llll.
palred because of the loss of approx~telf 35 square feet or upper s~rfa:e 'Wh~cb 
\las burned through, the add1t1cnal i'J.re damage to the flaps 'IJbl.ch reduced theJ.r 
eff~ch-veness, the extra drag hom the No 2 pylon stub, and ~e spoJ.ler effe::t 
en the upper \IUlg surface caused by the ruptured skm over tne !'uel -vent ::hs=els. 
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Th.J.s drag, coupled -w~th e:ny apprecllble thrust fra:n the No 3 e:1~e, -would 
force the left wmg down. In new of the lml.ted a.lleron control available, con
s~derable r~ght rudder would be req~red to 1nduce a yaw to the r~ght to ass~st 
:In holdmg the wmg up. HO\Iever, 'lath the rudder boost moperat~ve, there -would 
not be suff~cJ.ent rudder control ava1lable to l.Ilduce enough yaw to counteract 
these forces. It J.s therefore apparent that the No 3 engme \las shut dO'IIn pr1or 
to ll!lpact so as to be able to keep the wmgs level \IJ.th. the lllJ.llJ.ma:n B.I:lount 
of control avaJ.lable. Th1S is also supported by the fact that the engme had al
most stopped rotatlllg at llDpact 

When the aJ.rcraft hJ.t the trees on the north bank of the ruer e:nd a 16-foot 
sect1on of the left \IJ.ng -was severed, the control avallable -was msuff~cJ.ent to 
JDaintam the VJ.ngs level As J.t crossed the rJ.ver, the aJ.rcraft rolled rap1dly 
to the left to a bank angle of approx:unately 55 degrees e:nd crashed on the south 
bank. 

Conclus1ons 

The Board concludes that th1s accJ.dent was the result of the structural 
.failure of the Nos. 1, 2, and 4 nacelle pylons, and the frre lll the area vhere 
the No. 2 nacelle broke off It also concludes the nacelles .faJ.led as a result 
of overloads mposed on them durmg several v1olent uncontrolled 3YTat1ons vhJ.ch 
-were encountered when the pJ.lot-tramee applJ.ed mproper control. movement lD an 
atte::tpt to recover from a Dutch Roll 

The Board further concludes that the J.Ostructor-pJ.lot ln1tllted the Dutch 
Roll to e:n e:n5le of bank far lD excess of the llm.tat1ons J..:tPOsed by the company. 
In addJ.tJ.on, the mstructor-pJ.lot -was fully aware of these llllll.tatJ.ons and was, 
m fact, rellUDded of then durJ.Og th1s fhght Even so he perm1tted the pJ.lot
traJ.nee, vho vas on n1s f1rst traJ.DJ.ng flJ.ght, to att~pt recover1es from these 
extreme IJ:aneuvers 

It concludes that after control of the arrcrafr. had been rega1ned, Hr. Baum 
had selec.ted an excellent clear area for the 1l!ll!llllent crash landmg but faJ.led 
to make 1t by one-half mlle because the No. J engJ.ne had to be shut dO'IIn pre
IDaturely to keep the wings level. 

Subsequent to the acc1dent the company rev1sed J.ts tram1ng syllabus to re
duce the poSSlDJ.l1ty of recurren:e of a sxm1lar accJ.dent The llmltatJ.ans on 
an~le of bank for the Dutch Roll maneuver have been re-emphasJ.Zed to all COltp!lllY 
p1lot personnel. In add1t1on, Dutch Roll famJ.liar1zat~on has been delayed so tha~ 
the pJ.lot-tramee will have more expenence lll the aJ.Tcraft pr1or to atte!llptmg 
this IJ:aneuver. 

The ::ompa.ny has also mcorporated a full-tu:e boosted rudder system lD the 
arrcraft In add1t1on, 1t has mcreased the vert1cal stabJ.llZer area and has 
added a ventral fm These chan~es are ant1-::1pated to sabste:ntl.lllly mcrease 
the low speed control chara:terJ.stJ.cs of the aucra.ft. 



. . 
Prooable Cause 

The Board detei'llll.nes that the probable cause of th1S accadent vas the struc
tural fa1lures ~duced dur1ng an 1mproper recovery attempt from a Dutch Roll 
-wh1cll exceeded the angle-of-bank ll.nu.ts prescr1bed cy the company 
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Investigation and Hearing 

The Civil Aeronautics :30!lrd was notii'ied or this accident at 1800, October 19, 
1959. An investigaticn was immediate1r initiated in accordance with the provisions 
or Title VII of the Fede:-al Aviation Act of 1958. A public hearing 'Was ordered by 
the Board and held at the Oly:npic Hotel, Seattle, Washin~on, on ~ovember 19,.1959. 

Flight Personnel 

Mr. Russel H. Baum, age 32, was ettployed by Boeing Airplane Company, June ?, 
1957, as a Test Pilot "B." lie was promoted May 2, 1956, to Experimental Test 
?il.ot "B." l!e h~ld an F.U airline transport pUct certif'icate 1o1ith a rating ill 
the B-707. His total flying time -was 5,015 hours, of which 369 \iere in the '107. 
His latest FAA class I physical vas taken June 2, 1959, Mr. BaUD:. had recelYed a. 
total or Sb hours ot ground school instru~tion on the 707, plus a cockpit and 
systems f!llili1iarization class on the KC-135. Aecordil:g to testimony of a Boeing 
Airplane C~ employee, ~~. Bam -was f'ully qualified to act as instructor
pilot on the 707. 

Captain John A. Berke, age 49, 'Was employed by Braniff Airwa,ys April 15, 1936, 
vas pranoted to captain in April 1938, and to check pilot January 1, 1958. He he.d 
a valid FAA. airline transport pilot certificate \lith ratings in the DC-3, 00-4, 
DC-6, D::-7, nnd L-188 aircraft. Captain Berke had a total of 2),563 flying hours. 
His latest first-class physical ~ation vas taken April J, 1959. Captain 
Berke bad eo:npleted the Boeing Airplane CCII:lJliUlY pilot training ground school 
course vhich consisted or 100 hours of instruction. This -was his first training 
!light in preparation for checkout in the aircraft. 

·captain M. Frank Stale:,r, Jr., age 43, 'lias EJr.p1oye:i by Braniff Air.rays 
August 18, 1939. He vas prcmoted to captain November 1, 1942, and to check pllct 
August 28, 1959. He held a valid airline transport pilot certificate vith ratings 
in the DC-), re-6, 00-7, and L-188. Captain Staley had acc1JI:I1ll.ated 20,450 fi:rwg 
hours. His last first-class physical vas taken June 23, 1959. Captain Staley had 

·completed the Boeing Airplane Ccmpany pilot ground school training course of 16::> 
·hours of instruction, This 1o1as his first tral..ning flisht in preparation for 
checkout in the Boeing 707. 

Flight Engineer George c. Hagan, age 28, vas emplcyed by Boeing l'.ay 11, 1959, 
as a Flight Test Analyst "A.n He held a -valid FA! flight engineer certificate. 
His last second-class physical evmj nation -was tsl<en May 27, 1959. He had accU!IU
lated a total of 1,260 flight hours, of which, as of A~ust 29, 1959, about 90 
had been in the Boeing 707. }{r. Hag!l!l had co:npleted a training course, consist
ing of 152 hours for flight crew ground instructors, June 12, 1959. 

!he Aircraft 

N ?On, a Boeing 707-227, se:.-ia1 nttnber 17691, -was manufactured June 11, 
1959. It vas owned and was being cperated by the Boeing Airplane Company, Rentcn, 
'.lasbington. The aircraft vas a ne1o1 :model on -whb h about 173 rlyin& hO\ll's had 
been accumulated for the purpose of quaU.f)ring ·it for certificatim by the Fll. 
The airplane vas equipped with four Pratt and \lhltney turbojet, model J14A-3 
eng1nes. 

- i .-
· .. 

. .. 
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Bxplanation of the Dutch Roll 

The term Dutch Roll applies to a vallo-.11Dg ~tion cha!'acteristic or 
B'.Jept.-;dng aircraft. During this notion the aircraft rolls right and 
left around the longitudillal axis Yhile yawia ~ right s.n.:i left around the 
verttcal axis. An~l.e oi' bank and degres or yalf are dependent upc:n the 
amount or force applied ill illitiating the Dlit.ch Roll. 

Jlol':llall;:r the l!lOtion is caused by t'ln"bulent air ar lateral overcontrol. 
'T:I::e lov lateral directional dal:rping c! swept-\ling design all011s the motion 
to ::cc:t.inue at slCIIo' i. a. s. 

Compensating for the Dutch Roll may be made by s3.mply keeping the 
w.i.nga 1evel. When the airplane is rolling one direction or another, t.be 
aileron should be used to stop the roll and keep the wings level. 

Another method is to apply cross-control. for exall!ple, if' the air
craft is Dutch Rolling, left rudder and right aileTon should be applied \lhen 
the nose has started to sving f'ran left to right lfith control forces slovly 
relieved as the aircrart 's yav angle dilrlnishes. 

Rudder application ll:llst be applied in the ri_;ht direction or the Dutch 
Roll vill be further a;::gravatec. Ir there is tmcertainty as to the rJ:dder 
requixed, application of aileron only is recc:mended :ror recovery. 

The da:nping in the lateral-directional :mode is l01o1e:Jt vhe!l tile !lllgle 
or attack is h~, so that at lev indicated airspeeds with flaps up or down, 
the Dutch Roll vill seem to be more pronounced. At high ~cated. air3p9eds 
the natural yav-dalnping forces millhnize or tend to zero out any Dutch Roll 
tendencies. 

The purpose or Dutch Roll ta:mlliarization is to :intrcrluce to tbe pilots 
11ho are generally not acquainted with m~ept-\l:lng airplanes this inherent char
acteristic peculiar to the design. 
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complex pattern oflarge perforotions was applied to the spoilers which were mounted on 
the upper \'ving troiling edges ahead of the flaps and just inboard of the \\ing folding 
points. The aircraft had no ailerons in the conventional sense, with control being provided 
by spoilers and downward flaperons only. The outer \'ving panels were canted up by 
twelve degrees and had no control surfaces except for the hinged (drooping) leading edge. 
TI1e stabilators had a 23 l/4 degree anhedml, and provided all of the pitch control. 

The YF4H-1 prototype made its maiden flight on May 27, 1958, taking off from 
Lambert-St. Louis Municipal Airport ''ith McDonnell test pilot Robert C. Little at the 
controls. On the first flight. the nose gear door would not close, there were difficulties 
\'vith the hydmulic system, and there were problems \\ith the engines. Consequently, the 
flight had to be cut short. but the aircmft landed safely. The right engine was replaced 
and the air inlet romps were repositioned at 4 degrees. On the second flight on May 29, 
the nose landing gear door still would not close. However, on the third and fourth flights 
on May 31 and June 2, things went better and the aircroft flew at speeds of Mach 1.30 to 
1.68. 

142259 was sent out to Edwards AFB for initial flight trials. The YF4H-1 and the 
competing F8U-3 were put through the Navy Phase I flight evaluations at Edwards AFB, 
and in December of 1958 the F4H-1 was declared the \\inner of the contest. On 
December 17, 1958, McDonnell was awarded a follow-on controct for 24 more F4H-1s 
(BuNos 1482521148275). This brought the total production order to 45 machines. 

The second YF4H-1 (BuNo 142260) flew in October of 1958. It was pro'vided \\ith an 
opemble AN/APQ-50 rodar and a fully-equipped rear cockpit. Variable-inlet romps were 
fitted which were set at 5 degrees for the fixed portion and at ten degrees for the variable 
panel do\'vnstream. The aircroft was provided \vith unperforoted spoilers, and a rom-air 
turbine was fitted which could be extended upward by a pneumatic rom from a 
compartment situated above the left intake duct. TI1is turbine drove an emergency 
hydmulic pump that powered the controls in the case of an in flight emergency. An 
ASA-32 autopilot was provided. YF4H-1 144260 was later retrofitted \\ith Martin-Baker 
Mk H5 ejector seats. In 1960, wiring was installed for the firing of the Sparrow missiles. 

On July 3, 1959, the F4H-1 was officially named Phm1/om II in a ceremony held at the 
McDonnell plant in St Louis. At one time, the project manager, Don Malvern, had 
wanted to name it Salmi, and James S. McDonnell himself had wanted to name the 
aircmftMithras, after the Persian god of light. In pmctice, the Roman numerol II was 
often omitted from the name, since the original Phantom, the FH-1, had long been out of 
senice and there was no possibility of confusion. 

Following trials at Edwards AFB, the first YF4H-1 (BuNo 142259) was returned to the 
manufacturer in StLouis in October of 1958. It continued to be used for various flight 
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test programs. On its 296th flight, on October 21, 1959, the aircraft suffered a failure of 
the aft access door of the right engine, which led to a further catastrophic failures and to 
the crash of the aircraft, killing test pilot Gerald "Zeke" Huelsbeck. ,. 

The Navy was anxious to publicize its newest fighter, and the second YF4H-1 (142260) 
\Vas used on December 6, 1959 by Commander Lawrence E. Flint, Jr. to set a new 
world's altitude record of98,560 feet. This record, set as a part of Project Top Flight, 
bettered the existing record of94,658 feet, set by Major V. S. Ilyushin of the Soviet 
Union in a Su-T-43-1. To set this record, Commander Flint took his YF4H-1 up to 
47,000 feet and a speed of Mach 2.5. He then pulled the aircraft up into an angle of 
attack of 45 degrees, and then climbed to 90,000 feet. He then shut down his engines and 
coasted up to 98,560 feet and went over the top and then began to fall back to earth. At 
70,000 feet, he restarted his engines and made a nomtallanding. 

On December 22, 1961, Marine Corps Lt.Col. Robert B. Robinson used 142260 to set a 
new world absolute speed record of 1606.34 7 mph. On his second run at an altitude of 
45,000 feet over the measured 15/25 km course, Lt.Col. Robinson's Phantom \Vas 
clocked at over 1700 mph. This speed run was kno\\n as Operation Skybumer. For the 
record attempt, 142260 was fitted with a special water/alcohol spray in the engine inlet 
ducts to cool the air ahead of the compressors and thus increase engine thrust. 

Flying the previously-modified YF4H-1 BuNo 142260, Commander George W. Ellis set a 
new sustained altitude record of66,443.8 feet. 

Sources: 

1. The World's Fighting Planes, William Green, Doubleday, 1964. 

2. · McDonnell F-4 Phantom: Spirit in the Skies. Airtime Publishing, 1992. 

3. The American Fighter, Enzo Angelucci and Peter Bowers, Orion, 1987. 

4. United States Military Aircraft Since 1909, Gordon Swanborough and Peter M. 
Bowers, Smithsonian, 1989. 

5. Post-World War II Fighters: 1945-1973, Marcelle Size Knaac, Office of Air Force 
History, 1986. 

6. The American Fighter, Enzo Angelucci and Peter Bowers, Orion, 1987. 

7. The World Guide to Combat Planes,_ William Green, Macdonald, 1966. 
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Convair B-58 Hustler 
Comair B-58 Hustler- Chapter 7: TB-58A Trainer 

Comair B-58 Hustler- Chapter 9: Specifications and Performance Data 

By July of 1956, construction of the first B-58 was well underway. The name Ifustler was officially 
applied to the aircraft at this time, although it had been used in-house at Con\'311' for yean before that. 

The delays in the B-58 program were such that the d~'l:lopment of the General Electric J79 engine caught 
up v.ith the Convair airframe program and the initial flight testing v.ith the J57 was found to be 
unnecessary. By August, the four YJ79-GE·1 engines had an-h'l:d at Com 'air. The YJ79-G~-1 was. an 
early test version of the J79 and was nominally rated at 9300 lb.s.t. dry and 14,350 lb.s.t. mth ma:mnurn 
afterburner. It was basically an experimental engine and was not capable of sustained operations v.ith any 
regularity. Mean time between engine overhauls was very limited and numerous teething problems were 
encountered. It was, how~u. the first ~Iach 2-capable production turbojet in its class. 

The first B-58, at that time officially designated YBIRB-58 and serialed 55-0660, was completed in late 
August, and was rolled out of the factory on September 4, 1956. It had little in the way of operational 
equipment fined, the available space being taken up primarily by test equipment. The first engine run-up 
was on October 1, and the first ta~ tests began on Oct 29. 

55-0660 made its maiden flight on November 11, 1956, taking off from the Convair Fort Worth facilities 
at Carswell AFB, Texas. The crew of three consisted of B.A. Erickson, pilot, John. D. McEachern 
systems specialist, and Charles P. Jimison a., !light test engineer. The underfuselage pod was not fined. 
The ma.~um speed reached on the first flight was Mach 0.9. Supersonic flight was first achieved on 
December 30, at which time Mach 1.17 was attained. Category I tests began in No\'l:mber, and lasted for 
about 3000 hours of flight time. On February 16, 1957, 55-0661 flew for the first time v.ith a pod, a test 
~ID-1 free-fall pod. On June 29, 1957, 55-0660, while C31T)ing a "dry" ~ID-1 pod, reached Mach 2.03 at 
43,350 feet. On June 5, 1957, the first pod drop took place, when 55-0662 released an MB-1 pod while 
fl}ing at Mach 0.9 at 40,000 feet O\U the Holloman AFB test range. Successful drops took place at 
progressi\'l:ly higher and higher speeds, culminating on December 20 in a drop at Mach 2.0 from above 
60,000 feet. 

By the end ofl9S7, the YD-58 had attained a ma.~urn speed of Mach 2.11 at altitudes mu 50,000 feet. 
It had made two successful pod drops from 42,000 feet at speeds of O\U Mach 2. It had maintained a 
speed of more than Mach 1.15 for 91 minutes. · 

Some serious problems were found. The 179-GE-1 engines installed on the flfSt YD-58s pending 
certification oftl1e 179-GE-Ss had a number of flaws. ~Wfunctions in the fuel system caused the fuel to 
slosh around in the fuel tanks when the aircraft accelerated or slowed dov.n, causing stability problems. 
Problems with the afterburners caused intermittent yawing at supersonic speeds. There were acoustical 
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Several accidents had revealed that the Convair-developed ejection seats were not sufficient to protect the 
crew throughout the B-SS's performance envelope. Consequently, an encapsulated seat built by Stanley 
A\iation Corporation ofDcnver, Colorado was adopted. 

Due to the delays in the B-58 program, the various aircraft that had been delivered had great variation in 
equipment, systems updates, maintenance requirements and capabilities. As a result, the USAF instituted 
the Senior Flash-Up program to update and normalize the aircraft in the inventory. The first aircraft to go 
through the program was delivered to SAC on No\-ember 7, 1960. Among the changes introduced were 
anti-icing systems, electronic countermeasures gear, an imprm-ed HACON and TACAN installations, and 
a structurally impro"-ed \-ertical fin and fuselage empennage systems. 

As the flight test program neared completion, the Air Force was faced Y<ith the problem of what to do 
Y.ith the flight test aircraft. Many of them had low times on their airframes and were hence still \iable 
from a useful life standpoint. It was decided that these aircraft would be updated and configured for 
operational sen ice under a program named Junior Flash-Up, which started in February of 1960. Later, 
other low airframe time pre-production aircraft were added to the program. Ewntually, ele'l<-en of the 17 
test aircraft produced under the second B-58 contract were upgraded. 

On October 15~ 1959, 58-lOIS flew from Seattle, Washirigton to Carswell AFB in 70 minutes at an 
average speed of nearly 1320 mph. 1bis was the first sustained :Mach 2 flight. 

The accident rate in 1959 and 1960 had been a1anningly high, which led SAC to delay acceptance of 
executive responsibility for the aircraft. The first accident had taken place on December 16, 1958, near 
Cannon AFB, New Mexico when 58-0018 was lost. The accident was attributed to a loss of control 
during normal flight when autotrim and ratio changer were rendered inoperati'l<-e due to an electrical 
system failure. On :t..lay 14, 1959, 58-1012 was destroyed by fue during a refu.:ling operation at Carswell 
AFB. 58-1017 was destroyed on September 16 of that year when a tire blew during takeoff from Carswell 
AFB. On October 27, ~S-0669 was destroyed near Hattiesburg, Mississippi when it lost control during 
normal flight. On No"-ember 7, SS-0664 was destroyed during a high-speed test flight near LaY<1on, 
Oklahoma when it disintegrated in mid-air. Convair test pilot Ra)mond Fitzgerald and Convair flight 
engineer Donald A. Siedhof were both killed. The flight was attempting to collect vertical fin side loads 
data under the conditions of the loss of an engine at hiib speed. A friend of mine Y.itnessed this accident 
from the growtd. Although the cause of the accident was ne"~<-er adequately explained, it appears that a 
design flaw in the aircraft's flight control system and defects in the integrity of the vertical fin structure 
were to blame. There is also the possibility that when the number 4 engine was purposely shut dov.n for 
the test, number 3lost thrust as welL On April22, 1960 a failure of the Mach'airspeedlair data system 
caused the loss ofSS-1023 near Hill AFB, Utah. On Jwte 4, 1960, 55-0667 was lost due to pilot error 
while fl)ing at supersonic speed near Lubbock, Texas. · 

The wtusually high accident rate made SAC apprehensive about the reliability of the aircraft in smice, 
and led to postponement of Category ill testing. In addition, the Fitzgerald accident raised questions about 
certain aspects of the control system. As a result, B-58s were restricted to subsonic flight only for nearly a 
year afterwards until the control system and tail structure could be fixed. 

By _mid-1960, the ~mb~tion of a shortage of funds, competition from other weapons systems, and a 
vanety oftechnologtcal difficulties had combined to cause a delay in the B-SS's initial deplo}ment. 
Although the aircraft had been scheduled to become operational in Jwte, it appeared that the fust v.ing 
would not be activated until January of 1961. SAC was still planning on three B-58 wings, since they 
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On May 26, 1961, 59-2-t51, crewed by Maj. William Pa)ne, Capt. William Polhemus and Capt. 
Ra)mond Wagener, while en route to the 1961 Paris Air Show, set a New York-to-Paris speed reeonl, 
covering the 3626.46 mile route in 3 hours, 19 minutes, 58 seconds (an average speed of 1089.36 mph). 
The flight also set a Washington, D.C.-to-Paris (3833.-t miles) speed record of3 hours, 39 minutes, 48 
seconds (average speed of 10-t8.68 mph). The crew was later awarded the prestigious 1\Iackay and 
Harmon Trophies for this flight. Sadly, the return flight crew, consisting of.l\Iaj. Elmer 1\furphy, 1\Iajor 
Eugene Moses and Lt. D3\id Dickerson (the same crew who had won the Bleriot Trophy two weeks 
e.niier) were killed when 59-2.J51 crashed on June 3 following departure from Le Bourget Field. 

Further records were set on !\larch 5, 1962, when 59-2458 crewed by Capt. Robert Sowers, Capt Robert 
1\Iacdonald and Capt. John Walton set a transcontinental speed record by il)ing non-stop from Los 
Angeles to New York and back again. The first leg (Los Angeles to New York) was completed in 2 hours, 
0 minutes, 56.8 seconds at an 3\'erage speed of 1214.71 mph. The return leg was completed in 2 hours, 
15 minutes, 48.6 seconds, at an 3\-erage speed of 1081.77 mph. This return flight was particularly notable, 
because it was the first transcontinental flight in history that moved across the count!)' at a speed faster 
than the rotational speed of the earth. 

The 43rd DW, which had been prevented from being declared combat-ready by the D-58's teething 
problems, was finally declared as such in August of 1962. The wing was placed on alert in September of 
1962. 

0 

On September 18, 1962, 59-2456, with a crew consisting of.l\fajor Fitzhugh Fulton, Captain W.R P3)ne 
and ci\ilian flight test engineer C.R. Haines was used to set two more records. During a zoom climb o"\-er 
Edwards AFD, the aircraft reached an altitude of 85,360.84 feet while tarr)ing a payload of 5000 kg, 
winning the crew the 1962 Harmon trophy. This broke two pre"~.ious So-..iet-held records. 

On October 16, 1962, 61-2059 crewed by 1\fajor Sidney Kubesch, 1\fajor John Barrett and Captain 
Gerard Williamson, flew supersonically from Tot-·yo to London, spending five hours at supersonic speed. 
The flight set five world absolute records. 

Just at the point of enll)' of the D-58 into active sen-ice, it was revealed that the number ofD-58 \\ings 
wad going to be one less than that which SAC had anticipated, and 30 aircraft ordered for FY 1962 were 
cancelled. A wing ofD-47 Stratojets would be retained to offset the reduction. Unit cost of the B-58 had 
jumped to 1-t million dollars, which made the aircraft almost three times as expensive as a production 
D-52G. The dela)-s in the B-58 program had now put the Hustler in direct competition with the D-70 
program for funding, and the D-70 was at that time pictured as the nex1 step in the USAFs bomber 
program. 

In spite of its initial teething troubles and the long dela)-s in initial enll)' into smice, by the mid-1960s the 
D-58 had become a fairly effective weapons system. By the end of 1962, USAF crew-s had made m--er 
10,500 flights and logged 5,300 hours (1,150 of them supersonic, including 375 at 1\Iach 2). InitiaUy, 
B-58 training was conducted by the .t3rd Combat Crew Training School. From 1960 through 196-t, this 
unit fulfilled the requirements of both its parent 43rd BW and the 305th BW. In August of 196-t, the 
305th activated its own CCTS. 

In a little-known attempt to increase the flexibility of the D-58 as a weapons system, experiments were 
carried out in April of 196-t under a program knO\\n as Operation Bullseye to see if the D-58 could carry 
and deli-..-er conventional bombs.ln coordination with Republic F-I05Ds and McDonnell F-.tCIDs, sorties 
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were flo\\n using B-58s as lead ships and pathfinders and as independent strike aircraft. It was 
demonstrated that the B-58 could cany iron bombs on the wing root bomb racks that had earlier been 
added to accommodate four 1\lk.. 43 nuclear weapons. Iron bombs ofval)ing weights up to 3000 pounds 
were dropped, usually from tow altitudes and at speeds of 600 knots. Almost all of the drops were "\isual, 
v.ith the AN/ ASQ-42 system rarely being used However, the fear that the B-58's integral v.ing tanks 
would make it vulnerable to ground fire during low-altitude delivery lead to the abandonment of the 
program. 

• :r • 

The active sen icc life of the B-58 was destined to be rather short Phase-out of the B-58 fleet was ord..-red 
by Secretary of Defense Robert 1\lcNamara in December of 1965, since it was felt that the high-altitude 
performance of the D-58 could no longer guarantee success against increasingly sophisticated SG"~<iet air 
defenses. At that time, Secretary McNamara also announced that the FD-111 A would be built. 
McNamara proposed that the new FD-111A, along \•ith improvements in the Minuteman and Polaris 
missiles and modernization of the subsonic B-52 would enhance strategic deterrence and make the B-58 · 
superfluous to the needs of the USAF. Although SAC had never been happy v.ith the relatively limited 
range of the D-58 and felt that the Air Foree through congressional pressure had forced the D-58 on them, 
the aircraft had gone through a long gestation period during which lots ofbugs had been v.rung out of the 
system, and it was now thought to be a valuable and effective weapons system. Consequently, SAC 
pressed the Defense Department for the retention of the D-58, at least unti11974. However, the decision 
of 1965 was to stand. 

Another factor was the D-58's relatively high cost as compared to the B-52 and B-47. The unit cost of the 
B-58 was 33.5 million dollars as compared to 9 million for the B-52 and 3 million for the B-47. The cost 
of maintaining and operating two B-58 v.ings equaled the cost of maintaining six B-52 v.ings. In addition, 
the B-58 was quite costly to maintain. 

The B-58's high accident rate was probably its most serious failing. Out of the 116 aircraft built, some 26 
were destroyed in accidents before the type was removed from senice, and several additional aircraft were 
damaged seriously enough to prevent them from being returned to llight status. Most of the accidents took 
place during the B-58's llight test and operational evaluation period, v.ith a lower attrition rate actually 
being attained late in its op..-rational career. Many of the accidents were due to plain carelessness and were 
not the aircraft's fault, but others were a result of mechanical or systems failures tllllt were basically a 
consequence of the D-58's rapid leap forward in technology. Nevertheless, there was more than a slight 
residual dislike for tl1e aircraft among the SAC and USAF hierarchy. 

On October 27, 1969, Secretary of Defense Mel"\ in Laird announced a round of base closings. Included 
on the list were Little Rock AFD and Dunker Hill AFD (now named Grissom AFD, in honor of the 
astronaut Virgil Grissom who had been killed along with fellow astronauts Edward "White and Roger 
Chaffee in tl1e Apollo 1 capsule fire on January 27, 1967). Although these two bases would remain intact 
as military bases, they would lose their B-58 v.ings. The aircraft would be removed from the inventory 
and scrapped. 

The first B-58 to go to the boneyards was 59-2446, which flew to Da"is-Monthan AFD on November 5, 
1969. Once underway, the B-58 retirement program moved relatively rapidly. The retirement was 
completed on January 16, 1970, when the 305th Bomb \Vmg's last two B-58s (55-0662 and 61-0278) 
were flov.n to Da\is-1\lonthan AFD in Arizona for storage. Once their B-58s were in storage, tl1e 43rd 
DW was temporarily i.nacli\med, but was immediately reacli\-ated v.ith the assets of the 3960th Strategic 
\V~ng at Anderson AFD on Guam. The 30Sth DW was converted to an in-flight refuelling v.ing using 
KC-135As. 
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First flight 11130/57; flew first mission profiles for operational use from 6/27/58 to 3/17/59; carried pod 
number B-122; destroyed on 11n/59 - 25 n. miles SE of Lal'<1on, OK; accident cause never absou!tely 

, established, but official report noted "design deficiency in that the directional restoring moments on the 
V aircraft were not adequate for the test conditions"; Convair Pilot Raymond Fitzgerald (fatal), Convair 

Flight Engineer Donald Siedhof (fatal), no third crel'.member aboard. 

2 oru 
(; 

55-665 6 YB/RB-58 Snoopy 

First flight 9128/57; first test aircraft delivered to the USAF on 2115/58; on 2115159 modified to test 
ANI ASG-18 radar system and associated GAR-9/ AIM47 missile for the F-108 Rapier and later the 
YF-12A programs; currently static derelict on the Edwards AFB photo test range. 

55-666 7 YB/RB-58 n/a 

First flight 3120/58; used as the GE J79-GE-5 engine test aircraft using a special centerline pod- on 
1118/58 flew 32 minutes at sustained ~tach 2 \\ith the YJ79-GE-5s; made longest B-58 early test progr.un 
flight ofll hours 15 minutes on 8/16/62; canied pod D-IJ.t; currently on static display at Chanute AFB, 
n. wearing serial number 61-2059. [Note- Chanute has since closed.] 

55-667 8 YB/RB-58 n/a 

First flight 1211-t/57; used in ten month long fire control system tests at Eglin AFB, Fl. in 1959 but no live 
ammo fired; carried pods B-1-1 and B-2-1; destroyed 6/-t/60- 26 n. miles ESE of Lubbock TX; accident 
cause was loss of control in nonnal flight due to atmospheric conditions and subsequent abandonment of 
aircraft in supersonic flight regime; Convair pilot Jack Baldridge (fatal), Convair flight engineer Hugh 
Coleman (fatal), Convair flight engineer Charles Jones (fatal). 

55-668 9 YB/RB-58 Wild Child II/Peeping Tom 

Frrst flight 5/13/58; used for various special projects- Hughes AN/ APQ-69 SLAR, Goodyear 
AN/APS-73; orignally scheduled to be first airframe fitted "ith GE J79-GE-9 engines for B-58D; 
converted to TB-58A and became last Hustler assigned to 43rd BW; anived atl\IASDC 1116/70 but was 
saved from scrapping and transported by C-5A to Southwest Aerospace 1\.Iuseum, Forth Worth TX where 
currently displayed. 

New information from Donald White on 218/95 - 55-668 is on display at the Lone Star Flight Museum, 
Galvaston, Tx. ( 402) 7 40-7722. Another internet user who emailed and pointed this move out was 
1\.fichael Colangelo. My thanb to both of them. 

55-669 10 YB/RB-58A n/a 

F"IISt flight 513/58; used for passive ECM system tests; used for engine performance tests; used for 
autopilot eva!. tests; scheduled for convenion to TB-58A; destroyed 10127/59- 7 n. miles west of 
Hattiesburg, MS; accident cause was loss of control during normal flight; Com-air pilot Everett Wheeler 
(sunived); Con"l.'air ilight engineer ?-.fichael Keller (sllr\i"\·ed); Convair flight engineer Harry Blosser 
(fatal). 

55-670 11 YB/P.B-58A n/a 

First flight 6/26/58; placed in climatic test chamber at Eglin AFB, Fl. on 7/8/58 and removed 9/58; 
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12130/60; assigned to 43rd BW; as of 10/65 had highest number ofB-58 flight hours (1,078); arrived at 
.1\.IASDC 12115/69 and scrapped on 6127177. 

58-1022 29 YB/RB-58A n/a 

During 3/60 became fatigue test aircraft and used for cyclic loading tests through 1161; aircraft completed 
two months before conversion for tests; destroyed during fatigue test program some five years after 
program was begun. 

58-1023 30 YB/RB-58A n/a 

First flight 7124/59; first production standard aircraft; destroyed 4/22/60 - 29 n. miles NW of Ogden, liT; 
accid.."'!lt cause was loss of control during normal flight due to Mach/airspeed/air data system failure; 
Convair pilot Ray Tenhoff (fatal); Convair flight test engineer \Vatter Simon (fatal); Convair flight test 
engineer Kenneth Timpson (survived). 

59-2428 31 B-58A n/a 

First B-58 to incorporate an operational tail gun; on 11130/59 became first tactical inventory aircraft 
accepted by 6592 TS; eventually assigned to 43rd BW; carried pod Dl96; arrived at .1\.IASDC 118/70 and 
scrapped 7/6/77. 

59-2429 32 B-58A Th~ Pulaski Hustl~r 

First B-58 assigned to 1960 SAC bombing competition at Bergstrom AFD; assigned to 43rd BW; arrived 
at .1\.IASDC 12118/69 and scrapped 812/77. 

59-2430 33 B-58A n/a 

Accepted by AF on 1128/60 and delivered 2110/60; second B-58 assigned to 1960 SAC bombing 
competition at Bergstrom AFD; eventually assigned to 305th BW; arrived at .1\.IASDC 1113/70 and 
scrapped 8/10177. 

59-2431 34 B-58A n/a 

Made 78 minute Mach 21light \Vhile assigned to 6592 TS; later assigned to 43rd BW; arrived at l\IASDC 
1218/69 and scrapped 6/29,77. 

59-2432 35 B-58A R~gal E~agl~ 

Assigned to 43rd BW; arrived at .1\.IASDC on 12119/69 and scrapped 8/1/77. 

59-2433 36 B-58A Now or Nev~r 

Assigned to 43rd BW; carried pod B 177; arrived at l\IASDC on 117/70 and scrapped 7/20177. 

59-2434 37 B-58A Cannonball 

Assigned to 43rd BW; arrived at l\IASDC 12117/69 and scrapped on 6/24/77. 

59-2435 38 B-58A Shackbuster 
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1. YB/R0-5:'!A, ·..,.,, ial llumt>"r 55-c69A, was prepaNd for 
rlt~ht ~n 27 October 1959, in accordance with. appl1cable C~nvair 
proced:.o::e. The aircraf~ and crew station rreflighL was accm•
plished by tne civUlan rllght. test crew assisted t>)l Convair 
matnt~n&1ce personnel. Fullowing an abort from take ~ff position 
for a malfunction of the number one engine cont~l alLernator 
th~ malfunction was rectified and a normal take orr was ~ade 
from Carswell AFB at 1843 CST, 27 October on a VFR Fort Werth 
to Eglin to Fort Worth clearance. 

2. A high overcast necessitated initial level orr at 24,000 
feet and subseq•Jently a· descent to 22,000 feet. Appr.,aching 
Alexandria Omni the cloud condition permitted climb to 30,500 
feet and cruise at Mach .92. Shortly after passing south or 
McComb Omni the pilot disengaged auto pilot, changed heading ror 
Evergre~n Omni and elected to climb to 34,500 teet to get above 
forecast weather in the Eglin area. At a point near Hattiesburg, 
Mis~!~si~p!, the pilot experten~ed a roll-orr or the aircrart to 
tne right. Toe pilot applied what he considered to be corrective 
action with no apparent effect and arter what he considered a two 
turn spin condition t.e gave the order to eJect from the aircrart. 
All three crew members eJected and the aircraft impacted with 
the ground approximately 7 nautical miles west south west or 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, at 1935 CST 27 October 1959. The air
craft was totally destroyed by ground impact. Total time or 
this flight was fifty-two minutes. 
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commemorate the 50th Amiversary of the Air FOI'Cf! Flight Test Center, 
~·hich waustablished June 25, 195/, the AFFTC History Offia will recall some 

milestones in flight that took place here Juring the last half century. The~ 
brticles will appear on a weelcJy basis throughout the year 2001. 

The Day the Rubber Met the Ramp 

Raymond L. Puffer 
FOI"(% Flight Center historian 

One day just 41 years ago- on April 
13,1960 -· an Air Force Flight Test 
Center test pilot experienced the other 

~~t:!J side of evaluating high perfonnance 
aircraft for the nation's warfighters. On 
that spring morning, Maj. Fitzhugh L. 
"Fitz" Fulton was conducting 
three-engine heavyweight takeoff tests 

----·~ on the B-58 Hustler. 

The supersonic bomber's revolutionary 
design and its four J79 engines gave it 
dazzling perfonnance in the air but, as 
always, this came at the price of some 
tradeoffs in design. In order for the 
Hustler's landing gear to fit into the 

. thin delta wing, it had been necessary 
design a complex wheel arrangement The four wheels of each 

gear were divided into two sets with an axle for each set 
eight tires, four wheels, and four high capacity disc brakes 
mounted on each main landing gear. The tires were small, 

a very high rotational rate at takeoff speeds that provided only 
small margin of overload capacity. 

the flight in question, 
f.wton reached his go/no go 
f:!ecision speed of 153 knots 

following the flight 
shut down the number 

engine. One of the main 
promptly exploded. 

peading to a chain reaction 
!where six of the other tires 

the same side failed in 
sequence. Several of 
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wheels disintegrated and debris ruptured one of the bomber's 
hydraulic systems, making it impossible to raise the landing 
Fulton had no choice but to continue his takeoff and then see 

procedure could be devised to get him and his crew safely 
on the ground. 

only other B-58 pilot on the base that day was Maj. Charlie 
.. who was just getting ready to take off in a B-52 carrier 

~rcraft for the launch of Maj. Bob White's first flight in the X-15. 
~nstead of taking off in the B-52, Bock quickly jumped into an 

and went up to assess the situation. · 

F•.tlton and his crew elected to remain with the aircraft and to bring 
back home. In order to make a safe landing, he would have to 

jettison the B-58's large fuel-and-weapon pod in flight, which had 
ever before been tried with the landing gear down. After burning 

for three hours, he made a successful drop- which also 
turned out to be the last time that feat was accomplished. He then 
iettisoned the two rear canopies and proceeded to land on a heavily 
roamed runway. Coming to a stop, he and his crewmembers exited 

aircraft in very short order. 

Though a small fire ensued, there were 
no injuries to the crew and Fulton later 
shrugged the incident off as "Just 
another day at Edwards." In the 
meantime another pilot had replaced 
Bock in the B-52 and White's X-15 
launch went off without a hitch. The 
following year, White went on to take 
the X-15 not only to its design limits 
but also slightly beyond; he became the 
first human to fly an airplane beyond 
Mach 4.0, Mach 5.0 and Mach 6.0. 
Fulton retired from the Air Force in 
1966 as chiefofBomberffransport 
Test Ops Division and moved north 
along Forbes Avenue to NASA He 

~entually became chief test pilot at the Dryden Flight Research 
Facility, became project pilot on the YF-12A and YF-12C 
programs, and flew NASA's 74 7 Shuttle Recovery Aircraft. 

for the B-58: The incident on April13, plus two similar events 
mvolving operational planes, made it obvious that some means was 
hecessary to provide for safe handling in the event of future tire 
failures. Accordingly, a non-frangible wheel was developed for the 
Hustler; a solid metal disc or flange in the center of each dual tire 

that would support the aircraft after a tire blew and allow the 
to continue to rotate. Fulton tested the new arrangement later 
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year; his last sortie of the test series was the only solo B-58 
ever made. The new "third tire" arrangement worked 

~
ccessfully and was retrofitted to all operational B-58s where it 
bsequently saved several aircraft. As "Fitz" put it later: 
vervthim! worked out fine." 
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